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Abstract
Grounded in the fields of Africana Studies, Religion, and Art History, my dissertation
examines the ritual arts traditions and religious healing legacies paralleled in Kongo-derived
communities of Central Africa and the Caribbean. Framed as a comparative religion and
material culture project, my work investigates how sacred arts mediate relationships between
humans and spirits in Haitian and Congolese healing ceremonies today. Further, the study
explores how ritual objects restore balance when clients and patients are faced with physical
illness, psychological disorder, or social affliction. I examine various categories of spiritual
illness and focus on three types of ritual art objects—ritual rattles, sacred vessels (pots and
bundles), and divine mirrors—that operate as “religious subjects”. I argue that Black Atlantic
religious communities relate to sacred arts neither as “fetish” objects nor as inanimate
“things,” but rather as sacred entities and integral elements of ritual, holistic treatment.
Given the scholarly emphasis on the global rise of 21st century Pentecostalism and
Evangelicalism, my research demonstrates the continued relevance of African-derived
religions in contemporary ritual healing traditions. My research further highlights the
contribution of Africana healing systems as a complementary health system, revealing the
benefits of both Western and Black Atlantic traditions of medicine. Finally, I assert that
sacred arts operate as “blurred genres,” collaborating with humans and spirits when
assembled (kumbika a bundu) in rasanblaj form. Ultimately, my research underscores ritual
arts legacies as valuable, indigenous bodies of knowledge that illuminate understandings of
health, wellness, and wholeness in the Black Atlantic.
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Chapter 1

Black Atlantic Sacred Arts:
Indigenous Hermeneutics & Privileged Knowledge
“In the logic of Western rationalism, things do not speak except metaphorically. In
another worldview . . . they do: both natural phenomena and those of human
manufacture have life and voice and spirit.”
—Barbara A. Babcock1
“A vital religious life will tend to express itself in artistic forms. Art thus seems to be a
necessary dimension of religion. In art forms the relationship of man to his world is
objectified and made complete.”
—Charles H. Long2
Ceremonial Entry
Within the vibrant space of ceremony, sacred art forms often speak first, and last.
In between the throngs of devotees and audience members, healers and clients, children
and visiting spirits, sacred arts can be seen at the head or tail of the procession; they may
come in early with ritual elders to sanctify the space, and they may be last to exit along
with devotees. At other times, they sit calmly and observe during ceremony, waiting
patiently until called forward to perform ritual that they were made to conduct. At that
time, they step into the ceremonial spotlight to rattle and ring, to parade and orchestrate
order, to perform divination and communicate with ancestral spirits. These ritual arts
bless babies and counsel elders, taking on at once serious and playful roles. As divine
instruments, they inspire fear, heal, galvanize, replenish, unsettle, and bring harmony to

1

Barbara A. Babcock. “Clay Voices: Invoking, Mocking, Celebrating,” in Celebration: Studies in Festivity
and Ritual, ed. Victor Turner. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1982), 58.
2

Charles H. Long. Alpha: The Myths of Creation. (New York City: G. Braziller, 1963), 29.

the community, at times all in one ceremonial occasion. They may perform ritual with
other sacred arts by their side, or at times, are considered most powerful when working
alone. Sacred art forms have makers who fashion them and bring them to life, guardians
who tend to them, spirits that bless them, humans that nourish them. And yet, in many
ways, the lives of ritual arts remain a mystery of unknown depths.
If a Black Atlantic sacred art form recounted the story of its life, what would such
a narrative entail? Perhaps the art form would focus on its inception—its creator and
origin story of how it came to be from a mixture of organic elements, hand crafted goods,
prayer, and activation (see Figure 1.1). Or perhaps instead, it would reflect on its use in
ritual—its work in public and private ceremony to protect and heal, to warn and defend.
Certainly, the human guardians and orchestrators may have something to say about how
they work, but what insights might we additionally glean from asking sacred arts
themselves to share their experience? As devotees, ceremonial witnesses, and
researchers, ritual arts have long captivated our attention as Victor Turner once mused,
“Ceremonial objects are the metaphoric maps and tools and social chronicles that people
carry with them when they step out of secular space and time and explore the world of
heightened celebratory consciousness.”3 In addition to these ceremonial spaces of
celebration, sacred art forms also play a key role in healing rites for clients, patients, and
devotees. These visitors may come seeking counsel or restoration of health, blessings or
balance in their lives, and typically, healers, priests, and priestesses explain that their
work cannot be performed without the accompaniment of ritual arts. In both celebratory
and curative ceremony then, the use of sacred objects allow for unseen worlds to emerge.
3

Victor Turner, introduction to Celebration: Studies in Festivity and Ritual, ed. Victor Turner.
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1982), 7.

2

Distinctions between subject and object, self and divinity become blurred, as sacred art
forms communicate on our behalf with beings of the spirit realm. It is these healing art
traditions of the Black Atlantic—these rites that unveil divine passageways to the
invisible world—that will help us illuminate the role of the “unquiet” ritual arts that order
this universe.
Grounded in the fields of Africana Studies and Religion, my research examines
the ritual arts traditions and religious healing legacies paralleled in Kongo4 derived
communities of Central Africa and the Caribbean. Framed as a comparative religion
project, and with special attention to the relationship between Haiti and the Democratic
Republic of Congo, my dissertation investigates how sacred arts mediate relationships
between humans and spirits in Black Atlantic healing ceremonies today. Further, the
study explores how devotees gain access to the spirit world through sacred arts and how
such ritual art objects restore balance when clients and patients are faced with physical
illness, psychological disorder, or social affliction. I examine various categories of
spiritual illness addressed in ceremony and focus on three types or “genres” of ritual
objects used in healing ceremonies: ritual rattles, sacred vessels (pots and bundles), and
divine mirrors. What emerges from this focus is how Haitian and Congolese religious
communities relate to sacred arts neither as “fetish” objects nor as inanimate “things,” but
rather as sacred entities and integral elements of ritual treatment designed to heal
patients holistically.
4

Bantu language orthographies do not include the letter “c”. As such, when speaking about the population
of the ancient Kingdom of Kongo (a region encompassing current-day Angola, Republic of Congo, and
Democratic Republic of Congo between the 14th and 18th centuries), historian John K. Thornton employs
the ethnic marker Kongo. Throughout this text, I will use the terms “Kongo” and “Kongo-derived”
communities to refer to people and cultural traditions of Central Africa (notably, my own field site in
southwestern Democratic Republic of Congo) and its many diasporas.

3

Given the scholarly emphasis on the global rise of 21st century Pentecostalism and
Evangelicalism, my research highlights the continued relevance of African-derived
religions today in ritual healing traditions of the Black Atlantic. The work employs an
interdisciplinary approach that includes the study of African and African Diaspora
religions, phenomenology of religion (both metaphysics and lived experience), material
culture and art history analysis, ethnography of the senses, and ethnographic studies of
ritual healing. I further assert that a comparative religion framework offers an important
methodological intervention in Africana Studies, art history, and anthropology,
combining practices developed by religion scholars with those developed by art
historians and medical anthropologists. From an Africana religion perspective, I ask: how
do members of Black Atlantic communities orient themselves in the world (religiously)
when individuals fall ill? From an art history and material culture perspective, I ask: how
do ritual art objects provide access to the spirit world during these times of illness and
imbalance?
Broadly speaking, I consider how sacred art forms bring depth and dimension to
religious experience, examining how ritual art “objects” serve as religious subjects in
Haiti and DRC. In particular, I have chosen to pursue a study of three ritual arts with an
eye toward their work as sacred mediators and healing arts in Kongo and Kongo-derived
communities. Employing theoretical frameworks of indigenous hermeneutics, contact
epistemology, and diasporic indigeneity, I argue that local epistemologies provide
greatest insight into worldsense. Finally, I assert that sacred arts operate as “blurred
genres,” working collectively with humans and spirits when assembled (kumbika a
bundu) in rasanblaj form. My work further highlights the contribution of Africana

4

healing systems as a complementary health system, revealing the benefits of both
Western and Black Atlantic traditions of medicine. Ultimately, my research underscores
ritual arts legacies as valuable, indigenous bodies of knowledge that help illuminate
understandings of health, wellness, and wholeness in the Black Atlantic.

Situating Africana & the Black Atlantic in Black Atlantic Religions
An essential component of my argument involves contextualization of the terms
“Africana” and “Black Atlantic,” particularly as employed within a religious studies
framework. These concepts both suggest an attention to TransAtlantic and cross-regional
studies, aptly identified as a key branch of inquiry in the field of “Africana” studies of
religion.5 In their influential article about the evolving field of Africana religious studies,
Dianne M. Stewart and Tracey E. Hucks offer a definition for the term:
the umbrella designation ‘Africana’ is intended to register
two major aims concerning the religiosity of Africandescended peoples (1) comprehensiveness and inclusivity
with regard to coverage and documentation of any unit of
human thought and behavior warranting religious studies
analysis; and (2) comparison and connections involving
studies of human encounters and exchanges with others
(including other African-descended peoples) in time and
space across cultural and geographic boundaries.6
Much in line with the work of Charles Long, Hucks and Stewart insist that equal
emphasis must be placed on cosmology and ritual experience, as “any unit of human
thought and behavior warranting religious studies analysis.” Moreover, we understand the

5

Dianne M. Stewart Diakité and Tracey E. Hucks. “Africana Religious Studies: Toward a
Transdisciplinary Agenda in an Emerging Field,” in Journal of Africana Religions, Vol. 1: 1 (2013), 30.
6

Stewart Diakité and Hucks, 61.

5

field of Africana studies to be inherently comparative in nature, revealing the historical
links and exchanges between and within regions of Africa and the African Diaspora (see
Figure 1.2).7 Such analysis does not simply imply one-dimensional and one-way
exchanges from Africa to the Americas; rather, this approach encourages us to consider
the complex flows of people, philosophies, and material cultures, as the field of Africana
religious studies “must account for the fact that religious meanings can never be divorced
from materiality.”8
Without descending into contested debates regarding “African cultural retentions”
(discussed later in this chapter), my work is undoubtedly informed by the historical
reality that Kongo religious traditions greatly influenced Haitian religious orientation.9
This is evident in various aspects of the two traditions, including less emphasis on rites of
divination and elaborate hierarchies of the pantheon of spirits (as can be found in Yorùbáderived traditions), while great attention is devoted to material religion and rituals of
healing. I also note the many ways that Kongo traditions of Central Africa and Kongoinspired traditions of Haiti have continued to evolve following centuries of cultural

7

Stewart Diakité and Hucks further state (42), “In seeking to address the religiosity of Africana peoples
and communities associated with the land mass Africa—whether early dwellers upon particular lands,
internal migrants, repatriated and transnational African descendants, or diaspora-ed, and immigrant
Africans within other regions of the world—ARS should develop transdisciplinary rationales for studying
religious traditions and experiences that bind individuals together and provide orientation for navigating
life within community.”
8

Stewart Diakité and Hucks, 42.

9

While scholars such as J. Lorand Matory (2005) importantly elucidate the ways in which African
Diaspora religion has also influenced African indigenous religion (for instance in the case of Brazilian
Candomblé and Nigerian Ifá), Vodouizan (Vodou devotees) have not yet had the opportunity to travel en
masse to Angola, the Republic of Congo, or the Democratic Republic of Congo as part of religious
pilgrimage and cultural exchange. This reveals a striking difference in the interest and familiarity of lay
Congolese citizens and Congolese indiengeous religious communities with Haitian Vodou as a Kongoderived tradition of the African Diaspora. Hopefully, such a spiritual journey can one day be organized for
Haitian Vodouizan to travel to Kongo religious communities of Congo as well as Vodun nations of Benin.

6

transformations. Here, I do not advocate that Haitian religious orientation boasts a
singular genealogical lineage. Rather, in parallel fashion to the robust literature on
Yorùbá-derived traditions and Fon/Danhomè legacies of the African Diaspora, my work
offers one of the first in-depth studies of Kongo-inspired religious traditions in Haiti,
employing an Africana religious studies framework.
With reference to the Black Atlantic, I recognize the early usage and framing of
the concept by art historian Robert Farris Thompson.10 Thompson introduced the notion
of a Black Atlantic11 (as well as an African Atlantic12) as both a geographic site and a
cultural experience. I would further argue that it serves as a mode of orientation to
discuss the social, cultural, religious- artistic landscapes paralleled between western
Africa and the Americas. Thompson identified West/Central Africa and the African
Diaspora of the Americas as regions of vast diversity united by experiences of
“Blackness,” “Africanness,” and “creoleness”.13 Just as importantly, his cartography of
the “Black Atlantic” also sought to redress a lack of scholarly attention to Kongo’s
cultural and political legacies in the African Diaspora. Historically, scholars have tended

10

As anthropologist J. Lorand Matory asserts, “though it has grown roots in a range of disciplines beyond
his own, Thompson is the author of the felicitious coinage the ‘black’ Atlantic.” Matory, Black Atlantic
Religion: Tradition, Transnationalism and Matriarchy in the Afro-Brazilian Candomblé. (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2005), 5. Archaeologist Akinwumi Ogundiran also penned his dedication in
part to “Robert Farris Thompson (b. 1932) – Ogun, the pathfinder n Black Atlantic Studies,” Materialities
of Ritual in the Black Atlantic, eds. Akinwumi Ogundiran and Paula Saunders’, 2014.
11

See Robert Farris Thompson’s “Introduction: Rise of the Black Atlantic Visual Tradition,” in Flash of
the Spirit, 1983, xiii-xvii.
12

Robert Farris Thompson. Face of the Gods: Art and Altars of Africa and the African Americas. (New
York: The Museum for African Art, 1993).
13

Kamari Maxine Clarke and Deborah A. Thomas point out that Thompson’s “development of diasporic
black unity” greatly influenced the work of Paul Gilroy (1993). Clarke and Thomas (eds.). Globalization
and Race: Transformations in the Cultural Production of Blackness. (Durham: Duke University Press,
2006), 13.

7

to place greater emphasis on Yorùbá (Nigeria) and Fon/Danhomè (Benin) cultural
patterns as dominant in the Americas, with some mention of Igbo, Akan, Ewe, and
Senegambian (often Muslim) influences as well. Though it is true that his work has been
critiqued for its preoccupation with African “cultural retentions,” Thompson’s
introduction of such a term shifted the conversation to conceptualize Blackness as a
trans-oceanic set of experiences and cultural orientation(s).
I also note the contributions of cultural theorist Paul Gilroy14 whose Black
Atlantic refers to the transnational experience of West and Central Africans and members
of the African Diaspora. The term centers on the Atlantic Ocean as an important common
link between African and African Diasporic subjects through the experience of the
TransAtlantic Slave Trade and also through migrations of Black subjects during the 18th
and 19th centuries who returned to Africa or began their lives anew in Europe. Even
further, for those interested in material culture and “thing theory,” the Black Atlantic’s
emphasis on the ocean and Gilroy’s emphasis on the sailing ship as chronotype to
understand the African Diaspora both serve as signifiers for the dynamic nature of Black
experience across the Atlantic.
However, surprisingly (as he is of West Indian descent), scholars15 have noted
that Gilroy’s map does not seem to include Haiti, or much of the Caribbean for that
matter. As such, and with personal interest in an ethnographic approach, I draw more
directly from art historian Robert Farris Thompson’s and anthropologist J. Lorand

14

Paul Gilroy. The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness. (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1993).
15

See, for instance, Nadège T. Clitandre, “Haitian Exceptionalism in the Caribbean and the Project of
Rebuilding Haiti,” Journal of Haitian Studies Vol. 17: 2 (2011): 146-153.
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Matory’s conceptualizations of the Black Atlantic. Matory acknowledges the innovations
of historian John K. Thornton16 [and, we must add to this note, historian Linda M.
Heywood17], art historian Robert Farris Thompson, and literary critics Paul Gilroy and
Joseph Roach18, who have introduced and theorized such influential terms as Atlantic
Creoles, Black Atlantic, and Circum-Atlantic, respectively. In this way, Matory indicates
that these scholars “have clarified the standards of analysis for translocal fields far better
for their disciplines than anthropologists have for our own”. 19 Matory’s own theorization
of the Black Atlantic has offered key interventions in anthropology. He explains that his
work to expand the concept of African Diaspora does not in fact center on the search for
cultural continuities, but rather focuses on the “historical processes and activities that
have created such continuities, privileged some continuities over others, and officially
masked numerous discontinuities.”20 In my own work, I similarly invoke the Black
Atlantic to signal the deep and entangled links established between Africa and the
Americas.21 I further highlight a multiplicity of African “origin” points and note the
evolutions of Africana cultural traditions, asserting that Kongo-derived traditions too
have played an essential role in Black religious subjectivities of the Atlantic world.
16

John K. Thornton. Africa and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1400-1800. (New York:
Cambridge University Press, [1992], 2006).
17

Linda M. Heywood and John K. Thornton. Central Africans, Atlantic Creoles, and the Foundation of the
Americas, 1585-1660. Cambridge University Press, 2007.
18

Joseph Roach. Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance. (New York City: Columbia University
Press, 1996).
19

Matory, Black Atlantic Religions, 5.

20

Ibid., 7-8.

21

See in particular Charles H. Long’s “Interpretations of Black Religion in America,” in Significations:
Signs, Symbols, and Images in the Interpretation of Religion, by Charles H. Long. (Aurora: The Davies
Group Publishers, 1986), 139-170.
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One question that has emerged throughout the course of my research from
research participants and colleagues alike is, why Haiti and Congo? I note three reasons.
Firstly, Haiti and DRC are linked historically by legacies of the TransAtlantic Slave
Trade. Historians David Eltis, Philip Curtin, and John K. Thornton have explained that
Central Africans (particularly those from the Kingdoms of Kongo and Ndongo)
represented as many as 60-70% of enslaved Africans brought to St. Domingue.22
Furthermore, recent demographic studies reveal that at the onset of the war for
independence in 1791, St. Domingue’s population was majority Kongolese.23 This
connection is evidenced from related Haitian and Congolese political strategies and social
organizations24, as well as cultural traditions of cuisine, dance, performance, language,
and sacred arts. Later under the Duvalier regime of the 1950s and 1960s, many Haitians
would also flee Haiti and travel to the recently independent Democratic Republic of
Congo to become school teachers, as DR Congo welcomed the presence of educated
members of the Francophone African Diaspora.25 Secondly, while studies of Yorùbá
derived traditions (including Nigerian Ifá, Cuban Santería or Regla de Ocha, Cuban and
African American Lukumí, and Brazilian Candomblé) have become quite prominent in

22

According to demographic research conducted by historians such as Philip Curtin and David Eltis,
Central Africa and the Bight of Benin provided the largest source of enslaved peoples brought to Saint
Domingue (Haiti) between the 17th and 18th centuries. See David Eltis and Martin Halbert’s impressive
TransAtlantic Slave Trade database: http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/index.faces. Also see John K.
Thornton’s Africa and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1400-1800, 1992.
23

In particular, several recent demographic studies reveal that unlike its neighboring Franocophone islands
of Martinique and Guadeloupe, Haiti’s population was majority Kongolese at the time of the war for
independence in 1791. See Chris Davis, “Before They Were Haitians: Examining Evidence for Kongolese
Influence on the Haitian Revolution,” in Journal of Haitian Studies, Vol. 22: 2 (Fall 2016), 4-36.
24

See Thornton’s “‘I Am the Subject of the King of Congo’: African Political Ideology and the Haitian
Revolution,” 1993 and The Kingdom of Kongo: Civil War and Transition, 1641-1718, 1983.
25

Regine O. Jackson (ed.). Geographies of the Haitian Diaspora. (New York: Routledge Press, 2011).
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the literature, considerably less ethnographic research has been done on Kongo-derived
traditions, such as Cuban Palo, Brazilian Candomblé Bantu (or even Quimbanda), and
Haitian Vodou (particularly the Petwò, Kongo and Wangòl nations).26
Finally, Haiti and Congo share a long history of incorporating an (Africanized)
Catholicism into indigenous and indigenized religious traditions. This rapport reveals a
deeply entwined and complex relationship, as many scholars have illuminated.27 The
relationship between Catholicism and Congolese indigenous religions or Haitian Vodou
is not one that I will not attempt to address in great detail here, as my focus centers on the
ritual arts of indigenous and traditional religions of Congo and Haiti. I will note however,
that by the very nature of the plural religious orientation of many Haitian and Congolese
devotees, such references to Catholicism may emerge subtly in the text.
Notably, each of the Black Atlantic traditions mentioned here demonstrate their
own “specialty” in studies of the arts, including royal arts and divination as a major focus
26

Notable exceptions and foundational research on Kongo derived traditions in the African Diaspora
includes the work of Robert Farris Thompson and Joseph Cornet (Four Moments of the Sun: Kongo Art in
Two Worlds, 1981); Maureen Warner-Lewis (Central Africa in the Caribbean: Transcending Time,
Transforming Cultures, 2003); Dianne M. Stewart (Three Eyes for the Journey: African Dimensions of the
Jamaican Religious Experience, 2005); James H. Sweet (Recreating Africa: Culture, Kinship, and Religion
in the African-Portuguese World, 1441-1770, 2006); Linda M. Heywood (ed.) (Central Africans and
Cultural Transformations in the American Diaspora, 2002); John K. Thornton and Linda M. Heywood
(Central Africans, Atlantic Creoles, and the Foundation of the Americas, 1585-1660, 2007); Todd Ramón
Ochoa (Society of the Dead: Quita Manaquita and Palo Praise in Cuba, 2010); Jason R. Young (Rituals of
Resistance: African Atlantic Religion in Kongo and the Lowcountry South in the Era of Slavery, 2011);
Michael Ras Brown (African-Atlantic Cultures and the South Carolina Lowcountry, 2012); and Susan
Cooksey and Robin Poynor (Kongo Across the Waters, 2013).
27

See in particular Wyatt MacGaffey’s Modern Kongo Prophets: Religion in a Plural Society, 1983; John
K. Thornton’s “On the Trail of Voodoo: African Christianity in Africa and the Americas,” 1988; Luc de
Heusch’s “Kongo in Haiti: A New Approach to Religious Syncretism,” 1989; Leslie Desmangles’ The
Faces of the Gods: Vodou and Roman Catholicism in Haiti. Chapel Hill, 1992; Wyatt MacGaffey’s
“Kimbanguism & the Question of Syncretism in Zaïre,” 2000; Terry Rey’s "Kongolese Catholic Influences
on Haitian Popular Catholicism: A Sociohistorical Explanation," 2002; Hein Vanhee’s "Central African
Popular Christianity and the Making of Haitian Vodou Religion," 2002; John K. Thornton’s “The
Development of an African Catholic Church in Kingdom of Kongo, 1491-1750,” 2008; Cécile Fromont’s
The Art of Conversion: Christian Visual Culture in the Kingdom of Kongo, 2014; and Dianne M. Stewart’s
Local and Transnational Legacies of African Christianity in West-Central Africa and the Black Atlantic
World (forthcoming).
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in studies of Nigeria’s Ifá28, dance, folklore, and music in Santería29, and sex tourism and
carnival in Candomblé30. More recently, scholars have continued to both deepen and
expand the conversation on Africana religions, including critically important studies on
theories of indigeneity31 and philosophy of religion32, conversion, initiation, and
“reversion” studies33, race and religion34, transnationalism and diaspora35, legal studies36,

28

Consider, for instance, the foundational works of William R. Bascom’s Sixteen Cowries: Yoruba
Divination from Africa to the New World, 1993; Rowland Abiodun’s Yoruba Art and Language: Seeking
the African in African Art, 2014; and Suzanne Blier’s Royal Arts of Africa: The Majesty of Form, 2012.
29

See Katherine J. Hagedorn’s Divine Utterances: The Performance of Afro-Cuban Santería, 2001; David
H. Brown’s Santeria Enthroned: Art, Ritual, and Innovation in an Afro-Cuban Religion, 2008; and Grete
Viddal’s “Vodú Chic: Haitian Religion and the Folkloric Imaginary in Socialist Cuba,” 2012.
30

See, for instance, Clarence Bernard Henry’s Let's Make Some Noise: Axé and the African Roots of
Brazilian Popular Music, 2010; Erica Lorraine Williams’ Sex Tourism in Bahia: Ambiguous
Entanglements, 2013; and Karyna Do Monte’s “Candomblé and Sacred Earth Healing in the Rio de Janeiro
Carnival,” 2013.
31

See Oludamini Ogunnaike’s “Sufism and Ifa: Ways of Knowing in Two West African Intellectual
Traditions,” (PhD dissertation, Harvard University, 2015); and Elana Jefferson-Tatum’s “Religious
Matters: African (Vodoun) Materialities and the Western Concept of Religion,” (PhD dissertation, Emory
University, 2016).
32

See Marcus Harvey’s “Engaging the Orisa: An Exploration of the Yoruba Concepts of Ibeji and Olokun
as Theoretical Principles in Black Theology,” Black Theology Vol. 6: 1 (2008): 61-82 and Funlayo E.
Wood’s “Objects and Immortals: The Life of Obi in Ifa-Orisa Religion” (PhD dissertation, Harvard
University, 2017).
33

See Rachel Cantave’s “Universal Politics: Neo-Pentecostalism, Candomblé and Politics of Space/Race,”
2015; Lisa Òsunlétí Beckley-Roberts’ “To and Through the Doors of Ocha: Music, Spiritual
Transformation, and Reversion Among African American Lucumí” (PhD dissertation, Florida State
University, 2016).
34

See Rachel E. Harding’s A Refuge in Thunder: Candomblé and Alternative Spaces of Blackness, 2000;
Henry Goldschmidt and Elizabeth McAlister’s Race, Nation, and Religion in the Americas, 2004; and
Aisha Khan’s Callaloo Nation: Metaphors of Race and Religious Identity among South Asians in Trinidad,
2004.
35

See Sarah Rutherford’s (Candio) “Faith Makes Us Live: Surviving and Thriving in the Haitian
Diaspora,” 2010; Yanique Hume’s “On the Margins: The Emergence of a Haitian Diasporic Enclave in
Eastern Cuba,” 2011; Adam M. McGee’s “Haitian Vodou and voodoo: Imagined Religion and Popular
Culture,” 2012; Tracey E. Hucks’ Yoruba Traditions and African American Religious Nationalism, 2012;
and Gina Athena Ulysse’s Because When God is Too Busy: Haiti, me, & THE WORLD, 2017.
36

See Kate Ramsey’s The Spirits and the Law: Vodou and Power in Haiti, 2011; Danielle N. Boaz’s
“‘Instruments of Obeah’: The Significance of Ritual Objects in the Jamaican Legal System, 1760 to the
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media studies37, feminist and gender studies38, food studies39, material culture studies40,
and more recently, ritual healing studies41. In the past thirty years or so, scholars of
Haitian Vodou have typically focused on the context of transnationalism, migration, and
diaspora42 as well as music and the visual arts43. I am interested here in building upon
these strengths in the literature to incorporate a discussion about the link between Haitian

Present,” 2014; and J. Brent Crosson’s “What Obeah Does Do: Healing, Harm, and the Limits of Religion,”
2015.
37

See Aisha Beliso-De Jesús’ Electric Santería: Racial and Sexual Assemblages of Transnational
Religion. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2015).
38

See Ernest Meredith Coleman-Tobias, “Crying for the ‘I’ in the Midst of Mothers: Young African
American Women Navigating an Embodied and Self-determining Christology in the Contet of HIV and
AIDS,” in Journal of Constructive Theology: Gender, Religion, and Theology in Africa 15:2 (2009); Julius
Mitchell’s “Zora’s Politics: A Brief Introduction,” Journal of Transnational American Studies, Vol. 5: 1
(2013); Ayodeji Ogunnaike’s “Managing Multiple Masculinities: Traditional Perspectives on Masculinity
Drawn from Yorùbá Mythology,” forthcoming (shared with author in 2016); Eziaku Nwokocha’s “The
‘Queerness’ of Ceremony: Possession and Sacred Space in Haitian Religion,” forthcoming 2017 (shared
with author); and Claudine Michel and Patrick Bellegarde-Smith’s God in Every Woman: Gender and
Sexuality in Africana Religions, forthcoming 2017.
39

See Elizabeth Pérez’s Religion in the Kitchen: Cooking, Talking, and the Making of Black Atlantic
Traditions. (New York: NYU Press, 2016).
40

See Ogundiran and Saunders’ (eds.) Materialities of Ritual in the Black Atlantic. (Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University Press, 2014).
41

See Robert A. Voeks’ Sacred Leaves of Candomblé: African Magic, Medicine, and Religion in Brazil,
1997; Margarite Fernández Olmos and Lizabeth Parvisini-Gebert’s (eds). Healing Cultures: Art and
Religion as Curative Practices in the Caribbean and Its Diaspora, 2001; Karol K. Weaver’s Medical
Revolutionaries: The Enslaved Healers of Eighteenth-Century Saint Domingue, 2006; James H. Sweet’s
Domingos Alvares, African Healing, and the Intellectual History of the Atlantic World, 2011; and Diana
Paton and Maarit Forde’s (eds). Obeah and Other Powers: The Politics of Caribbean Religion and
Healing, 2012.
42

See Karen McCarthy Brown’s seminal Mama Lola: A Vodou Priestess in Brooklyn, 1991; Karen E.
Richman’s Migration and Vodou, 2005; and Terry Rey and Alex Stepick’s Crossing the Water and
Keeping the Faith: Haitian Religion in Miami, 2013.
43

See Lois Wilcken and Frisner Augustin’s The Drums of Vodou, 1992; Donald Cosentino’s (ed.) Sacred
Arts of Haitian Vodou, 1995; Gerdès Fleurant’s Dancing Spirits: Rhythms and Rituals of Haitian Vodun,
the Rada Rite, 1996; Patrick Polk’s Haitian Vodou Flags, 1997; Elizabeth McAlister’s Rara!: Vodou,
Power, and Performance in Haiti and its Diaspora, 2002; Nancy Josephson’s Spirits in Sequins: Vodou
Flags and Sequins, 2007; Donald Cosentino’s (ed.) In Extremis: Death and Life in Twenty-first-century
Haitian Art, 2012; and LeGrace Benson’s Art and Religions of Haiti, 2015.
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ritual arts and healing traditions, offering one of the first in-depth studies of ritual healing
in Haiti.
Regarding Congolese cultural traditions, religion scholar Dianne M. Stewart44,
literary scholar Maureen Warner-Lewis45, and historians James H. Sweet46, Michael Ras
Brown47, and Jason R. Young48 have investigated the prominence of Congolese
(Kongolese) legacies in the African Diaspora. I incorporate their work to expand
Diaspora Studies to the Francophone regions of the Black Atlantic. Additionally, while
several key ethnographic studies of southwestern Congolese religion have emerged in the
past few decades49, I aim to link conversations between art historians and anthropologists
of Central Africa with a study of ritual arts, healing, and religion qua religion, as few
scholars have conducted ethnographic research on Congolese religious traditions.
With attention to the form, texture and material qualities of sacred objects, art
historical methods permit scholars to develop object-specific language for studies of
material religion. It is worth noting however, that art historians have primarily studied
44

Dianne M. Stewart. Three Eyes for the Journey: African Dimensions of the Jamaican Religious
Experience. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
45

Maureen Warner-Lewis. Central Africa in the Caribbean: Transcending Time, Transforming Cultures.
(Mona, Kingston, Jamaica: University of West Indies Press, 2003).
46

James H. Sweet. Recreating Africa: Culture, Kinship, and Religion in the African-Portuguese World,
1441-1770. (The University of North Carolina Press, 2006).
47

Michael Ras Brown. African-Atlantic Cultures and the South Carolina Lowcountry. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2012).
48

Jason R. Young. Rituals of Resistance: African Atlantic Religion in Kongo and the Lowcountry South in
the Era of Slavery. (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press, 2011).
49

See Wyatt MacGaffey’s Religion and Society in Central Africa: The BaKongo of Lower Zaire, 1986;
Rene Devisch’s Weaving the Threads of Life: The Khita Gyn-eco-logical Healing Cult Among the Yaka,
1993; Nancy Rose Hunt’s A Colonial Lexicon: Of Birth Ritual, Medicalization, and Mobility in the Congo,
1999; Filip De Boeck. “The Divine Seed: Children, Gift and Witchcraft in the Democratic Republic of
Congo,” 2005; and Yolanda Covington-Ward’s Gesture and Power: Religion, Nationalism, and Everyday
Performance in Congo, 2015.
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ritual arts of Africa (and their connection to indigenous philosophies and epistemology),
with minimal art historical focus on Caribbean and African Diaspora arts of the Americas
outside of the U.S.50 And while African art historians’ analysis has importantly
highlighted the ritual arts of divination, they have not typically explored the sacred art
objects of healing rites. From a material culture perspective, I assert that our studies of
African and African Diaspora art history may be greatly enriched by examination of the
religious healing qualities of sacred arts. Additionally, material culture references to
rattles, vessels, and mirrors remain scant in the literature on Black Atlantic religions,
with only brief mention of each in larger chapters about other ritual arts such as textiles,
masks and crowns, drums, and statues. As such, my work offers the first in-depth study
of these three types of ritual art forms (Haitian ason, Congolese banzungu ya ntoto and
Haitian pakèt kongo, and Congolese matensi [sg. ditensi]). Furthermore, while
anthropologists have examined Central African and Caribbean healing rites51, such
research on ritual healing traditions in either context rarely includes a material culture
approach. As such, my work offers an interdisciplinary approach to examine these works
as ritual healing arts per se. My research ultimately demonstrates that Haitian and
Congolese traditions might best be regarded as parallel, evolving religious realities, with
shared historical heritage but also shape-shifting religious destinies and orientations.
50

Robert Farris Thompson (Face of the Gods: Art and Altars of Africa and the African Americas, 1993),
Donald Cosentino (Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou, 1995) and Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz (Kongo Graphic
Writing and Other Narratives of the Sign, 2013) offer notable exceptions.
51

In addition to the previously mentioned Devisch (1992) and Hunt (1999), for Central African studies of
healing, see Victor W. Turner’s The Drums of Affliction: A Study of Religious Processes among the
Ndembu of Zambia, 1981; John M. Janzen’s Lemba: A Drum of Affliction in Africa and the New World,
1982, The Quest for Therapy: Medical Pluralism in Lower Zaire, 1982, Ngoma: Discourses of Healing in
Central and Southern Africa, 1992; and Edith Turner’s Experiencing Ritual: A New Interpretation of
African Healing, 1992. For Haitian studies of healing, see Pierre Minn’s “Water in Their Eyes, Dust on
Their Land: Heat and Illness in a Haitian Town,” 2006; and Karen McCarthy Brown’s “Afro-Caribbean
Spirituality: A Haitian Case Study,” 2006.
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Lastly, I must specify what is meant by religion. Drawing from the work of
historian of religion Charles H. Long, for my purposes, religion will refer to “orientation
in the ultimate sense, that is, how one comes to terms with the ultimate significance of
one’s place in the world.” 52 This definition of religion incorporates philosophy and
cosmology as well as ritual and lived experience—both intangible and material manners
of worship at once. Neither realm of devotion is considered more important as a
component of religion than the other, and Long’s avowal draws attention to the interplay
between divine entities, ritual objects, and mortal beings as part of their respective
orientations in the world. In Haiti, our religion of study will be Vodou, with attention to
related ritual healing traditions. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, “religion” may be
more difficult to classify, as many people self-identify as Catholic (or Protestant) even in
their roles as religious healers. Indigenous priests and priestesses in Kikwit may refer to
their traditions as kibunkaka (KiKongo, ways of the ancestors) or kibokoko (Lingala,
ways of the ancestors), while healers may refer to their traditions as kibo nganga (ways of
the healer). However, there are many healers who never used these terms explicitly, and
as such I will refer to these traditions interchangeably as Congolese religions, religious
traditions, and ways of the ancestors.

A Call for Comparative Religion, Or,
Beyond the Bounds of Cultural Retentions
Historically in studies of Black Atlantic traditions, much attention has been
dedicated to the historical experiences of “cultural retentions,” “syncretism,” and

52

Long. Significations, 7.
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“creolization.” During the 1930s and 1940s, anthropologist Melville J. Herskovits and
sociologist E. Franklin Frazier entered into public debate about the persistence of African
philosophies and religion, kinship structures, and moral systems in the Americas
following the TransAtlantic Slave Trade. Frazier argued that few, if any, cultural
traditions could have survived the devastating transfer from the African continent (though
some exception was made for nations with larger African populations such as Brazil).53
Herskovits on the other hand insisted that not only were African epistemologies
considerably more advanced than previously acknowledged, but also that certain African
themes absolutely persisted in African Diaspora cultural expressions.54 Later,
anthropologists such as Sidney Mintz, Richard Price and religion scholar Albert Raboteau
would enter into this foray, taking opposing positions about the fracturing of kinship
structures versus the reestablishment of forged family units, and the continued practice of
African religious traditions versus the conversions of Africans to Christianity in the
Americas.55
Several scholars drawing from the work of Mintz and Price introduced the term
creolization56 to discuss the confluence of African, Indigenous American and European
cultures in the Caribbean and Latin America. Important critiques have pointed out the
53

E. Franklin Frazier’s The Negro Family in Bahia, Brazil (1942) and The Negro in the United States
(1949) and Melville J. Herskovits’ Myth of the Negro Past (1941).
54

Melville J. Herskovits. The Myth of the Negro Past. [1951] 1955.

55

See Sidney Mintz and Richard Price’s The Birth of African-American Culture: An Anthropological
Perspective. [1992] 1976 and Albert J. Raboteau’s Slave Religion: The Invisible Institution in the
Antebellum South, 1978.
56

Though certainly not unique to the Caribbean, the notion of creolization has quickly become one of the
touchstone terms in scholarship of the African Diaspora to indicate the cultural appropriations and
adaptations that occurred during the period of enslavement and colonialism. See Margarite Fernandez
Olmos and Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert’s Creole Religions of the Caribbean: An Introduction from Vodou
and Santeria to Obeah and Espiritismo, 2003.
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problem with making the Caribbean an exceptional case, asserting that no society on
earth might claim cultural “purity,” as the process of cultural, political and social
“combining” has taken place in some form or another in every civilization. Creolization’s
twin term, syncretism57, followed suit in suggesting that African traditions may have
survived in the Americas, though largely as a result of being enveloped by another
dominant culture, that of European cultural systems. During the mid 20th century, terms
such as creolization and syncretism (accompanied later by acculturation,
transculturation58 and hybridity59) acted as early attempts to acknowledge the complexity
of cultural exchange in the Americas, with an emphasis on integration rather than
dominant homogenizing. Unfortunately however, as critics such as Dianne M. Stewart60
and Davíd Carrasco61 have demonstrated, the term syncretism overemphasizes a one-way
transactional exchange of cultural orientation. Indeed, critiques from the past twenty

57

In Andrew Apter’s reading of Herskovits, one of syncretism’s key proponents, he explains that
syncretism is “‘the tendency to identify those elements in the new culture with similar elements in the old
one, enabling the persons experiencing the contact to move from one to the other, and back again, with
psychological ease’”. Andrew Apter. “Herskovits’s Heritage: Rethinking Syncretism in the African
Diaspora,” in Syncretism in Religion: A Reader, eds. Anita M. Leopold and Jeppe S. Jensen. 2004, 165.
58

See Fernando Ortiz’s "On the Social Phenomenon of ‘Transculturation’ and its Importance in Cuba."
Cuban Counterpoint, 1947.
59

See, for instance, Shalini Puri’s The Caribbean Postcolonial: Social Equality, Post/nationalism, and
Cultural Hybridity, 2004 and Homi Bhabha. Debating Cultural Hybridity: Multicultural Identities and the
Politics of Anti-Racism, 2015. The term “hybridity” leads me to question whether the work is dedicated to a
study of biological plant systems rather than people’s cultural exchanges during early eras of globalization
and colonialism.
60

Dianne M. Stewart. “‘I Believe He is a Yaraba, a Tribe of Africans Here’: Establishing a Yoruba-Orisa
Nation in Trinidad,” unpublished book chapter shared with author in 2014. Forthcoming publication.
61

As Davíd Carrasco explains, the terminology describing such interactions has “traditionally and
conveniently been handled under the ubiquitous and lazy category of syncretism—a term which the recent
Harper Collins Dictionary of Religion evaluates as ‘a term of dubious heritage and limited usefulness often
employed to ascribe insincerity, confusion, or other negative qualities to a nascent religious group.’”
Carrasco, “Borderlands and the ‘biblical hurricane’,” Convocation Speech, Sanders Theater, Harvard
University, September 18th, 2006.
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years have noted that the term implies African and Indigenous American subservience to
Europeans’ dominant and supposedly more sophisticated cultural ethos. It becomes
apparent then that most scholars continue to invoke the term syncretism with almost
exclusive reference to Africa, Southeast Asia and Latin America.62
As it stands, much of the 20th century scholarship on African and African derived
religions has focused on either identifying or refuting these themes of African “cultural
retentions” in the Americas.63 Through studies of the arts, family structures, healing
systems, dance, cuisine, language, private ceremony and public performance, researchers
have attempted to place the origins of such Diasporic customs in either strictly “African”
or “creolized” and “syncretized” frameworks of understanding. I believe that the
limitations presented by these models stems in part from the reality that studies of
African indigenous and African derived religions have not historically been pursued by
scholars of religion, nor studied as religion qua religion.64 In Africana scholarship,
historians and anthropologists have largely been responsible for studies of Black religion,
62

The online Catholic Encyclopedia, for instance, explains that “Syncretism is sometimes used to
designate the fusion of pagan religions.” http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14383c.htm. It does not appear
that any ethnic groups have been classified as “syncretic” in Europe or the European diasporas. To claim
that African derived religions are “creolized” or “syncretized” suggests that other European traditions
maintain “pure” and “unadulterated” religious and cultural value systems. Evidently, this is not the case, as
indicated with the multiple religious influences (the “pagan” influences) on Christianity, for instance. See
Kyrah Malika Daniels, “Let Us Call it a Crossroads, or, The Fatiguing Trope of Syncretism,” (paper
presented at the annual meeting for the Caribbean Studies Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, May 2529, 2015).
63

Though his work has proven pivotal in the field of Afro-Atlantic sacred arts, many have critiqued Robert
Farris Thompson’s work (Flash of the Spirit, 1983) for being over-invested in “cultural retentions” between
ancient Kongo and the Diaspora. See the work of J. Lorand Matory, Black Atlantic Religions, 2005 for an
example of a text that offers a new model for thinking about connections between Africa and the Americas.
64

We must recognize that the case has been notably different with the study of African American religion
in the United States. In addition to theologians such as James Cone, Shawn Copeland, Emilie Townes, and
Anthea Butler (among many others), religion and philosophy scholars such as Charles H. Long, Albert J.
Raboteau, Cornel West, Judith Weisenfeld, Eddie Glaude, Jr., Tracey E. Hucks, and Yvonne P. Chireau
have been creating an important corpus of African American religious studies grounded in the field of
religion since the 1970s.
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frequently regarded as epiphenomenal “cultural traditions” rather than full-fledged
“religious systems”. Referring to the history of religious studies, Winnifred Sullivan
points out, “History has been the way to study ‘us’ [in the West]; anthropology or history
of religions the way to study ‘them’.” 65 It is only in the past few decades that notable
exceptions, including religion-trained scholars and phenomenologists such as Charles H.
Long, Leslie Desmangles, Benjamin C. Ray, Jacob K. Olúpọ̀nà, Tracey E. Hucks, Dianne
M. Stewart, and Yvonne Chireau, have offered alternative frameworks for understanding
the transmission and transformation of epistemologies and religions in Africa and the
African Diaspora.66
My research then offers a methodological intervention in Africana Studies by
shifting the focus from the debate over “cultural retentions” between Melville Herskovits
and E. Franklin Frazier to provide a more fully comparative framework. Comparative
religion reveals structures of similarity and patterns of difference, and allows scholars to
adopt a phenomenological approach and study each religious tradition in its appropriate
cultural context. Kimberley C. Patton and Benjamin C. Ray67 have accounted for the
resurgence of comparative religion following its most recent bout of criticism. Recent
scholarship has acknowledged the important critiques of the field, many of which came
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out of the era of postmodernism and postcolonial studies. Namely, these concerns argued
that comparative religion, which initially emerged out of the Enlightenment period,
proposed a number of universalizing, over-generalizing tropes of religion. Unfortunately,
it is true that a great deal of the early scholarship often descended into an evolutionary
theory of the hierarchies of religion.68
However, postmodern and postcolonial approaches demonstrate their own
limitations of study, as Patton addresses the paradoxical trend toward reductionism that
certain postmodern studies have led to, whereby one “reduce[s] indigenous categories of
experience to Western notions of ‘power’ and ‘gender’ [which] has in fact often covered
up and misrepresented a rich texture of cultural difference and individual perspective at
the local level.” 69 This statement speaks to certain reductionist anthropological narratives
about African and African-derived religion, many of which try to “explain away”
religious experiences and transformation by introducing changes in environmental
factors. As such, contemporary comparative religion scholars assert that new approaches
to the field can be pursued rigorously and with attention to detail and divergence, as well
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as diachronic (change over time) dimensions of study. Such a renewal of comparative
religion may engender powerful shifts in methodology to better understand the parallels
of belief and practice around the world and also recognize the particularities of various
cultural ontologies, or ways of being in the world.
For comparative religion specialists such as Patton, Long, and Olúpọ̀nà, the
method of phenomenology walks hand in hand with the study of comparative religion. As
philosopher Douglas Allen explains, phenomenology (literally, the study of phenomena)
offers an approach that suggests religion is ultimately based on lived religious
experience, made up of observable phenomena.70 Perhaps most compelling for our
purposes is this emphasis on the broadly-defined “observable phenomena” of religion,
which we might interpret as physical and material artifacts as well as more abstract
concepts. These phenomena might include prayer beads used during meditation or sudden
revelation, a consecrated altar or pilgrimage to a holy site. Indeed, the battle cry for
phenomenology has been cited as the German expression, “Zu den Sachen!” meaning,
“To the things themselves!”71 The benefit of a phenomenological and comparative
religion approach then, is the emic study of religion—that is to say, the exploration of
religions using local perspectives and native epistemology or theories of knowledge for
insight into historical changes and contemporary religious realities.
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Relying upon William Paden’s notion of “controlled aspectral focus,”72 one
avoids comparing the whole of traditions, and instead focuses on comparison of certain
aspects, in this case, ritual healing arts. Using this approach, comparative studies may be
applied equally to regions without any historical contact and separated by a gulf of time
or alternatively, to communities that have experienced direct and well-documented
cultural exchange, such as regions in the Black Atlantic world, including Haiti & DRC.73
Historian of religion Kimberley Patton has further noted that regional context for migrant
peoples proves more challenging to pinpoint, stating, “to study nomadic cultures
‘contextually,’ one must be profoundly aware of the ways in which their contexts… are
that of movement through… changing geographical and cultural spaces.”74 She further
states that comparative religion brings fuller dimensions to studies of myth and ritual for
migratory and diasporic populations. A similar approach applies to African Diasporic
religious groups, as Africans suffered involuntary relocation during the TransAtlantic
Slave Trade, resulting in dynamic shifts in identity and cultural experience.75 As such, a
72
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comparative framework offers an especially apt method for studies of African and
African Diaspora religion and art history, highlighting themes such as rupture and
cultural continuity, migration, diaspora, and transformation of ideologies and practices.
I draw from the methodologies of phenomenology of religion, art history, and
ethnography of objects and ethnography of the senses (explored in Chapter 2) in order to
more deeply understand two sets of cultural actors in African and African Diaspora
religion: 1) Black Atlantic peoples and communities, including their religious experiences
and cultural orientation, and 2) ritual arts of the Black Atlantic, recognizing their role
and their relationships to the artists, priests, healers, and clients who create them,
implement them, and benefit from their use. Using this interdisciplinary approach, I
assert that studies of Africana religion stand to gain great insight in considering the
interconnectedness of material religion, ritual practices, and healing systems.

Material Culture & the Social Life of “Things”
In Haitian Vodou and Congolese religious traditions—as well as in many other
African-derived religions—art forms and sacred objects serve as ritual implements that
work to connect people of the material world with the invisible world of spirits. Here, I
will use the terms “ritual objects,” “sacred arts,” and other variations interchangeably to
draw attention to the complex nature of implements that have been fashioned with divine
intention or divine inspiration (see Figure 1.3). Similarly to “religion,” the very terms
“art” and “aesthetics” persist as socially constructed terms with few direct translations in
many African indigenous languages (and with no easily identifiable analog in many
cultural ideologies for that matter). Anthropologist Wyatt MacGaffey has noted that
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historically, Europeans did not believe that Africans (or members of the African
Diaspora, we might add) could produce “art,” regarding most African statues, masks, and
ritual implements as either “fetish-power objects” or strictly utilitarian devices.76 It was
not until well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that ritual objects of Africa and
the African Americas began to be regarded as “art” (albeit crafted in a “naïf” style, as
perceived by many Westerners). In hopes of highlighting both these cultural nuances and
imperfect linguistic translations, I will alternate between the use of terms such as “ritual
objects,” “sacred art,” and “ritual healing arts.”
Congolese philosopher V.Y. Mudimbe takes this argument further, highlighting
the frequent misnomer and simplification of African religious artifacts as either “art” or
“tools.” In unpacking the implications of the term, he asserts that “art” must be
understood in its indigenous African contexts, explaining, “These objects, which perhaps
are not art at all in their ‘native context,’ become art by being given simultaneously an
aesthetic character and a potentiality for reproducing and reproducing other artistic
forms.”77 Offering another perspective, art anthropologist Rosalind Hackett remarks that,
in fact, many West and Central African languages do possess a variety of art-oriented
terms. Among Fon, Akan, and Bamana nations, these terms may refer to handcrafts, the
process of creation, or objects that attract attention and direct one’s thoughts,
respectively.78 Indeed, many Black Atlantic “art” forms—including protective healing
bundles (such as Haitian pakèt kongo and Congolese minkisi), rhythmic rattles adorned
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with seeds or beads (for instance, Cuban chekeré or aggué and Angolan nkisi a ziambi),
veiled, intricately beaded crowns (in particular, Brazilian chorão and Yorùbá ade), and
finely painted, sequined, or papier mâché masks (as found in Puerto Rican carnaval and
New Orleans Mardi Gras)—operate first and foremost as sacred objects and ritually
effective instruments.
In this sense, it is often more helpful to ask about a particular ritual object, “How
does it work?” or “What does it accomplish or do?” rather than our peculiar style of
question, “What does it mean?” 79 As explained by art historians80 as well as
anthropologists81, Africana art forms principally serve ritual purposes, to invoke the
spirits for council, to ward off negative energy, to address spiritual or physical ailments,
or to protect an individual or the community. This emphasis on the performance and
ritual work of sacred arts (as opposed to their state of passive “being”) reminds us that
these pieces serve as communicators and mediators between mortal and divine realms,
and indeed, we may regard them as active ritual “participants”.
Grounded in the field of comparative religion, historian of religion Mircea Eliade
introduced the centrality of religious “archetypes” (what Russian literary theorist Mikhail
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Bakhtin might have referred to as literary “chronotopes”82). In discussing tropes of the
natural world for instance, Eliade highlighted the importance of sun, sky, trees, water,
stones, and earth in numerous religious traditions.83 To this list of natural phenomena, I
would also advocate for the addition of human-made objects of veneration, referring to
sacred items such as statues and effigies, prayer beads and head adornments, as well as
altars and musical instruments used in performance. In his work on African derived
traditions of Cuba (such as Cuban Ifá, Abakuá, and Añá), historian and anthropologist
Ivor Miller points to the Cuban epistemology of fundamentos, literally meaning
“foundation,” and referring to ritually charged entities. Conversing with babalawos
(priests) and initiates of Cuba, Miller explains of fundamentos that
Consecrated objects made collectively by authorized elders
were central to the formation of African migrant
communities . . . As neophytes are initiated with a
Fundamento, they learn the language, laws and taboos,
music, symbols, and foods associated with it; they are
objects/entities created and crafted by ritual elders and
knowledge keepers/ knowledge bearers that connect and
serve as mediums with the divine.84
This notion of the fundamento will prove a particularly helpful trope as we examine the
handcrafted ritual arts that reveal the intimate rapport between humans and the divine, as
well as relationships with object-mediators that transmit their respective messages. My
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research contributes to comparative religion then by considering the centrality of sacred
objects as worthy religious subjects of study in the Black Atlantic.
If comparative religion and phenomenology serve as my first methodological
framework to focus on the communities and people of Black Atlantic religions, the
second set of methodological frameworks center on the sacred art forms themselves.
Arguably, art history and archaeology and, more recently, the fields of material culture
and ethnography of objects, have offered particularly fruitful methods of object-centered
studies. MacGaffey notes that studies of Kongo (and Kongo-derived) material culture has
largely been conducted in two manners: firstly, as nineteenth century ethnographies that
attempted to associate all foreign objects with Western equivalencies, and secondly, in
museum contexts which have highlighted what Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz calls a “theatrical
visual pleasure,” 85 showcasing the exotic nature of unfamiliar fetish objects. It is true that
many impressive African art collections typically include minkisi and other Kongo ritual
artifacts. These “cabinets of curiosity” may have sought to include Kongo materials
because of their greatly varied style and “abstractionist” form, in contrast to the more
anthropomorphic figures of divine kings in Yorùbá sculpture or Benin bronzes, for
instance. Quite likely for the untrained eye, the inclusion of assorted materials like sticks,
stones, shells, feathers and pouches appears to be an assemblage of items left behind and
haphazardly thrown together in a bouquet of odds-and-ends. It takes the attention of a
well-trained initiate (see the note on privileged knowledge) to perceive the ritual
sophistication of such a visual labyrinth in sacred objects like pakèt kongo and minkisi.
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As such, we might turn to more apt methods of study—those fields centered on models of
material culture—in order to better interpret the role of ritual art forms.
Researchers of the mid 20th century began conducting biographies of objects,
identifying objects as worthwhile “subjects” of study and valuable narrators of
cultural/religious experience. These narratives have generally taken two approaches:
where anthropologists have conducted “object biographies,” examining peoples’
perceptions of certain objects and the way they operate in society, art historians and
archaeologists on the other hand have worked to “interrogate objects themselves,” aiming
to elicit a narrative from the objects by looking to historical diaries, trade records,
household usage, ritual implementation, etc.86 Anthropologist Igor Kopytoff87
intriguingly asserted that one might interrogate an object in similar fashion to the way
one interviews a person, making inquiries such as: Who makes you, the object? Where
are you used? At what times of year, for what types of ceremony, and how often? At what
stage do you move from person to person? What other uses might you have and how
might you interact with other sacred art forms? Such an approach has inspired my own
line of questioning (see Chapter 2). Unfortunately for much of the twentieth century, the
contributions of anthropology and people-oriented studies and those of art history,
archaeology, and object-centered studies have remained fairly isolated in conversation.
Recently however, scholars have worked to bridge these approaches by
conducting ethnographies of objects, spending ample time with the people who create
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and use these items as well as examining artifacts in museum collections and in the
archives. The proponents of “thing theory,”88 for instance, recognize an object’s role as a
conveyor of information and a storehouse of knowledge, rather than simply as a
representation of another entity. Similarly, anthropologist Alfred Gell asserted that art
objects do not simply represent icons of social and cultural knowledge; rather, the
object’s material form serves as a vehicle of these bodies of knowledge itself. In their
anthology of object- and concept-driven ethnographies, anthropologists Amiria Henare,
Martin Holbraad, and Sari Wastell propose that not only can “things” bring greater depth
to ethnographic narratives, but that they also constitute their own particular substance and
essence; that is to say, “things” do not only have the power to signify, but may also carry
sui generis meanings in themselves.89 In many ways, such an assertion indicates a call to
action for anthropologists, art historians, and artifact-specialists to consider the ways that
objects embody and enact certain principles.90
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There is much to be said about the social life of “things.” Historian of religion
Jennifer Scheper Hughes and other material culture specialists91 urge us as scholars and
global citizens to recognize “the way that the objects and materials that we commonly
understand as dead (common refuse, metal, chemicals, food, etc.) impact and impinge
upon human lives.” 92 In thinking about the direct impact of objects on our lives, we
might investigate the way that sacred arts perform work in religious communities. Indeed,
how might an exploration of these “subjects” of ritual action lead us to better understand
notions of self and subjectivity, and multiple ways of being in the world, particularly
within the context of Black Atlantic religions?
Gell proposed an anthropological theory of visual art, interpreting art objects not
as humans per se, but as active, parallel social agents (though he did differentiate between
primary and secondary agents).93 What is meant by the term “agent”? Anthropologist
Laura Ahern asserts that agency might be defined as “the socio-culturally mediated
capacity to act,” including persons though not excluding “spirits, machines, songs, and
collective entities such as ancestors and social groups.”94 Certainly, ancestors and spirits
have been widely regarded by religious communities as active forces, but this
incorporative definition also includes material goods and abstract notions—again, likely
91
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drawing inspiration from “thing theory”. In this way, both material objects and intangible
concepts have the potential to become active agents in the world.95
In their role as “actors” then, it may also be said that objects carry on their own
“lives,” not entirely independent from humans, but certainly as beings that experience
social lives in their own right. 96 Even more, such a study of “object-entities,” “agency,”
and “thingness” leads us to question what is at stake in identifying objects as “subjects”.
Within African, Asian, and Latin American religious contexts, Hughes insists “placing
vital objects of material religion at the center of analysis compels us to reconsider our
own culturally bounded and possibly erroneous ontological assumptions about the
distinction between objects and persons, between matter and being.”97 At its core, the
study of sacred objects provides insight into various ontologies or multiple ways of being
in the world. By examining the social lives of “things,” we can begin to ascribe greater
variety to the experiences of the world’s many cultural actors and social agents, each in
their respective forms of matter. In employing the term sacred arts and ritual entities, I
recognize consecrated objects as able-bodied, active participants in African and African
Diaspora religious spaces. Relatedly, this plurality of ontologies allows us to better
mediate difference, recognizing people and entities as not simply possessing distinct
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worldviews, but rather inhabiting various “worlds,”98 and exhibiting what sociologist
Oyèrónké Oyêwùmí refers to as worldsense (see Chapter 2).
Finally, as historian of religion Jennifer Scheper Hughes further elaborates on the
ontology of sacred art forms and their modes of “being,” she explains, “The religious
objects under consideration here are better comprehended . . . as vital, dynamic, and even
agentive members of the communities we study. They are material manifestations of the
sacred, to whom devotees and practitioners attribute animus—existence, being, desire,
and potency.” 99 By calling attention to their animus or drive, their dynamic nature and
“agentive” status in society, Hughes acknowledges the “person-like” qualities of sacred
objects, without suggesting that they fulfill precisely the same role as humans. Indeed, it
is only when examined within their broader religious and ceremonial context that we
might better understand the multi-faceted roles of rattles, vessels, mirrors, and other
sacred objects as mediators between visible and invisible realms, and as curatives in both
physical and metaphysical realms. By familiarizing ourselves with the ways that sacred
art forms participate themselves in the rites of Haitian Vodou and Congolese religions,
what might we learn from these ritual art forms, couriers of ancestors and the spirits?
What might these sacred objects illuminate about rites of healing as curative,
preventative, and restorative? I assert that we might turn to the religious epistemologies
of Central Africa and the Caribbean for insight.
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Indigenous & Diasporic Hermeneutics: Fetish & Ritual Arts Revisited
Of critical importance to my work is building theory from the ground up,
employing indigenous theories to frame my discussion of ritual arts and religious healing.
Here, the work of religion scholars Dianne M. Stewart and Tracey E. Hucks proves
invaluable, as they encourage multi-pronged and transdisciplinary approaches to studies
of Africana religious studies (with particular attention to phenomenology).100 With this in
mind, I seek to employ local epistemologies and philosophies of African, African
Diasporic, and Indigenous American communities. Such an approach is grounded in three
theoretical model as proposed by religion scholars Jacob K. Olúpọ̀nà, Charles H. Long,
and Erich Fox Tree, respectively: indigenous hermeneutics, contact epistemology, and
diasporic indigeneity.
In his work on the Yorùbá sacred city center of Ilé-Ifẹ̀, historian of religion Jacob
K. Olúpọ̀nà notes the importance of citing local frameworks to grasp the cosmological
and empirical depth of African religions. In the introduction to his work, he explains:
Many African and religious studies scholars who, like
myself, have grown up in indigenous traditions and have
been educated in the West are undertaking a journey to
define the realities of African culture. This is in reaction to
a number of works that do not take seriously or interpret
adequately the depth of the African experience. In our
reading of these works, we have encountered serious
problems, including mistranslation and distortions of
meaning. To avoid such problems, scholars must agree to
go beyond phenomenology by privileging what I refer to as
‘indigenous hermeneutics’: that is, exploring paradigms
and modes of interpretation that are explicitly embedded in
the traditions that we study.101
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At the core of our studies, “mistranslations and distortions of meaning” certainly yield
troubling misconceptions in the study of African and African Diasporic traditions.102
Such misconceptions affect our understanding of African and indigenous cosmology,
philosophy, ethics, ritual, and spiritual “beings”103. Recognizing the value of
phenomenology and urging scholars to extend even further beyond this method, Olúpọ̀nà
introduces the notion of an indigenous hermeneutics.
I have found such a model tremendously helpful in studies of Haiti and Congo,
and it is one of the reasons why I have chosen to highlight the work of ritual arts as active
subjects and participants, rather than as “agents”. It became very apparent early on in my
work that few, if any, Haitians and Congolese would refer to mirrors, rattles, vessels, or
any other sacred objects as “agents,” a term with no clear translation in Haitian Kreyòl,
KiKongo, or Lingala. Even in the context of French conversations in Haiti or Congo, the
French term agent does not hold much weight. Rather, employing terms such as
“participants” or “entities” to refer to ritual arts signals their status as “things” that
occupy a midpoint on the spectrum of “spirit,” “person,” and “sacred object”. (I note here
that the term “spirit” would be espri or Lwa in Haitian Kreyòl, mpeve in KiKongo, and
elima in Lingala, while “person” would be moun in Kreyòl, muntu in KiKongo, and moto
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in Lingala. “Sacred object” may be a bit more difficult to translate in these languages, but
does possess its own indigenous frames of reference.104) This reflects a much more
accurate portrait of the indigenous ontologies of sacred arts in Haiti and Congo.
This leads us to the work of historians of religion Benjamin C. Ray and Charles
H. Long, both of whom have called for an important shift when studying African and
African derived religions with a history of religion approach (also known as comparative
religion). Ray has offered scholars one of the first comparative religion studies within an
Indigenous African context.105 His work calls for a multi-disciplinary approach and
challenges key historiographical biases in the literature based on various European styles
of inquiry.106 Similarly, Olúpọ̀nà encourages scholars to think Beyond Primitivism107, as
he further states:
To understand its living religious history with its complex
and intricate teachings of morality and traditions of healing
and divination, the Western reader must make a
conscientious effort to expand the dimensions of Western
thought, reaching beyond the limitations of secular
humanism, modernity, and skepticism. One must be willing
to develop an awareness of Yorùbá and African
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worldviews, imagination, and hermeneutics that allow for a
culture that is remarkably adaptable, profound, and open to
creative meanings and interpretation. One cannot allow
Western discourse to dictate the meaning and function of
religion. All useful heuristic concepts and ideas must be
reexamined and relocated within their indigenous
hermeneutical traditions for their proper application. 108
In this way, Olúpọ̀nà points out the ways in which Western models of religious study—
including fields such as secularism, modernity, as well as the boundaries and hierarchies
established between magic, science, and religion—may be tremendously limiting in
understanding African indigenous religions. In considering, for instance, the fact that
Congolese Catholics may seek treatment from an nganga ngombo (indigenous priestess)
and that Yorùbá babalawos may attend church, an African plurality of devotion and
religious orientations becomes evident, reminding us of the adaptability and openness of
an indigenous hermeneutics that Olúpọ̀nà mentions above.
Charles H. Long may well be regarded as a “grandfather” of Black religion in the
United States. He proposed history of religion/comparative religion as a key method of
study that would extend beyond the parameters of theology, a decidedly Christian-centric
approach to studies of religion. In Signs and Significations, historian of religion Davíd
Carrasco identifies Long’s contributions as a “hermeneutics of conquest and
colonialism,” while theologian Charles E. Winquist lauds his work for establishing a
veritable contact epistemology. His collection of essays highlights the deeply entwined
racial and religious histories of European, Indigenous American, and African peoples as
these relationships evolved in the Atlantic world. Long contends that during periods of
contact, people exchange bodies of knowledge as readily as material goods. Relatedly,
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Matory asserts that, “theory is not a disembodied, universal truth, but [is] connected to
material objects”.109 In this way, we understand how material goods and their exchange
of hands became a key determinant of evolving cultural philosophies and social ethics.
Long’s discussion of cargo cults110 in the south Pacific specifically offers a
helpful case study of what intellectual historian William Pietz explained in his
historicization of European “fetishism.” 111. In brief, Pietz explains that the Portuguese
introduced the term feitiço to contextualize their perception that Africans were
overvaluing things that they should not (i.e. ritual instruments that may have included
calabash rattles, mounds of earth, clay pots), and undervaluing things they should value
(such as gold, ivory, and local textiles, which they traded with Europeans). Matory
further adds that when the Dutch arrived in West Africa, “they considered African objects
fetish, as well as those statues of Roman Catholicism.”112 Naturally, this reveals a great
detail about the emphasis of religious materiality among African indigenous nations as
well as Catholic traditions (particularly important to note in our context of the ancient
Kongo Kingdom, and later, St. Domingue, which would become Haiti).
Matory further builds upon the work of Pietz and Long, arguing that, “in the
making of theories and gods, the assignment of agency and value must be in correlation
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with the de-valuing of others.”113 Respectfully, I insist that this is precisely where we can
draw from an indigenous hermeneutics to demonstrate that in many AfroAtlantic
traditions, each and every entity exhibits value; this includes organic material such as
plants, trees, humans, and animals, as well as inorganic matter such as stones, feathers,
and earth.114 I further argue that this valuing of entities includes immaterial beings (such
as spirits and ancestors), and material handcrafted goods that have the capacity to interact
with the divine (fundamentos). As spirits of Haitian and Congolese religious traditions
may inhabit any material or immaterial entity, we are reminded that beings, object-arts,
and sacred things all represent forms of lively and “vibrant”115 matter.
While Long’s notion of contact epistemology116 does not imply that cultural
exchanges are always congruous (consider the mythology of the First Thanksgiving in the
U.S. for instance), it also importantly considers the possibility of more harmonious
cultural overlays. This is exemplified in the Americas by many religious communities’
reverence of an indigenous sacred mother and the Catholic Virgin Mary from Belize to
Brazil, Haiti to Honduras.117 These two puzzle pieces of contact epistemology—
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unwanted exchange as well as willing participation—provide key components to
understanding religious transmission and “unequal exchange” between continents of the
Atlantic. Long also establishes that the creation of and adaptation to new religious
orientations resulted in profound identity transformations for marginalized communities
in the Atlantic world. He asserts that African and African American communities
experiencing oppression during colonial eras encountered alternate experiences of human
reality as he explains that their very ontology, their notions of self and modes of being in
the world, became challenged by the dominant ruling class of Europeans and
EuroAmericans.
This particular racial dynamic in the U.S. resulted in what Long identifies as a
religious experience of radical otherness—a religious reality quite different from other
regions of the Americas (such as Haiti, Cuba, or Brazil, for instance) where Africanderived populations comprised more significant percentages of a nation’s demography.
Of course, even in these regions of greater numerical representation, African derived
communities often experienced religious othering from the European Catholic Church
and later, European Protestant leaders. (It is worth noting however, that in Haiti between
1804-1860 following its independence, local Haitian citizens became religious leaders,
creating a radically different reality of Black religious leaders of an Africanized
Catholicism118). Indeed, enslaved Blacks and Indigenous peoples in the Americas worked
to challenge not only the negativity of their being as subhuman status, but further, the
negation of their being as non-humans. As Long importantly notes in the wake of
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colonial religious violence: “the religions of the oppressed manifest tendencies . . . [as]
attempts to create new forms of human consciousness . . . and thus a new historical
community.”119 I invoke this notion of contact epistemology then, to remind us of the
powerful transformations African peoples, religious philosophies, and material culture
underwent in interactions and exchanges with other Africans, Europeans, and Indigenous
Americas. This last community of nations leads me to our final theoretical framework.
Here, I turn to the work of Indigenous religion scholar, Erich Fox Tree, who
introduces the concept of diasporic indigeneity. Fox Tree employs this term to discuss the
indigenizing process of MesoAmerican Mayan immigrants who relocate to more northern
sites in the Americas. He further explains that the “diasporically indigenizing” process
includes five elements: 1) de-marginalized and empowered communities who reterritorialize in the super homeland, 2) strengthening of indigenous traditions internally,
3) strengthening of transnational aspects, 4) new attention to encounter and collaborate,
and 5) the challenging of myths [and limitations] of Indigeneity and Diaspora.120 I assert
that this term, along with related frameworks such as contact epistemology, may be
immensely helpful in conceptualizing the complicated matter of African Diasporic
populations’ experience of (diasporic) “indigeneity” in the Americas.
It must be stated that Fox Tree argues that in order to become diasporically
indigenous, a community must garner mutual acknowledgement from other Indigenous
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peoples who continue to reside on the land.121 This makes tremendous sense in the
context of MesoAmerican Mayans relocating to territory continually occupied by First
Nations of New England. However, in the case of First Nations peoples of the Caribbean,
most Indigenous peoples experienced genocide of such high rates that no mutual
acknowledgement of communities can effectively take place. Additionally, I maintain
that in the case of African-descended populations inhabiting Caribbean and Latin
American nations for the past 400 years following enslavement, an experience of
“indigenizing” has also taken place. It stands to note the immense respect and regard
African-derived populations retain for Indigenous peoples in cultural traditions, political
systems, arts, religion, cuisine, and language. As such, I argue that it is through a uniting
of these three theoretical models—indigenous hermeneutics, contact epistemology, and
diasporic indigeneity—that we may acknowledge the cultural contributions and
hermeneutical strategies of African indigenous, African Diaspora, and Indigenous
American nations. Indeed, perhaps unsurprisingly in a study of sacred arts and religious
healing, it is most appropriate to adopt a plural mode of analysis.

Spiritual Illness & Three “Genres” of Sacred Art
Finally, allow me to outline the dissertation chapters themselves and the trajectory
of my arguments. Chapter 2, “Rhythm & Balance: Spiritual Illness & Ritual Remedy,”
has two aims: first, to introduce my methodology, research participants, and field sites,
including Kikwit, DR Congo and Mirebalais and Jacmel, Haiti. Second, I explain the
typologies of spiritual illness or “invisible ailments.” These conditions are typically
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caused by the ill intention of others, neglect of family ancestors or a general sense of
imbalance or malaise in one’s life. Broadly conceiving the notion of illness, I suggest that
illness might pertain to two broad categories: physical ailments and mental health
conditions (neurological, psychiatric, and psychological or psycho-social). In this way,
we recognize that virtually all illnesses are regarded as having either natural or spiritual
cause of origin (and thus require distinct methods of treatment). I then examine the work
of ritual remedies and the use of various sacred implements and objects employed in
ceremonial healing rites. A properly deployed ritual object may address several varieties
of these conditions, working to remedy one’s state of poor health by restoring balance
and rhythmic order to one’s life. This chapter considers the value of recognizing ritual art
forms as sacred entities and integral elements of ritual treatment designed to heal
patients’ spiritual illnesses holistically.
Following the opening epigraphs in each of the four case study chapters, I offer
interpretations of the ritual logic at work when healers employ sacred art objects for
healing purposes in ceremony (these sentences begin with: “When the spirit is ill. . .”).
Chapter 3, “Divine Noise: Ritual Rattles & The Conductors of Sacred Space,” presents
our first case study, in which I examine ritual rattles, metal bells, and other noisemakers
of healing ceremonies. This chapter will help us to understand the importance of sacred
music, ritual noise, and ecstatic devotional sound, highlighting Haitian noisemakers as
our appropriate masters of ceremony. I consider their more traditional calabash form
(Haitian ason and Congolese bisangu or bafukambumbulu) as well as self-fashioned
rattles of plastic and other common handheld noisemakers, particularly metal bells
(Haitian klòch and Congolese bangunga). Following an examination of the historical
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literature, I argue that ritual rattles orchestrate order in both the physical and spiritual
realms, serving as “conductors” and “awakeners” of sacred space. I also consider how
they greet and ritually salute sacred objects, elders, and spirits. Further, I examine how
the contemporary production of these sacred sounds—the act of rattle shaking, the
ringing of bells, the human recitation of praisesongs, and the instrument’s call and
response actions—result in what we might identify as synaesthetic spiritual experiences.
Ultimately, this chapter highlights the rattle’s ritual noise, its ecstatic percussion, and
devotional sound as a method to shift and open a collective consciousness in Black
Atlantic healing ceremonies.
In the note that precedes Chapters 4 and 5, entitled, “Vessels & Embodied Altars,
Parts I & II: The Ritual Bouquet,” I present the second case study. United by the theme of
“sacred vessels,” Chapters 4 and 5 each offer ethnographic episodes for Congo and Haiti
respectively. In Chapter 4, “Vessels & Embodied Altars, Part I: Hushed Ritual Pots” I
begin with a cultural history of Africana ritual pots (foregrounding Congolese banzungu
ya ntoto and mentioning Haitian govi/pò tèt), as I investigate the use of ritual pots in
Congolese healing rites for psychological and mental health conditions. Chapter 5,
“Vessels & Embodied Altars, Part II: Vibrant Sacred Bundles,” focuses on sacred
bundles (highlighting Haitian pakèt kongo and briefly noting Congolese bankisi/minkisi).
I examine the use of sacred bundles in Vodou rites of initiation as protective forces and
harbingers of positive energy. In these two chapters, I detail the process of crafting and
“dressing” consecrated vessels, drawing attention to the particular aesthetic qualities and
distinct inner ingredients of ceramic ritual pots and cloth bundles. I then point to several
parallels of Africana sacred vessels, including the persistent themes of embedded earth
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and powders, feathers and fabric knots, twisted roots and tying motifs. Ultimately, these
two chapters aim to deepen our understanding of ritual pots and sacred bundles as vessels
of medicine and as portable, embodied altars. Further, I consider how objects embedded
in the sacred vessel act as multiple “ritual selves,” all of which comprise a “collaborative
religious” self in the form of the vessel. In this way, I demonstrate that sacred vessels
work as a “ritual bouquet” of multiple healing instruments, with the power to harness the
divine energies of patients, initiates, and their many spirits.
Chapter 6, “Worlds in Reverse: Mirrors & Vision from the Invisible Realm,”
serves as third and final case study. The chapter considers the ritual importance of
mirrors (particularly Congolese ditensi or kitala tala, with brief mention of Haitian miwa)
used in the context of divinatory practices and mortuary arts. Relying upon historical
literature, ethnographic research, and literary analysis, I examine mirrors (whole and
broken) as a way to commune with ancestors and the spirits who reside in spiritual realms
referred to in French as le monde invisible (Haiti’s Afrik Ginen and Congo’s nsi ya
bafwa). As reflectors of positive energy and refractors of negative energy, mirrors also
display prominently in ritual art forms in both Haiti and Congo. As direct conduits to the
ancestral world, mirrors in Congo may be used to reveal the origin of a problem, provide
a diagnosis for a patient’s illness or disorder, and issue ritual instruction for one’s
condition. In Haiti, mirrors often adorn the sacred statues of Bizango, an initiatory
society, or when broken, have been included in memorials to those who perished during
the 2010 earthquake, known as Goudougoudou. This chapter reveals how mirrors and
reflective surfaces render the spirit world more accessible through rites of Congolese
divination in particular. Ultimately, I consider how mirrors as mortuary arts in both Haiti
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and Congo signal the omnipresence of ancestral spirits and remind us of the importance
of sustaining lines of communication between visible and invisible worlds. I conclude by
offering a brief meditation on my personal engagement with ritual mirrors.
In the conclusion, Chapter 7, “On Being, Activation, & Medicine: The Rasanblaj
of Africana Healing Arts,” I discuss three aspects of ritual arts in greater depth: 1) notions
of being/selfhood, art and the senses, and multiple selves; 2) the activation process—the
“feeding” or “awakening” to energize and enliven ritual entities; and 3) their work as
complementary medicine and mediating agents. Employing Gina Athena Ulysse’s notion
of rasanblaj as a theoretical framework, I discuss how each of these ritual objects—
rattles, vessels, and mirrors—operate as an assorted collection of healing art forms
selected for their individual properties, but also function collectively in ritual concert
within public and private healing spaces. I also encourage readers to expand our
definitions of object, art, and healing treatment, and reconsider the ontology and “blurred
genre” of ritual art forms, which intermittently operate as objects, spirits, and social
participants. Finally, I examine the possibility of incorporating Africana healing systems
into traditions of modern medicine as yet another complementary approach to holistic
health and wellness. In recognizing their role as consecrated healers and ritual
participants, we can better comprehend the role religious objects play as negotiators of
divine dimensions in sacred healing spaces.
With this in mind, “Zu den Sachen!”—“An ale pou gade obje sakre yo!”—
“Beto kwenda sambu kumona bima ya bankaka!”—“To the [sacred] things themselves!”

*********
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Privileged Knowledge:
A Reflexive Note from the Field (of Religion)
"The one who knows doesn't talk, and the one who talks doesn't know. And the one who
really knows, knows that he does not know."
—Brazilian Candomblé proverb122
“Nothing is hidden, but few are privileged to know the explanation and meaning of
things.”
—Grey Gundaker123
During the course of my research, a particular challenge emerged that I am certain
other scholars and seekers have also experienced: encountering the privileged knowledge
of religion, and the ritual arts. In my case studies, I have chosen to highlight both
everyday arts (pots such as Congolese banzungu ya ntoto and Haitian krich as well as
mirrors such as Congolese matensi and Haitian miwa) in addition to ceremonial arts
(Haitian ason and Congolese bisangu as well as Haitian pakèt kongo). For these ritual
entities, I was granted varying degrees of access. This meant that I was able to acquire
very little information about certain details pertaining to Vodou ason and pakèt kongo, as
I had not undergone full initiation in kanzo. While most ingredients of sacred vessels
must remain privileged knowledge for the officiating healer and priest or priestess, there
are several core components that must be included in each ritual vessel designated for
healing ceremonies. Such contents may be more widely known among lay members of
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the community, and it is only this more accessible base of knowledge that I will reference
in my chapters.
Similarly in Congo, I was permitted to take photographs of an nzungu and
mufukambumbulu (another ritual rattle) only in the event that I agreed not to publicize or
widely share these images with others. For this reason, I have aimed to be respectful of
the privileged material to which I have been granted access. Regarding the images of
ritual pots, I have only chosen photographs of the nzungu still wrapped protectively in
black covering. For any future publications, I will be enlisting the assistance of
technologically savvy friends to transform certain photographs into watercolor-like
images so that I might share acceptable representations of these sacred objects with the
intention to highlight the ritual arts that animate devotional lives of the Black Atlantic.
With these concerns in mind, I have drawn much inspiration methodologically speaking
from the work of respectful researchers who have come before me.
Many Congolese and Haitian healers proved initially hesitant to share information
with me, worried that I may take their knowledge of healing remedies and make a profit
in the pharmaceutical market. Unfortunately, this is an understandable concern
considering the two nations’ long history of exploitation. It is also true that certain
healers and diviners proved more hesitant about being interviewed and seemed reluctant
to allow me to attend their healing ceremonies. That said, the majority of my research
participants became more open with me about their knowledge and expertise over time,
and it was beautiful to witness these relationships develop and evolve during my
respective residence in Kikwit, Jacmel and Mirebalais.
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Indeed, it became evident early on in my field research that to gain access to
ritually sensitive topics of study, one must work to develop and build trust in long-term
relationships. This certainly proved the case in my own fieldwork, and several factors
allowed me to establish trust between healers and myself. In Kikwit, I had developed
initial relationships with several healers during my first visit to DR Congo in 2012. Upon
my return in 2014, I found these healers pleasantly surprised to see me again, and
remarkably more open. They received me more warmly this time, smiling as if to say,
“Aha~ you’ve returned! Now we can really talk!” During my second stay, they kindly
shared meals with me, invited me to celebrations for new babies, and eagerly assisted in
the continuation of my research. I also sense that I was granted greater access to religious
ceremonies in Kikwit by very nature of the fact that I presented an anomaly, a U.S.
citizen with Haitian ancestry conducting research on religion and sacred arts rather than
agriculture, for instance, in the less-visited Bandundu province (now the Kwilu province).
While language presented a barrier in Congo as I was still gaining proficiency in
KiKongo and Lingala, I found many Congolese healers could excuse my introductory
language skills as I made efforts to gain greater familiarity with Congolese culture
through shared meals, jokes, popular music, and neighborhood festivities. Generally
speaking, healers, priests, and priestesses from Kikwit were more open to share their
ritual practices and religious interpretations of illness than they were to share the names
of specific plants used for treatment. These types of “abstract” religious discussions or
practical dialogues about ritual ceremony were often topics deemed “safe” to share with a
curious young researcher who identified as a member of the African Diaspora.124
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In Haiti, I encountered a very different set of challenges. I did exercise greater
competence in the local language as a heritage speaker and could conduct interviews in
Haitian Kreyòl myself, though I still worked with a French and Haitian Kreyòl translator
for linguistic nuances and what I identify as cultural “riddles.” This meant that
assumptions about me being a blan could be easily deflected in me claiming identity as
djyaspora, member of the Haitian diaspora, and citing my lineage (including our town of
origin). However, I found manbo and houngan significantly more wary about my
research endeavors. Despite my familiarity with local customs and sensitivity to cultural
nuances, I was held at arm’s length by many of my key research participants until the last
month or two of my fieldwork in Haiti in 2015. There is no question about the hesitation
of Haitian Vodouizan to speak to foreigners about their religious orientation. I attribute
this initial mistrust to the greater exposure and exploitation of Haitian Vodou by U.S.
American (and European) researchers. Due to the long history of exploitation and
research extraction, priests and priestesses were extremely cautious in sharing
information with me until I returned. In addition, many Vodouizan were decidedly more
comfortable discussing ritual healing practices than they were speaking intimately about
ritual instruments that I should not yet have access to know about, such as pakèt kongo
and ason. With the establishment of newly built and foreign-funded hospitals and disaster
relief health care initiatives following the earthquake, many Haitians identified ritual
healing traditions as a “safe” topic for our discussions, even as we delved into the more
complicated relationship between spirits and healing. Fortunately, it was in my return to
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Haiti in summer 2016 that I had the opportunity to reconnect with research participants
and deepen my rapports, as people became more assured of my intention to cultivate
long-lasting relationships (see Figure 1.4).125
I should be clear in noting that I do not consider these knowledge bases “secrets.”
Africana traditions have long been accused of “keeping secrets” from outsiders and noninitiates, as if everyone is entitled to sacred knowledge, as if wisdom can be downloaded.
Such concern suggests that the West assumes all (indigenous) knowledge to be openaccess, which we know not to be the case, as traditions steeped in riddles keep both
insiders and outsiders dancing to locate truths. A great deal of literature discusses the
prominence of folklore and proverbs in West African and Caribbean traditions. However,
less attention has focused specifically on the proverb, the riddle, and the sacred art as an
aspect of coded, indeed, protected, knowledge in Africana communities.
Art historian Sylvia Ardyn Boone (ibaye) served as one of the few prominent
Black women art historians of Africa of the 20th century, and she proved herself to be a
researcher who was serious about respectful sacred knowledge acquisition. On the very
first page of her monumental work, Radiance from the Waters: Ideals of Feminine Beauty
in Mende Art, she introduced readers to these notions of protected knowledge. Boone
began her book on beauty in Sierra Leone by reciting a popular Mende proverb: “There is
a thing passing in the sky; some thick clouds surround it; the uninitiated see nothing.”126
Cultural theorist bell hooks and anthropologist Grey Gundaker explain that such an
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emphasis on what they call visual literacy (what I would identify as visual interpretation),
requires a trained sense of perception to see what may not be visible to “lazy eyes,” those
uninterested or unfamiliar with how to perceive the context of their surroundings.127
Many Black Atlantic traditions similarly suggest that the senses must be
heightened in a state of “alertness” to walk in a certain space and discern its sacred
quality, to observe a particular object and recognize its ritual potential. Art historian
Henry John Drewal might refer to this “alertness” or state of heightened consciousness as
a process that combines the five physical senses with one’s “extra” senses, that of motion
and intuition.128 Boone further elaborates on the qualities of this keen perception, citing,
“Initiates have had their eyes opened, so they have ‘eyes to see.’ These ‘eyes’ are
metaphysical: an informed intellect, a widened vision, a deepened discernment.”129 It
becomes clear then, why it takes a trained eye to perceive the sacred possibilities of
sacred objects: metaphysical eyes require a sixth sense to “see”!
More specifically, Boone’s work examined the Sowo masks of the Sande
initiation society, one of the few (if not the only) female masquerade communities known
in West Africa. During the course of her research, Boone came to the realization that few
of her questions about the women’s initiatory society would be answered if she continued
to ask them so straightforwardly. Rather, she had to approach the topic of the sacred
society delicately, and respectful of the protected “knowledge in plain sight.” Ultimately,
she was able to do so through the study of local ideals of beauty, investigating the moral,
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physical, and aesthetic traits that rendered a Mende woman beautiful. As Boone
explained, this topic invited the opinions of every community member—whether junior
or elder, male or female, married or unmarried—who often felt quite comfortable sharing
this “public knowledge.” Such groundwork proved critical for her research in identifying
certain characteristics of Sowo masks made in the image of Mende women and spirits.
In his work on diviners in the Cuban tradition of Ifá, Martin Holbraad alludes to
the intimate relationship between Cuban diviners and their instruments of mediumship,
one of which includes sacred powders. He elaborates on this rapport between initiates and
their ritual arts, noting, “To have the power of aché as a diviner one must be properly
consecrated as a babalawo [priest] and this, most crucially, involves receiving and
knowing how to use the consecrated equipment, charged with the powder of aché. No
powder no power, so to speak.” 130 Following their initiation, then, babalawos become
entrusted with the care of divine implements, which in part transforms them from
“ordinary” initiates to spiritual leaders. The sacred art objects assist babalawos in
defining their new role in society as ritual elders, and as such, they effectively hold no
power (or little power) without their divine instruments. Holbraad continues, explaining,
“Conversely, the secret knowledge required to prepare aché powders and use them for Ifá
is possessed only by babalawos—a term they translate from Yoruba as ‘father of secrets’
(Menéndes Vázquez 1995: 51; cf. Bascom 1991: 81). In other words, preparing and using
these powders is within the power of babalawos exclusively—so ‘no power no powder’
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also.”131 Equally important to their charge of divination itself, babalawos must guard and
protect the sacred knowledge base associated with divining. Indeed, ritual knowledge,
much like power, can be abused by those with negative intentions for the community and
others.
Relatedly, while the use of an nkisi or pakèt kongo might benefit the larger
community in ritual treatment, the extent of their ritual capabilities may only be known to
well-established community leaders. As Gundaker explains, much artistic work is
protectively coded, “involv[ing] double voicing and double sight in that they purposefully
address outsiders and insiders differently.” 132 This was the case, for instance, with
African American quilts used as “markers” of safety for enslaved peoples journeying to
freedom along the Underground Railroad.133 Furthermore, Gundaker asserts that graphic
writing systems like Haitian vèvè (see Figure 1.5), Cross River nsibidi (of
Nigeria/Cameroon), Cuban firmas134, Islamic scripts, or Black American graffiti all
“promote multiple layers and sort readers according to the depth of their knowledge.”135
She thus suggests that a ritual writing system catalogues readers by their level of
interpretation and their skills in discerning nuanced, riddled meanings. While she speaks
primarily to encoded writing systems, the same might be said for sacred bundles, ritual
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pots, divine mirrors, and other consecrated objects; these art objects may only “reveal”
their multi-faceted nature to those who have performed ritual work, as initiation affords
one various degrees of access to sacred knowledge. And while formal initiation may not
be required of all who wish to understand the most basic tenets of sacred arts like ason
and minkisi, various depths of understanding may be accessible in further pursuit of
knowledge and experience. In fact, once a sacred art has been fashioned, it cannot begin
ritual work until consecration. While certain healers may have mentioned to me the
general principles of activation, they would not dare to share the incantations recited to
awaken and activate the ritual objects. (Indeed, this information would not be readily
available to anyone who has yet to undergo the highest states of initiation in either
religious systems of Congo or Haiti). As such, in learning the language(s) that spirits
speak, practicing ceremonial dances performed, and apprenticing to gain knowledge
about medicinal plants and treatment, one transforms into a ritual leader, with specialties
that may develop later in life.
In Black Atlantic religions, as well as in many Indigenous religious traditions of
the world, it is understood that with ritual wisdom comes divine responsibility, not
necessarily afforded to every lay community member. Anthropologist Karen McCarthy
Brown relays a similar concept to that of Gundaker and Boone, asserting, “In the course
of treating a troubled person, Vodou priests and priestesses call on a variety of different
types of knowledge and power. The word konesans (knowledge) is used to refer to
learned skills such as herbalism and divination as well as what might be called intuitive
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powers.”136 In this way, a difference is established between erudition and wisdom,
particularly sacred wisdom. In the words of Vodou scholar Claudine Michel, konesans
refers not only to the acquired knowledge of this material world, but also indicates the
seeking of wisdom from the invisible realm of spirits and ancestors.137
Finally, after a devotee, sacred artist, or initiate has acquired the requisite
konesans and ancestral wisdom to manage the sacred arts, there are ritual rules to be
followed. In Haitian Vodou, this is referred to as reglèman, which has been defined as
“ritual order.”138 Reglèman can also mean ritual requirements, expectations, and
obligations. In Congo, this concept may be identified as nsiku in KiKongo or bikila in
Lingala139, which typically mean prohibitions, taboos, and ritual rules that one must
follow due to family obligations, ancestral lineage, ethnic group, or for individual
reasons. Interestingly—and much like the notion of the Greek pharmakon as remedy and
poison—nsiku can refer to ritual prohibitions as well as the sacred ceremony that serves
to rectify the personal or collective neglect of such ritual orders. Frequently when a ritual
healing ceremony does not succeed, priests and priestesses can identify the problem as a
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patient breaking reglèman that they had been given, or the healer ignoring their own
personal nsiku. Similarly, each sacred art carries its own reglèman and nsiku, divine rules
that must be respected in order to properly care for and protect the work, and with which
a ritual guardian must become expert. If such divine rules are not followed or are
blatantly disregarded, the sacred art may result in a failed ceremony, may lose its
potency, or even disassemble as ominous warning (see Chapter 3 on ason). It is the
trusted initiate, elder, and guardian who comes to familiarize themselves with the
prohibitions and protective measures of a sacred art that they protect as their own.
With respect to this notion of privileged or initiatory knowledge, how do we as
scholars and foreigners learn about the work of sacred objects? As cultural “insiders” and
devotees, how do we discern what information, if any, ought to be shared with wider
audiences? How do we develop the visual skills, extra-sensory intuition, and integrative
analyses to understand the relationships between ritual arts, mortal clients, and guiding
spirits? Ultimately, we might note that the artist and the initiate often exist as not so
disparate selves. In our very first interview six years ago, Manmi Maude leaned over with
a secret and a smile bursting forth, and asked excitedly: “Can I tell you something? [I
nodded] You know, every artist on earth should do initiation. Because . . . as an artist,
it’s already a gift [from the spirits].”140 It is true also that many artists141 suggest that their
art (a creation of meaning and being) has acted as their own form of initiation. Certainly,
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in creating something out of nothing, the artist (whether priest, craftsperson, or ritual
specialist) succeeds in reproducing the generative properties of the universe.
Perhaps it is time then that we begin to ask sacred art forms whether they would
like to share their narratives as quiet witnesses of ceremony and as guardians of protected
ritual knowledge. In this way, we might train ourselves to hear more nuance in various
articulations of a Black Atlantic worldsense, recognizing that ritual arts may very well
take center stage in narrating their own stories, and in sharing selected sacred knowledge
“hidden in plain view.”
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Chapter 2

Rhythm & Balance:
Spiritual Illness and Ritual Remedies
“Illness . . . results from a breach . . . that engenders conditions of disequilibrium,
disharmony, chaos, and disorder.”142
—Max G. Beauvoir
“Healing can concern the individual, the family, the community, the nation, the world, or
the cosmos as a whole.”143
—Linda L. Barnes and Susan S. Sered

A Portrait of Cities
To provide ethnographic context for my study, I must first introduce my regions
of study, which became more than research sites and continue to transform in their
capacities as other homes. I have worked principally in the city of Kikwit in southwestern
Democratic Republic of Congo, the city of Jacmel in southern Haiti, and the town of
Mirebalais in central Haiti. I conducted field research in summer 2012 in Congo,
continuously for one year between summer 2014 and fall 2015 in Congo and Haiti, and
the summer of 2016 in Haiti. In the cities of Kikwit, Jacmel and Mirebalais, I collectively
attended over 25 healing ceremonies and religious festivals and conducted interviews
with over 75 artists, healers, priests, diviners, prophets, and patients about sacred arts,
initiatory rites, and ritual healing. Interviews in Congo were conducted in a mixture of
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KiKongo, Lingala, and French, so translators became absolutely essential to my work.
For those healers and priests who preferred to be interviewed in their first language, I
would ask questions in French, and my translator, journalist Stèv David Tamasala, would
typically translate them into KiKongo (though even these interviews were interspersed
with the commonly-spoken Lingala and the occasional KiSakata or KiMbala, languages
indigenous to the region). In Haiti, interviews were typically conducted in Haitian Kreyòl
and occasionally in French. Here, my friend and journalist Junior Donatien of Mirebalais
proved particularly helpful in decoding riddles and proverbs, of which elders, priests, and
priestesses tend to be quite fond. I will also note that interestingly, while both nations
share French as a colonial language, neither uses this as a principal religious language in
their indigenous or national religions.
In previous visits, I had the opportunity to conduct preliminary field research in
two of these cities (Kikwit in 2012 and Mirebalais in 2009), also interviewing specialists
about sacred arts and ritual healing systems. While much attention has been devoted to
historical studies of religion in the southwestern province of Bas-Congo in DRC,
significantly fewer studies of religion have been conducted in inner provinces such as
Bandundu (now known as Kwilu province, where Kikwit is located). Furthermore, by
selecting the large town of Kikwit, located several hundred miles beyond the capital of
Kinshasa—and which had arguably less direct involvement in the TransAtlantic Slave
Trade—I was able to pursue a comparative religion project in a region of historical
interest between Africa and the Americas, despite lesser sustained contact between the
two specific regions of choice. Mirebalais presents an interesting site of study, as it has
recently developed the largest hospital in the nation, founded by doctor and medical
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anthropologist Dr. Paul Farmer. The city is similarly a large town located outside of Portau-Prince, and Mirebalais’ population has recently been estimated to be as much as 60%
Protestant, despite a clearly maintained allegiance to Vodou in ritual healing sectors.
Jacmel is one of Haiti’s most populous cities and a major tourist destination in the south.
Renowned for its beaches and papier-mâché arts tradition, the city boasts a vibrant blend
of Catholic, Protestant and Vodou communities, many of whose lives become intertwined
in the interfaith festival of Kanaval (carnival). Below, I profile the cities in greater depth.
Kikwit is a beautiful mountain city situated at the mouth of two rivers, the River
Kwango and the River Kwilu, in the province of Kwilu (formerly the southwestern
province of Bandundu) in the Democratic Republic of Congo. When describing it to
others, many locals lightheartedly refer to Kikwit as “un grand village,” as the town
exists somewhere along the spectrum of slower paced village life and bustling, upcoming
town center, with a crowded urban reality and growing population of 1.2 million
inhabitants.144 I first had the opportunity to travel there in the summer of 2012 when
conducting a research project about religious remedies for mental illness in DR Congo.
The hilly landscape and red earth reminded me of Haitian mountain cities in Haiti, with
residents friendly waving hello to each other in a fashion quite distinct from the intensity
of Kinshasa, with its heavy smog, never-ceasing rhythm of honking horns, and 12-15
million inhabitants.
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Unlike mining cities such as Mbjui-Mayi or port cities like Matadi, Kikwit has
never had a serious industry to formally urbanize the town. During my fieldwork in 20142015, Bandunduville served as the province capital of Bandundu, though Kikwit is easily
two to three times larger in terms of population. However, as former President Mobutu
had selected Bandunduville as the chosen province capital (being closer and more
culturally similar to his home province of Equateur), the smaller city of Bandunduville
boasts 24-hour electricity and no problems with running water. Kikwit on the other hand,
despite being situated at the intersection of two large rivers with tremendous
hydroelectric potential, struggles to provide even six hours of electricity per day for its
inhabitants, and running water can at times be a problem. In many ways, its largest
industry remains agriculture, though many people no longer farm for themselves, instead
working as teachers, lawyers, and tailors, or they work in restaurants and bars, or selling
goods at the market, while many of the city’s residents remain unemployed.
In 2010, the road to Kikwit was redone, facilitating much greater traffic to and
from the capital of Kinshasa, a 325-mile journey (525 kilometers). Kikwitois (as they
refer to themselves) complain that even as recently as 10 years ago, it could easily take
days, if not weeks, to travel from Kinshasa. Now with the improved road, the trip can be
completed in the better part of a day, approximately seven or eight hours by car, or 10-12
hours by bus. By car, the entire town of Kikwit can be visited in the course of a morning
or an afternoon, as it takes perhaps 45 minutes to an hour to travel the city’s perimeter
and its inner streets. There are no stoplights, but a few billboards have found their way to
the center of town (which mostly advertise skin lightening cream and cell phone
services). There are three main market places, where any variety of household goods,
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clothing, and food can be purchased, one ATM (recently opened), four official hotels,
and a handful of modest malewas, locally owned restaurants.
Like many regions in Congo, Kikwit is very religious city. As one drives into
town, one ascends a gradually steady incline, passing a newly-built mosque on the right,
several Catholic churches, two Kimbanguist churches, and dozens and dozens of small,
newly established Églises Reveille (Pentecostal Churches). During my six-month stay in
Congo, and following the advice of my father, I took the opportunity to visit several
various religious services. I attended a Kimbanguist church service (a Congolese
Christian denomination, which recognizes the early 20th century healer and colonial
dissenter Simon Kimbangu as a prophet), a Catholic service at one of the larger churches
in town, and a Muslim service at a newly built mosque in town. (For this last service, we
had been invited by the local Imam, whose wife was a regular visitor to a self-identified
Catholic prophetess and healer, Maman Peyila, whom we interviewed. In his time as head
Imam of Bandundu, this Imam has been responsible for the construction of the only two
mosques in Kikwit, as well as successfully establishing thirteen new mosques throughout
the province.)
Mirebalais is a much smaller town of about 100,000-200,000 inhabitants in
central Haiti. Like Kikwit, it is largely agricultural, though it has grown increasingly
urban with the introduction of several new industries. Perhaps the most significant
change has been the addition of the new hospital constructed by anthropologist and
medical doctor, Dr. Paul Farmer (director of Partners in Health). The facility includes
approximately 100 examination rooms and a staff of 250 people, and can easily
accommodate the population of Mirebalais and its surrounding smaller towns and
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villages. As the hospital gains notoriety, it will be interesting to see whether it will also
be able to accommodate the influx of patients coming from as far as Port-au-Prince and
Jacmel in the south, and Gonaïves and Cap-Haïtien in the north of the country.
Incidentally, the renowned anthropologist Melville Herskovits conducted his own field
research in Mirebalais145, and since then, there have been no major ethnographic studies
of religion in the central plateau region of Haiti.
Much like Kikwit, Mirebalais has no stoplights, but has recently acquired a bank
and an ATM. There are several small restaurants and a handful of hotels, which tend to
have similar amenities to Kikwit (electricity 6-8 hours a day, and may even include a
television). I first traveled to Mirebalais for a KOSANBA (Congress for Studies of
Haitian Vodou) conference in 2009, and was charmed by its lush landscape and friendly
vendors, who have become increasingly accustomed to tourists. Nestled inland in the
heart of the Central Plateau province, the town is one that relies upon rivers and wells for
fresh water. Notably, Mirebalais is also the closest town on the road to the sacred
waterfall of Saut D’eau, an important pilgrimage site for many Vodouizan and Catholics
in the hot summer month of July. The road to Mirebalais from Port-au-Prince—53
kilometers or about 34 miles—has been repaired in the past several years, and it now
takes only about an hour and fifteen minutes (as opposed to three, four or five hours) to
travel between the capital and the large mountain town.
Jacmel is the fifth largest city in Haiti, with a population of approximately
250,000-400,000, and one of Haiti’s most beloved destinations for natives and tourists
alike. The road to the south has been well maintained over the past 15 years due to
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increasing travel and commerce between the cities, and is about 57 miles (93 kilometers)
from Port-au-Prince (approximately a two-hour journey with no traffic). As a coastal city
on the southern shore, locals know Jacmel for its stunning white sand beaches, though the
waves are known to be quite rough even for experienced swimmers. The city is also
famed for its charming architecture with sweeping balconies, open verandas, and
wrought-iron gates, which would later influence the architectural development of the city
of New Orleans. Similarly to Mirebalais, the perimeter of Jacmel is also home to a sacred
water destination: the breath-taking natural pools of Bassin Bleu, where many Vodouizan
note that spirits reside. Arguably its greatest tourist attraction, however, is the city’s
nationally acclaimed Kanaval, carnival celebration preceding Mardi Gras in February or
March. Attendees may be found dancing along enthusiastically to the vibrant musical
traditions of konpa (Haitian méringue rhythms), zouk (upbeat Francophone carnival
music), zouk-love (another variety of konpa for slow dances at night), mizik rasin
(“traditional” or roots music), Kreyòl rap, and rara (ritual festival music). With their
colorful and elaborate costumes and long-standing traditions of papier-mâché mask
traditions, Kanaval participants become live actors who often break the fourth wall with
people in the streets, encouraging them to march alongside and join the ongoing
procession.
Unlike my other two field sites, Jacmel has been receiving local tourists and
foreigners for more than a century. As such, it boasts several stoplights, one ATM,
numerous hotels, many small restaurants, lovely tourist shopping sites, and a handful of
nightclubs where one can watch the crashing shore and dance late into the night. With its
longer established tourist industry, Jacmel’s upper-scale hotels include electricity 24
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hours a day, television, air conditioning, and at times, even WiFi internet access. I
traveled to Jacmel with family in my youth, and began conducting research there more
recently in the summer of 2015. That year, I had received an invitation to attend
ceremony and witness initiation rites conducted by a Boston manbo (priestess) whose
roots were based in Jacmel.
While Mirebalais would remain a key site for my research on Vodou’s healing
traditions, I soon realized that many of the sacred healing arts in which I was most
interested (notably the ritual rattles of ason and the sacred vessels of pakèt kongo) were
more easily found in urban areas such as Jacmel. As such, I made the decision to conduct
simultaneous research in Mirebalais and Jacmel in order to deepen my relationships with
healers, houngan (priests) and manbo (priestesses) whose ritual healing work illuminated
the regional varieties of Vodou’s sacred arts traditions.
It is an important step in fieldwork when one realizes that the research site has
chosen you, rather than the other way around. As for my own “choices”: My KiKongo
language instructor, Ms. Odette Mayoko Idiamin, was raised in Kikwit, and as I made
plans to travel to DR Congo for summer research, she suggested that I visit the town to
see a different part of Congo outside the capital city. Thanks to one of my committee
members, Dr. Dianne M. Stewart, I was also put in touch with a Congolese French
instructor in Kinshasa who had been grown up in Kikwit, and who agreed to accompany
me on my first research trip there. During my 2009 conference in Mirebalais, Haiti, I had
spent some time with some close family friends who made Mirebalais their home, and
who have warmly welcomed me back since then. Finally, over the past several years, I
have had the opportunity to develop a close relationship with one particular manbo here
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in Boston, MA. Her warm welcome to me in both her U.S. and Haiti-based temples
indicated to me that Jacmel may be yet another fruitful site for research. The cities are
markedly different in size and the proximity to their respective capitals. Additionally,
they have a very distinct visitor population. While Kikwit can expect most of its traffic to
come from the capital of Kinshasa—due in part to the fact that it is stationed along the
Route National 2, it can rarely rely upon tourists, NGO workers, and even researchers to
subsidize the local tourist industry. Mirebalais on the other hand, remains a close
destination for Haitian travelers from the capital and nearby northern cities. And as
mentioned previously, being an hour away from the sacred waterfall Saut D’eau,
Mirebalais can expect a reasonable amount of both local and international traffic through
the town, particularly during the summer months. Jacmel’s primary industries are
shipping and tourism related to Kanaval, and as such, it has long served as a bustling
urban center and major international hub in the south of Haiti.
Despite these notable differences, there exist several common traits shared by
Mirebalais, Jacmel and Kikwit, and which greatly interested me in connecting the three
locations. Firstly, whether considered large towns or small/medium-sized cities, such
sites that have been largely overlooked in studies of Black Atlantic religion. Typically,
studies of religion in Africa and the Diaspora tend to be based in either the capital city for
a study of urban, “modern” religion or in smaller, rural villages for an examination of
“traditional” or indigenous religion. By situating my fieldwork study in towns of
comparable size (relative to other cities and towns in each nation), I demonstrate how
healing rites and the use of ritual art forms have been maintained and have also been
transformed in increasingly urbanized rural areas.
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With regards to the topography of Mirebalais and Kikwit specifically, the two
towns are situated inland from the coast, and nearby rivers provide the main source of
sustenance for residents. This “river culture” in the mountains creates a particularly
distinct identity from coastal cities, and in fact, many healing rituals take place at the
nearby rivers or waterfalls in both regions. Jacmel, of course, is distinct in this way. The
city’s proximity to Bassin Bleu may suggest a similar appreciation that Haitians and
tourists share for a site of water recreation and mystique. Importantly though, many
cleansing rituals and healing rites will take place oceanside, as manbo and houngan
encourage their clients to reestablish contact with the natural environment in a myriad of
ways.
Finally, I consider Kikwit, Jacmel and Mirebalais as three particularly interesting
sites with regards to the health resources available to the local population. We have
already mentioned the new hospital built in Mirebalais, and in Jacmel, there is one main
hospital, as well as several smaller clinics for patients who may live just on the outskirts
of town. In Kikwit, I was greatly surprised to learn that there was a bureau of health that
keeps a list of registered healers in town, including information about their names,
locations, and areas of specialty. (Unfortunately, I was not granted access to this written
database, though I hope to obtain such access in the future). I also understand that Kikwit
has a local indigenous healers’ council (though it does seem to be inactive as of recently),
in addition to elected or appointed head healers for each of the five districts, resulting in
an established network of specialists and generalists. This organized system of healers in
Congo—which exists even at the state level, as healers must register to renew their
license with the province each year—greatly contrasts with the more informal system in
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place in Haiti. Interestingly however, perhaps due in part to the island’s proximity to the
United States and Canada, Haiti has a larger base of international patients who come for
the explicit purpose of seeking alternate healing remedies for serious health conditions
and may often seek religious initiation to restore order and establish balance in their lives.
Keeping in mind these notable distinctions, it remains evident that within all three
sites, one witnesses an incredible diversity of patients—in terms of gender, age, ethnicity,
level of education, and religious orientation—who seek out the guidance and counsel of
ritual healers. The self-identified prophets, initiated healers, and apprenticed herbalists in
Haiti and DR Congo provide holistic remedies for physical illnesses, solutions for social
discord in the family or community, and advice for reestablishing balance and harmony
in one’s life.
In Kikwit, DRC, I was assisted by journalist Papa Stèv David Tamasala (fluent in
KiKongo, Lingala, and French) in my translations while Papa Jean-Baptista Fuka served
as a cultural guide and family friend. While ethnographers typically change the names of
research participants, several of my closest research participants (Papa Gode, Maman
Peyila, and Maman Malobo in particular) were quite clear in indicating that they would
prefer that I use their full names. In this way, they explained, any researcher who read my
work would be able to travel to Kikwit and work with them. In order to respect these
wishes, I have used their full names in the subsequent chapters, while omitting the names
of their patients. In Kikwit, I had the opportunity to work with several baprophète or
prophets (Maman Peyila Mulele and Mamu Kayaya Elizé), banganga ngombo Maman
Marie Malobo and Maman Sumbu Kita (both featured in Chapter 6 in the discussion of
divine mirrors, the ditensi), maman Mapasa (healer and sacred mother of twins) Sabine
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Mabila, and banganga nkisi Papa “Dr.” Difan (ibaye) and Papa Gode Kidionga (featured
in Chapter 4 for a discussion of sacred vessels, banzungu ya ntoto).
In Mirebalais, I was assisted in translations by journalist and friend Junior
Donatien while Joslin Oltin served as a cultural guide and family friend. Here, I had the
opportunity to work with Houngan Jean-Claude (a ritually-trained mental health
specialist), as well as Manbo Mary Ange Mimovsky (mentioned in Chapter 5 on sacred
bundles, pakèt kongo) and Houngan Macillon Pacombe (both mentioned in Chapter 3 for
a discussion of ritual rattles, the ason); in Jacmel, I worked closely with Houngan JeanMarc Eugène and Manbo Benita Jerome (featured in Chapter 3 on ason), and Manbo
Marie Maude Evans and Manbo Silvanie Nicolas (featured or mentioned in Chapter 5 on
pakèt kongo). The healers in each of my three sites only grew more gracious with me
during the course of my field research, and I am tremendously grateful to each of them
for welcoming me so warmly. With this in mind, let us now turn to consider various
Africana conceptions and definitions of healing and spiritual illness.

The Essence of Healing
I have chosen the site of healing ceremonies to better understand the use of sacred
art forms in Haitian and Congolese religious communities for two primary reasons.
Firstly, regardless of religious orientation, when one becomes gravely ill, or when a loved
one suddenly falls ill, people pursue all available resources and healing systems in order
to ensure the restoration of health. As such, healing ceremonies serve as a space where
people of various cultural orientations come to seek counseling, assessments of their
condition, and holistic remedies (at times, in addition to Western remedies). Secondly,
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many of these sacred arts forms that we have become familiar with in the context of
history museums and art galleries—masks, rattles, amulets, vessels, drums, mirrors, and
statues, among others—develop another particular meaning as healing arts and protective
instruments that constitute part of ritual remedies in Central Africa and the Caribbean.
With such an approach, we might come to realize the way that ritual objects function not
simply as religious art but as sacred medicine and ritual healing agents that work to
address ailments and affliction of various genres and types.
With this in mind, we might take a few steps back in order to ask ourselves
simply: what constitutes healing? In their anthology of religion and healing, religion
scholars and social scientists Linda L. Barnes and Susan S. Sered provide a tremendously
thorough definition, which deserves to be quoted at length:
[Healing]… can mean the direct, unequivocal, and scientifically
measurable cure of physical illnesses. It can mean the alleviation of
pain or other symptoms. It can also mean coping, coming to terms
with, or learning to live with that which one cannot change
(including physical illness and emotional trauma). Healing can
mean integration and connection among all the elements of one’s
being, reestablishment of self-worth, connection with one’s
tradition, or personal empowerment. Healing can be about repairing
one’s relationships with friends, relations, ancestors, the
community, the world, the Earth, and/or God. It can refer to
developing a sense of well-being or wholeness, whether emotional,
social, spiritual, physical, or in relation to the aspects of being that
are valued by a particular group. Healing can be about purification,
repenting from sin, the cleaning up of one’s negative karma, entry
into a path of purity, abstinence, or more moral daily living, eternal
salvation, or submission to God’s will.146
Here, the diversity of verbs alone reveals the breadth of a healer’s capabilities: to repair
and to purify, to alleviate and negotiate, to integrate and reestablish, and ultimately, to
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empower a patient to believe that she can and will return to a state of balanced energy and
optimal health. Sered and Barnes further explain that spiritual healing may refer to either
“restoration to an earlier state or a transformation to a new one.”147 In this way, sacred
healers and their divine implements offer relief from afflictions that stem from both
visible external factors as well as mysterious, unknown causes from the invisible realm
(see Figure 2.1).
What, then, is the role of a healing ritual? I assert that healing encompasses the
psychic, spiritual, and physical states of being, also recognizing that individual selves
also exist in the context of the collective. Twentieth century ritual theorists Victor
Turner148, Edith Turner149, Mary Douglas150, and Claude Lévi-Strauss151 have pointed out
the importance of healing rituals to address larger societal concerns, including
maintaining order in the universe and reinstating balance. However, I maintain healing
rites do not simply ward off disaster or disease or uphold the cosmic structure. While
many rituals assuredly serve as responsive or preventative measures, many are also
additive. Healing rituals work to improve, sweeten, and welcome the abundance,
protection, and blessings of life, especially in the case of rites of initiation. Often, ritual
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healing ceremonies are conducted in successive order, perhaps firstly to answer prayers
for a marriage partner, later to ensure the ability to bear or produce offspring, and finally
to protect one’s child from harm and bless her path so that she might lead a fruitful and
productive life.
Broadly conceived then, ritual treatments may include everything from dream
divination152 to ingestion of medicinal leaves, ritual baths to the wearing of protective
charms, funerary rites for deceased and initiation for people whose lives are in danger,
offering devotees a new path of spiritual wholeness and well-being.

Sources of Spiritual Illness
This theme of ritual healing for “spiritual illnesses” has been well-documented for
centuries by early missionaries and more recently, by ethnographers and medical
anthropologists on the African continent. Though few Western scholars of religion have
addressed the theme of healing in the Black Atlantic context, African scholars on the
continent have produced several studies of sacred healing traditions. Comparative
religionist Umar Habila Adem Danfulani has stressed the importance of determining the
root cause of an illness, since “Affliction . . . symbolizes a breakdown, an interruption, or
a termination of the normal relationship and patterns of interaction that should exist
between human[s] and spirit beings.”153 In this way, we come to understand the notion of
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illness as an enduring ailment—one that, in certain cases, may be the result of poorly
managed social relations with one’s social network, whether human or ancestors.
Danfulani further explains that in many regions of the African continent, “disease
is not regarded merely as ill health, nor is health simply viewed as the absence of
disease.”154 For this reason, often at the same time as prescribing herbal medicinal
treatments for clients, healers rely upon ritual art forms to redress a spiritually-induced
ailment. This approach urges us to interpret health not simply in a reductionist framework
(where the absence of illness inherently equals health), but as a condition of being that
requires a constant renegotiation of energies, a true balancing act of relationships and
righteous living. Medical anthropologist Arthur Kleinman’s work importantly
distinguishes between disease (a physical condition that afflicts an individual patient) and
illness (an experience of symptoms and suffering for the patient as well as affected
family/community members).155 Anthropologist Karen McCarthy Brown156 regards
Haitian Vodou as a religion firmly grounded in the tenets of sacred healing, as biochemist
and Vodou priest Max G. Beauvoir explained that illness typically results in
“disequilibrium [and] disharmony.”157 In my work, spiritual illness refers to any
condition of poor health—be it a physical illness, social concern, mental health condition,
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or general state of malaise—determined to be caused by a spiritual imbalance in one’s
life.158 Here, it is important to note that Congolese and Haitian communities (along with
various other Black Atlantic regions) often classify an illness depending on its source and
origin rather than identifying it based simply on a condition’s symptoms.159 Indeed, most
devotees (and scholars of religious healing) agree that within Africana religious
communities—as well as many other communities worldwide—malady must be
addressed ritually and holistically.
Typically, when someone falls ill, one consults a doctor, a medicine woman, an
acupuncturist, or an herbalist to receive treatment for a broken ankle, internal bleeding, or
persistent migraines. One may also take local home remedies of natural, organic origin to
alleviate the pain, though generally, a specialist of medicine and her respective medical
prescription (whether pill-form, plant-based, or somehow otherwise body-oriented) are
sought out in order to diagnose the condition and determine an effective cure. Many
religious devotees of Black Atlantic traditions would maintain that such physical
conditions might, in fact, possess alternate, otherworldly origins. As Santería devotee
Steven Quintana assuredly states, “I would say that 70 to 80 percent of people in the
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world have problems because they are not taking care of their spirits.”160 This statement
reveals the emphasis placed on ritual action to maintain the balance and stability of the
cosmic order, which directly affects individual lives and communal well-being.
Anthropologist Karen McCarthy Brown’s work161 on AfroCaribbean healing has
illuminated how both psychological and physical ailments may be caused by spiritual
imbalance in the cosmos; as such, she explains that the most effective and most potent
curative must address the affliction ritually and spiritually speaking. Echoing Brown’s
notion that maladies may best be explained by cosmic dissonance, historian of religion
Yvonne Chireau notes that for enslaved and formerly enslaved Blacks in the Atlantic
world, “Personal affliction was rarely attributed to chance. Rather . . . [d]isease had moral
implications…”162 As such, when the onset of illness threatens the livelihood of the
community, healers have the opportunity—the imperative, even—to rectify one’s moral
and ethical standing in the universe.
For these reasons, it will be of critical importance to recognize that many Black
Atlantic communities identify and classify an illness depending on its source and origin
as the most telling factor rather than simply relying upon a condition’s symptoms. That is
to say, physical symptoms may give one the impression that a condition came about
through an aberration in routine (a meal not properly prepared resulting in indigestion, an
accident or fall involving injury, failure of internal organs, or disruption in one’s
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pregnancy sequence). On the other hand, a ritual diagnosis involving sacred objects may
reveal that one has fallen ill because one’s ancestors have been neglected, or a colleague
may have become jealous and sent negative energy to disrupt one’s life. In short, an
illness must be diagnosed by the spirits and ancestors in the invisible world in order to
determine an appropriate ritual prescriptive and remedy in the visible world. Further
elaborating on these varieties of ailment, Brown explains, “the distinction between
physical and social maladies is finally an insignificant one. Basic diagnostic categories
are concerned with the origins of problems… failure to honor the spirits could equally
well result in the loss of a job or in digestive difficulties.”163 This suggests that the origin
of physical, spiritual and mental maladies may ultimately be caused by spiritual
imbalance rather than stem from purely physical origins. Additionally, this explanation
implies that the most potent cure for physical ailments as well as mental health conditions
may in fact be an integration of secular and religious remedies.
Returning to the very particular genre of healing work performed by sacred art
forms that serve as key components of ritual remedies, I wish to consider how spiritual
illnesses are treated in both sites.
During my fieldwork in Kikwit, DRC and Mirebalais and Jacmel, Haiti, I settled
into a rhythm of interview days and ceremony attendance with healers, priests, diviners,
and prophets, asking about symptoms and remedies for spiritual illnesses. In Kikwit,
spiritual illnesses are referred to in Kikongo as maladi ya mpeve (literally, illness of the
spirit) and in Lingala as maladi ya koloka (malady of possession), or in both languages,
as maladi ya kindoki. In Mirebalais and Jacmel, they are referred to as maladi spirityèl,
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ekspedisyon, or djok in Haitian Kreyòl. (Additionally, the French expression maladie
spirituelle may be used in both Haiti and DR Congo). By spiritual illness, I refer to any
condition of poor health—be it a physical illness, mental health condition (including
neurological, psychiatric, and psychological disorders), or general state of malaise—
determined to be caused by a spiritual imbalance in one’s life. These spiritual illnesses
may exhibit physical symptoms, as is the case with a broken leg, arthritis, or typhoid,
each of which can occur naturally but in this case, were sent by negative energy (referred
to as kindoki in Kikwit and ekspedisyon, malediksyon or simply djok in Jacmel and
Mirebalais—see glossary for more). A spiritual illness may also refer to what we might
classify in the United States as a psychological or psycho-social problem, such as the
Congolese spiritual condition known as palwu, a condition caused by infidelity in a
committed relationship that negatively affects pregnant women and young children in
particular. This is a powerful reminder that the categories of illness—including several of
the distinctions that we assume between physical and psychological conditions—are not
“stable,” global, fixed or free of determination.164 If one’s malady is revealed to have a
spiritual origin, the illness must be remedied through ceremony and ritual action in order
to ensure one’s full recovery, and to enact preventative measures for a relapse into the
condition.
In Kikwit, it is said that spiritual illnesses generally have two causes of origin. In
the first instance, the illness is sent by negative energy (kindoki) either intentionally by an
ndoki, someone who deliberately intends to cause another harm, or unintentionally, in the
case of jealousy for instance. Secondly, a spiritual illness may be brought upon in the
164
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event that one has not been tending to ritual obligations (nsiku in KiKongo, bikila in
Lingala). This could include neglecting to care for one’s ancestors or living family
members, or alternatively breaking a moral code, such as ritual prohibitions that may be
individual, ethnic, or familial.165 Ritual remedies for spiritual illnesses in Kikwit typically
include prayers to God and/or the ancestors (and perhaps lesser known divinities as well),
the consumption of medicinal plants, occasionally a healing bath, and ritual ceremony
involving sacred objects (see Figure 2.2).
Similarly in Jacmel and Mirebalais, spiritual illnesses may be brought about by
others or oneself. In the case of ekspedisyon166 or djok, someone with ill intentions may
send negative energy to harm someone (either consciously or unconsciously), and an
appropriate ritual remedy must be determined to address the situation. Additionally, one
may fall ill as a result of neglecting one’s spiritual lineage and denying religious
responsibilities, such as initiation or a ritual in honor of the spirits and ancestral elders.
Finally, initiates, manbo and houngan may become unwell in the event that they
transgress the ritual mores of their religious role of leadership (reglèman). Should a new
Vodouizan neglect to cover her head for spiritual protection following the first 40 days of
their initiation; should a manbo or houngan engage in illicit sexual activity before or
immediately following ritual work for clients; should an initiate disobey the counsel or
165
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demands of the spirits, they may be punished and forced to suffer the repercussions.
Ritual remedies in Haiti most often include prayers to the Lwa (spirits) and zansèt yo
(ancestors), the application and ingestion of medicinal plants, healing baths, and ritual
ceremony involving sacred art objects. Now that we have outlined some of the
parameters of what constitutes a spiritual illness, and several of its sources of origin, let
us turn to consider the various methods and tools of healers in ritual ceremony.

Artists & Healers at Work
Importantly, Jacob Olúpọ̀nà has drawn parallels between the role of healers and
artists in African (and we might add, many African-derived) societies. He discusses their
work to mediate divine relationships: “practitioners of African medicine . . . are regarded
as sacred and as intermediaries between their clients and the divinities. Less
conspicuously, artists play important roles since they provide the plastic and performance
media that express the meaning, the essence, of belief systems.”167 In their respective
fields then, Africana sacred healers and ritual artists function as cultural mediators within
society. They participate in matters of religious concern in their respective arenas of
health and well-being as well as ritual expression and performance.
Very early on in my research, it became clear that Kikwit boasts a more complex
system of healers than I could have anticipated. There are those who work primarily with
the ancestors (banganga ngombo168), and those who work exclusively with God, Jesus,
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and at times Mother Mary (baprophètes169, see Figure 2.3). Healers known as banganga
nkisi170 may call upon God as well as the ancestors, while others such as bandoki171
frequently invoke lesser-known local divinities. Still others known as marabou172 may
call upon God, local spirits, and the ancestors, as well as spirits from outside African
pantheons. It has also been illuminating to note that certain healers (typically banganga
nkisi) boast specialties in physical ailments, while others such as bandoki are known to
cause more harm than healing. As some of the most renowned diviners, banganga
ngombo and marabou use their sense of sight into the invisible world to determine the
cause of an illness through rites of divination, often treating physical, neurological, or
psychological problems caused by spiritual origins. For the purposes of my own study, I
worked most closely with banganga ngombo (indigenous priestesses) and banganga nkisi
(traditional healers), detailed in the table below.

traditions of herbalism, and possess spiritual healing powers that they have acquired through rites of
initiation. They typically invoke the ancestors in ritual ceremonies and have the power to treat physical,
mental, or spiritual illnesses.
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Haiti’s own system of healers is perhaps a bit simpler to grasp. There exist largely
two categories of “traditionalists”: first, moun fèy, traditional healers who pray to God
and perhaps the spirits, relying primarily on medicinal plants and their knowledge of
pharmacology to administer treatment for physical conditions; and second,
manbo/houngan, Vodou priestesses and priests who conduct divination, diagnose health
conditions and spiritual problems, and offer treatment in the form of plant medicine and
ritual ceremony. In my research, I worked most closely with manbo/houngan, as they
specialized in spiritual illnesses and a variety of health conditions caused by spiritual
imbalance. (See table below).
Table 1 – Haitian & Congolese priests and healers, chart developed by author

Type of healer or

Vision into

Invokes which

Specialties

religious leader /

world of

divine entities

of healing

Origin of power

spirits

traditional healer /
heritage +
apprenticeship

No

Nzambi (God)
[+ possibly
ancestors]

physical health
conditions

indigenous priestess /
heritage + initiation

Yes

bankaka
(ancestors)

spiritual illness &
mental health
conditions

moun fèy
(Haiti)

traditional healer /
heritage +
apprenticeship

No

BonDye (God)
[+ maybe
spirits]

physical health
conditions

manbo (f.) /
houngan (m.)
(Haiti)

Vodou priestess &
priest /
heritage + initiation

Yes

Lwa (spirits)

spiritual illness &
mental health
conditions

nganga nkisi
(Congo)

nganga ngombo
(Congo)
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When a client arrives, healers in both Congo and Haiti frequently begin with a
diagnosis of the condition, provided through the invocation of God, spirits, and/or
ancestors. (It should be noted that diagnoses tend to focus on the cause of origin, which
also dictates the method of treatment). Following the diagnosis, healers proceed with the
ceremony, often relying upon sacred objects and ritual instruments to mediate
communication between healers and the divine. During the ceremony, the patient may be
treated with medicinal plants and may return for a second, third, and fourth visit and/or
consultation. Upon departing, the healer would often deliver instructions that may include
both ritual prohibitions and prescriptions (i.e. “take this medicinal beverage twice a day
for one week, avoid this type of activity, place this plant underneath your pillow every
night for one month”).

The Healing Arts
As stated earlier, Congolese philosopher V.Y. Mudimbe has insisted that what the
Western world classifies as “art” must be understood in its native or indigenous context.
In so doing, it is helpful to remind ourselves that within the context of healing
ceremonies, the work ritual art forms perform is curative. As explained by art
historians173 Suzanne Preston Blier, Robert Farris Thompson, Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz,
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and Donald Cosentino as well as anthropologists174 such as Maya Deren, Karen
McCarthy Brown, John Janzen and Wyatt MacGaffey, ritual instruments address ailments
that afflict either a particular member of the community, or even the society at large. This
may include the psychological unrest of an individual, or the environmental ramifications
of a community’s natural disaster, since among African and African Diasporic
populations, the condition of the individual also affect the collective. As sacred objects
and ritually powerful entities, instruments such as ritual rattles and noisemakers, divine
mirrors, and sacred vessels and bundles (see Figure 2.4) play a central role as active
members of the healing arts tradition, and as recourse for other less reliable or less
holistic aspects of Western medical systems. Moreover, with such an object-centered
approach, we may gain greater insight into alternative (ritual) technologies designed to
provide diagnosis, prescription, and remedy within the realm of religious healing.
In the same way that each malady exhibits symptoms that help one to diagnose a
condition, many Africana traditions understand the cause of origin (natural or
supernatural) as an essential factor for prescribing a particular remedy. As Karen
McCarthy Brown asserts in her seminal work, Mama Lola, “When they [healers] call a
problem ‘supernatural,’ it means two things: the problem is not part of the natural order,
meaning part of what is fated to be, and it is likely to have been caused by the spirits . . .
resistance [to healing] is taken as a sign of the spirit-connected nature of the ailment.”175
To elaborate, if one breaks a leg, it is possible to “fix” the leg without holistically
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addressing the root of the problem and fully healing the condition. Ultimately, this “quick
fix” solution may result in the recurrence of the problem in the same patient (or a
relative) at a later point in time. As such, Brown argues that the most effective remedy
must address the affliction first and foremost on a spiritual plane. Just as common as
visible ailments and conditions are “spiritual” illnesses in Central Africa and the
Diaspora, which at times prove more challenging to diagnose.
In Candomblé communities of Brazil (as well as numerous Black Atlantic
spaces), people go to great lengths to avoid illnesses considered preventable if one’s
moral and spiritual compass are well aligned. The most pervasive of these include
conditions caused by “sent sickness, the discontented dead, unfulfilled spiritual
obligations, and, importantly, olho grande,” 176 which are emotions or negative energy
thought to be harmful. Similarly to Congolese notions of kindoki and Haitian ekspedisyon
or djok, anthropologist Kathleen O’Connor notes that olho grande (literally meaning
“large eye,” and similar to the “evil eye” connotations of djok) may have devastating
affects, as anyone may become vulnerable to the ill intention of others. As O’Connor
describes of the Brazilian tradition:
The metaphor of olho grande is pervasive in Bahian social
life and is blamed for the majority of misfortune and
illness. In fact, this is a common cross-cultural category of
affliction found widely both in African societies as well as
Portugal and the larger Mediterranean. Although olho
grande usually implies intentionality on the part of the
aggressor, it is not necessarily the same thing as a ‘sent
sickness’ but includes emotions such as envy and greed,
which are thought to be harmful.177
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Perhaps the most alarming aspect of “sent sickness” as many people in southwestern
Congo and Haiti explain, is that even unintentionally negative thoughts can prove
harmful.178 A jealous co-worker, a suspicious spouse, an angry neighbor, a meddling
relative, all have the potential to wreak havoc in one’s life, should their unhappiness
remain uncurbed and inevitably target an unsuspecting victim. In this sense, an effectual
and well-trained healing specialist ought to provide not only curative remedies for
existing conditions, but also offer protective instruments and preventative agents to ward
off illness among her patients.
It is in this arena of mediating illness that sacred objects and ritual agents enter
the scene. The ritual objects known as bankisi (sg. nkisi) in DR Congo for instance, may
take an incredible variety of forms including tied bundles, shells or horn, ceramic vessels,
or wooden statues, among other genres. In effect, any object may become an nkisi if
imbued with sacred medicine, and inevitably returns to its former state if this ritual
medicine is removed or becomes inactive. MacGaffey has even gone as far to explain of
the sacred objects known as minkisi that, “Without the medicines the container is nothing;
if they fall off, the nkisi has been neutralized, polluted or desecrated (sumuka).”179
Similarly, a Haitian pakèt kongo (ritual healing bundle) without its core ingredient of
graveyard earth might as well be empty, as it would prove ineffectual in all manners of
healing. This is not to suggest that ritual objects do not perform meaningful roles outside
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of the healing context. Indeed, ritual rattles and divination mirrors comprise an important
component of other genres of ceremony in both Haiti and DRC. However, with such
broad definitions of healing—including restoration, protection, transformation and
invigoration—this understanding reminds us how multifaceted the work of ritual art
forms can be in maintaining the well-being of individuals as well as the community, for
redirecting negative spiritual energy and reestablishing balance in the cosmos. In this
way, ritual objects perform critical roles as sacred medicine in their enactment of ritual,
and often will be named for their formal accoutrements or the work they conduct.
This research illuminates a number of notable distinctions between Western and
Black Atlantic systems of health and healing, while hopefully providing insight into the
ways that each system may complement the other. Perhaps one of the most notable
differences that I have come across thus far is how various regions identify an illness and
determine its most appropriate remedy. For instance, as previously alluded to, Congolese
and Haitian communities tend to categorize and treat illnesses based largely on its cause
of origin (whether it is a naturally caused illness or one caused by spiritual origin). As
such, illnesses in Kikwit are generally referred to as either maladi ya Nzambe180 (literally,
illness of God, meaning one that is naturally occurring) or alternatively, maladi ya ndoki
(literally, illness sent by one intending to cause harm). In Haiti, ekspedisyon,
malediksyon, and djok are widely known as supernatural conditions caused by negative
energy. North Americans and Western Europeans on the other hand, typically seem to
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classify and medicate illnesses based largely on symptoms exhibited.181 This means that if
one’s symptoms are physical, a patient will perhaps begin a consultation with a doctor
and practitioner of general medicine. If the primary physician cannot address the
condition, the patient may be referred to a specialist (such as a neurologist, cardiologist,
or psychiatrist). This specialist will take note of the patient’s symptoms before
identifying the illness, and will subsequently recommend a particular type of medication.
This method may be quite similar for Kikwitois herbalists and healers of physical
ailments (banganga nkisi) and Mirebalais/Jacmel herbalists and healers of physical
conditions (moun fèy).
However, it is an altogether different matter when one suspects a spiritual origin
of illness, whether the condition is physical or psycho-social. When a patient in Kikwit
visits a specialist of spiritual conditions or “invisible ailments” such as an nganga
ngombo, marabou, or prophète, the method of diagnosis and treatment varies
significantly from those for physical ailments. In these instances, a rite of divination is
typically performed to identify the cause or origin of the malady, along with questions
that often proves unanswerable in Western medicine: why have I fallen ill? and why now?
Along with an assessment of the patient’s symptoms, this cause of origin dictates the
necessary treatment, be it physical, ritual, or likely some combination of the two. Indeed,
a case of typhoid with a natural cause (referred to more generally as maladi ya Nzambe or
maladi BonDye in Congo and Haiti respectively) must be treated differently than one that
181
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has emerged because of negative energy (maladi ya kindoki in Congo or ekspedisyon in
Haiti).
There also exist maladies invisibles, illnesses with no clear physical symptoms
but with very real manifestations, such as the Congolese condition of palwu182 or the
Haitian condition of chalè183. Such maladies invisibles, invisible illnesses, emerge
prominently as what the West often identifies as psycho-social or mental health
conditions. In the United States for instance, issues pertaining to mental health might
include three subcategories: 1) neurological conditions (such as epilepsy or neurological
damage caused by cerebral malaria), 2) psychiatric disorders (including depression,
bipolar or schizophrenia), and 3) psychological or psycho-social conditions
(encompassing but not limited to states of anxiety, addiction, and trouble navigating
challenging relationships). In Mirebalais, Jacmel and Kikwit, all three varieties of these
mental health conditions may be treated by one and the same person. This person is
customarily a healer who also performs rites of divination such as an nganga ngombo,
marabou, or prophète in Kikwit, manbo and houngan in Mirebalais and Jacmel. Through
the powers of divination, this healer possesses the power to identify the cause of the
ailment and prescribe a ritual remedy (though in the case of prophètes, they often receive
direct messages from God informing them of the patient’s condition, so no divination rite
182
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may be needed). Anthropologists have conducted extensive research about the breadth
and depth of pharmacological knowledge and the use of ritual implements in Black
Atlantic and Indigenous African in healing ceremonies. However, from a comparative
religion perspective, far less research has focused on healers who make a distinction
between physical illnesses that are naturally occurring and those that are spiritually
induced. Indeed, even fewer studies have examined the Africana ritual treatment of
mental health conditions as both naturally occurring ailments and spiritual problems with
otherworldly origins.
For these reasons, I propose that an investigation of spiritual ailments—by which
I mean physical illnesses, social disorders, and mental health conditions caused by
spiritual origin—will prove a critical site of study to examine how ritual objects function
as sacred medicine in the context of healing ceremonies. Such a site will allow us to
examine ritual objects as a key component of ritual remedies (along with medicinal plants
and prayers). The three objects I have proposed as case studies—ritual noisemakers,
sacred vessels, and divine mirrors—perform respective work to invoke the spirits,
diagnose the illness by identifying an ailment’s cause of origin, and subsequently provide
a ritual prescription through contact with the divine world. I believe that by placing
conversations about physical illnesses and mental health conditions in dialogue with one
another as various forms of “spiritual ailments,” they might yield helpful insights about
how Congolese and Haitian religious communities conceptualize illnesses determined to
have “invisible” or “spiritual” causes of origin. Moreover, such a study reveals how
specific communities in southwestern DR Congo and central Haiti call upon multiple
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actors, including family members, medical doctors, sacred healers, and ritual objects to
address afflictions of the mind, body, and spirit.

Worldsense & Ethnography of the Senses
As discussed previously, my dissertation connects conversations between
disciplines of Africana Studies, religion, art history, and anthropology in Africa and the
African Diaspora (for more on theory and methods, see Chapter 1). The interdisciplinary
nature of the work requires methods such as phenomenology of religion, art history and
material culture analysis, and ethnographic studies of ritual healing. As ethnography
serves as one of my principal methodologies, it has been important to consider the
differences between conducting an ethnography of human subjects and an ethnography
of ritual (object) subjects. In my research, I have endeavored to address this variation in
part through the method of ethnography of the senses. In their respective work on
sensuous scholarship184 and sensiotics185, anthropologist Paul Stoller and art historian
Henry John Drewal encourage researchers to draw from a repertoire of multiple senses
in order to better understand notions of embodied knowledge within African and African
Diasporic communities.
Anthropologist Johannes Fabian has similarly that ethnographic studies have
relied too singularly on the sense of sight through participant observation; instead, he
urges ethnographers of any field, whether in religion, art history or anthropology, to
consider the use of alternate senses of touch, taste, sound and smell in field experiences
184
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with one’s community of study. This attention to the use of all of one’s senses as a mode
of interpreting the world has also emerged in the work of African scholars. Nigerian
sociologist and gender scholar Oyèrónkẹ́ Oyěwùmí highlights the important distinctions
between the terms worldview and worldsense, explaining,
The term 'worldview,' which is used in the West to sum up
the cultural logic of a society, captures the West's
privileging of the visual. It is Eurocentric to use it to
describe cultures that may privilege other senses. The term
‘world-sense' is a more inclusive way of describing the
conception of the world by different cultural groups… that
may privilege senses other than the visual or even a
combination of senses.186
In this assertion, Oyěwùmí urges scholars to move away from frameworks of study that
focus primarily, if not exclusively, on the sense of sight. Rather, she insists on
scholarship grounded in indigenous frameworks for various regions of study, ultimately
allowing more room for knowledge systems based upon multiple senses as ways of being
and acting in the world.
Researchers have remarked that emphases on senses besides sight reveal great
insight into other cultural worldsenses. Anthropologist René Devisch helpfully notes that
in her research, “For example, smelling amongst the Yaka of south-western Congo was
the ‘the olfactory mediation between inner and outer’ (Devisch 1991a: 297), and listening
was perceived as ‘a horizontal movement from outer to inner’ (ibid: 295).”187 This
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Congolese perspective on the senses of smell and hearing suggests that various
populations focus attention on different modes of learning and intuiting about the world
around them. For Drewal, the benefits of such a senses-oriented approach became evident
to him in his apprenticeship with a coalition of mask-makers in the mid-1960s. Then
again in the late 1970s, he assisted in the carving of a Gẹlẹdẹ mask for an upcoming
Yorùbá festival in Nigeria. He refers to his own maturation of the senses in this
experience, reflecting, “In other words, my own bodily, multi-sensorial experience was
crucial to a more profound understanding of Yoruba art, and the culture and history that
shape it. This process of watching, listening, carving, making mistakes, being corrected
by example, and trying again was a transformative experience for me.”188 Here, Drewal
implies that all of these senses work collaboratively together to heighten one’s
engagement with people, objects and “things” or concepts of the sacred dimension.
As such, Drewal and Stoller insist on a deeper integration of observation and
experience in order to more fully discern the “bigger picture” in ethnography, that is, how
the puzzle pieces of sacred knowledge and sensory epistemologies fit together in African
and African derived religious systems. Drewal also offers his own sensory methodology,
adding to the five recognized senses (taste, touch, sound, smell, sight) the sensations of
motion and “extra”-sensory perception (see Chapter 3). These latter two might be
regarded as a fusion of multiple senses at once, requiring the ritual participant to include
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an element of coordination with moving parts of the body and a sense of intuition for
“unseeable” forces in a sacred space. As Drewal explains,
I intend to consider the standard five senses plus two others
I believe are distinct and equally important – motion and
“extra”-sensory perception. Motion has to do with our
relation to gravitational forces and our sense of balance.
The seventh sense, what some often call ‘the sixth sense,’
has to do with ‘extra’-sensory perception (ESP) or intuition.
I would suggest that when we try to understand the concept
of trance or altered states of consciousness… we are
dealing with issues of ESP, the supplement.189
In this way, an ethnography of the senses may permit scholars from a wide variety of
disciplines to understand how ritual actors (human, object, or otherwise) come into
contact with the divine realm through a sacred, embodied knowledge.
How might ethnography of the senses come to bear in the study of comparative
religion and ritual objects? I assert that object-centered religious experiences which
involve multiple senses (see Figure 2.5)—such as hand-selecting ritual ingredients to
place in a sacred vessel, listening to rattle shaking and ritual incantations, smelling salves
made of herbal plants as well as the perfumes, cigarette smoke, and incense burned to
invoke the spirits, tasting rum or palm wine offered to the ancestors, and (paradoxically)
seeing images reflected from the invisible world in a divination mirror—result in intense
synaesthetic experiences of the sacred. Such experiences can produce what James
Perkinson refers to as “sonic textures,”190 and I would add “savory sights,” in short, the
conscious awareness of feeling “full,” as multiple senses become engaged in ritual
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activity. Grounded in a combination of the senses, these powerful layers of religious
experience result in an igniting of selfhood and an awakening of collective consciousness,
stimulating the sense of what it means to be a very small part of a very large whole. To
experience this panoply of the senses is, as Perkinson asserts, to “arouse[s] the
consciousness and community alike.” 191
With this synaesthetic framework in mind, we might turn to our particular ritual
objects of study in Haiti and the Democratic Republic of Congo. As divine implements
these sacred objects embody a sacred repertoire of knowledge from priests, diviners and
healers, serving as part of ritual treatment and sacred mediators within the physical and
spiritual dimensions. Lastly, these ritual instruments engage multiple senses of the artist,
priest, and client at once, producing what might best be understood as a synaesthetic
ritual experience. These three components of comparative religion; art history, material
culture, and ethnography of objects; and sensory ethnography will form the
methodological basis of this research study.
As discussed earlier, my work focuses on three “genres” of ritual art used in
healing ceremonies for spiritual illnesses: 1) ritual noisemakers (Haitian ason and
Congolese masangu or bitchaka tchaka) that enliven the space and open healing
ceremonies by invoking the ancestors and spirits; 2) sacred vessels (Haitian pakèt kongo
and Congolese banzungu ya ntoto), which take the form of earthen clay pots in Congo
and cloth-bound packets in Haiti, both of which address ailments caused by spiritual
imbalance and negative energy sent by others; and 3) divination mirrors (Haitian miwa
and Congolese ditensi or kitala tala) used for prophecy in Congo, and often adorning
191
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ritual art as protective, spiritual “eyes” in Haiti and Congo. Focusing on their material
form, I have taken careful note of sacred objects’ physical make-up, noting common
components as well as unique and particular accoutrements of Congolese and Haitian
instruments. I inquired about the participation and ritual work of these sacred art forms,
asking about both use and form with questions such as: How does the ritual object work
ritually speaking? Which aesthetic themes or contents must be included for ritual use?
How is it activated and who has the power to do so? Do ritual implements ever become
deactivated or require reenergizing? How do ritual objects address spiritual illnesses in
contrast to naturally occurring ailments?

Healthy & Wealthy
In this era of Pentecostal and Evangelical prominence, ritual healing systems
serve as a key site to recognize the continued importance of African derived religions in
Central Africa and the Caribbean. In many ways, it is easy to remain devout when one is
wealthy and healthy. However, in the case of poverty, persistent illness, and death, it is
common to begin doubting one’s faith. On the other hand, in people’s search for cures to
their maladies, the ritual healing systems of Kikwit, Jacmel and Mirebalais serve as a
reminder of how flexible adherents may become religiously speaking in order to seek
solutions for their condition. This insight eventually lead to the realization of one of my
driving questions, which is how do people orient themselves (religiously) when they are
unwell? Indeed, how does one make sense of the world when witnessing a loved one
descend into a state of pain, discomfort, and malaise? Even further, how do people work
to restore order to their bodies, social lives, and spirit? And who assists in this cosmic
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calling to order when one is unwell? By considering the various actors—including
humans, objects, and spirits—involved in Africana healing ceremonies, I assert that we
might come to better understand how sacred objects communicate with the spirit realm
on behalf of human clients. In these moments of transcendence, ritual objects invite the
ancestors and spirits into the ceremonial space to diagnose an illness, prescribe an
appropriate remedy, and heal a patient with herbal plants, prayers, and ritual action. In the
following chapters and case studies, we will consider how these ritual art forms work as
mediators between healers, diviners, priests, prophets and spirits. And in the midst of
illness and imbalance, we will investigate the ways in which ritual arts work to call order
to the universe, assisting us as we regain our sense of humanity through our interaction
with the spirits.
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Chapter 3

Divine Noise:
Ritual Rattles & the Conductors of Sacred Space
“The line between noise and percussion depends, perhaps now more than ever, on
cultural context and political purpose: any sound shortened enough in duration is noise;
any noise given enough time and space for repetition can be comprehended as rhythm.”
—James W. Perkinson192
“Lè’w rele Lwa yo, ou sonnen bri! When you call the spirits, you ring noise!”
—Houngan Macillon Pacombe193
~~~~~
When the spirit is ill, you must first call the spirits to attention.
~~~~~

Battle of Noisemakers
I

En garde! A duel of ritual rattles began. Without warning, the head houngan of

the hour throws the sacred rattle into the arms of the priestess. Trained for battle, she
catches the ason and steadies her body for war. While the houngan had spent the past
thirty minutes testing the lakou’s four new initiates in the basic elements of rattle
language, the foundation and core, this spar would be between two equals. It would be a
battle of wits, of speed, of cleverness, and boldness.
Exchanging furtive glances, neither houngan nor manbo allows his or her eyes to
stray from that of their opponent for too long (see Figure 3.1). Beyond the simple
192
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grammar of the first initiation test, Houngan Jean-Marc poses certain ason riddles like
question marks in the air, and Manbo Benita responds promptly and defiantly, armed
with a repertoire of responses (see Figure 3.2). If there were ever to be a combatant
chosen for such a duel, I would have selected this woman warrior of the house.
Amazonian in stature with a queenly gait, Manbo Benita narrows her eyes ever so
slightly and responds to each rattle question with swift replies. There is no doubt that she
would succeed, though the battle is long-lasting and several times, glances are exchanged
across the room between other houngan and manbo to see whether they too know the
response required. The diversity of rattle responses prove endless, with regional varieties,
family lineage traditions, special codes between common frenemies, and personal
flourishes that add to the assortment of call-and-response queries.
In a subtle, elegant finale, the priest and priestess finish sparring (see Figure 3.3).
Neither has conquered the other, but with such resounding cheers from the crowd, both
swell with pride. With the watchful eyes of both elders and juniors witnessing their
command of the ason, their fluency and savoir faire, reveal their rightful places as two of
the most highly regarded members of the house, and two of the most trusted teachers of
new initiates. To learn from maestros such as these, the new initiates glimpse many of the
gestures that they will one day master and the virtuoso that will one day be theirs; with
the elders’ duel following their own rattle test of adeptness, the initiates catch sight of the
triumph and the thrill of future contests between spiritual equals. Armed with divine
instruments and a fiery shrewdness required for battle, one makes the dawning realization
that ceremony holds space for the noise of skillful, ritual play. Even more, we bear
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witness to the ritual rattle’s role as vibrant conductor of spiritual and physical entities in
Vodou’s healing spaces.

Divine (Up)Roar
“Tcha tcha—shhh!” Thus speaks the rattle. For anyone who has attended an
African-derived religious ceremony in Nigeria, Congo, Benin, Cuba, Haiti or Brazil, she
will recognize the sounds of the rhythmic beat keeper—the sacred rattle, known as the
ason in Haitian Vodou. Called shaker rattles in several First Nations communities of the
United States, sekere in Nigeria, assan in Benin, shac-shac in Trinidad, afoxé in Brazil,
shacapa in Amazonian nations of Peru, and chekeré or aggué in Cuba and parts of Puerto
Rico (where it is also called tcha tcha or maraca), the ritual rattle provides religious
communities with a vibrant heartbeat. While they may differ in their timbre and particular
sound quality—alternatively twisted, shaken, spun, or slapped and cradled for different
sound effects—the rattle has frequently been called upon to serve as conductor of ritual
and an energizer of divine presences on consecrated ground.
Historically speaking, much scholarly attention on the Black Atlantic has focused
on the drum in sacred music traditions194, and in many ways, rightfully so. The drum
plays a central actor in public performances, recreational spaces as well as religious
rituals. Drums in particular signaled a flagrant sign of rebellion and resistance to colonial
officials, as direct ties to an African past. The presence of drums revealed the seemingly
194
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indubitable evidence of enslaved Africans’ frenzied, ecstatic worship of a diabolical
nature, as one collector’s record states, “These drums are played in sets of three (one
long, 2 short) at the Voodoo [sic] dances when the people dance for days until perfectly
mad and all sorts of excesses committed… The Gendarmes seize the drums whenever
they find them and ther [sic] will soon be very scarce in Hayti [sic].”195 Such a statement
leads one to wonder whether the more easily concealed ritual rattle remained in usage
throughout Haitian history in part due to its muffled or indistinct acoustics. I argue that
while such studies of the drum have contributed greatly to conversations about sacred
music of Africa and the African Diaspora, we must also consider the use of ritual rattles
and other noisemakers as particularly important expressions of spirit devotion in Haitian
ceremonies. Admittedly, there is something to be said for the vibratory frequency of a
divine shaker.
This chapter presents the first of three case studies in which I investigate the
ceremonial use of ritual rattles, particularly the Haitian ason, with brief mentions of
Congolese kisangu (in KiKongo) or kitchaka tchaka (in Lingala) and mufukambumbulu
(another rattle, though with a KiSakata name). This includes the more traditional calabash
form, as well as self-fashioned rattles of plastic and other common handheld
noisemakers, particularly the frequently accompanying metal bell (Haitian klòch and
Congolese ngunga). Relying upon the Haitian ason as our appropriate master (or
mistress) of ceremony, I begin with an examination of the historical literature,
investigating the multiethnic origins of sacred rattles and bells before considering how
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rattles are created and cared for by ritual specialists. I argue that ritual rattles orchestrate
order in both physical and spiritual realms, saluting revered entities and serving as
“conductors” and “awakeners” of sacred space. I also consider the ways in which rattles
serve as key instruments in initiation and healing rites, helping to maintain healthy
spiritual and mortal relationships. Further, I examine how the interplay of ritual sounds
and sacred noise result in intense synaesthetic spiritual experiences, producing what
James Perkinson refers to as “sonic textures.”196 I conclude by considering the power of
ecstatic ritual noise to evoke (and invoke) new states of consciousness in Africana
religions. Ultimately, this chapter encourages us to engage with the variety of religious
devotion through “rhythmically textured” sacred art forms.

A Note on Ritual “Noise”
I remain very aware of the semantics of “noise” and “noisemaking” as a typically
unpleasant register of sound. I do not aim to invoke this negative connotation of noise,
but rather wish to conjure its striking presence as an energetic, at times unwieldy, sound.
Perkinson helpfully points out that “Percussive sound is . . . understood as a rhythmic
patterning of noise,”197 thereby reminding us of the importance of space and timing in the
process of music-making. As environmental health researcher Erica Walker muses, “If
people are part of that cultural landscape, is it ‘noise’ or just ‘sound’?” and thus
differentiaties “sound” as a non-pejorative term.198 Indeed, colonial explorers and
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missionaries who traveled to the African continent between the 15th and 19th centuries
regarded the intensely polyrhythmic West African music (and even African Diasporic
music199) as cacophonous, and akin to noise.200 We might conceptualize this Western
aversion as a “Europhobia of sound/noise,” quite possibly connected to the historical
legacies of Quaker silence and Puritanical sound policing.201 By contrast in many
Africana traditions, when invoking the presence of spirits, one makes as much noise as
possible to attract divine attention.
However, echoing Perkinson’s opening epigraph, even the experience of “noise”
must be culturally and contextually understood. Explaining the complex mechanics of
“polyrhythmic” melodies, music scholar and musician David Peñalosa explains,
In traditional European ("Western") rhythms, the most
fundamental parts typically emphasize the primary beats.
By contrast, in rhythms of sub-Saharan African origin, the
most fundamental parts typically emphasize the secondary
beats. This often causes the uninitiated ear to misinterpret
note of Dorchester, for example, is transportation. ‘You have planes, you have trains, you have
automobiles,’ Walker says. But Dorchester’s rich cultural diversity also lends evocative countermelodies to
the main theme. ‘Something I hadn’t planned on is people standing outside and yelling across the street to
each other, or sitting on their porches talking really loud—that human element,’ Walker laughs.” Erica
Walker As interviewed by Jennifer Smith, “Mapping Boston’s Soundscape,”
http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/ features/mapping-bostonssoundscape/?utm_source=SilverpopMailing&utm_medium=email&utm
_campaign=04.21.2016%20%281%29.
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the secondary beats as the primary beats, and to hear the
true primary beats as cross-beats. In other words, the
musical ‘background’ and "foreground" may mistakenly be
heard and felt in reverse.202
It is this allusion to the “uninitiated” ear here that I draw our attention to, as members of a
particular culture are more likely to perceive several layers of complexities of the ritual
sound being produced. Even more, participants of a religious community possessing what
we might call “the initiated ear” will recognize certain rhythmic beats as belonging to
particular divine energies and specific spirits, and often learn how their body should
respond to the call of sacred sounds.
In this chapter, I distinguish between plain noise —as perceived by cultural and
religious outsiders as well as insiders detecting “unstructured” sound—and sacred
noise—as discerned by religious devotees and those familiar with consecrated, erratically
patterned rhythms. Indeed, sacred noise yields many types of sound, at times musically
harmonious and other times resembling an uproarious din. Remarking on the ruptures
introduced by noise, Perkinson asserts, “noise in ritual is often used to mark moments
that call for special attention or abrupt transition.”203 Noise in ritual often works to divert
attention, and I would add, summons a focused awareness. I further argue that the
repetitive nature of noise itself can yield sonic, rhythmic pattern perceptible most readily
to those possessing “initiated ears”. In this way, sacred sound may very well be perceived
as noise by less-tuned ears, but nevertheless comprises part of a divine language
communicated between humans and spirits. Sacred objects and animals may also come to
202
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be conversational in this language, even as they embody different modes of articulating
sacred sounds and ritual noises. It is this form of ritual noise—that produced by sacred
objects and divine instruments—that most interest me in this chapter.
With this in mind, I situate my use of the terms ritual noise and ritual
noisemakers by grounding them in a framework that firstly acknowledges the power of
polyrhythm, the importance of indigenous language and emic expressions, and lastly, the
psychological effects of certain repetitious sounds. Regarding polyrhythm, when seated
amongst a family of other drums (as is often the case in African and Diasporic sacred
ceremonies), drums absolutely yield a polyrhythmic effect, as they are able to play
rhythm, melody, and still others harmony. This sonic overlay produces what is called
musical texture.204 However, the primary method of drumming remains the same, as there
are only so many ways of producing noise with the instrument—most typically, an
external force (the hand or a baton) strikes the drum to produce its sound.205 Examining
the mechanics of our key noisemaker on the other hand, Vodou’s ason, we note that there
are at least three sonic layers working simultaneously: 1) the bead-threaded-mesh
encircling the globular, outer walls of the rattle, 2) the ringing of the metal bell at the
ason’s base, and lastly, 3) the motion of the performer’s hand which changes the tempo
and tone of the instrument. This may be referred to as overtones, subtle sounds that hover
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over primary or principal sounds.206 This creates an intense and intricate musical effect,
with simultaneous layers of sound produced.
When speaking on the properties of “noise,” attention should also be paid to
language. In one of the opening epigraphs, an houngan from Mirebalais known as Mesye
(Mr.) Macillon meditates on sound this way: “Lè’w rele Lwa yo, ou sonnen bri! / When
you call the spirits, you ring noise!” Taken literally, the statement translates as “ring
noise.” This presents a beautiful contrast of sonic concepts, as “to make noise” would be
“fè bri,” alluding to an earthly dimension of loud humans, animals, and machines of the
mortal world. Indeed, the word for noise in both KiKongo and Lingala is makelele, which
is also the word for crickets207, one of the most familiar music-makers/noise-makers of
the animal kingdom. Further, when one rings a bell, “ou sonnen klòch.” Such a pairing of
“sonnen bri” signals a departure from the West’s negative connotation of “noise”
inherently meaning to cause a ruckus, and brings things into a playful, purposeful
atmosphere where one “rings noise” to call the spirits to attention (consider the “play”
involved in language associated with Congolese rattles and instruments208). Though
Mesye Macillon may have as easily stated “make noise,” his own expression seems an
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especially apt one for the musicality of bell and rattle noise used when worshipping,
honoring, and calling upon Lwa yo, the spirits.
Lastly, briefly considering the science of sound reveals how certain types of
rhythmic noise-making can produce meditative states of hypnosis and alteredconsciousness.209 I assert that the consistent, even monotonous sound of rattle shaking
can lead to notable shifts in one’s consciousness within the ceremonial space. If one does
not experience first hand the visitation of Lwa or spirit in ritual mounting, one surely
becomes familiar with the evocative dance often induced by the tireless ritual rattle and
accompanying sacred drums. For these reasons, I invoke the term ritual noise as a way to
think in more layered fashion about the work that sacred soundmakers produce as
polyrhythmic instruments of the spirits.

Needing Sound & Noise Mechanics
There is no doubt that music moves us. Even the less-patterned ambient sounds
and irregular rhythms of our surroundings call our attention and excite our senses.
Reflecting on the relevance of sound study, religion scholar James W. Perkinson
thoughtfully muses, “Science today makes us aware of the primacy of the Big Bang, the
first beat, the explosion of time and space in din and chaos that sets matter in motion as
vibration.”210 While cosmologists explain that the inception of the Big Bang may in fact
have been silent, it is true that first shudder of the universe erupted into sound waves that
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rose into a crescendo211, and inevitably, the explosion of particles would come to animate
life in the cosmos as we know it.
Since our very origin, it appears that humans have possessed a primordial desire
and need to create sound and fill their world with meaning.212 The striking of objects may
have served as one of the very first instances of noise making, as Perkinson argues,
“Percussion appears across the worldscape as a primary modality of both experiencing
and expressing ritual solemnity and religious intensity. Gong strikes, drumrolls, bell rings,
palm beats, cymbal crashes, stick clicks, and stone clacks have served the religious
interrogation of things invisible around the planet.”213 Such mention of this ritual
intensity suits the aim of percussive instruments quite well. While the harp is gently
strung and the horn fervently blown, the percussive instrument is forcefully struck (or
even strikes itself), resulting in a unique experience of vigorous sound production.
The rattle is classified as an idiophone214 (or autophone), which creates sound
through the instrument’s vibration without strings or membranes. (For the most part, any
percussion instrument that is not a drum is considered an idiophone, including for
instance the wood block, singing bowl, triangle, and marimba.) Most idiophones have
been crafted from ceramics, glass, wood, or metal, and as such, the gourd rattle of many
African and Indigenous American societies presents an interesting rattle alternative.
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Categorized as an indirectly struck idiophone or vessel rattle215, the Haitian ason and
Congolese kisangu both represent a very particular member of the percussion family, as it
is the inner components or outer components of the rattle (rather than the human hand)
that strike the walls to produce its sound. Indeed, the rattle must be shaken rather than
struck. Unlike the 007 martini however, it is often shaken and then stirred. Similarly to
the drum and other percussive instruments, the ason is able to play not only rhythm, but
also melody and harmony, likening the instrument to the human voice with its incredible
musical variability.

Genealogy of the Sacred Rattle
In an investigation of the ason’s roots, we must recognize that this is a plant that
has sprung from a cross-fertilization of seeds. That is to say, the ritual rattle cannot be
traced to a single source, but has been used widely across nations with origins in various
indigenous (and diasporic) cultures. This may explain the reason as to why the same
manbo can explain in one breath, “We didn’t leave Africa with the ason, it’s something
that we invented here…”216 and later note that there may in fact have been another type
of ason in West Africa, possibly one made with a large calabash covered with fabric and
beads sewn over the surface.217 Nevertheless, noting both usage and parallels of material
and form, we might begin with the ason’s genealogy in upper West Africa.
Anthropologist Alfred Métraux offered that the very term itself, ason, is one of Fon
215
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origin from the ancient kingdom of Dahomey (current-day Benin), where it was referred
to as the assan.218 The anthropologist Melville Herskovits, who conducted fieldwork
during the 1930s in both Haiti and Benin, recorded that the rattle takes several forms and
that one form in particular “consists of the gourd . . . [with] a cotton mesh over the bulb,
to which caury [sic] shells or beads or snake vertebrae are attached.”219 The use of cowrie
shells is well-noted among Yorùbá-inspired sekeres of Nigeria and Cuba (chekeré), and
other seeds (recognized as majok in Haiti) have been found on rattles in contemporary
Accra, Ghana.220 Herskovits’ mention of the affixed snake bones is an intriguing one, as
historically, Haitian ason also included a few choice vertebrae from the revered
serpentine creature. His work also suggests a correlation between the assan and the Fon
spirit (or Vodun221) known as Da or Dan, a wise serpent spirit. It may be that the use of
snake vertebrae served as an allusion to this Vodun spirit of rejuvenation and renewal. Or
alternatively, perhaps in the days before imported foreign glass beads,222 the irregular-
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shape of snake bones were regarded similarly to precious stones, providing a
distinguished clak-clak sound.
Importantly, we must also note differences in sacred rattle usage both
diachronically and regionally speaking. In other words, the ason in Haiti and the assan in
Benin have, of course, continued to evolve in their own respective manners. So even as
we acknowledge the ritual rattles’ parallels in form, we must account for the ways in
which time (ancient tradition versus contemporary ritual use) and place (Danhomè/Benin
versus St. Domingue/Haiti) have led to their particular shifts in meaning and usage. One
such example includes the individual(s)who possessed the spiritual authority to wield the
ason. Explaining the sacred rites of Haitian Vodou’s Rada nation223 (which closely
correspond to Danhomèan cultural traditions), ethnographer Maya Deren maintains that
“Its structure was . . . democratized, so that, whereas in Dahomey the sacred rattle could
be conferred only by the king, the apprenticeship, ordeal and ritual resulting in the
achievement of this mark of priesthood could now be undertaken in the hounfor [Vodou
temple, sic] of any established houngan.”224 In this “democratizing” of the tradition,
Deren argues that the Rada structure in Haiti no longer restricted the use of the ason to a
sole ritual elder of the highest status, but rather became available to all those initiated as
priests and priestesses. This last insight reveals how women and men in Haiti became
equal bearers of power when bestowed the ritual rattle in initiation, even as they continue
to operate in distinct gendered domains of authority.
TransAtlantic Slave Trade, see John Thornton’s Africa and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World,
1400-1800, 1992.
223
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Traditionally in tracing the genealogy of sacred art in the Black Atlantic, one
begins with African origins. However, our studies would benefit from also incorporating
the histories of Indigenous nations that previously inhabited the islands of the Caribbean.
Filmmaker and performance artist May Deren would also become an ethnographer when
she traveled to Haiti to study Vodou’s ritual dance. In considering the entangled cultural
histories of Haitian Vodou, Deren noted several religious parallels between Africans and
Indigenous inhabitants of the Americas in the realms of belief225 as well as in ritual
activity. She went on to argue that certain practices in Haiti presumed to be
“unidentifiably” African or European may in fact have been of Indigenous origin from
the Arawak-speaking Taíno nations of the Caribbean.226
Deren considers the genesis of Haiti’s sacred rattles by recounting object origin
stories of the island’s first inhabitants. To do so, she relies upon the work of philosopher
Hartley Burr Alexander, who conducted extensive studies on Indigenous peoples of
North and South Americas in the early 20th century (albeit remotely, as did many
researchers of that era). In her appendix on the Indigenous cultural influences of Haiti,
Deren draws from Alexander’s Latin America volume in the controversial 1920 series,
The Mythology of All Races. Historicizing early use of ritual rattles in Hispaniola,
Alexander explains,
The Orinoco, the immediate forefathers of the Caribs and
the Arawaks, tell of the ‘sacred rattle’ of the peiaman—the
priest; while the Tupinambi of the Amazon were
understood to hold sacred a calabash rattle, called
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tammaraka (obviously the instrument we know now as
maracas with which they danced and whose sound the
priests could interpret (p. 296).227
It comes as little surprise that Indigenous nations of Americas also employed a ritual
rattle, however the Amazonian name tammaraka bears striking resemblance to the gourd
rattles we now know as maracas (what the Taíno may have referred to as amaraca)228. In
this passage, it is the privileged knowledge of the priest who activates and interprets the
rattle’s ritual noise—while members of the community may all testify to having heard the
sacred music; it is the priest who possesses the ability to convey spirits’ messages as
transmitted through ritual sound.
Deren further cites Alexander in his recounting of the rattle’s mythic origin,
expounding,
The asson [sic], which is today the sacred rattle of the
priest, is dominant in Taino myth. It appears as the calabash
filled with bones, in which the bones became fish, and from
which ‘ran so much water… as overflowed all the
country… and from which the sea had its origin.’ (p. 29)229
Once again, bones serve as a key ingredient for sacred rattles, in this case, among Taíno
nations. The rattle becomes meta in this way, with human or animal bones included in the
rattle’s inner core to invoke ancestral spirits, who perhaps may be regarded as the
“talking bones”. We also encounter the primal waters as source, though in an interesting
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reversal of chronology, the calabash (which we surmise grew from a tree that needs water
to grow) yields the emergence of the Waters, from which all life springs forth.
In a final meditation on the rattles’ multiple origin sources, Deren turns to the
lesser-known work of Haitian anthropologist Louis Maximilien. Noting the discrepancies
in historical thought, Deren elaborates:
Maximilien (pp. 140-1) gives an African source for the
ason, but acknowledges that the decoration is Indian.
Moreover, in Africa it was (if his source is correct) a
musical instrument. Herskovits (p. 269) also mentions the
rattle as being West African, but also in the nature of a
musical instrument. In Haiti it is a sacred instrument,
precisely like that of the Indians.230
Aesthetically speaking, several scholars seem to agree that the ason has taken inspiration
from Indigenous sacred rattles. However, Deren’s question about origins seems to center
more on use than pure form. To Deren’s second point then, in fact, Herskovits does note
the use of both sacred and secular rattles used in Danhomè.231 On the one hand, this
suggests that the Dahomean assan is as likely an origin point as the Taíno amaraca.
However, I argue that the value of Deren’s assertion is its offering of a revisionist history.
Such an approach to historicizing the Haitian ason refuses to rely solely on African
geographies and African populations as source, and instead considers another vital
lifeline, that of Indigenous nations of the Caribbean, as an equally important site for
creation myths and genesis for cultural practices.
For the lineage of the accompanying hand bell, we turn to another point on the
Atlantic spectrum. Musing about the bell’s historical origins, Haitian ethnographer Milo
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Rigaud explained, “The houn’gan [sic] or the mam’bo [sic] traditionally holds the ason in
his hand, along with the clochette, or bell, which represents the magic powers of the
Occident, or Ethiopia. The ason is held between the right thumb and index finger; the
bell between the ring-finer and the second finger.”232 This presents an interesting theory
about the bell’s source, particularly as “the Occident, or Ethiopia” serve as markedly
distinct sites. Indeed, many scholars intent upon tracing direct links between the Africa
and the African Diaspora have suggested that certain unidentifiable cultural traditions of
the Diaspora may have originated in Ethiopia (ancient Abyssinia), perhaps as a way of
marking the African continent as a site of origins as well as a site of conflict through its
populations’ experience of the TransAtlantic Slave Trade. Certainly there exist numerous
forms and shapes of sacred bells all over the world, including South Asia, East Asia,
West Africa, and the Indigenous Americas. The work of scholars such as Dianne Stewart
and Youssouf Tata Cissé on music and sound suggest that the use of Haitian ason bells
may parallel that of ritual metal bells in the Caribbean and West Africa.233 However, it is
also true that at least aesthetically speaking, the ason’s bell most closely resembles the
long-handle call bell of western Europe.
Historically in western Europe, the hand bell generally had two forms: the English
hand bell, with a looped hand strap that one grasps and twists the wrists to produce a
ringing sound, or the long-handle call bell, with a short staff used for someone to swing
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side to side or back and forth, typically done with three fingers.234 Sometime between
1696 and 1725, English brothers Robert and William Cor developed the first tuned hand
bells, which became a popular alternative for church bell ringers to practice the intricate
rhythms of church bells without offending the neighbors.235 When wielded by an expert
houngan or manbo, the ason appears to have a metal bell somehow inserted into its long
gourd stem. This results in a fantastic trompe l’oeil effect, and greatly puzzled me until
quite recently. But upon closer examination, one can see that the ason’s bell has been tied
to a small, looped string and suspended from a hole in the stem of the calabash.
Several ethnographic works reveal that the hand bell was neither the first nor
necessarily the most widely used metal instrument used in Vodou ceremonies. For
instance, Rigaud described the use of the ogan, a flattened, hollow bell struck with an
iron rod to create an echoing effect. Detailing the “noise” of the resonating ogan, Rigaud
mused, “In most Voodoo [sic] ceremonies its insistent rhythm is piercing and deafening,
and the listener usually wishes it were silent, the better to catch the fascinating rhythm of
the drums. Not infrequently it is the ogantier’s metallic beating upon the ogan that leads
off the other instruments.”236 Contemporary Lukumí houses (a tradition of Cuba) continue
to use an instrument similar to the ogan in ceremonies today.237 Noting the ogan’s role in
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orchestrating ceremonial music suggests that regional differences may determine the
primacy of the ason versus the ogan as ritual conductor. Alternately, it is also possible
that the ogan has fallen out of usage as Haiti’s iron craft diminishes in importance.
Rigaud also points to the metal triangle, which he notes is said to invoke the energy of the
spiritual “abyss”.238 In my own fieldwork attending ceremonies in Port-au-Prince,
Mirebalais, and Jacmel, I admit that I encountered neither the ogan nor the metal triangle.
It may be then that the ason has come to occupy the role of the hand held metal
accompanier and sacred instrument. As evidenced by other elements of the ason—the
calabash gourd, mesh covering, and adornment of beads and bones, the ason’s metal bell
represents but one facet of a pluralistic origin story. Indeed, it paints a fascinating portrait
of the multiethnic, poly-religious origins of the ason.

Creating & Caring for the Noisemaker
Creation Myth/Creation Reality
Returning to the realm of myth, we again encounter the trope of primordial
waters239 as one site of the rattle’s origin. In this Taíno creation story as recounted by
Hartley Burr Alexander, a water spirit emerges from a stream bearing several mysterious
gifts for an Arawak man. Deren, quoting Alexander, narrates,
Yet the most revealing legend in this connection is the tale
of the Orinocan Orehu, who are water sprites, or mermaids,
and who may drag a man to the depths of their aquatic
haunts. This is a very recurrent myth in Haiti. They are not
altogether evil; for it is said that in ancient times an
Arawak, walking beside the water and brooding over the
238
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sad condition of his people, beheld an Orehu rise from the
stream, bearing a branch which he planted as she bade him,
its fruit being the calabash, till then unknown. Again she
appeared, bringing small white pebbles, which she
instructed him to enclose in the gourd, thus making the
magic-working rattle. She instructed him in its use and in
the mysteries of the semecihi, who are the medicine men of
the Arawak corresponding to the Carib peaimen, though the
word seems related to the Taino zemi. Orehu is no other
than the mainland equivalent of the Haitian (Taino) woman
of the sea, Guabonite, who taught the medicine hero,
Guagugiana, the use of amulets of white stones and gold (p.
261).240
A few noteworthy elements appear in this creation story. Notably, the mystic object
appears as a gift from the spirit realm as an Arawak laments the plight of his community,
a key allusion to the island’s somber colonial history and eradication of Indigenous
peoples. Many sacred art forms (particularly ritual masks of West and Central Africa)
similarly embody a mystic purpose of uplift, as an instrument that works to rejuvenate the
community in moments of crisis.241
Additionally, we also bear witness the ritual work highlighted in this myth. The
Orehu water spirit does not bring a fully formed calabash-gourd rattle to the Arawak
man—rather, she instructs him as to how he might fashion and later activate this sacred
implement (“…she appeared, bringing small white pebbles, which she instructed him to
enclose in the gourd, thus making the magic-working rattle.”). In this way, the sacred
object differs greatly from natural stones, seeds, or shells, or from roots, cocoons, horns,
or bones that may be collected as already formed mystic entities in the surrounding
environment. The Orehu reveals to the man the importance of ritual to prepare
240
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instruments for ceremonial work, thus highlighting the role of process as part of the
sacred art itself (a fundamento in its own right). Finally, the Orehu instructs her pupil in
the ways of the semecihi, the Arawak medicine men, suggesting that the rattle does not
simply bear aesthetic qualities, but possesses divine healing powers to be enacted in the
community. Certainly for Indigenous Taíno communities, the rattle’s initial intention
includes curative work performed on behalf of the community.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, certain sacred art forms may be designed to enliven
and inspire the community, while others work very specifically to smooth relations
between members of a family, whether religious, biological, or otherwise socially bound.
In the case of our dueling houngan mentioned earlier, their contest of ason served as one
small component of a long series of initiation rites. In addition to preparing the way for
new initiates of the house, this long series of ceremonies also serves as a site where
Vodouizan experience a “charging” of their spiritual force and may experience a renewal
of their connection to the spirits. In our expanded concept of healing, the initiatory space
offers healing in the form of protective ritual action to ensure the harmonious spiritual
beginning of a new initiate’s path. The ason in this case will be used to test new initiates’
command of their mystic knowledge. Even further, the ason’s battle reveals the depths
acquired by more experienced ritual elders, who, at times solemnly, at times playfully
demonstrate to devotees and ceremony attendees that their mastery of the ason signals
only the surface of their spiritual prowess and knowledge.
To be clear, not just anyone may fashion an ason. One must be an houngan or
manbo, a ritually initiated priest or priestess, to craft the object and render it sacred,
though hounsi (initiates with elemental training) may at times be permitted to assist in the
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process.242 Even so, many initiates may never learn the steps involved in ason-crafting, as
it is often the designated task of a ritual elder in Vodou families. There are also
commercial ason that may be purchased in marketplaces such Mache Fè (the Iron
Market) of Port-au-Prince.243 These rattles may be referred to as ason pou fantasi, loosely
translated as “ason for show or decoration.” These instruments do not carry any
reglèman, any ritual requirements for spiritual feedings, necessary for consecrated ason
used in ceremony. It is said that with mass-produced rattles, the right types of beads may
be chosen by coincidence (or a knowing ritual hand intending to make a profit), but
traditional houngan and manbo still consider the commercial marketplace ason unfit for
ceremonial use.244
Fashioned with a dried calabash gourd and veiled with a net of many colored
beads245, certain rattles included various regional differences (see Figure 3.4).
Conducting ethnographic work in the mid 20th century, Métraux noted that certain ason
included carved images, recalling, “It is usually decorated with engraved or painted
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Mache fè bustles with liveliness, and until quite recently (before 2014 or 2015), it was considered too
dangerous a place to visit if not intimately familiar with navigating the inner streets of Port-au-Prince. I had
the chance to visit this market in fall 2015, and was interested to find that the market is divided largely into
“commercial,” modern goods (such as foodstuffs, spices, electronics, cooking ware) and “traditional”
goods and “bay mistik” (including traditional Haitian clothing, ritual flags known as drapò, sacred vessels
for the divine twins known as plat marasa, ritual beads, sacred powders or poud, artisanal artworks in
metal and wood, and commercial ason!)
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As Katherine Dunham has stated, the “ason sacred rattle of priest or priestess, [is a] dried gourd with
trade beads of different colors strung on the outside; may also be strung with dried snakes’ vertebrae.”
Dunham, 274. Alfred Métraux further notes that at times the ason is also covered in engraved pictures,
Voodoo of Haiti, 182.
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pictures and sometimes covered with a piece of stuff.”246 This “stuff” may have referred
to an intricate web of string-mesh threaded with brightly colored beads that Vodouizan in
urban settings traditionally used to decorate gourd rattles.247 Today, formal ason typically
include (or are used in tandem with) a small metal bell, purchased at local Catholic shops
selling altar goods, as renowned dancer and ethnographer Katherine Dunham observed
that sacred objects may be found virtually anywhere.248 Within certain regions of Haiti,
particularly in rural temples possessing more modest means, a simple rattle known as a
tcha tcha may be used in place of the hand-crafted ason, and a metal bell at times may
replace the rattle altogether when invoking the spirits.249
Keeping in mind the energy of divine animals250 such as sacred serpents, we are
reminded again of the spirit Danbala’s possible connection to (and possible ownership
of) Vodou’s ritual calabash rattle. Rigaud explained that the ason’s calabash is taken
from the calebassier courant tree, considered sacred as “the tree-reposoir par excellence”
for the elder spirit Danbhalah-Wédo [sic].251 Trees often serve as reposoir (altar for
246

I have not yet encountered an ason with engraved images, nor have I spoken with any ritual specialist
who mentioned this detail. This leads me once again to believe that there may be regional differences
observed by Métraux (182).
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It is interesting to note that Vodou does not include many animal spirits, as most spirits take on
anthropomorphic form. Exceptions to this rule include Bosou (a Petwò spirit of the bull, see Chapter 5), La
Balenn (the whale spirit of the ocean), Simbi (the serpent of healing and rivers), and Danbala’s wife Ayida
Wedo (a rainbow serpent, also associated with her husband). There is the bull spirit Bosou, the whale spirit
LaBalenn, and the serpent spirits Simbi and Danbala. Other spirits may take on forms of natural elements
such as the tree spirit Gran Bwa or the rainbow spirit Ayida Wedo, while others take on more
anthropomorphized forms (even Catholic ones!) such as the Ezilis.
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Danbala-Wedo is an interesting moniker for the divine energy more commonly recognized as two
spirits and the married couple Danbala and Aïda Wedo. It is also true however that numerous avatars of
each spirit exist, and this may serve as yet another manifestation. Rigaud, 35.
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repose) of the spirits, and particular trees may be chosen as sacred to certain divine
entities. Rigaud further detailed two types of calabashes most commonly used for ason,
some of which must be pierced with a hole to add a handle (calebasse ordinaire, which
forms the base of the rattle coua-coua for Petro rites), others that already include a
naturally formed handle (calebasse courante).252
An ason historically may have been threaded with cowrie shells and snake
vertebrae (an inclusion Rigaud referred to as “the orthodox tradition”253), though cowrie
shells (brought by enslaved Africans or European slave traders254) were quite rare. Today,
snake vertebrae can prove quite difficult to find, as some explain that only bones of the
koulèv chase (the snake who hunts) may be used255. In addition to their designation of
Danbala, earthly snake bones also reference the cosmic energies (embodied by the spirit
Ayida Wedo’s rainbow). Rigaud explains the universality of this cosmology, stating, “The
vertebrae, which are carefully strung in accordance with a special magical rite followed
in preparing the asson, represent all the astral powers or all the powers of ancestors who
are identified with the stars, at the head of which the Sun (Legba) and the Moon (Erzulie)
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Rigaud continues, “While the calebasse courante grows on a liana, the calebasse ordinaire grows on a
tree, the crescentia cujete (bignoniaceae).” Rigaud offers an interesting riff, further suggesting that, “In
reality… the asson becomes a geometric synergy combining the two activating principles of all magic: the
magic wand, which is the handle, and the magic circle.” More than anything else, this may reveal Rigaud’s
exposure to European Spiritualism (perhaps in part through his wife, French ethnographer, Odette
Mennesson Rigaud), and a desire to “elevate” Haitian Vodou religious arts to the “high status” of European
mysticism. Rigaud, 35-36.
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Of interest is whether the “hunter snake” as mentioned here suggests a rattle was made to imitate the
noise of a rattlesnake. It would be helpful to investigate whether rattlesnakes are indigenous to West Africa
or the Caribbean. Are there other snakes that make rattling noise? Interview by author with Manbo Maude,
Boston, MA, February 21, 2016.
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magically preside.”256 Few contemporary houngan make mention of all of these Lwa’s
connection to the ason, but nevertheless, this presents an interesting creation myth.
Pointing to yet another shift in material goods in the mid 20th century, Rigaud notes the
ason’s “network of porcelain beads of all colors,” which may have replaced the highly
coveted and difficult to find cowrie shells and snake bones of the 18th and 19th centuries.
Today these beads may be colorful plastic beads found at a general market or heavy,
imported glass beads from India—indeed, certain devotees suggest that the heaviness of
sacred instruments directly correlates to the gravitas of the ritual work, and to the
efficacy of the ritual art form in use.257
It is said that all ason should have the same number of grenn kolye, threaded
beads, but that the colors may vary significantly between various rattles, as each new
initiate’s guiding spirits may require different colors.258 The colored beads have been said
to represent various spirits, and interestingly, at times have been correlated with female
spirits. Rigaud continues, noting that the ason’s beads “represent all the atmospheric
powers of Erzulie [sic], that is to say, all the powers of the solar prism consolidated
color-wise by the symbol of the mystère Erzulie on the ‘point-couleuvre-Aida-Wédo’—
the rainbow.”259 In the first instance, the colorful beads reference the spirit Ezili, who
may very well serve as an archetypal goddess of Vodou, as she embodies so many
manifestations and can denote several essential female Lwa, including Ezili Dantò, Ezili
256
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As Tonton Jean Marc explains laughing, “Lòt grenn yo, ou mèt kase yo avek dan’w—sa yo, yo pral
kase dan pa’w!” “Those other beads, you can break them with your teeth—these, they would break your
teeth!” Fieldwork conducted by author in Jacmel, Haiti, July 2015.
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Freda, Grann Ezili, and at times, LaSirenn. Rigaud also designates the colorful beads as
belonging to Ayida Wedo, the spiritual wife of the elder serpent spirit Danbala, both of
whom considered among the eldest of the ancestral spirits.260 Naturally, this idea fits
suitably with the philosophy that the ason’s gourd comes from the sacred tree of Danbala
himself.
And what of the mysterious inner ingredients? Many ritual specialists will not
reveal the inner components of the ason, and for reasons of privileged knowledge, I was
not privy to a certain depth of conversations regarding the ritual rattle. However, many
scholars have mused about these inner components. At one point, Rigaud offers that,
“Inside the asson are stones and the vertebrae of snakes which give the asson its sound.
These stones and vertebrae are considered bones of the African ancestors worshipped in
Voodoo [sic]… So the bones and vertebrae make the calabash a musical instrument for
ritual power. When the asson ‘speaks,’ the sacred spirits of the ancestors appear…” 261 As
such, the bones themselves do the talking, striking the inner walls of the gourd chamber
with the resonance of “bone voices”. Noting the mystic numerology behind the
ingredients, Rigaud remarks that there are eight stones, each a different color to signify
eight divine energies, which he identifies as the number of eternity.262 Another possibility
is that the ason in fact carries no inner components, and it is simply the outside beaded
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Once again, it would be interesting to investigate whether the number eight registers mystic
significance for houngan and manbo because of its importance in certain West African Indigenous systems,
or alternately, whether this may be a remnant from Muslim African traditions or European mysticism.
Rigaud, 36.
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mesh that creates its sonic effects. This would effectively cause what we might playfully
call a “trompe du son,” an “illusion” or trick of sound.
A most important element of fashioning ason is the work of light. A candle must
be lit in for a rattle’s ceremonial crafting, and this illumination of the space provides a
physical brightening of one’s work to be done, and also offers a form of divine guidance
while threading the beads and bones of an ason’s mech (web or net of surrounding
strings).263 There are moments when illusions of sight contrast the realities of sound so
much so that one finds oneself dumbfounded as to how a single instrument can produce
so many noisy, competing voices. For many years, I believed that the calabash had been
cleverly hollowed out to insert a metal bell in its bottom shell—in my mind’s eye, this
resulted in a peculiar curvature of the ason that allowed the rattle to fit the curves and the
palm of one’s hand. It was only much later, quite recently in fact, that I learned that the
bell served very much as accoutrement for the ason, tied as it is to a string looped
through a hole bored through the calabash.

Rattle at Work
When crafting the ason, virtually all of the “required” ingredients—gourds, beads,
bells—may be replaced as needed or desired by a substitute of similar form or function.
In part, this is because no rattle is inherently sacred—each one must be consecrated and
adorned with the proper ritual accoutrements to perform its ceremonial work. As
Martínez-Ruiz has noted in northern BaKongo regions of Angola, the ritual rattle known
as nkisi a ziambi (perhaps nkisi a Nzambi, ritual instrument of God) can be made of
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everyday found objects such as coke cans, seeds and river stones, and are activated with
certain commands for particular energies264. Similarly in southwestern Congo, Maman
Malobo used to own a calabash rattle that had broken and so she had replaced her rattle
with a small plastic bottle filled with stones or seeds.265 In his work in West Africa,
archaeologist Timothy Insoll similarly identifies what he refers to as a “reactive
materiality,” in which devotees incorporate found modern-day objects that “react” and
“interact” differently than the ancestral implements. Here, Insoll provides context for the
changing environmental landscape in Togo, explaining, “as bush and forest were cut
down in southern Togo, substances derived from these sources were replaced by other
plants or objects impregnated by human action. Thus, perfume bottles, pages from
exercise books, Bic® pens, bullets, padlocks, and car parts were all drawn into . . . use
(De Surgy 1995).”266 These examples all call attention to the flexibility (and mutability)
of a divine shaker or a sacred object’s form, as it is the ritual specialists’ blessing that
determine ritual arts and found objects’ capacity to perform ceremonial work.
Much in the same way that ordinary artists may not be responsible for the
fashioning of ritual rattles in Haitian Vodou, no ordinary musician may wield the ason. It
is only to be used by the ritual priest or priestess who has garnered the highest stage of
initiation. Non-initiates could never employ the ason, as Manmi Maude states, “It’s not
good, it’s sacrilegious. People go through hell to be obtain the ason!”267 Musing on
privileged knowledge and open secrets, Deren reveals, “This is why it would be
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absolutely useless for a neophyte to memorize and imitate the gestures of the priest, and
why the sacred rattle, however powerful in a houngan’s hands, becomes powerless in any
other’s.”268 It is no coincidence that Deren chose the ason as her marker of mishandled
property, as the ason represents one of the most apparent markers of an initiate’s divine
authority. This may also explain the highly guarded measures taken to protect privileged
knowledge about the ason, reserved only for initiates and those invited for ritual work in
the inner temple, the djèvo.269 Often, Haitian diaspora priests and priestesses based in
Canada or the U.S. prove more open about the mysteries surrounding the ason, while still
guarding the most preciously guarded secrets of its purpose. While many people may see
this as exclusivity, the fact that only ritual priests and priestesses have the right to either
fashion or wield an ason, in fact, may have much to do with notions of intentionality.
Those who undergo religious initiation know that they must be mindful about the ritual
work that they undertake if they wish to connect with the spirits meaningfully and
perform their work effectively. Indeed, in so many initiatory traditions and Indigenous
societies, knowledge begets power and responsibility (see Chapter 1).270
Further, an ason’s ritual work is not finished when it has been fully crafted. In
caring for the ason, there are certain reglèman, certain rules and regulations that must be
followed. The ason can never be placed on one’s marital bed for instance, and after
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conjugal relations, a priest or priestess must refrain from doing work with the rattle. Only
two types of beds may be permitted as a possible resting space for the ason: the one for
new initiates in the djèvo, or alternatively, a bed designated in the home for spiritualsensual exchange and dream contact with the Lwa.271 Regarded as a “pure” implement,
the ason works as a spiritual antenna to connect directly with the spirits.272 For this
reason, priests and priestesses know that the utmost attention must be paid to its needs as
a ritual instrument.
Indeed, as with so many sacred art objects, ason will often be awakened, fed, and
ritually nourished. Manbo Maude notes that when saluting certain spirits, one may
foula273—spray sacred liquor with one’s mouth in a powerful stream—over the ason to
wet it, make it glisten, and fortify it.274 In particular, when saluting the Lwa Papa Loko
(see Figure 3.5), the first houngan and master of initiation (and therefore, the ason),
someone may foula over the ason so that the rattle may drink the ritual liquor and have its
own ritual bath.275 In speaking about other ceremonial instruments, Métraux explains the
feeding of the drums, noting, “The drum is not only a musical instrument, it is also a
sacred object and even the tangible form of a divinity. The mysterious power with which
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it is endowed is conceived of either as a nanm (soul), a sort of vaguely defined life-force,
or as a spirit called huntò [sic], a Dahomean… ”276 While the ason may not be regarded
as a spirit per se, as a sacred entity and similarly to the drums, it must be reenergized and
nourished in order to work most effectively.
There are also repercussions for not tending to one’s ason. In jest as well as in
total seriousness, Manmi Maude narrated a story about one of her first ason, and how the
accompanying bell disappeared. She failed to address the problem immediately, and left
the ason san klòch (without its bell). One night, she dreamed of Kouzin Zaka—spirit of
the harvest, agriculture, and the rural populations—who appeared and demanded,
“Koman fè’w neglige ason an konsa? Ou pa’t ranplase klòch la?!” “How could you
neglect the ason like this? You haven’t replaced its bell?!” Immediately, Manmi Maude
realized her error and the danger of an unadorned ason. The very next day, she called her
manbo kanzo (spiritual mother of initiation) to help her replace the bell, and vowed never
again to neglect her rattle’s care.277

The Conductor & Awakener
II

Mesye Macillon leaned forward patiently with arms crossed over the back of his

chair, whose simple wooden frame took on the air of a throne with his command of the
space (see Figure 3.6). When asked about ritual bells’ connection to the spirits, he began
a lengthy explanation, ending with, “And so, when you’re preparing to work, to call
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Ginen278 [the spirits], it’s in this way that you call them. If you call the spirits, you ring
noise! … I can use a tcha tcha too. If it’s Lwa Simbi Andezò279 I’m calling, I take it [tcha
tcha or bell], and I finish preparing the kouvè a, you understand? I call the spirits for
prayer280. And spirit has its song…” Seated next to me was Papi, whose own father had
been a healer and knew Mesye Macillon, and so he added to the conversation, “And every
spirit has its own song!” Macillon affirmed this, nodding his head and echoing, “Every
spirit has its own song.” 281 Much like the conductor of an orchestra often plays (at least)
one instrument and knows several of them intimately, so does Vodou’s ason function as a
chief music maker in its own right. In this way, Vodou rattles function simultaneously as
a conductor of instruments and ritual energies, taking charge to lead the other instruments
in a chorus of ecstatic devotional sounds.

Of Drums & Ceremony (the Conductor)
In its first capacity, the ason’s ritual rattle gestures to other musical instruments in
the room, often signaling the opening and closing of Vodou songs. The rattle makes at
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Ginen refers to the realm of invisib yo (the invisible ones) underneath the water. However, in the
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least two principal sounds—the most basic being tcha tcha, tcha tcha282 when shaken in a
staccato rhythm (indicating a full “stop” following each forward shake). Interestingly,
this sound of the rattle seems to mimic the shuffling feet of devotees in ritual sway.
However, often when finishing a chante or chanson, a ritual song, the rattle bearer makes
a swifter motion as if stirring the air with force. Here, the rattle makes the sound shhhh,
almost as if to shush the drummers into silence. This also serves as a last, final
crescendo—a triumphant ending for the culmination of any ritual performance. Along
with other Africana music and dance scholars such as Yvonne Daniel283 and performance
and religion theorists such as Yolanda Covington-Ward284, I assert that this first sound
(tcha tcha) serves as a way to chofe or “heat up” the drummers, dancers and ritual
participants, while the latter effectively “shushes” participants into silence so that the
next sequence of ritual action may begin.
We may then ask, what is the ason’s relationship to the drums? Does one serve as
master of the other? As one manbo puts it, the relationship is not strictly hierarchical,
though certain power dynamics do emerge, as she explains, “Yo mache ansanm [They
walk (or work) together]. When you raise the ason, hountò is kanzo, it understands the
langaj of ason.”285 Manmi Maude notes here “hountò is kanzo,” meaning the sacred
drum has already been initiated. Much like humans come to know the language of the
282
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ason, so too does the sacred drum, which undergoes its own initiation so that it can be
consecrated and prepared to perform in ceremonial space. Despite speaking the same
ritual language however, we might argue that the drum appropriately recognizes the rattle
as an elder, as she further explains, “The hountò [sacred drum] follows its lead to arrive
in harmony with it. Ason fè tanbou a mache, se tanbou yo k’ap swiv ason an. [The ason
makes the drum walk, it’s the drum that follows the ason.]”286 In this way, we understand
how the drums’ sacred sound may drown out the higher-pitched call of the ason, but
drummers and the drums remain ever watchful of the ritual rattle, which announces both
the commencement and conclusion of sacred song.

Of Spirits, Elders, & Ritual Entities (the Awakener)
The ason also works to awaken and invoke spirit, and alerts participants to the
arrival of otherworldly energies, instructing them in the appropriate ritual manner. For
each Lwa called down, the officiating priest or priestess wielding the ritual rattle will
devote great attention to salutations. This is the act of “greeting” various entities in the
space, including the altar, the potomitan287 (sacred center pole), the drums, and the door
or passageway. At times, scholars have noted the use of rattles to enliven other sacred
devices, as Rigaud recounts, “For this reason one may see the houn’gan [sic] strike these
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Ethnographers Maya Deren (1953), Milo Rigaud (1985), and Karen McCarthy Brown (1993) all
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totem poles in many Indigenous American traditions or the May Pole of ancient Celtic traditions. Historian
of religion Mircea Eliade referred to such ritual center poles as the axis mundi, which could be found in
human-crafted pillars as well as natural entities such as mountains or ant hills. For Eliade, the axis mundi
functioned as center of the universe, a pillar that simultaneously connects and supports heaven and earth.
See Mircea Eliade’s The Sacred & the Profane: The Nature of Religion. ([1957], 1987), 36-37.
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ritual designs: he strikes the vèvès with the asson to release the astral power and then to
utilize it.”288, Activation cannot be understated as we will see in the conclusion, since
every sacred entity in the temple must be awakened and enlivened to perform its ritual
work. And unless prompted by the ritual priests and priestesses themselves, as Dunham
has succinctly stated, “At any cost, the rhythm must not stop.” 289 The ason becomes a
transmitter to the realm of the unseen, what Deren refers to as an “antenna of sound,
projected into the dark air . . . over and over, this rhythmic sound insist[s] like a cosmic
signal calling toward the space of another universe.”290 Poignantly put, this statement
illustrates a beautiful paradox within Vodou cosmology: that while the known universe
hosts both the visible and invisible worlds, mortals and spirits simultaneously seem to
inhabit distinct universes which require ritual broadcasters, messengers and divine
translators.
The ason’s address at once reveals a priestess’s reverence for visiting spirits, as
well as her adroitness in the proper sequence of salutation. Attending ceremony in Portau-Prince, Dunham has stated, “The formal salute of the loa, the testing of formalized
directions and positions and attitudes began, and Marie Claudine proved herself a true
adept of Erzulie.” We also see here how ritual witnessing remains a persistent theme in
ceremony, as any masquerading (or poorly trained) priests or priestesses would
immediately reveal their hand if they were to salute the spirits in improper ritual
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fashion.291 Indeed there are those manbo who explain that they avoid relying too heavily
upon the ason at all in ceremony because of the hyper-vigilance of houngan and manbo
who authoritatively police and fuss over how the ason is properly held.292 Importantly,
the ritual rattle salutes not simply sacred material entities, but also respected elders in the
space.293 In this way, the ason serves as yet another member of a Vodou welcoming
committee to salute spiritual elders, including those who may be junior in terms of age,
but seniors in their status as initiated priests and priestesses. Some of these visitors may
come from nearby Lakou (neighboring temple orders), or alternatively may be spiritual
elders from other recognized sister traditions such as Ifá, Lukumí, or Candomblé.

Initiation, Healing & Rattle Relationships
Rattles in the Womb
Much of Vodou’s language remains deeply coded—in Haiti, one does not often
speak about their work as a Vodouizan294 but as a sèvite, one who serves the spirits; rather
than explicitly declaring one’s intentions when pouring libations, one may simply utter
“pou sa nou pa wè yo” (for those whom we do not see). Such cipher-like expressions
reveal the culture of an initiatory society in which things operate “hidden in plain view”
291

Such desacralization may involve an incorrect method of saluting with the ritual rattle (for instance,
neglecting to include limye or light to guide one’s path or forgetting the spirit’s choice of drink).
Alternatively, salutations and movements out of sequence (beyond regional variety) may reveal a lack of
familiarity with the appropriate ritual steps.
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(see Chapter 1). One such coded expression references initiation, as the highest level of
initiation is known as pran ason, literally, to take the ason. Like so many ritual kingships
that bequeath sacred dress/regalia and coronary implements, Rigaud has stated that, a
manbo’s ason serves as a “symbol of office”.295 Relatedly, dreaming of an ason may also
signal that the spirits are calling one of their children to be initiated, as a metonym for
one’s devotion to and service to spirits and ancestors.296
In many ways, we might understand that the degrees of intimacy cultivated with
the sacred rattle dictates the depth of an initiate’s sacred knowledge. Early stages of
initiation may begin with a lave tèt, a washing and cooling of the head (similar to a
baptism) and/or kanzo senp (simple kanzo, trial by fire), and neither include any
instruction in the ways of the ason. The next level of initiation would be kanzo sou pwen,
in which initiates undergo trial by fire, and are also instructed preliminarily in the
language of the ason. With this stage of priesthood, initiates use the ason to salute in
ceremony, but cannot take their initiatory rattle with them to other lakou. In this way, one
remains beholden and tied to the peristil as a well-trained “senior apprentice,” but cannot
yet start his or her own ritual community. Pran ason represents the final stage of
initiation, when one will be called houngan or manbo asogwe297, the highest level of
priesthood. At this stage, one is considered an initiatory elder, and is not only able to
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travel to other lakou carrying one’s ason but can also begin her role as a spiritual parent:
one is given permission to found one’s own peristil (temple) and has the authority to
begin initiating others. More than metaphor, one’s familiarity with the rattle reveals the
depth of one’s ritual obligations and spiritual commitment to upholding another pillar of
the lakou.
Similarly to the drums, the ason must be consecrated alongside devotees as they
undergo initiation, like an accompanying spiritual double. While inside the djèvo, the
inner sanctuary of initiation, Métraux has noted that the presence of the ason in the most
intimate of spaces, stating, “When a person is ‘ordained’ as hungan or mambo he or she
is put to bed with an asson [sic].”298 Not unlike the way that tarot card readers will place
their cards beneath their pillow to absorb their own energy, initiates cultivate a womblike relationship with their sacred rattle in the womb of the lakou. Manmi Maude has
further noted that each ason is unique, as every person’s rattle ought to reflect the colors
and energies of her own mèt tèt, the master of the head and the spirit who walks most
closely with you.299 In this way, the ason that enters into the djèvo carries a very
particular energy, one that has been specially cultivated for one’s own relationship with
spirit. 300
Interestingly, while many ritual devices undergo baptism in the inner sanctuary,
not all sacred implements make it past the threshold of the initiation space.301 As Dunham
recounts her own initiation in Haiti (likely near Port-au-Prince), “Then we chanted in
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unison and sang in unison, ason and bell the only accompaniment. In the most sacred of
inner houngfor [sic] services the drum is rarely used.” 302 Studies of the sacred in Haitian
Vodou and other AfroAtlantic traditions have highlighted the importance of drums in
ceremony but also neglected to note that, in fact, the drum does not play an active
presence in the djèvo itself.303 What might account for this absence in the innermost
sanctuary? Pragmatically speaking, the sacred drums known as hountò can prove to be
massive, and even when smaller, are always heavy. This may account for their central
placement in ceremony, but also their lack of mobility as moving components of
ceremony. Indeed, when Vodouizan make procession around the lakou during kanzo
when new initiates are presented to the community, the head houngan or manbo and
accompanying ason lead the charge, while the drums continue their song (or pause) and
patiently await their return. Yet another sensible conjecture may be that drums proved too
loud to include in all manners of ceremony during anti-superstition campaigns304, while
the imperceptible sounds of the rattle could more subtly conduct inner sanctuary
initiations.305
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With regard to ritual chaos, the ason also calls order to a mounted chwal, “before
the loa is entirely ‘installed.’” 306 As a manner of welcoming the spirit who has entered
the devotee, the rattle “grounds” the spirit in the at times clumsy material presence of
personhood. The action of rattle shaking often mirrors the fervor of an entering spirit, as
Deren has explained, “Shaking the asson [sic] with as much insistence and project as
possible, the houngan may then also use langage307 [sic], speaking sometimes with tight,
intimate intensity, and at other times virtually screaming, but in any case completely
concentrated upon projecting those sacred sounds through the person into the void, to
establish contact there either with his proper gros-bon-age [sic] or with the loa.”308
Earlier, it was noted that the language of the ason must be acquired and mastered by new
initiates, as there is rarely time for rattle-oriented questions outside of the inner temple.
Indeed, for every “call” or particular pose struck with the ason, there is a single
“response” and accompanying stance. (Without saying too much, the rattle effectively
speaks in a language of mirrors, with accompanying gestures for each inquiry). And
while the grammatical structure of this lingua franca remains quite simple, like any
language, there are an infinite number of neologisms and remixes of familiar speech
patterns. It is in this space of call and response that a recently initiated houngan’s
repertoire of most essential rattle knowledge will be tested by his elders, and this
occasion when a seasoned manbo may show off her finesse in mastery of a seemingly
endless rejoinders to the rattle’s riddles.
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Cleansing with Noise
III

In the midst of a circle of women dancers, a battle ensues in the ceremonial circle

between two houngans. They test each other’s prowess and skill while newer initiates
peer excitedly over shoulders. More experienced elders turn their heads ever so slightly,
casting an eye of mild, piqued interest to observe how the match will unfold. The
houngans’ challenge differs from the more typical duels of ritual dance: the ones that
unfold between initiates who exchange glances and lock eyes across the circle to signal a
dare to dance in rivalry. In those cases, dancers steadily approach each other, mirroring
each other’s rhythmic steps in perfect unison. Holding an unbroken gaze, their faces may
erupt into broad smiles of sibling rivalry between two men or two women, and at times,
the exchange even borders on flirtation between men and women. Suddenly, a kase
occurs, the rhythm changes, or one of them abruptly ends the dance, returning to a more
relaxed steady sway—such matches tend to be brief and playful and may occur several
times during a single song. However, the dance typically remains a friendly rivalry, and
performances may involve any dancer—whether initiate or gifted bystander—with a keen
enough sense of rhythm to mimic the elaborate coordination of ritual foot movements,
body motions, and arm gestures.
Such is not the case with the dueling houngan. This battle is one between ritual
experts and skilled combatants as they exhibit particular gestures familiar only to those
who have spent time in the djèvo, the inner temple and sacred initiatory room.
Importantly, they come armed for battle, each wielding a ritual rattle in hand. The
houngans’ weapon, the ason, rings fervently as they strike positions and advance. They
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spar for a good while, alternately placing the ason on their shoulder or their head, an
upraised thigh or an extended arm, even above the head of another initiate. Equal
attention is paid to the men’s finesse and their swiftness to respond, as each flourish
signals a fierce command of the instrument that has become an extension of their ritual
bodies. Unlike the duels of dance, the houngan here share a language of the ason, and
have been instructed how to use it to respectfully greet ritual elders and salute sacred
objects and spirits. Further, they have become skilled in the relational call and response
of the ason: how to make the ritual rattle “speak,” and how it ought to respond when
spoken to.
Tonight, the victors end their duel quietly, with knowing chuckles of an equal
fluency and command in wielding the ason. As I would learn, an ideal match between
two equals results in no single victor. Rather, each opponent responds promptly enough
to demonstrate her mastery of the ason, an instrument that devotees are bestowed with
during their initiation, and of which they become life-long students. The match between
two youthful elders provides a glimpse into the ritual knowledge acquired and mastered
by initiates, as well as the playfulness of ceremony. Indeed, tonight’s ceremony has been
dedicated to a particularly peaceful spirit, Danbala, wise elder serpent spirit of tranquility
and righteous integrity.309 While the March fèt Danbala (ceremony for Danbala) takes
place each year in many Vodou households in Haiti as well as in the Diaspora, this
particular ceremony intended to cleanse the spiritual family of the negative energy that
followed the troubling exit of an initiate. This rite had aimed to cleanse the house of ill
intentions and restore harmony and order to the ritual family. Following an hour-long
309

As distinguished from the righteous, even retributive justice of the warrior Lwa Ogou, we might say
that Danbala offers a sense of principled virtuousness.
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prayer from Manmi Maude, we gazed at each other, certain that this would be a long,
arduous night of spiritual cleansing and ritual noise-making.310

Sweet Healing, Tough Healing
Besides the healing work of initiation, priests and priestesses typically employ
sacred rattles when conducting ritual work for clients who seek solutions to problems as
varied as infertility, work, and love life. Class and means becomes an interesting element
of rattle usage in Haiti. As a healer of rather modest means in Mirebalais, Mesye
Macillon most often uses a bell to ring the spirits, and relies upon the kwa kwa (or tcha
tcha) only sometimes to conduct healing work, much like the downtown Mirebalais
healer Manbo Mary Ange and Mesye Jean-Claude who lives in the Dibicha outskirts of
Mirebalais. These healers explain that the only rattle needed to perform ritual work is a
kwa kwa, which may alternately be used in music performances as well as in Vodou
ceremonies. They explain that an ason with highly decorated beads and mesh often
represents the extravagance of an houngan or manbo who has achte Lwa, purchased their
spirits, and therefore is not considered fran Ginen (regarded as the “purest” of devotees,
as inheritor of family spirits).311 On the other hand, Manmi Maude of Jacmel has been
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I will note here that ason and kwa kwa are in fact used in ritual healing ceremonies for patients by
houngan and manbo in addition to their use in sacred celebratory ceremonies. However, due to the
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been adopted and initiated by a neighbouring Lakou may be regarded as having “inherited” spirits in a more
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living in Boston, MA for the past 20 years. While her means remain modest to a certain
extent (with no extravagant purchases), she possesses access to a different body of
resources, with roughly a third of her initiates coming from middle class backgrounds in
the United States. Manmi Maude further explains that while she may use the ason
initially to invoke spirits in the room, she specifically prefers not to use the ason when
performing healing work for clients, and instead turns to the “hotter” sacred rattle
counterpart known as the kwa kwa used to salute Petwò and Kongo spirits.312
The kwa kwa is a round gourd rattle with little embellishment save a simple
painted calabash globe and a stick inserted in the center for holding and shaking purposes
(see Figure 3.7). This balance of a phallic stem and a globe-like encasement313 may again
invoke the masculine and feminine energies of Danbala and Ayida Wedo. Depending on
whether the spirits invoked are the sweet-tempered Rada or hot-tempered Petwò spirits,
the priestess will typically use either the ason or the kwa kwa (along with the klòch, bell)
respectively, as different families of spirits demonstrate a liking for various tonalities.314
Indeed, Manmi Maude often turns to the kwa kwa when using a lot of medikaman
(medicine, treatment) in what we might define “tough healing” ceremonies where heavy
work to tie someone’s tongue (who is speaking badly about others) or disrupt a person’s
traditional lineage sense. As such, nearly every houngan and manbo claims to be fran Ginen. Fieldwork
conducted by author in Mirebalais and Jacmel, Haiti, July and August 2015.
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For instance, Kouzin Zaka of the Petwò nanchon does not require the ason, but instead prefers the kwa
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Ogou spirits) or the Gede nanchon. Interview by author with Manbo Maude, Boston, MA, February 21,
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harmony is undertaken. She further explains that while people can use the ason for
ekspedisyon—to cause harm by sending negative energy to others—one is not supposed
to use the Rada rattle for such heavy healing work, and should instead leave it to the
“hotter” kwa kwa.315 Perhaps part of the reason that kwa kwa have been used for “heavy”
medicine is their difference in sound. Indeed, many kwa kwa possess a higher pitched
tone than the other one, which is lower. Focusing our attention to sound register, it also
helps to consider that the kwa kwa tends to be larger than the ason, and as such, its noise
takes on distinct tones as a globular gourd sphere versus a smaller gourd with a natural
handle where noise and sound reverberate differently.
In southwestern Congo, Kikwit to be exact, there are several varieties of sacred
rattle, perhaps the most common being the kisangu (or kitchaka tchaka), which typically
takes the form of a gourd, but can also be a plastic bottle (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9). There
is another, more elaborately ritual noisemaker known as mufukambumbulu316 in the
language of KiSakata. Its inner components are comprised of elephant teeth, njimbu shell,
parrot excrement, and the feathers of three talking birds (parrot, owl, pigeon317). In a
healing ceremony for a patient struggling with mental illness, Papa Gode led us to a river,
and used the mufukambumbulu over the ritual instruments, the patient himself, and us, so
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as to ritually cleanse the participants during treatment (see Chapter 4).318 Never to be
seen during the light of day, this rattle remains a potent ward against negative energy,
used as a final blessing for a patient who has already received several stages of treatment
for mental health conditions.319

Rattle Relationships with Spirits & Humans
While Haitian spirits must be propitiated with a sacred noisemaker—whether
ason, kwa kwa, or metal bell—spirit seems to have no need to wield the ritual rattle itself.
Only in the instance when the Lwa has not fully yet been situated in the chwal, in the
human medium, does a person hang on to the rattle, perhaps as they are slipping from
consciousness into an altered state of being.320 Similarly to Vodou, several other
AfroAtlantic traditions consider the rattle to perform a central role in the orchestration of
visiting spirits during rites of mounting (possession). A newly initiated Vodouizan in
Jacmel spoke about her previous experience in a Brazilian religious tradition, stating,
“both in the Santo Daime and here, there’s the use of rattles in order to conduct and,
essentially, control the spirits that are arriving in the mediumship tradition.” 321 It is true
that humans stand relatively powerless before spirits in ceremony, but helpfully, this
initiate highlights the ason’s role in holding sway over spirit, who remains beholden to
the reglèman (ritual rules) of a familiar ritual entity and spiritual double.
318
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Mishaps may happen during ceremony, but typically even these “accidents” are
considered signs from the invisible realm. For example, if the ason were to ever fall
during ceremony, it would be regarded as a negative omen. This may be indication that
the hands of the officiate wielding the rattle may not be “clean,” that the person has not
respected reglèman. Alternatively, if someone has something k’ap boulvese na kè li
(tossing and turning in their heart), the ason may fall or even break, seemingly because
the glass beads and mesh were tied too tightly.322 And finally, what happens when a
sacred rattle’s owner passes? When a manbo or houngan makes their transition from this
world to the next, a ceremony known as rele mò nan dlo may take place, in which case
the spirit returns to say one last goodbye.323 At times, a priest or priestess’s ritual
implements may be burned in cremation rites along with the body of the deceased (not
unlike the ancient Egyptians’ practice of burying pharaohs and ritual elders with
implements). However, there are other families who choose to keep ritual instruments as
part of the family lineage. A small keepsake that invokes the spirits carries great power.
Following the death of her father, Houngan Max Beauvoir (ibaye), noted intellectual and
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elected Ati of Vodou, anthropologist and Manbo Rachel Beauvoir-Dominique kept his
ason to use and honor him on special occasions. As discussed earlier, its time in the
womb with Ati Max ensured that the two were “birthed” together, and by keeping his
ason present, his spirit remains eternally within reach.

Sacred Noise & Synaesthesia
To better understand the relationship of sacred noisemakers to religious
experience, we might consider the science of sound and sound production. Tibetan
singing bowls (and possibly long stemmed Tibetan bells as well) are known to activate
beta and/or theta waves. These waves hit certain registers and vibratory frequencies that
either induce meditative states more broadly, or activate states of trance in particular.
There are also studies that indicate that neurological effects of rattles touch upon different
wavelengths resulting in particular brain frequencies.
Pragmatically speaking, the attention to polyrhythm also cannot be understated.
Noting the use of heightened sensorial training in ceremonial circles, Métraux remarked
about Vodouizan,
Their talent is all the more admirable when you consider
that Voodoo orchestras are polyrhythmic and each
musician is striking an instrument of a different pitch from
that of his neighbor and developing his own theme which
must nevertheless fit in such a way as to give an impression
of overall-unity. In addition to a knowledge of rhythmic
formulae he must also have an enormous repertoire of
Voodoo songs and be capable—as soon as the choir leader
intones the first bar of a song—of following on at once
with the rhythm which belongs to it . . . Such virtuosity is
not merely the expression of innate gifts but also the fruit
of a long apprenticeship.324
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We might understand this vast musical repertoire as the result of active listening and
attentive discernment of several instruments and sonic textures playing at once. Speaking
about the intensity of Black experiences, historian of religion Charles H. Long noted that,
“Though the worship and religious life of blacks have often been referred to as forms of
escapism, one must always remember that there has always been an integral relationship
between the ‘hardness’ of life and the ecstasy of religious worship.”325 This chapter has
aimed to provide insight into how the production of these sacred sounds—the act of rattle
shaking, the ringing of bells, the human recitation of praisesongs, and the instrument’s
call and response actions—operate as intense synaesthetic and ecstatic spiritual
experiences.
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, Paul Stoller’s notion of sensuous
scholarship326 and Henry John Drewal’s sensiotics327 (along with Rosalind Hackett’s
forthcoming work on religion and sound, specifically) encourage researchers to draw
from multiple senses in order to better understand the depths of embodied knowledge
within African and African Diasporic communities. As Stoller has stated, “The eye and
the ‘gaze,’ to use the apt term of Foucault (1975), has had a lockhold on Western thought
. . . The gaze of Western thought has seemingly ignored the dimension of sound.”328
Other scholars of Africa have similarly drawn attention to the overreliance on sight and
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observation. In discussing “extra”-sensory perception, Drewal comments that, “This
seventh sense is in a way related to synesthesia—the simultaneous body-mind interplay
of multiple senses that has a profound effect on how we experience things in this world,
and what we imagine might be beyond—wonderfully captured in the words of A.M.
Opoku of the Ghana Dance Ensemble . . . ‘see the music, hear the dance’.”329 Through a
collaboration of the physical senses, their integration in motion and the development of a
sense of intuition, the sacred world opens its doors, and permits entry for religious actors
to conduct their ritual work and performance.
In his own work on Songhay nations of Niger, Stoller has investigated the
importance of sound and active listening. Especially in the domain of altered states of
consciousness, Stoller explains, “For the Songhay, sound is more than a means to the end
of trance… it is a foundation of experience. If one cannot hear, Sorko Seyni suggested to
me, one can learn little about the world.”330 Stoller introduces the ritual instrument
known as the godji, described as a monochord violin that plays during ceremony and
possession in particular, and which is guarded preciously in a zima’s [healer or priest’s]
home for ritual art objects. 331 Stoller refers to a conversation with Adamu Jenitgono, a
friend and research participant, who reflects thoughtfully:
The sound of the godji penetrates us and makes us feel the
presence of the ancestors, the ancients [don borey]. We
hear the sound and know that we are on the path of the
ancestors. The sound is irresistible. We cannot be
unaffected by it and neither can the spirits, for when they
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hear it “cry,” it penetrates them. Then they become excited
and swoop down to take the body of the medium.332
In this way, the godji and the ason—along with kwa kwa, kisangu, mufukambumbulu, and
bells—all become mnemonic devices that “trigger” the memory of ancestors during their
ritual performance in ceremony. Jenitgono muses that the instrument affects humans and
spirits with equal force, almost as if smashing into what appears to be glass and looking
up to recognize oneself in the mirror reflection.
Manbo Mary Ange of Mirebalais perhaps puts it most poignantly when she
explains that there is a rhyme and reason to her noisemaking. When asked about various
instruments she uses in ceremony, she states smiling broadly, “I use the ason, I’ve been
known to need the spirits to come down upon me, and I use the ason, I’m not into making
noise [for the sake of it], I simply ring it like an invocation for the spirit to come do work
and after that, they come, they work, and they go.”333 With great subtlety, Manbo Mary
Ange suggests that she has no interest in “making noise for the sake of it,” but rather, she
uses the sacred rattle with intentionality to call down spirits whom she needs to perform
work. What may be regarded as cacophonous to the untrained ear may instead be
understood as a form of white noise, defined as a persistent sound containing equal
intensity at different frequencies.334 Here, I allude to Deren’s notion of “white
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darkness,”335 which she uses to characterize her mounting by the spirit Ezili Freda. This
white noise of the rattle presents an unceasing panoply of sound, at times emphatically
foregrounded, other times subtly accompanying as background. This notion of “white
noise” may helps us to situate the numerous uses of the term “rattle,” such as to “rattle
someone’s cage” when one unsettles another as well as to “rattle something off,” to say,
perform, or produce something quickly and effortlessly. Much like the “color” white
represents the presence of all colors, the white noise of the rattle serves as both the
conductor and the culmination of all sounds of ceremony. And importantly, white noise
can be fade in and out of consciousness, where we will end our discussion of
noisemakers.

On Consciousness
Building upon a foundation of ethnography of the senses, this chapter has
highlighted the aesthetic qualities of ritual “noise” as an understudied religious
phenomenon of the sacred sounds in Africana religious communities. The sacred rattle’s
work as “white noisemaker” becomes particularly important when we understand its
ability to awaken and enliven the public ritual space (see Figure 3.10). In its role as
conductor and convener of sacred instruments and entities, the noisemaker results in a
shift in one’s consciousness. Speaking about the particular effects of sacred musical
instruments, Perkinson reflects, “That human consciousness could be sonically shocked
or ‘rocked’ into perception of an ‘otherworld’ is one of the primordial intuitions of
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religious practice in the memory of the species.”336 Drewal echoes these sentiments,
noting that the “extra”-sense perception centers on the multiple-sensory experience of
ritual mounting and “altered states of consciousness—a phenomenon that is certainly
wide-spread in the artistic and religious traditions we study in Africa and the Diaspora
(and probably a universal human experience).” 337 Despite the tremendous variety of
ritual instruments employed by various cultures, sound production presents a persistent
theme religious devotion. In addition to the wealth of literature dedicated to sacred
(harmonious) music, I encourage us to consider the effects of ritual noisemakers. At
times, these instruments yield melodic resonance, while other times, they produce a
cacophonous uproar. Either way, they signal attention and bring us into altered states of
consciousness.
In conversation with a new initiate to Vodou in Jacmel, I asked how one might
understand the role of the sacred rattle in ceremony. Susan, an initiate from the southern
United States, replied that she understood many sacred objects (particularly pakèt kongo)
to function as “spirit microphones”.338 We might interpret this to mean that ritual art
forms serve as an amplifier of humans’ ritual devotion, and effectively “broadcast” the
ritual songs and spiritual intentions of a community to the invisible realm. Susan further
elaborated about ritual noisemakers (and rattles in particular), explaining, “having seen it
many times, I can understand the power of noise and music to be able to conduct the
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consciousness both of the human community and the spirit community.” 339 Poignantly
stated, Susan suggests that rather than exercising complete control over people and
spirits, ritual noisemakers possess the ability to conduct the consciousness of various
entities in ceremony. The rattle’s “white (spiritual) noise” effectively enlivens people and
sacred objects in the public ritual space and welcomes spirits into sanctified space. In this
way, rattles, bells, and other noisemakers effectively become “earth shakers,” awakening
ancestors and spirits below as above. In so doing, noisemakers catapult devotees into
alternate, unseen dimensions of sound and transform the collective consciousness, armed
for ceremony with sonic textures of ritual and rhythm.
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Chapters 4 and 5

Vessels & Embodied Altars, Parts I & II:
The Ritual Bouquet

Ritual Pots & Sacred Bundles
Vessels tend to keep good secrets. Inside, people have been known to tuck away
written spells and sacred symbols, ingredients for home remedies, powerful love charms,
gnarled roots, shoots, and branches. The cavities of ritual pots and the creases of sacred
bundles provide a haven for both ritual entities and spiritual instructions. By the same
token, any unknown elements of these containers only contribute further to their authority
as quiet ritual witnesses of ceremony. When introduced to a highly guarded ritual pot—
when faced with an especially well-secured knot or fabric bundle—one might experience
a sense of puzzling wonder: what mystery, what riddle lies embedded at its core?
Robert Farris Thompson has remarked that a most remarkable sight for those
entering an African or African Diasporic religious space is the “overwhelming visual
panoply of bottles and containers as an ‘organizing principle’ on Haitian and Dahomean
altars.”340 Frequently, these vessels frame the perimeter of altar tables, forming a tall
border of pots, pitchers, and bundles that surround other active ritual implements. Ritual
pots may perform any number of functions: in addition to containing sacred medicines,
they may serve as well-protected encasements for initiates’ spirits, or become funerary
vessels for ancestral spirits.341 Some of their smaller components may be visible in
looking directly at the sacred vessel, while many others remain hidden by the
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overwhelming visual maze of an nkisi’s protruding parts. At virtually any moment, their
contents may be adjusted, refreshed, and reactivated. Sacred bundles also contain sacred
medicines and may perform spiritual work either for an individual or members of a
family lineage in need of healing. However, as wrapped and enclosed entities, fabric
bundles’ inner components must be chosen with the utmost attention to ritual detail.
While their surface and adornments may be aesthetically altered, sacred bundle innards
usually remain fixed, embedded as they are in their original formula.
The next two chapters consider the work of healing vessels in the form of ritual
pots and sacred bundles. As the use of healing vessels varies significantly between
southwestern Congo and southern and central Haiti, I have chosen to partition this “unit”
into two chapters, unified by the theme of vessels as ritual entities that carry and manage
other, smaller ritual entities. Chapter 4 on ritual pots discusses the widely known Central
African ritual art form known as minkisi (sg. nkisi) as discussed by scholars of Africa and
the African Diaspora. Acknowledging minkisi’s variety of form, I draw attention to their
lesser-known form as ritual pots known as banzungu ya ntoto, used by healers of multiple
religious traditions in southwestern Congo. I highlight their inclusion of sacred earths and
divine liquids, as well as their simplicity of form, with slight ornamentation, as indicative
of ritual pots’ versatility in use. This section also briefly considers other ceramic vessels
of Black Atlantic regions, including ancient Danhomè (Benin), ancient Kongo (Central
Africa), and Haiti (with mention of govi and pò tèt in particular). With these parallel
examples, we begin to understand that Congo and Haiti represent simply two of many
religious communities who concentrate upon this principle of gathering to create a whole
in ceramic and clay vessels.
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Chapter 5 focuses largely on pakèt kongo, sacred fabric bundles used in initiation
rites and certain Vodou healing rites for devotees with particular problems in social
relations and spiritual imbalance. I especially acknowledge the unique features of pakèt
kongo, including their vibrant use of color, aesthetic design, and core ingredients. I also
briefly return to minkisi (bankisi) to discuss the unique properties of their wrapped,
sacred bundle form. In addition, this chapter highlights key parallels between the two
“genres” of vessels, including the persistent themes of embedded earth and powders,
feathers, stones, and fabric knots, twisted roots and tying motifs.
In both regional contexts, this theme of “combining” boasts deep roots in the
ritual arts traditions. As such, I draw from the theoretical models offered by Bârbaro
Martínez-Ruiz with the Congolese term kumbika a bundu (the art of organizing or
bringing together) and Gina Athena Ulysse’s Haitian theory of rasanblaj (assembly,
compilation of ideas, things). Though my focus centers on the pots and bundles
themselves, I spend time detailing the inner components of these vessels, as I argue that
they come into being through their ritual ingredients. These two chapters underscore the
work of ritual pots and sacred bundles as repositories of medicine and portable, embodied
altars. Though their distinct aesthetic forms and properties may render them nearly
unrecognizable corollaries, I argue these healing vessels are linked by what I identify as
“the ritual bouquet”: their experience in holding and “hosting” sacred object entities and
spirits. Ultimately, I argue that the consecrated objects within vessels act as independent
ritual agents (creating a plural “selfhood”) while simultaneously harmonizing in sacred
unison as a sacred vessel and collective ritual whole.
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Chapter 4

Vessels & Embodied Altars, Part I:
Hushed Ritual Pots
“Because spiritual growth isn’t pretty. It’s messy. And intense. And cannot be done
inside flimsy, fake or fleeting vessels. We need sturdy cauldrons to do this alchemical
dance.”
—Chani Nicolas342
Nge ke mona nzungu ya nganga, nge ke na nfunu kutula mbongo.
If you see a healer-priest’s ritual pot, you must leave money.
—KiKongo proverb
~~~~~
When the spirit is ill, you must create spiritual anchors to host visiting spirits.
~~~~~

Shy Ceramics
I

Papa Gode is a solidly built man—not especially tall, but his broad smile

illuminates the darkest of rooms and his full-bodied laughs often become contagious
among friends. He speaks Lingala and KiKongo at home, as well as his grandfather’s
native language of KiSakata. This is in addition to a smattering of Portuguese and easily
conversant French, allowing us to communicate more directly, and with more frequent
insertions of humor than certain other healers with whom I have worked. He was also one
of the few people in Kikwit whom I knew owned a motorcycle, one that perpetually
seemed to run out of gas around the time that I visited his compound every week. This
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personal mode of transportation revealed a certain level of comfort, and granted him
greater mobility to work and perform treatments across town. When speaking about ritual
matters, his normally boisterous voice would drop an octave or so, and his unusually
hushed manner of speaking in whispers lent a certain gravitas to the recounting of
ceremony (see Figure 4.1). He was notorious for long detours and unannounced errands
when we rode to town together, but had also been tremendously helpful in introducing
me to well over a dozen healers in Kikwit. He never hesitated to invite us to share a meal
with him when he sat down to eat, whether we had announced our visit or not, and
remained ever enthusiastic in discussing the intricacies of ritual ceremony, time and time
again. For all of these reasons, I became eternally grateful.
Though I first met Papa Gode in 2012, it would be two more years until I learned
of his work as an elected regional healer and representative for one of the four districts of
Kikwit, known as Kikwit 3. This role he held in high regard, as it allowed him to
continue his family legacy, trained as he was by his father’s father, a well-known healer
in Kikwit. And while he had apprenticed with his grandfather to learn about the
medicinal use of plants and herbs, Papa Gode’s own specialty was unique, as he worked
most closely with patients facing mental health conditions. Long before his role in this
capacity as member of a healers’ council, he was known in Kikwit as a particularly gifted
and skilled healer for conditions of mental illness. He had gone as far as to build an
enclosed space in his compound to house his patients who had nowhere else to go. While
he did not possess the powers of sight into the invisible world, as did certain other healers
such as Maman Malobo, Papa Gode presented a rare combination of one who possessed a
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certain knack for healing, and who had also pursued rigorous training with his elders to
develop his skills further.
The pot positioned on the living room table stands proud and full before us,
though a bit shy, unaccustomed as it is to daylight. It has been well protected from
wandering, untrained eyes with a black plastic bag surrounding its concave shape, and
hugging its ceramic curves (see Figure 4.2). Papa Gode sits before us today, ready to
discuss the process of filling a ritual pot and prepared to unpack the nzungu ya ntoto, a
ritual pot designated for one of his patients receiving treatment. Before agreeing to do so,
he had sought ritual approval from bankaka wana, the ancestors who would determine
how he might proceed. The ancestors would either reveal wholesome intentions on my
part and bless our conversation, or alternately express concern and displeasure about my
wanting to go in reverse ritual motion—my desire not to add implements to the nzungu,
but rather to unveil it and learn of its core ingredients. My request to learn about the
contents of a ritual pot was curious and perhaps amusing at best, yet I worried whether
the request bordered on the edge of disrespecting privileged, sacred knowledge. After a
few extended moments of waiting, Papa Gode came back grinning from an inner room in
his home—the ancestors had expressed their approval of the peculiar request, and we
could begin with our un-filling of the nzungu.

Ritual Pot Genealogy, Part I: Banzungu ya Ntoto
If we were to conduct a genealogy of sacred vessels in the Black Atlantic, the
roots and branches would end up “entangled” both ethnically and religiously, in the
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words of Charles Long.343 As with the family tree of so many African-derived
communities in the Americas today, it is not as simple to suggest that ritual pots or
blessed bundles have simply one lineage or one site of origin. While pots and other ritual
ceramics are certainly not unique to Africana communities, persistent aesthetic themes,
forms, and functions do emerge between such examples. Here, I examine regions of West
and Central Africa to highlight the multi-sited origins of ritual healing pots among
Ghanaian, Danhomèan/Fongbe, and Congo-Angolan nations, as well as to investigate the
evolution of the ritual uses of ceramic vessels in Haiti and the African Diaspora. Papa
Gode’s own crafted nzungu ya ntoto will serve as our guiding emissary.
Archaeologist Barbara Heath explains that pots refer most typically to hollow
vessels with flat or rounded bases and everted rims.344 In archaeological excavations from
Elmina, Ghana, archaeologist Christopher DeCorse remarks that small and large vessels
abound in house ruins, some mobile (perhaps for processional funerals), while others
were fixed in a sacred location.345 These ancient jugs and jars typically served as
containers for cooking, for storing shea butter, and for placing ritual offerings to ancestral
spirits.346 In the storing of consecrated liquids and sacred medicine, ritual pots also may
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have been purchased to store ancestral bones.347 As recently as the late 20th century in
Kumasi, Ghana, pots were collected and deposited in gratitude to the spirits for
answering prayers, and also for providing healing.348
Archaeologist Neil L. Norman echoes this frequent sighting of consecrated
ceramics, this time in Benin. Ancient ritual pots of Danhomè often included any
combination of blessed water, alcohols, herbs, animal skulls, hair, blood, metal
instruments, seawater, and beads, though as Norman explains, “always ceramic is
involved”.349 Many ritual pots also came to play an important role in burying the placenta
and umbilical corn of newborns.350 Reflecting for a moment on this variety of
“ingredients,” we recognize the multifaceted role of these ceramics: as storage for
ancestral implements of power (metal instruments, beads), as partial burial grounds
(including human hair and bone fragments), as ritual offerings to “feed” and nourish the
spirits (seawater and at times ritual food), as well as repositories of safekeeping to mark
the entry of new babies (placenta and umbilical cord). Just as spirits require ritual
nourishment, Norman alludes to the fact that ancestors also require a repository to house
them as they advance into elderhood as “aged” ancestral spirits.
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Historically, following the death of a family member or royal Figure in many
parts of West Africa and the Caribbean, elaborate mortuary rites took place involving the
dressing and consecration of such ceramic repositories, which devotees proudly exhibited
in a processional manner.351 In her work on Vodun arts in Benin, Suzanne Blier
demonstrates the importance of ceramic pots known as zεn352 [zen] in funerary
ceremonies. With regards to their creation and origin, Blier remarks at one point that
these clay vessels are said to have birthed the gods themselves, noting that the Fon word
for “birth” is e gba go, literally, “the gourd has broken”.353 Ritual pots have long served
as living compounds for the spirits, even emulating the underwater realm of the ancestors
(consider Norman’s mention of seawater). In this way, we see how funerary pots may
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have served as a parallel to the “living abode” of underwater spirit realms, such as
Kalûnga in ancient Kongo or Afrik-Ginen in Haiti (see Chapter 5).
Central Africa boasts a long history of ritual ceramics, dating back at least as
early as the Kongo Kingdom in the 14th and 15th centuries. They begin with their own
creation myth as the founder of the kingdom, Ne Kongo himself, “prepared the
primordial medicines in an earthenware pot set on three stones above a fire. Clay pots
have therefore always been classical containers of minkisi.”354 It appears that Kongo clay
vessels transitioned from their role as receptacles of sacred medicine to become sacred
medicine themselves. In other words, in carrying sacred objects and ritual medicines, they
too became a sacred art.
In ancient Kongo, clay pots played a central role in funerary rites. Cultural
historian Joseph Cornet examines the use of sculptures in ancient Kongo (especially in
Boma and Yombe areas355), focusing on funerary terra cottas known as mabondo
(KiKongo, sg. dibondo). These vessels were also known as mbungu ya ntoto, clay
“receptacles,” or nzungu ya nkisi, dating back as early as the 17th century.356 Mabondo are
hollow ceramic cylinders, often decorated with incisions and stitch marks in clay,
354
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bringing to mind cicatrization patterns of the face and torso. These ceramics are
traditionally placed on Kongo graves for prestigious persons, as the vessels came to
embody their spirits.357 Interestingly, the unveiling of Kongo ritual pots was reserved for
the moment when they were taken to the cemetery to be ceremonially placed on the tomb,
generally one year after interment.358 Here, the emphasis of time centers on the moment
when community members “installed” the dibondo on grave sites, presenting the interred
ancestor in the grave with the gift of a second “home.” Further, Thompson has stated
described mabondo as being used “ ‘to keep clan medicine and also contain clan souls.’
He noted that the vessels were used to fly over Simbi’s realm and cross its frontier on the
way to the world of the living.” 359 In this way, the clay vessels became repositories of
both material goods (medicines) and immaterial presences (spirits).
The specific placement of broken artifacts on burial grounds is deeply rooted in
many West and Central African communities360, as well as in the African Americas361. In
their examination of African American yard work, anthropologists Grey Gundaker and
Judith McWillie quote Robert Farris Thompson in his assertion that “broken pottery
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alludes to the world of the dead, where broken things are made whole again… ”362 Blier
similarly maintains that the notion of rupture featured prominently in burial rites of
ancient Danhomè, stating,
Ideas and actions that stand in many respects in opposition
to assemblage, most importantly acts of disintegration,
breaking apart, and dis-assemblage, also are important to
understanding the underlying significance of this
phenomenon . . . So too, in funerary contexts, the action of
breaking things is identified with death. With this in mind,
during related ceremonies, pieces of cloth and pottery are
ripped or broken into strips or fragments before being
placed in the tomb as gifts for the dead. It was explained to
me in this light that ‘if one wants to send pottery to the
kulito (the dead) one must break it first’ (Ayido
86:6:312).363
As such, ritual pots have served important religious roles when whole and fractured,
when well-formed for ritual storage and when purposefully broken to better communicate
with the invisible world.

Minkisi/Bankisi Varieties: Banzungu, Basins, & Bottles
Minkisi have received ample scholarly attention as an elusive yet captivating
ritual entity. Perhaps most remarkable is their sheer variety of form, matter, and contents.
Working from the collection of Swedish missionary Karl Laman364, MacGaffey has
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Kongo between 1891-1919. In addition to an impressive collection of everyday objects, he left behind
incredibly detailed records of his studies about Kongo culture. Laman produced an almost complete
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identified and catalogued nearly 100 varieties of minkisi. An nkisi (sg.) might be a
wooden statuette, a ceramic receptacle, or tightly bound cloth, but and as anthropologist
James Janzen notes, all are somehow related to healing.365 Elaborating on their dynamic
form, MacGaffey states that, “Often its ‘body’ is a gourd, a bag, a bark box, a pot or a
snail shell…”366 to which Martínez-Ruiz adds that minkisi may also take the form of
“cauldrons, bottles, pumpkins, baskets, shells, and horns…”367. Briefly, we might note
here that a shell, pumpkin, or calabash gourd nkisi present markedly different attributes,
as naturally occurring vessels that can be found by the river or in the forest. The
cauldron, the bottle, the bag, the basket, and of course, the ceramic pot, represent handcrafted ritual entities (fundamentos) fashioned by artists, craftspeople, and ritual
specialists (recalling Miller’s mention of Cuban fundamentos). Martínez-Ruiz explains
quite simply that within northern Angola’s BaKongo religious traditions, referred to as
ma kisi nsi368, “A[n] nkisi (sing) is a powerful religious object that, when activated by a
spirit manifested in a three-dimensional object, can be used for healing or other medicinal
translation of the Bible into KiKongo, and also became well-known for his KiKongo to French dictionary,
which includes approximately 60,000 translated words.
365

John Janzen classified between about 5-15 various “genres” of ritual healing ornaments in Republic of
Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Angola. He explained that all of the ritual devices that he
encountered were used for related but distinct purposes of healing. See Janzen’s Lemba, 1650-1930: A
Drum of Affliction in Africa and the New World. (New York City and London, Garland Publishing, Inc.,
1982).
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MacGaffey. Art and Healing of the Bakongo, 5.
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Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz. Kongo Graphic Writing and Other Narratives of the Sign. Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 2013, 152.
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It is true that many Africans linguists and philosophers (V.Y. Mudimbe, Jacob Olúpọ̀nà) and other
scholars of African religion (Benjamin C. Ray, Wyatt MacGaffey) maintain that few ethnic communities
on the African continent have a word for “religion.” However, Martínez-Ruiz asserts that in his study of
BaKongo communities in northern Angola, people referred to their tradition as ma kisi nsi. This tradition
included their practices and beliefs in God (Nzambi), priests (banganga), diviners (nganga a ngongo), ritual
mediators (kimpungu), and sacred objects (minkisi). Conversation between author and Bârbaro MartínezRuiz, July 2013.
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purposes.”369 It is with this definition in mind that I regard both banzungu ya ntoto and
enamel basins (which we will encounter shortly) as minkisi, as ritual medicinal vessels
filled with other goods that offer treatment.
African Diasporic renditions of sacred vessels continue to bear resemblances with
Central African minkisi. Noting a plurality of forms in Kongo sacred objects, historian of
religion Yvonne P. Chireau muses, “These included minkisi that were incarnated as
twisted, misshapen roots or stones or strangely deformed things. Others were synthetic
creations, bags, sculpted containers, or Figures containing a combination of natural and
inorganic ingredients such as leaves, roots, animal parts, shells, or metal.”370 Some of
these smaller components may be visible in looking directly at the sacred bundle, while
many others remain hidden by the overwhelming visual maze of an nkisi’s protruding
parts. Additionally, the adornment of these vessels with shells, mirrors, and resin, and the
inner ingredients of the ritual vessel often indicate which “genre” of healing work the
sacred object has been called to perform. This would require a discerning eye of artists,
healers, and priests in order to recognize the sacred quality in organic materials, as well
as to perceive the ritual potential of handiwork fashioned by mortal hands.
During the course of my research, I had to make certain adjustments to my
understanding of bankisi (or minkisi, depending on regional dialect).371 I arrived in
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Martínez-Ruiz. Kongo Graphic Writing, 149.
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Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African American Conjuring Tradition. (Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2003), 46.
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During the course of my fieldwork between 2014-2015, it became clear that healers, priests and
priestesses in Kikwit most commonly use the term bankisi (plural, nkisi, singular) to refer to “sacred
medicines”. This differs from the historical literature, which typically classifies these sacred art forms as
minkisi (plural, nkisi, singular). Most likely this is due to a difference of regional dialect, as KiKongo
originated in the ancient Kingdom of Kongo, in what is today the most southwestern region of DR Congo.
This dialect of KiKongo is spoken today in Kongo-Central province (formerly known as Bas-Congo
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Kikwit looking for bankisi of statuesque form (such as the well-known minkisi nkondi) or
wrapped fabric bundles (as antecedents of pakèt kongo). Because bankisi in the Kikwitois
dialect of KiKongo means sacred medicines more generally, it did no good to ask healers
whether they used bankisi or minkisi in healing ceremonies. They would simply nod their
heads, bemused; of course they used sacred medicines in their healing work—how else
would their healing treatments work? After several months of searching without success
for bankisi statues or bundles, something finally occurred to me. The earthen clay pots
(called banzungu ya ntoto) that so many healers used as receptacles for their sacred
medicines were perhaps exactly what I was looking for. These understated, unadorned
ceramic pots held sacred liquids, blessed stones, shells, seeds, and sticks, along with
divine instructions and ancestral implements as part of each patient’s ritual prescription.
The bankisi had been there all along!

Ritual Pot Genealogy, Part II: Haitian Govi, Krich & Pò Tèt
Sacred earthenware vessels also play a key role in Haitian Vodou, particularly in
initiation rituals and rites to honor the dead. Deren aptly points out that sacred vessels
serve a role in devotees’ lives long before the ceremonies surrounding their death. She
notes that during kanzo, rites of initiation, the residing manbo or houngan place an aspect
of one’s soul (known as the gwo bon anj) into a clay pot known either as kanari or pòt de

province), and differs slightly from the creolized KiKongo of Kwilu province (formerly part of Bandundu
province). In Kongo-Central’s KiKongo, nkisi is considered part of the mi- noun class, and thus, nkisi in the
plural becomes minkisi. In Kwilu province’s dialect of KiKongo—also referred to as KiKongo ya Leta, or
KiKongo of the state, or Mono kituba—nkisi is part of the ba- noun class, and so nkisi in the plural
becomes bankisi. So as to avoid confusion, when referring to the historical literature, I will use the term
minkisi, and when referring to my fieldwork interactions, I will use the term bankisi.
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têt (pò tèt in Kreyòl).372 Deren notes the inclusion of hair clippings and fingernails, so
that the new initiate may be localized and channeled in the pò tèt. We can be assured that
such precious constituents are not chosen arbitrarily; much like a baby’s umbilical cord,
hair follicles and fingernails contain elements of an individual’s DNA, and the pò tèt
becomes a record of one’s physical genetic make-up, as well as an archive of one’s
spiritual lifeline. The devotee thus becomes intimately connected to her ritual pot and
second home for spirit during the course of her life and long afterwards.
Charged with the task of storing nanm or elements of ancestral spirits, govi and pò
tèt tend to be presented during major ceremonial events (see Figure 4.3). Most frequently,
this includes the parading of pots during and after rites of initiation. Govi emerge from
the djèvo (inner temple) crowning the heads of seasoned initiates who have already
undergone kanzo initiation, usually the spiritual head of the house (see Chapter 5). As
they can prove quite heavy, one initiate is responsible for a sole ceramic govi. With much
gravitas, initiates parade solemnly around the poto mitan with a govi balanced on the
head and cupped gracefully between two outstretched arms. Nearly every temple stores
its sacred ceramic govi in the djèvo, to be brought out for the formal ceremonial
occasions. As a healing, protective rite for new members of the house, this rite strikes a
different ceremonial tone than a fèt (performed in honor of spirits), as collectively, the
pots signal to outside members the ritual potency of the house and the safeguarded nature
of its initiates. This dignified procession of ritual pots fittingly resembles the march of a
formal court, and onlookers might imagine this bearing of vessels as indication of
spiritual maturity and growth.
372

Deren, 30. Further research will identify the nuanced distinctions between Vodou’s sacred ceramic
vessels known as kanari, pò tèt, krich, and govi.
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In a Vodou ceremony known as rele mò nan dlo—literally, to call the dead from
the water—earthenware funerary pots referred to as govi373 become “homing” receptacles
for ancestors. Following an initiate’s death, the spiritual mother (if a manbo initiated the
devotee) or spiritual father gathers members of the religious family to smash the kanari,
thereby releasing the gwo bon anj and allowing it to join other spirits in Afrik-Ginen.374
Devotees invoke the names of the dead in ritual song and “call” forth the spirits from the
ancestral waters. Eventually, and often around the time that a rele mò nan dlo ceremony
takes place, a person’s ritual vessel is replaced, so that the soul can be “caught” in the
govi, and the spirit may regain its ability to speak for themselves once again.375 Upon
returning to earthly realms, the spirits must be ritually fed and placed in the govi so that
the family may consult their ancestors for guidance regarding illness, misfortune, or
family difficulties.376 As the spirit of their ancestor moves to a new abode (that of the
govi), Haitian families are able to access the ancestors on their altars more readily. As
such, the mortuary rite also allows those families who have moved away from the
countryside to converse with their ancestors without having to return to the original
graveyards where their dead have been buried.
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The word govi means small gourd or bottle. It comes from two Fongbe words: vi meaning small or
child, and go referring to a gourd or bottle. Conversation with Suzanne Blier, April 16, 2012.
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In describing a rele mò nan dlo ceremony attended by ethnographer Odette
Mennesson-Rigaud, Métraux recounted that initiates carried sixteen “cooling pitchers”377
and sixteen govi on their heads into the temple.378 He further explained that one set of
ritual pots had been set aside to refresh the spirits returning from their ocean graveyard,
while the other set of sacred vessels—the govi—would house the spirits for the next stage
of their (after)lives. The govi had been marked with symbols, dressed in white cloth, with
branches attached to them that draped over the jars’ openings, as devotees sang and
danced around the potomitan.379 While contemporary govi in Haiti traditionally do not
include etchings and carved holes, Vodou vessels are typically “dressed” in satin robes
when being led in procession or brought before the community (see Figure 4.4). This
reveals one of many forms of ritual “priming” before the vessels can be presented to the
spirits and to the public.
Regarding the maintenance of sacred vessels, Deren notes an interesting process
of what we might call “ritual forgetting” or ”ritual oblivion” that may occur among
Vodouizan. She cites that as descendants begin to lose track of the identity of actual
family members ensconced in the govi, the entity becomes a revered, enigmatic essence:
as she artfully explains, “the person becomes a principle”.380 Such a generalizing of
spirits in Haitian vessels results in a type of “composition” of the ancestors. After several
generations then, family members may better recall the significance of a ritual pot and its
377

Here, it would be helpful to note whether these “cooling pitchers” were kanari, krich, pò tèt, or marmit,
as each clay vessel plays a different role and may alternately be used in a secular or sacred capacity once
transformed by activation.
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spirit make-up, rather than its individual contents. This provides insight into the dead’s
transition from personalized, familial elder-ancestor to community-revered ancestorspirit. Relatedly in her work on BaKongo cemetery culture in the U.S. South,
archaeologist Kara Ann Marrow reminds readers that the grave serves as container for
the bodies and remains of the “living dead” (see Chapter 6).381 I would further assert that
we might understand ritual pots as cemetery and resting place for Vodou spirits. This
trope of ritual pots as “homes” or resting spaces for spirits features prominently in certain
indigenous Asian religions as well. Anthropologist Morten Axel Pedersen notes the
significance of ongon, the sacred vessels of the spirits used among Mongolian religious
communities. These ritual pots serve as a “container of souls” (sünsnii sav),382 somewhat
resembling the resting places of Black Atlantic spirits in ceramic vessels.
Situated on family altars and tucked away in ritual spaces, govi effectively
become a second home and burial site for the ancestors, whose bodies remain interred in
the earth, but whose spirits travel between the underwater realm and the sacred vessels
that contain them. Though govi typically carry no bone fragments or cremated remains,
hair clippings and fingernails of the dead are deliberately included in the sacred vessels
(much like their pò tèt of initiation) in order to ground them in the ritual earthenware
pots. Ultimately, this serves as a solidifying of familial commitments—a renewal of
mortal vows to protect and honor one’s ancestors. Even further, this allows one to
cultivate a relationship in which the family spirits converse regularly with descendants,
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Marrow, 106.
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Morten Axel Pedersen. “Talismans of Thought: Shamanist Ontologies and Extended Cognition in
Northern Mongolia,” in Thinking Through Things, 150. Further research will examine the similarities and
differences between süsnii sav and Africana ceramic vessels.
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providing counsel and protection in exchange for ritual feedings and the provision of new
spiritual “housing” via sanctified ceramic vessels.

Making & Filling Ritual Pots
Fashioned from fired red or brown clay (ntoto means earth or clay, nzungu is pot
or vessel), banzungu ya ntoto can typically be found in any local market of Kikwit or
Kinshasa, particularly in the ritual goods portion of the market place. Traditionally,
minkisi may have been crafted by artists (at times ritually trained, other times not) or
alternatively by priests and priestesses.383 Indeed, it matters very little who makes the
ritual pot, as long as the activation to follow is properly carried out by a ritual priest,
nganga.384 This also seems to be the case in Kikwit, as banzungu ya ntoto may be
fashioned by any ceramics specialist—indeed, it is the vessels’ consecration by a priest,
priestess, or religious healer that renders them a ritual entity for ceremonial work.
While certain modern day bankisi/minkisi in Congo can be quite elaborate, many
banzungu ya ntoto possess minimalist aesthetic qualities (see Figure 4.5). Martínez-Ruiz
notes that at times, minkisi may be adorned with a necklace or amulet, carved marks of
scarification or tattooing, signaling the invocation of particular energies to elicit certain
ritual work from the sacred medicines.385 However, ritual pots in Kikwit typically retain
the simplicity of their natural reddish hue, unpainted except by the spilling of sacred
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Interview by author with Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz, phone conversation conducted Wednesday, July 24,
2013.
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Martínez-Ruiz. “Ma kisi nsi: Kongo a Sansala Art.” Unpublished manuscript, shared by courtesy of
author, 27.
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liquids, and unembellished save the blessed herbs that adhere to their sticky, sanctified
edges.
Sitting in front of one particular patient’s nzungu ya ntoto, Papa Gode began to
unpack the ritual pot, slowly extracting each element from its inner core. Taking into
consideration the variety of work a ritual pot may perform, he noted a few consistent
themes. For instance, any healing work and treatment that he performs for a client must
begin with diwuka, the ritual payment from family members (see Chapter 6).386 The
second core element of a healing treatment would be, of course, the bankisi, the sacred
medicines, which encompass a range of ritual goods. All of the implements directly
connected to the ancestors are referred to as bankisi ya bankoko, sacred medicines of the
ancestors. He explains that following the payment of diwuka, palm wine (malafu ya ngasi
K., masanga mbila, L.) is poured into the ceramic vessel to invoke and enlist the help of
the bankoko (bankaka in KiKongo), the ancestors for whom this is their preferred
beverage.387I will discuss several of their unique ingredients in this chapter, saving a
discussion of some of the parallel ingredients for a comparison with pakèt kongo in
Chapter 5.
And what of the awakening of ritual pots after they have been fashioned? Bankisi
broadly speaking may be activated through a number of steps and actions, including
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Interview by author with Gode Kidionga, conducted Thursday, December 11, 2014 in Kikwit, DRC.
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Interview by author with Gode Kidionga, conducted Thursday, December 11, 2014 in Kikwit, DRC.
Martínez-Ruiz (2008, 307) explains further the importance of the importance of palm wine and the palm
tree among BaKongo nations (a neighboring people), noting that, “The Bakongo believe that Muhungu, the
first human, grew out of a palm tree, muti-mpungu ‘tree of God.’” Because palm trees are believed to have
witnessed the moment of conception, they are considered to house the ancestors and thus serve as sources
of information about the past. The role of palm trees in the story of creation ties into the Bakongo belief in
the power of the forest, which is in turn seen as the source of all things. The forest contains illnesses and
evil while simultaneously providing all that is needed for healing and protection.”
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prayer, tying or knotting and calling down various spirits.388 Again, this is certainly not
unique to Africana traditions. In his work with Mongolian healing ceremonies, Pedersen
points out that when caring for spirit vessels known as ongon, “hunters will feed these
objects with fat and milk before going hunting, just as . . . households will add new
elements (e.g. silk scarves) to their vessels when significant events occur . . .”389 This
presents an interesting detail about the ritual care for sacred pots, allowing for a familial
style of guardianship that includes not only a feeding of ritual pots, but also the dressing
and adornment of ceramic vessels and spirits embedded within. This is particularly the
case with soperas of Lukumi and Regla de Ocha.
Later, I would come to realize that Papa Gode maintains that each patient’s
nzungu ya ntoto contains the same ingredients, with one exception: the names of family
members. One thing perplexed me—with anywhere between three and ten patients
housed in his compound at any given time, how did he manage to identify all of the ritual
pots of the household? When asked how he distinguished between the various patients’
banzungu, Papa Gode explained that he would write down the name of each patient along
with their address as the identity of each ritual pot.
In further reflecting about the life cycle of ritual pots, Papa Gode explained that in
the event that an nzungu breaks, he would simply collect the contents of the ritual pot,
and throw away the ceramic pieces and worn-out plants. The contents would then be
placed in a newly purchased and recently consecrated ritual pot. Lastly, when its work
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was accomplished and the patient had arrived at her final stage of treatment, entering into
a more healthy and balanced state of being, the nzungu ya ntoto would be burned; as a
phoenix is burned and its ashes form a whole entity again, the pot’s shattering and
dismemberment under the heat of fire allows a patient to be reborn into the world.

Pool of the White Basin
II

Papa Gode has invited us to his home for dinner and ceremony tonight. Papa

Stèv, Papa Baptista, and I join him in the early evening, and enjoy the meal that his wife,
Maman Bibiche, has prepared for us. We sit in his living room before a large bowl of fufu
(textured cassava, as Bandundu province is known for its addition of cornmeal), sharing a
dish of ngai ngai (a mixture of bitter, stewed leaves) with peanut sauce and kokawuka,
smoked fish. The sun begins to set around 7pm, and we walk outside into his courtyard,
realizing that night is quickly falling.
During previous visits, Papa Gode had introduced us to several patients battling
conditions of mental health. Tonight, he leads us to the patients’ residence, a stand-alone
structure with three rooms adjacent to his own adobe home. He calls a young man
forward to come into one of the rooms that I presume has been reserved for treatments.
The patient moves slowly and after we have all entered the small room, I notice a white
basin filled with five instruments: 1) an animal horn (corne, French) from the forest that
will be used as a water vessel; 2) a rooster’s egg (l’oeuf d’un coq, French), quite rare
(more on this later), which is small, hard, and round, a little yellow as if aged, and
perhaps slightly speckled; 3) a stringed necklace of beads known as mayaka (KiKongo)
for ancestral protection; 4) a snail shell (coquillage, French) found in the river or the
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forest, and used as a second water vessel; 5) and mpusu ya nti (K., mposo ya nzete,
Lingala – literally the skin of the tree), a small piece of bark (écorce, French) that Papa
Gode later explained the healer must be nude to peal from the tree in the forest.
The young man is asked to take off his clothes and he stands quietly in his
undergarments. Water from a nearby river is poured into the basin of objects, and Papa
Gode plunges his hand in, agitating the water until we hear a loud POP! Startled, we all
peer curiously into the white basin. Papa Gode pulls his hand back suddenly, and it looks
as if the coq’s egg has split, and the yellow egg innards foam and froth in the basin.
We’re told to step outside of the room for a minute, and when we are invited to return,
Papa Gode asks the young man whether he has ever stolen (and harmed) a cat from a
MuLuba man390 who may have cursed him with the mental illness as punishment. The
patient does not respond directly, and our healer takes this as his guilty admission. Papa
Gode scoops up some of the river water and taps one of the young man’s feet with the
water three times before moving to the other foot, (one foot – 1, 2, 3, other foot – 1, 2, 3).
He then proceeds to do the same with river water sprinkled on the man’s head and hands.
At this point, the young man is instructed to step into the basin of river water and
objects, and the corne (horn) is filled with river water. Papa Gode places the horn over
the man’s head so that it hovers above him. Nine pricks at the crown of the head, and
then he empties the contents of the horn so that the water pours out all over the young
man. Papa Gode does the same with the coquillage, scooping up water into the snail
390

BaLuba nations (plural, MuLuba, sg.) are an ethnic group from central Congo, particularly in the
eastern and western provinces of Kasai. At least in Kikwit and Kinshasa, negative stereotypes about
BaLuba peoples indicate that members of the community are widely regarded as “intelligent yet arrogant,”
“business savvy yet stingy”; more positive assumptions about BaLuba suggest that they remain devoted to
local cultural practices and uphold traditional ways. Particularly for reasons of rich cultural traditions and
close-knit communities in the Kasai diasporas, some people refer to BaLuba communities as “les Juifs de
Congo,” the Jewish people of Congo. Fieldwork conducted by author, Kikwit, DRC, 2014-2015.
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shell, and makes nine pricks at the crown of the head before again pouring the water over
the patient. Using only his hands, he then thoroughly washes the young man’s body with
basin water, and concludes the standing bath with nine pricks of the horn on the head.
We’ve come to the end of the ceremony, and Papa Gode instructs the young man not to
use a towel or his clothes to dry himself off—for the treatment to work effectively, he
must allow the water to air-dry on his body, to let the water’s ritual properties seep into
him as it evaporates off his body in the warm night air.391 Papa Gode explains that in 24
hours’ time, he will toss out the used river water from the basin. Part II of the ceremony
will take place at the river at night (10pm to be exact), but on that particular day, there
must be no rain that has fallen between 12am midnight of the previous day and 10pm of
that night. This is a ritual reason rather than simply a pragmatic one concerned with
slippery slopes. Indeed, we will learn more as we become familiar with the powerful
ways of La Sirène392, spirits of the river who may interfere in ritual activity (see Chapter
6).
That night, I will go to bed meditating on the simply orchestrated, beautiful
ceremony of resituated river water. In particular, I think about the white basin of river
water, and the animal horn and snail shell, two land creatures that have come to serve as
ritual water vessels in ceremony.
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I note here that I was able to attend parts two and three (not part one) of this particular patient’s ritual
treatments. Unfortunately due to the timing of my departure, I was unable to assist in the patient’s final
assessment of treatment, however. I look forward to returning to Kikwit to inquire about the young man’s
recovery.
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capture people and take them under the river for weeks, months, or years at a time, often for purposes of
initiation. See Mami Wata in glossary. Interview by author with Gode Kidionga, conducted January 2015 in
Kikwit, DRC.
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Plants, Roots, & Skin of the Trees
Perhaps the most widely studied of ritual ingredients are the medicinal plants.
With Papa Gode’s patient’s nzungu, we see their continued importance when installed in
ritual healing pots. Keeping in mind the abundant literature on pharmacological
properties of sacred plants, I will attempt limit my discussion here to the more
remarkable features and natural ingredients of banzungu. Various aspects of treatment
often require plant materials for distinct uses: plants may be chewed and ingested, roots
may be made into a tea, fibrous materials may be applied to irritated or inflamed skin
lesions. For instance, one particular plant [possibly l’aneantir393] known to carry the
spiritual force/power (puissance or nguya in KiKongo) of the ancestors also works to
neutralize agitation, helping to calm nervous patients suffering from mental health
conditions.394 Musangu-sangu, with its tan, spiky form, acts almost like a trap for
negative energetic forces, capturing them without release.
Philosopher Kimbwandende Kia Bunseki FuKiau has pointed to the common
inclusion of twisted and misshapen roots in sanctified vessels. FuKiau has revealed that a
gnarled root at the base of an nkisi signifies a particularly powerful bundle, remarking
that, “…when you see a twisted root within a charm, you know, like a tornado hidden in
an egg, that this nkisi is very, very strong—you cannot touch it; only nganga [a priest]
can touch it.”395 A striking visual analogy, the “tornado hidden in an egg” alludes to the
root that embodies a twisting, tumbling, highly charged energy (not unlike a cyclone). In
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this way, an nkisi serves as a realm unto itself. While Papa Gode’s own ritual pots did not
include twisted roots per se, the presence of rough bark signals the work of a highly
textured surface to conjure a vibrant spiritual force.
Indeed, for Papa Gode’s banzungu, selected vegetation does include banti ya
bankisi, precious, blessed leaves, but even more common is the inclusion of sacred tree
bark found à la brusse, in the brush. Referred to as mpusu ya nti in KiKongo (mposo ya
nzete in Lingala), literally the skin of the tree, tree bark constitutes a key component of
ritual pots. In his patients’ banzungu, Papa Gode carefully selected the tree bark of three
especially potent sacred trees: 1) kisapata (or munkundu – KiKongo), 2) mbondo L.
[mputu or musengi in KiKongo], small and flat, and 3) enkrombonong (likely a
KiSakata396 term, possibly munkundu in KiKongo). Mbondo’s bark stands out as the
small and flat bark from the tree known alternatively as musengi / mputu. The mbondo
tree (alternately referred to as mputu / musengi in KiKongo) traditionally played a
profound role as arbiter in southwestern Congo, regarded as a tree upon which people
would swear oaths. 397 The bark of mbondo works to assist the healer in uncovering who
sent the illness to plague the patient in the first place.398 Enkrombonong (KiSakata), a
rather large tree, may be employed to hunt major negative spirits, and Papa Gode
explained that this was the base of the medicinal plants included in the nzungu.399 It is
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said that the ancestors invoked the spirit of enkrombonong, and that the tree can be placed
at the doorway to send away negative spirits and otherwise intervene in major affairs of
disruption.400

Powerful Beasts & Mystic Goods
The ritual pot boasts other natural products in addition to sacred bark and dried
plant substances, including the remains of potent animals and mystic materials connected
to these animals. This inclusion of plant and animal materials as well as objects
representing the elements seems to mirror ingredients in related cultural traditions, such
as Angolan Ovimbundu diviners’ baskets.401 A most unique ingredient in Kikwit ritual
pots is the l’oeuf de mante religieuse, a praying mantis’ egg sac, or kongosuka, which we
will return to shortly. There is also the fossilized incense sap, an odor that recalls the
ancestors when burned. A more rare and precious find is mukwa de chameleon
(chameleon bone), whose owner changes its color at will to match its surrounding
environment. Papa Gode explained that the chameleon is invoked for its power to change
the position and move the nzungu if need be to protect it against bandoki (ritual
specialists who cause spiritual harm).402
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The use of animal remains in medicinal “stuffs” has been widely documented. In
her own work among Songye nations of eastern Kasai in Congo, anthropologist Dunja
Hersak has noted the importance of ritual objects known as mankishi. (Here, we note the
semantic similarity to nkisi, often pronounced n-KEE-shee in the Kikwit dialect of
KiKongo). Insoll explains that in Hersak’s archaeological investigation, “Radiography
indicated that these human Figures had ‘magical substances’ such as parts of wild
animals chosen for qualities such as strength, venom, or speed, inserted into internal
cavities”.403 Animal horns in particular were often used as repositories of medicine in
Zambia and other parts of Central Africa. As Insoll explains, “For the Mande this was
because animal horns were ‘the archetypical symbol of the power of the bush,’ and the
strength and durability of the animals that lived there (McNaughton 1988: 136).”404 As
such, animal remains have long played a key metonymic and metaphoric role in ritual
medicines, invoking particularly desired qualities of animals such as courage (leopard),
camouflage (chameleon), determination (bull), and swiftness (gazelle).405
Here, allow me to return to the otherworldly components of more familiar natural
substances. Perhaps some of the most intriguing “organic” ingredients of Papa Gode’s
403
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banzungu included the l’oeuf de coq (make ya nsusu ya bakala in KiKongo, a rooster’s
egg,) and l’oeuf de mante religieuse (kongosuka in KiKongo or KiSakata). As a
researcher from an urban part of southern California, I was perplexed to learn that these
unusual ingredients could be naturally occurring phenomena. I assumed that they must be
organic products that had somehow been modified—l’oeuf de coq, for instance, was
perhaps a chicken’s egg that had been drained of its innards to “become” a rooster’s egg.
In fact, a rooster’s egg, also known as a dwarf egg or witch’s egg, is one without a yolk
that cannot hatch.406 This would present a rare find perhaps, but not impossible in a
community where many still maintain ties to family farms on the outskirts of town.
Similarly, I found myself baffled when introduced to the l’oeuf de mante religieuse
(kongosuka), as I “heard” the homonym l’oeuf de menthe religieuse, and thought to
myself, what on earth could be meant by an “egg of religious mint”? Later, Papa Gode
would explain to me that it was the animal product of an insect that lays its eggs inside—
a praying mantis’ egg! The egg sac possesses a few small holes, and emits a yellow oil,
he explained. With regards to its ritual use, he explained that the kongosuka traps
negative spirits and holds them captive like prisoners.407
In both of these instances of the coq’s egg and the praying mantis’ egg, we are
reminded of the ritual potency of rare organic materials, particularly for medicinal
purposes. The rarity of an ingredient may be directly proportional to its inherent value, as
Insoll points out that Igala nations of central Nigeria prepared medicines comprised of
“commonplace vegetable substances, oli ogwu, and magical and rare substances, ayibo.
406
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The latter were eclectic and could include the queen of a termite colony, the vomit of a
vulture, or seven pinches of sand from a crossroads. The more rare or the more difficult
the ingredient was to obtain the more powerful it was considered (Boston 1971: 2012).”408 It is also is helpful to recognize that for many Indigenous communities, even small
quantities of such rare materials can perform powerful tasks, an ingenious method that
conserves environmentally scarce ritual resources. Even more, such an approach allows
healers, diviners, priests, and priestesses to incorporate even a miniscule amount of rare
organic substances into the compound of medicines, thereby “energizing” the new, more
commonplace materials with ancient and fortified goods.409

Beads, Metals, & Goods from the Other Shore
Lastly, we might make note of the human-fashioned ingredients of the nzungu ya
ntoto. This may include ancestral implements such as mayaka, a necklace of beads410, and
a handful of njimbu (KiKongo), shells once used as ancestral currency. Papa Gode
explained that these shells may be used to track the change and evolution of the patient
during the course of treatment.411 In this way, the ritual signifiers—palm wine, shells,
raffia—become embodiments of an ancestral presence invoked for ritual work.
408
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Additionally, Thompson mentions the presence of what he calls “spirit-directing” agents,
often in the form of drawn out symbols.412 Operating like a blueprint of ritual action, the
signs indicate the ritual work to be enacted, as Thompson explains they “inform” the
nkisi “by way of puns and symbols—how to hunt down evil, or, say, make a person more
decisive in daily affairs.” 413 Again, it takes a skilled ritual participant, whether a healing
priest or a sacred object, to decode the encrypted puzzle at an nkisi‘s core and call it into
action, to bring it into being.
Papa Gode also makes sure to include in the nzungu metal pins and glass bottles.
Papa Gode explains that people may carry épingles (pins, DSC04918) to guard
themselves against lightning (le foudre in French, nzasi in KiKongo, kake in Lingala), a
force of nature to which patients may become especially vulnerable without appropriate
ritual protection. 414 Papa Stèv and Papa Baptista emphatically agreed, explaining that this
was one reason why some people place metal antennae on their roofs, to “take in” the
(spiritual) electric current and protect the house from being struck by lightning. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly with regard to the personalization of each ritual pot, the
healer will include a miniature glass bottle filled with a list of written names from the
patient’s lineage. Names include five names of paternal family members, and five names
of maternal family members.415 Interestingly, Papa Gode explains that this particular
bottle from his patient’s nzungu was an old penicillin bottle—from one form of medicine
412
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to another! This bottle creates an unbreakable bond between nzungu and patient, not
unlike the hair clippings and fingernails of Haitian govi. One uses a patient’s genetic
markers and carriers, and the other includes symbolic representation of family lineage.
I have drawn attention to this handcrafted goods and “found objects” to
emphasize the importance of a balance between organic and inorganic materials, which is
true with ritual healing pots of various traditions416. In our own nzungu, some of the
inorganic materials included pins and a small glass bottle. Interestingly, many healers
point out the power of implements that have come from elsewhere. Returning to the
Ovimbundu diviner’s basket, included is the signified “presence” of Europeans, as
ingredients may include: “Third, objects that can be related to the concepts and categories
of trade/exchange (an ‘S’-shaped piece form a European belt)… novelty/exotica (a
wooden cotton reel and tiddly-wink game counter), color (brightly colored beetle), sound
(small bell or rattle), and power/violence (part of a bullet) were included.”417 Matory
echoes this assertion, noting that many ceremonial goods in sacred vessels include
imported products, such as French perfumes, mirrors, satin, fabrics, beads, and soup
tureens from China and Europe, as he remarks that, “In fact, the Black Atlantic represents
the largest importer of soup tureens all over the world, with Cuba and Brazil leading in
these imports to create repositories for their Oricha/Orixa.“418 As with Asian silk and
spices in Western Europe, European guns and horses in the Americas, Indigenous
416
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American tobacco and cacao in Africa, African textiles and ivory in Europe, “exotic”
goods reveal access, and one’s worldliness. In the context of religious devotion and
healing, such rare organic materials and imported goods signal to the spirits that one
intends to invoke the most powerful energetic forces—both local and foreign materials—
to achieve the desired state of transformation and return to a previous state of health and
well-being. We are reminded then that it is the collaborative effort of the ritual tools
working together that allows them to complete the divine goal at hand. It is neither Papa
Gode’s use of the chameleon bone nor the bark enkrombonong, neither the incense nor
the bottle of named ancestors, but instead the collective potential of these ritual entities
pooled together and orchestrated by a larger ritual entity, the nzungu itself, that enlivens
the ritual pot into healing action.

Binding, Nails, & Archives
Knots, tying, and binding serve as key characteristics of sacred vessels (and their
innards), and bundles in particular. Certain scholars suggest that the very term in
KiKongo for binding, kanga mambu (kanga mambo in Lingala), translates roughly to
“the art of tying up problems.”419 Martínez-Ruiz observes at least ten forms of knotting in
minkisi, including knots used to “close” an issue, spiritual cleansing, matters of
completion, silencing an enemy, sealing issues temporarily, and even problems or
concerns of the ancestors themselves.420.
419
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Within Papa Gode’s nzungu, he provided confirmation for the significance of
bound materials when he pulled out a bundle of kubondi (K., raffia emballé, French),
tightly-wound raffia (see Figure 4.6). Acquired from the raffia palm tree, kubondi was
traditionally used as the primary fabric to fashion the clothes of the ancestors.421 When
detailing the connection between the other ancestral implements—including njimbu,
malafu ya ngasi, and mayaka—Papa Gode asserts that these ritual entities call forth the
ancestors and communicate the message, “Ce monsieur a besoin de nous” (This man has
need of us).422 Tying processes further underscore continuity and remembrance, as an
Ewe proverb states: “On the cord of the ancients one weaves the new.” 423 Further, the
compacted kumbondi means that the dried palm fronds form a densely wound bundle,
suggesting a spiritual knot nearly buzzing with the energy of an ancestral pulse.
Relatedly, in Haiti it is understood that certain ritual works may require the ritual
pots of govi to be tied and bound to chairs, as ethnographer and Manbo Rachel BeauvoirDominique explains, “As a precautionary measure, Vodouists marre (tie up) the lwa,
binding them with ropes and chains. For them, these spirits hold enormous power,
proportionate to the ideals Vodou practitioners say they want to defend.” 424 Such ties and
ropes further reveal the depth of relationality and the reciprocal nature between ritual
entities, spirits, and human actors, as they may each serve as (temporary) “master” to the
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other. This notion of knotting as an arrangement between humans and spirits appears in
several religious traditions, also reminding us of the work of tied bundles as archive.
In the case of Mongolian healers’ robes, knots allude to a healer’s many
accomplishments. Pedersen explains that community members typically fasten knots in
the cotton strings (manjig) that dangle from a healer’s robe, and former patients tie new
ceremonial scarves and streamers to the garment in thanks of the healer’s services, as
“each knot represents a particular curing event” and the success of a healing ceremony.425
As such, the knots serve as testifiers of the healer’s ritual work, borne as ritual badges of
honor.426 I contend that the focal point of ritual attention always returns to the healer,
such that, as Pedersen further explains, “the performing shaman is perceived as the ‘knot
of knots’ (Humphrey 1996: 270).” 427 As such, the healer comes to embody the very work
that she accomplishes. Much in the same way that the knots of the healer’s robe embody
healing properties and serve as testimony, knots transform an nzungu’s wound bundles
and a pakèt’s tightly wrapped ribbons into impenetrable bundles. As such, they become
physical manifestations of ritual resolve to heal existing problems and provide protection
for new initiates.
In the case of minkisi nkondi, the surface of the nkisi is overlaid with nails set into
the structure that indicates the resolve of the community as well as the spirits to address a
particular problem at hand. Roughly translating to “sacred medicine of the hunter,” nkisi
425
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nkondi engages in matters of judicial affairs and oath swearing.428 As each nail represents
a troubling difficulty, this signifies an oath taken by the nkisi to accomplish the feat that it
has been contracted to perform.429 In this regard, Martínez-Ruiz points out, “the nails act
as narrative,” attesting to the community’s collective commitment to undertake the
concerns of an entire populace.430 Furthermore, the nails’ installation serves as a
“charging” of the artistic work itself, thereby alerting and even angering the nkisi to
awaken its hunger for justice. In the contemporary era of bankisi fashioning, MartínezRuiz and others note that, at least in northern Angola, many bankisi that would have
formerly included knots now incorporate the use of metal locks.431 Arguably, these
modern locks present an even more literal rendition of the notion of impenetrability.
We might finally note that the clear prevalence of bankisi’s knots, bundles, and
entanglements leads one to question whether in fact bundled bankisi with knots may be
even more common than those with nails inserted into them. Indeed, it appears that
European and American museums have become fixated on the nkisi nkondi as a “nail
fetish” and iconic representation of African art (note that they are more rarely considered
representations of religion or healing). The irony does not escape us scholars such as
Zkenda Volavka suggest that the nail-populated art of Central Africa in the 15th, 16th, and
17th centuries may have come about with the introduction of Catholic crucifixes during
the colonial era, as metal nails on the cross possibly inspired greater inclusion of this
428
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motif.432 In this sense, EuroAmerican overemphasis of the nail-centered bankisi may
more accurately signal a product of the Western imagination about what constitutes
sacred art that may be best examined in the mirror.

Waiting for Ritual River Water
III

The rainy season in southwestern Congo lasts between October and May. While

certain mornings would begin clear as day, the inevitable rain shower would arrive
around 4pm in the afternoon. As fate would have it, my fieldwork in Kikwit began during
August and September, and so we would wait four months for a day without any rain.
After visiting Papa Gode and viewing his patient’s nzungu one afternoon in December, I
ask him whether the second part of ceremony, this one to take place at the river, might
possibly happen tonight. He says that if there is no rain before 8pm, to give him a call,
and we’ll see. The rain holds off, and so after calling to confirm, Papa Gode announces
that we are set for ceremony this evening.
We arrive at Papa Gode’s just a few minutes before our agreed upon time of
10pm, and as we ought to have expected, he is ritually, fashionably late. After an hour or
so, he pulls up on his motorcycle in front of the compound, asking why we hadn’t
awakened his wife (8 months pregnant at the time) to let us in the house. We all look at
each other in the car and shake our heads. Shrugging his shoulders bemusedly, he heads
into the house and fiddles around, gathering ritual instruments for some time. Finally, he
emerges with the patient, whom we recognize from the water basin ceremony a few
432
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weeks ago. Arranging ourselves for the extra two passengers, we all pile into our small
Rav 4 to journey to the river.
On the short ride there, there’s a police stop, which is probably the only moment
that I wonder whether something could go disastrously wrong. There are two or three
police officers and one with a flashlight makes a slowing down motion with his hand
before we pull to a stop. He peers into the car and ask where we’re going, and Papa
Baptista coolly takes charge, vaguely signaling, Ahh, tozali kende wana (we’re going just
over there). Papa Gode steps in and names the bar that he had planned to take us to before
the river sojourn, right up ahead and not 20 feet from where we are now. The officer nods
his head slowly and waves us on, apparently unconcerned that there is a light-skinned
Congolese man driving a mundele (foreigner) and three Congolese passengers, one of
whom, the patient, says “Mbote” (hello) long after everyone else does, and as we peel off,
we laugh about this.
The drive is not far—maybe 10 kilometers or so, a little past the crossroads where
we had gone for another nighttime ceremony, and we stop in front of a road sign marked
Kinzambi. We enter a space with lots of brush, and drive past one bridge, and another
bridge until we stop and Papa Gode wonders aloud whether he remembers the location.
But this bridge point is not the right spot, so Papa Gode suggests that we’ve gone too far,
and Papa Baptista backs up—then forward again—then back again, this time Pa Baptista
driving backwards for a good 1 or 2 kilometers. The patient, who had been sitting quietly
until now, says that he will not be getting into any river water, that it’s too cold. Coupled
with our never-ending search of the right river, the course of events has gone from mildly
upsetting to very funny rather quickly. But later, Papa Stèv and Papa Baptista agreed that
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this did not bode well, that perhaps the ancestors didn’t want the ceremony to take place
tonight, or weren’t ready to receive, bless, and absolve the patient from his mental health
condition.
At last, Papa Gode decides on the third bridge, and we pull over to the side of the
road, all tumbling out of the Rav 4, and hiking up skirts and pant legs as we descend
down the small slope to the side of the Rivière Lunkale. When we arrive, we realize that
it is really a rivulet rather than a river, but it will have to do. Papa Gode raises the legs of
his pants, and begins pulling instruments out of his bag, plastic this time as opposed to
the small cloth medicine bag, and Papa Stèv and I each hold a small flashlight above him
to light the scene. I wonder whether people in the past used candles, lanterns, or waited
until the moonlight would be bright enough for ceremony.
Papa Gode first pulls out a small wrapped plastic package of reddish brown earth.
We’re each instructed to take a pinch of the earth and throw it in the river as indication
that we are neither the patients nor the offenders, but are simply assisting in the
ceremony. Papa Gode then produces a white candle, and sticks it into the soft earth at the
riverbank’s edge, and then a knife, which he also plunges into the earth next to the
candle, whose flame has been lit and now wavers in the breeze. He also extracts a small
rattle, another plastic container with something rattling inside and looking much like
Maman Marie Malobo’s, and shakes the rattle toward the river and over the candle and
knife. He then pulls out an enormous corne, a bullhorn that must be three to four times as
large as the one he used in the river ceremony’s part 1 at his house. And then he produces
a sweet-smelling substance (perhaps Aicha perfume again, as he has used in the past),
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and spritzes the air over the river, near us, and towards the ritual objects now standing
quietly in the water on the riverbank, like silent soldiers ready for spiritual battle.
Papa Gode steps more deeply into the rivulet, the water now coming up to his
mid-calves and uses the corne to scoop up water and send it along downstream. In truth,
when we first arrive, I worry that something is not quite right with the river, and don’t
actually believe it’s running, as the surface looks so still. He scoops the water
downstream, and then drops the plastic rattle-bottle into the horn vessel, and scoops up
more river water. Shaking the corne, we hear a peculiar, unfamiliar sound, splooshslish
splooshslish, as the rattle’s sound becomes muffled in the water-filled corne. Papa Gode
then empties the water, protecting the rattle from tumbling out with this hand at the
mouth of the corne (reminding me of the Cuban Palo medicine-filled horns known as
mpaka) and there emerges a more hollow sounding rattle noise, a more familiar sound
with plastic and horn striking each other in the vessel. Scooping up another round of
water, he securely positions the corne in the earth on the riverbank with the other ritual
instruments, explaining that the corne will travel home with us in the car, and must do so
with the water unspilled
From his medicine bag of instruments, Papa Gode fishes out a small bottle with
the names of the patient’s ancestors, and tells the young man to open his mouth, before
unexpectedly popping the bottle into the patient’s mouth. Papa Gode turns around to face
the river, and then seems to remember one more thing, so he reaches into the bag to
produce a small red cap that he places on the patient’s head. He instructs the young man
to take off his clothes, leaving only his boxers, and ushers him into the water. When Papa
Gode takes the flashlight from me, he uses it to shine light on the patient’s face, and to
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illuminate the water where he stands, so I’m able to see that in fact, the water is running.
I’m rather relieved, and didn’t realize that I had been holding my breath, concerned about
the “river” actually being a still-standing pond.
Papa Gode rinses the young man a bit, and then turns around to locate a plant that
must be touching the water, which he will use to wash the patient. With the plant tucked
in between his fingers, he scoops water up and washes the patient thoroughly from top to
bottom, instructing him to drop to his knees at a certain point. Still using the flashlight to
illuminate the young man’s face, and in full investigative mode, Papa Gode starts
interrogating him about whether he in fact did steal a man’s cat and injure it—he admits
now to stealing the cat, though says that it was his friend who injured it, not him. Papa
Gode also asks whether he took drugs, to which he admits yes, and Papa Gode explains
that he must never drink or smoke or take drugs again if he wants to fully recover. Then
he has the patient prostate himself three times, fully immersing himself in the water and
facing upstream. Finally, the patient stands again, and Papa Gode sends the small bathing
leaf downstream, musing, “Rivière Lunkale à Rivière Kwilu, au Fleuve Congo, jusqu’à ce
que l’ocean!” “the River Lunkale to the River Kwilu, to the River Congo, all the way to
the [Atlantic] ocean!”
Finally, Papa Gode pulls out a $500FC (about $.50 USD) and slips it into the
water, and we watch it swim downstream. He has the patient return to shore and put on a
fresh pair of clothes. He announces that the ceremony is over, and then, as if
remembering something he had almost forgotten, he reaches into his bag again and
produces one more instrument, the small gourd rattle (mufukambumbulu), and shakes it
over the ritual instruments in the shallow river water. He then walks up to the patient at
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the top of the hillside and shakes the rattle around the patient’s face before coming back
down, and reaches for the plastic package of earth. He has us drop a little earth into the
river again to confirm that we were simply witnessing participants, and then he washes
our right hands with river water to ensure that the ancestors understand “vous êtes
innocents,” you all are innocent. Scraping the side of the corne a little, he tells me to
guard it protectively as he dresses again. Casually, he explains that the water scooped up
in the horn will go in to the patient’s marmite (French), his nzungu ya ntoto back at his
compound. I smile, thinking about the quiet ritual pot that has stayed home, almost
complete with ritual implements. The nzungu would patiently await our return, when it
would be replenished with blessed liquid to quench its ritual thirst. The ancestors must be
properly nourished, and what better sustenance for the ritual pot than consecrated water
from its owner’s most recent river treatment?

The Gathering Properties of Hushed Vessels
To understand the sacred vessel, one must understand its contents. This is
particularly true in the example of the nzungu, an otherwise understated ceramic vessel
that suggests a far more subdued ritual life than it may actually live. In his comparative
study of graphic writing systems in Central Africa and the Caribbean, Bârbaro MartínezRuiz asserts identifies a particular theme that links traditions of Cuban prendas (ritual
pots) and Angolan minkisi: the act of combining elements into a unified sacred vessel.
Referring to a BaKongo region of northern Angola, Martínez-Ruiz states of ritual art
objects, “The knowledge related to the organized production of both the object and its
ultimate results is known as kumbika a bundu, a phrase that literally means the ‘art of
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organizing or bringing together.’ Mastery of this skill is recognized as one of the most
important intellectual achievements within Kongo religion and progress towards it is a
major theme in Kongo thought… ”433 Interestingly, Martínez-Ruiz notes that this concept
carries special meaning for the production of goods fashioned of wood and clay.434 And
while he speaks here to Angolan understandings of an “art of organization,” this theme of
assembly might be identified as a tenet of Kongo tradition more broadly, with corollaries
in the Kongo religious diasporas of regions such as Cuba, Haiti, and Brazil.435 MartínezRuiz further asserts that this act of ritualized collecting might be quite helpful in
understanding Central African art more specifically, and African and African Diaspora
art history more generally.
In all truthfulness, as my understanding of bankisi evolved, so too did my notion
of sacred vessels. While I had begun my search for bankisi/minkisi looking in particular
for cloth-bound bundles of sacred earths, blessed herbs, and other hidden mysteries, I
quickly learned that Kikwit’s banganga ngombo (indigenous priests and priestess) may
not continue a legacy of these particular forms of sacred medicine. During my time in
southwestern Congo, I also witnessed neither the creation, use, nor storage of statues
reminiscent of minkisi nkondi. This is not to suggest that minkisi nkondi do not continue
to play important roles in other regions of southwestern Congo, but rather, they did not
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necessarily appear to feature prominently in Kikwit. Without a doubt, the most typical
vessels among healers of various religious traditions—whether prophetesses, banganga
nkisi (herbalists), or banganga ngombo (indigenous priests)—were ceramic ritual pots
known as banzungu ya ntoto. Other handcrafted sacred vessels included wide metal and
white enamel basins or cornes, bull horns that had been polished and placed into other
larger vessels, to be pulled out for ritual purposes during ceremony.
For many reasons, I have come to regard banzungu as quiet ritual entities and
hushed vessels. As alluded to, I never had the opportunity to see banzungu in use
themselves. For the most part, they remain carefully covered and tucked away in healers’
homes, as precious, temporary “residences” containing the core essence of a patient.436
After consecration, these vessels work undisturbed in the safety of a healer’s home,
channeling awakened ancestors and fending off any negative energy brought about by
malefactors. Fortified by a combination of ritual materials from the natural world and
those handcrafted by humans, they serve as humble healers, which, without pomp or
circumstance, perform their work with little fanfare to assist their patients in need.
Investigating the use of their less shy and more colorful counterpart vessels in Haiti,
pakèt kongo, will help illuminate the ways in which pots and bundles perform parallel
spiritual work for devotees, even as their distinct properties may render them nearly
unrecognizable ritual cousins.
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Chapter 5

Vessels & Embodied Altars, Part II:
Vibrant Sacred Bundles
“Placés sur l’autel de l’initié, ils [les pakèt kongo] représentent ses lwa protecteurs,
portent leurs couleurs, et dégagent leurs forces.
Placed on the initiate’s altar, they [the pakèt kongo] represent his or her protective lwa,
bear their colors, and release their power.”
—Rachel Beauvoir-Dominique437
“The nkisi has life; if it had not, how could it heal and help people? But the life of an
nkisi is different from the life in people. It is such that one can damage its flesh (koma
mbizi), burn it, break it, or throw it away; but it will not bleed or cry out… nkisi has an
inextinguishable life coming from a source.”
—Congolese citizen438
~~~~~
When the spirit is ill, you must fashion spiritual antennae to honor
the ancestors and spirits of your legacy, so that they will catalyze your healing.
~~~~~

Lively Pakèt
I

The bundles came out backwards. Plumed and stately, Manmi Maude’s govi leads

the charge, stepping forward and proudly ushering her ti fèy (initiates) out of the djèvo,
the inner temple (see Figure 5.1). Ribboned, feathered, and sequined, the pakèt kongo
peek out from beyond the metal rim of a wide, flat container. Securely nestled in a white
enamel basin, the bundles work to find their balance while crowning the heads of new
initiates with unsteady feet, like newly enthroned kings and queens. Seven bundles have
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been made for each of the two initiates who will become asogwe, attaining the highest
level of the priesthood (manbo and houngan, respectively). The basins also carry a few
extra bundles for various members of the house who have requested new pakèt to
recharge their altars. Framing the brigade are two more initiates who will pran ason, take
up the sacred rattle, and become houngan, both wielding machetes for Ogou, Lwa of iron
and war, and the rites of Petwò. The houngan and manbo-to-be all encircle the sacred
center post, led by their swiftly spinning, spiritual mother.
Just as the room begins to chofe (heat up), the bundles leave the room. The
initiates are led to the outer limits of the lakou, the ritual family plot of land, to greet
Kafou, master of the Crossroads. In their salutation to the four corners, the pakèt kongo
greet the world for the first time outside of the djèvo. In hues of red and blue, white,
green, pink, and yellow, the pakèt kongo’s tall feathers resemble plumed, tropical birds in
the canopy of the Jacmel foliage. Pompeia perfume is poured on the gravel and a match is
lit to start a small ritual fire. The baptism is underway, and Manmi Maude steps over the
fire first with her govi stately situated atop her head. Afterwards, the new initiates’ basins
of pakèt kongo are lifted ceremoniously from their heads and are swept (pase) over the
fire to be heated and charged (see Figure 5.2). The basins of bundles are hoisted to the
initiates’ heads again, having completed one of their first trials by fire.
Ushered inside again, the initiates are led carefully up the stairs, backwards.
Manbo and houngan-to-be dance and spin counter-clockwise around the poto mitan. The
accompanying manbo make sure to spin their designated initiate, so that each person’s
revolution around the sacred center pole also includes individual rotation, like so many
celestial bodies in orbit around a cosmic center. In this way, the ti fèy become whirling
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dervishes of Vodou,439 balancing their pakèt kongo basin on bright red headscarves tied
around their heads. Jostling alongside other bundle-siblings, balanced atop a newly
crowned head, spun around a center post, and rotated by a wobbly hand searching for its
own sense of inner balance, pakèt kongo emerge into their world in an endless state of
motion. When the initiates begin to lose their balance to the point of tipping over, manbo
in the surrounding circle steady them, reposition their basin bundles atop their head, and
send them off spinning once again.
After a short while, Manmi’s whirling takes on a different intensity. Staggering
under the weight of an entering spirit, Manmi rocks forward and back. Several times, the
govi comes close to falling before watchful manbo and houngan step in to usher the ritual
pot to another protected space away from the spinning spirit. Ezili Dantò440 has come to
bless her children. She asks for fire, and Florida Water is poured into a tall wooden basin
where a match is lit. Dantò calls for the pakèt kongo, and again, their basins are swung
over the fire. Alive and crackling, the flames leap up to lick the air, and Dantò begins to
dip her hands in the fire (see Figure 5.3). Armed with flames at her fingertips, l’ap bay
fòs (she gives strength) to members of the house, particularly those with aches and pains.
In a particularly vigorous greeting, we witness one manbo’s shy son being shaken by
Dantò, as if to say, pran fòs! Look alive, be strong!
With the growing crowd’s attention to fire blessings from Dantò, the pakèt kongo
quietly exit the ritual stage, slipping back into their cocoon inside the djèvo. There, they
439
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await their new initiates, who will spend nine days inside with them before being born
again. Afterwards, the bundles will make their home on the owners’ altars. Newly
initiated manbo and houngan will learn to feed them and guard them preciously, as
witnesses to their initiation and as part of the umbilical cord that sustained them during
their gestation and time in the djèvo’s womb.

Sacred Bundle Genealogy: Bankisi and Pakèt Kongo
Short and squat, long and thin, wrapped with care and wound with intention,
Haitian healing bundles known as pakèt kongo come in a swath of vibrant colors (see
Figure 5.4). Even to the unfamiliar eye, it is clear that each figure boasts its own distinct
personality. Ritual specialists carefully wrap these ritual bundles—made with a cloth
cotton base—in smooth, satin ribbons, and may adorn the surface of pakèt kongo (sg. and
pl.) with string, wood, horn, metal utensils, or lace. Chronicling the frequent appearance
of pakèt kongo in Haitian sacred spaces, Métraux noted, “Every sanctuary possesses a
special kind of talisman called paquett (parcels). These are wallets padded with cloth or
silk, shaped like an onion or a Chianti bottle. They are provided with handles and other
ornaments which give them an obviously anthropomorphic appearance”.441 Vodouizan
take great care to watch over their sacred bundles, often inherited through family lineage,
and usually stored in consecrated spaces like family altars or temples. Traditionally, pakèt
kongo are fashioned during the process of kanzo, initiation.442 They may also be
commissioned for clients for the purposes of healing physical, psychological or spiritual
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conditions. Certainly, the use of healing bundles and other sacred vessels in religious
ceremonies does not prove unique to Haitian culture. We might then ask ourselves, where
might we begin to trace the ritual genealogy of these Haitian sacred bundles?
As with both ritual rattles and consecrated pots, it is unlikely that pakèt kongo
originated from a single cultural source. Blier introduces Benin’s sacred figurines known
as boci

[bocio, bow-CHEE-aw] as well as ritual bundles called bo as two examples of

sacred healing ornaments of upper West Africa.443 Of particular importance, Blier notes
that the diverse ingredients of boci

include metaphorically or chemically opposing

forces, thereby further enlivening the work into urgent action.444 Blier asserts that these
contrasting elements remarkably create a sense of harmony in the work, as they must
work collaboratively within the confines of their ritual bundle, statue, or vessel. She
further states, “When asked at what point the power of these objects becomes manifest,
Sagbadju, a diviner and maker of bocio observed: ‘It is when one puts together all the
things that the power comes in’ (86:7:123). To Dewui, another diviner: ‘It is the things
that are put inside—the different things one assembles—which give power to the bo’
(86:7:261).”445 This principle reveals a Danhomèan attention to notions of mixture,
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blending, and assemblage (see conclusion) that closely mirror the ritual arts of Central
Africa.
Deren once again encouraged scholars to consider multiple roots/routes of origin
besides the continents of Africa and Europe, suggesting another historical antecedent for
the medicinal cloth bundles: that of the Arawak-speaking Taíno in Hispaniola.
Remarking on their similarity of form and ritual work as safeguards, she noted that pakèt
kongo closely resemble the indigenous sacred bundles mentioned by Peter Martyr, made
of “ ‘plaited cotton, tightly stuffed inside.’” 446 Certainly, we might recognize the parallel
concept of a tightly enveloped and well-guarded bundle serving a key ritual role in
ceremony. (However, one notable different with indigenous American bundles is that
their power is ascribed to their unraveling and unpacking, which is typically not the case
with African Diaspora bundles447). Archaeologist Timothy Pauketat further explains that
for Indigenous American nations, sacred bundles offer a metaphor for how “human
relationships are bundled with, and positioned with respect to cosmic forces.”448 Such an
understanding is shared in African Diaspora traditions, as sacred bundles connect
devotees directly to the spirits in a web of social and spiritual relationships. Blier and
Deren’s respective works evaluate what few African Diaspora scholars have explored in
depth: not simply the plurality and diversity of African cultural lineages in a particular
Diasporic nation, but also the cultural exchanges between Indigenous and African
peoples in the Americas. Indeed, Indigenous American cultures proved foundational for
446
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African Diasporic religious structures. We would do well then to consider how African
and Indigenous American ritual art traditions have historically integrated and evolved.
Extensive studies have revealed the significant parallels of Central African
material religion in the Diaspora, and sacred bundles in particular. In her work on African
American conjuring traditions, Chireau expounds on the origins of gris-gris bags in the
United States, explaining, “The emphasis on materiality carried over into black American
supernatural traditions. Like their enslaved forebears, Conjure practitioners in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries relied on found material objects and self-fashioned
objects. They used an array of charms, amulets, and talismans known among black
Americans as ‘hands,’ ‘mojos,’ ‘gris-gris,’ ‘jacks,’ ‘toobies,’ ‘goopher bags,’ and
‘wangas’ for empowerment and protection.”449 Interestingly, gris-gris remain powerful
agents in southern Togo, with great “compositional complexity.”450 In regions that either
formerly comprised or bordered the ancient Kingdom of Kongo451, healing vessels known
as minkisi or bankisi played a similar role in ritual healing ceremonies. Martínez-Ruiz
also offers examples of how minkisi have been adopted and refashioned in the context of
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Cuban ritual.452 In their respective work, Thompson453 and MacGaffey454 identify these
minkisi as possible antecedents of pakèt kongo in Haiti.
Perhaps most intriguingly, the very name for Haiti’s ritual packets, pakèt kongo,
alludes to a lineage of Kongo traditions.455 For this reason among others, I remain
particularly interested in considering the historical sacred arts legacies of Haiti and
Congo. In detailing the two ritual art forms, Thompson suggests that pakèt kongo may
effectively serve as a “visual creolization” of traditional minkisi, pointing out the
recognizable “stem-on-globe-shaped-base structure,” a long shaft emerging from a
bundled orb at the base in both pakèt kongo and certain forms of minkisi.456
Pakèt kongo do not serve as the only enfolded sacred parcel, as Haitian sacred arts
include a multitude of bundled bags and wrapped talismans. McCarthy Brown highlights
the work of gad-kò (literally, guards of the body or ritual body guards) in Mama Lola’s
temple in Brooklyn, NY. She identifies these gad-kò as charms of herbal mixtures folded
in leather skin or cloth bags pinned inside one’s clothing.457 Brown also introduces the
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wanga, a mystical charm used specifically to deal with conflicts and more troubling,
persistent issues. As she describes the case of Haitian immigrant Abner Louima and the
infamous police beating he survived in New York City in 1997, Brown explains,
“Wanga, such as Mama Lola made for Abner Louima, are simultaneously representations
of troubled relationships and the means for solving the problems they represent . . . ”458
Here we return to the notion in Black Atlantic thought that often, bundled sacred objects
not only signify the issue that must be addressed, but also embody the very solution they
offer to remedy the problem at hand. Brown later elaborates, “the practices associated
with them manipulate power by changing human relationships. When looked at in this
way, it is clear that the power of the wanga is largely discursive; it is the power to rewrite
the existential narrative at issue.”459 This further corroborates the work of bundles as
mediators of divine and mortal relationships, as negotiators of conflict and imbalance.

Temple Visits
II

I first encountered Manman Maude in one of her most important sacred spaces:

the kitchen.460 Catching a glimpse of her from behind, I saw that she wore a large African
dress that swayed with her movements as she stirred something on the stove that smelled
divine. The meal jogged memories of Haitian mothers who nourish in their cooking and
express love in gentle yet scolding questions of concern. Without turning around, she
nodded knowingly to her daughter who had come to tell her of my arrival. She glided
458
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from the kitchen to the living room, with a blue headscarf wrapped tightly around her
head and knotted at her crown. She flashed a sincere smile, which warmed me on this
cool Boston afternoon, and opened her arms widely in welcome. We kissed cheeks in
Haitian fashion and embracing her, I knew this hug was one reserved for those whom she
sensed were coming to her with more than academic queries. We seated ourselves on a
plush couch in her living room and in her orange housedress and satin blue head wrap,
framed by a delicately made-up face and mauve lipstick, she was regal.
True to her word, after we finished our lunch and an informal interview, Manman
Maude led me to the corridor that led downstairs to her peristil, temple. We gathered
sweaters and scarves to keep us warm in the dampness of the basement and proceeded to
the half-opened door. Padding softly in slippers and shoes, we tiptoed past the sacred
drums sitting quietly under a window, as if not to wake slumbering, ritual giants. The
room seemed at once cold and lonely in its emptiness (it echoed slightly with our
footsteps), as well as large and welcoming, filled with ritual possibility. With altars and
ritual cabinets positioned in various corners of the space, the room radiated a particular
energy—absent of people yet not without presence.
After waiting a few moments for our eyes to adjust to the low light of the room,
Manman Maude pulled me into the back to see her Rada and Petwò altars. Though some
devotees keep their spirits in a locked cabinet, she explained that she avoided this type of
enclosed space in her own worship: “They don’t like that. My spirits don’t. They want a
bigger space… In my basement, I have an open space and I have a little private space.”461
This open part of the temple was dedicated to public ceremonies and to fèt (festive
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celebrations in honor of the spirits) as well as private healing rites and divination. Tucked
away in the room behind the open space, her spirits lay dormant, waiting to be awakened
when needed.
In order to slip past the wooden frame doorway, Manman Maude and I angled
ourselves to the left and before me I saw two large tables with dozens of small figures,
dried flowers, dolls, incense, photographs, candles, saint images, playing cards, rum
bottles, tea bags, and bells and vases, both emptied and filled. Suspended above the
wooden table on the right were opaque scarves in hues of white, soft pinks and blues,
yellow and sea green. She explained that this was her Rada table for the cooler spirits462,
Legba, Marasa, Loko, Ayizan, Danbala, Ayida Wedo, Agwe, Lasirènn, Grann Ezili, and
Ezili Freda. To the left of the first table was one constructed for her Petwò spirits. I recall
seeing a darker wood, though it is possible the altar’s dark-colored ritual objects
confound viewers into thinking this. Where the Rada table boasted bits of light colored
sea glass and empty champagne bottles, the Petwò table was filled with deeper hues—
dark rum bottles, brown-skinned dolls, and scarves of rich reds and blues. In Manman
Maude’s basement, this is home to the hotter spirits of Kouzin Zaka (Azaka), Agawou,
Bosou, Ezili Dantò, Gran Bwa, Kafou, Simbi, and Ogou (a member of the Nago nanchon,
but with close ties to Petwò nations); these Lwa exhibit a different, excitable energy,
requiring a different intensity in worship. Her Gede altar was located outside of these
doors, in an alcove that appropriately resembled the stone of a grotto and cemetery.
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Though not particularly wide, the platform altars reached quite high, with competing
levels of arranged sacred arts.
We turned our attention to the left of both tables, so that we now faced a large
wooden cabinet with tall glass doors positioned over two or three wooden drawers.
Visible through the glass doors were three shelves, each one filled with ritual arts that
seemed to peek over each other’s shoulders for attention. Manman Maude softly
explained that here sat her govi, ritually decorated jars that hold the spirits of ancestors,
blessed stones and earth.463 On the next shelf, Manman Maude pointed out two large
pakèt kongo. My heart skipped a beat, as I looked from afar at the ritual arts that had been
the subject of some of my earliest research projects. The tall, slender pakèt kongo in front
was dressed in satin, sky blue with white ribbon, and behind it, another showed off gold
sequins that winked shyly in the light streaming down from a single light bulb on the
ceiling. Well-protected in their cabinets, the govi and pakèt kongo sat quietly, full of
ancestral remains and brimming with spirit’s secrets. These ritual entities likely would
not be disturbed very often here in Boston, and in fact, their most active roles tend to be
performed in Jacmel, as Manmi Maude regards Haiti as the sours spirityèl (the spiritual
source), and the only possible site for initiation in her ounfò. Eventually, Manman Maude
gently pulled me back to the basement, my head swimming with visions of colors and
textures that embellished the walls of her spirits.
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Making and Dressing Bundles
Who wields the power to make these sacred bundles and healing implements?
Unlike rattles and ceramic vessels, which may be fashioned by any skilled craftsperson,
manbo and oungan serve as the only qualified “artists” of pakèt kongo. The sole
exception to this rule would be the assistance and apprenticeship of hounsi, Vodou
initiates not yet ordained as priests or priestesses, but who have undergone the first stage
of kanzo and received ritual training past early levels of initiation.464 BeauvoirDominique notes that even during the ceremony when pakèt kongo are created, the
temple must be well-guarded, lest negative spiritual forces attack members of the house.
She explains that during the process of initiation, “pake [sic] are made during a secret
ceremony called bat gè (fight the war).”465 This ceremony includes three consecutive
days of reciting 101 songs in all-night ceremonies in order to protect the house against
any malicious energies. While bat gè takes place, manbo, houngan, and initiates seclude
themselves in the djèvo to fashion pakèt kongo for the later stages of ceremony. This
further reveals the crafting of pakèt kongo as a hieratic process, one in which only
religious leaders and ritual specialists in the higher stages of initiation may craft ritual
implements. Such an understanding fits well within the Haitian framework of konesans,
what Brown described as the sacred knowledge base—and, I would add, a privileged
knowledge base—particularly among elders and other religious leaders in the
community. Similarly to the consecration of ason, the creation of pakèt kongo rest largely
in the repertoire of Vodou priests and priestesses. These ritual specialists have
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demonstrated their commitment to the Lwa in several stages of initiation, fully aware of
their role in the reciprocal rapport between spirit and mortal realms.
In explaining the fashioning of Haitian sacred bundles, Métraux notes that manbo
and houngan fashion pakèt kongo in a ceremony known as mare pakèt, literally, to bind
pakèt. During this ceremony, which ideally occurs during a full moon, he comments that
the strings that fasten and hold a pakèt kongo together must be tightly knotted seven or
nine times, two highly mystic numbers in Vodou cosmology.466 During kanzo, initiation
and trial by fire, each new initiate is given seven to nine pakèt kongo, filled with the
energy of spirits who walk most closely with them.467 At times, initiates may not closely
resemble the energies of these spirits identified as their gid (guides), but it may be
determined that a hot Lwa is needed to fortify a more subdued initiate, or a cool Lwa
would be helpful to keep a devotee calm and collected. According to Métraux, the Vodou
spirit of healing and serpents, Simbi, and other “hot” Petwò spirits play a prominent role
as witnesses in the early stages of fashioning a pakèt when the tracing of the sacred
symbols (vèvè) takes place.468 In this way, an initiate leaves her initiation armed with a
complete set of ritually protective “escorts” in palm-sized embodiments of spiritual
power. A similar gift of the spirits occurs in Yorùbá derived initiations such as Nigerian
Ifá and Cuban Santería or Lukumí—such an occasion is referred to as “receiving one’s
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warriors.”469 Similarly in Haitian Vodou, these gifts of spirit in object-form signal a
strong sense of protection and power, and initiates must recognize that they now bear
responsibility to care for their pakèt kongo. In this way, we come to understand the
reciprocal nature of the relationship between sacred bundles and their mortal clients—
with their various ritual duties, each must care for the other’s spiritual livelihood and
physical well-being.
At times however, the creator of a ritual art does not appear as easily identifiable.
After having visited an ounfò in Gressier, Haiti, Thompson recounted the story of a priest
who was ritually mounted by the Petwò spirit, Danje-Malè (Lord of Danger-Disaster).
During his time in mortal form, the spirit fashioned a pakèt kongo for Thompson himself!
470

In fact, among both North American Plains and Central African communities, it is

widely understood that the first sacred bundle was fashioned by the spirits and given to
humans by the gods.471 This raises a fascinating set of questions about an object’s lineage
and ritual responsibility—if made by mortal hands, it is understandable that a pakèt
kongo would be mostly accountable to its human “master,” the ritual priestess who tends
to it. If, on the other hand, the ritual bundle is divinely ordained or even made by the gods
themselves, to what extent does it serve as an implement of the spirits or a tool of human
beings? Art historian Alfred Gell further remarks that in many religious communities,
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sacred art objects reveal themselves to be “of divine origin or to have mysteriously made
themselves.”472 This possibility of self-generation reveals a key dimension into the source
of ritual objects’ power, as they are beholden to both mortal hands and spirit instructions.
Similarly, pakèt kongo eventually may degrade, and may need to be “freshened” or
refashioned entirely.473
One of the most distinctive elements of pakèt kongo is their creative color
schemes, and the interplay that takes place on their textured surfaces (see Figure 5.5). In
Anna Wexler’s interview with Haitian flagmaker Clotaire Bazile, she notes his use of a
range of different colors, stating, “Increasingly sophisticated color patterns in the borders
of his flags, for example, only enhances their spirit-evoking properties… the color codes
appear to be consistent but are subtly fractured at points where the eye is not conditioned
to repetition, like the almost imperceptible shifts in consciousness characteristic of his
contact with the lwa.”474 As such, Haitian artists combine an arresting form, style and
color scheme of pakèt kongo in order to attract various spirits for designated ritual action.
As material culture specialist Diana Young has stated,
Colors may be harnessed to accomplish work that no other
quality of things can, especially in the hands of
knowledgeable practitioners. Colors may be combined to
interact with one another producing an effect of vivacity
and movement. Colors animate things in a variety of ways,
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evoking space, emitting brilliance, endowing things with an
aura of energy or light.475
In this sense, colors chosen for certain ribbons are not simply chosen to honor particular,
guiding spirits, but also bring their own vibrant energy to the piece. Without them, the
pakèt is not completely ready for work, nor is it able to invoke the spirits who guide its
path.
Specifically, each pakèt kongo has one primary chef or “ruler,” not unlike the mèt
tèt476 or master/ruler of the head for humans. Spirits that tackle more troublesome
problems often come from the Petwò or Nago families (Ezili Dantò, Kafou, Simbi,
Ogou), whereas the Rada spirits (Ezili Freda, Agwe, Danbala) tend to be called upon
more frequently to introduce calmness and sweetness and to smooth peoples’ paths
forward. Interestingly, however, the pakèt’s ruling spirit bears no correlation to the
“gender” of the pakèt kongo, which may be fashioned in the formalistic style of a Rènn
Kongo, Queen of Kongo, though ruled by Simbi, a male spirit. Indeed, bundles are often
named for their formal accoutrements and the work they conduct, such as Rènn Kongo,
whose shapely bundle includes with “arms” placed akimbo on rounded “hips”.
Within one Vodou household, the inclusion of crucifixes in a pakèt kongo
indicates that it has been gendered “male” [image of crucifix pakèt kongo (116)], while
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those with lush feathers crowning the stem have been gendered “female”.477 Interestingly,
a male pakèt kongo need not be fashioned necessarily for a male client, nor vice versa.
(On the contrary, in the case of a patient’s trouble with love, a Vodou priestess or priest
may create a pakèt kongo of the opposite “sex” in order to attract positive energy for
love).478 We might then think of the aesthetic attributes of a pakèt kongo as a telling
uniform, one that helps signal which profession they abide by in their ritual doings.
Speaking to the aesthetic resemblances between Haitian and Kongo sacred
bundles, Thompson offers an interesting interpretation about the origin of names.
Bringing attention to the various classifications of pakèt kongo (which include status or
rank as well as gender), Thompson posits that male-oriented pakèt kongo, known as
Simbi Makaya (Simbi of the leaves and of healing) and female-oriented pakèt, known as
Rènn Kongo (Queen Kongo) work to “keep alive the memory of the religion and royal
government of ancient Kongo.”479 As MacGaffey and Martínez-Ruiz have explained—
and as contemporary healers and indigenous priests in Kikwit confirm—Simbi (BaSimbi
or BiSimbi, plural) represents serpentine water spirits of ancient Kongo and contemporary
Congolese cosmology that persist in the African Diaspora today. This is particularly true
in Haitian Vodou, where Simbi serves as a river spirit, magician, and healer. Similarly,
the Vodou spirit Rènn Kongo (Kongo Queen), who plays a key role in initiation rites
(kanzo), clearly alludes to a divine genealogy of royal lineage.480 While parallel names
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may not always indicate direct connections, what is evident is the ritual urge to mark
pakèt kongo as divine and otherworldly, and furthermore, as decidedly royal and
“African” / Kongolese in origin.
Thompson comments further on the “ritual dress” of pakèt kongo, suggesting that
Haitian ornamented sacred bundles in fact reflect the actual royal costumes worn by
Haitian leaders of Kongo dance societies in old St. Domingue (Haiti’s name under the
rule of the French).481 Drawing from the detailed records of French abolitionist Victor
Schoelcher, who attended a Kongo dance society in Haiti in 1841, we learn that,
Each company has its name, its flag, and a king. This king
wears as crown a turban of plumes. He is dressed in a rich
costume, with a satin coat completely embroidered with
gold and silver sequins. It seems that the dance as well as
the festival are memories of Africa. The majority of the
companies are themselves composed of blacks descending
exclusively from such and such nation in Africa.482
With his reference to a crown of plumes, satin coat, and gold and silver sequins, it is
difficult to overlook the parallels in the apparel of pakèt kongo from Vodou ceremonies
and that of African society leaders in St. Domingue. If “art” indeed imitates life, then
religion must resemble the celestial spheres.483 And while pakèt kongo of the 19th and
20th century appeared more simply decorated and included more subdued colors, when
they were available, broad, rich silks would be employed for flourish. Reflecting on such
an evolution, Thompson remarks that in surveying pakèt fashioned between the 1920s
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and 1990s, “They are dressed as persons, too, with royal feathers and criss-crossed
ribbons, recalling the towering plumes and criss-crossed sashes across the chests of
noblemen and warriors in ancient Kongo.”484 Certainly, Thompson has been criticized for
his disposition towards theories of “cultural retentions” in the Black Atlantic, when we
know, for instance, that European royal fashions at this time also included rich silks,
ruffles, and lace adornments. More specifically, some scholars have pointed out
Thompson’s tendency to relegate African Diaspora art forms and religious traditions to
nearly exact reproductions of those from ancient African empires. However, we ought to
take note of the complexity of his own argument.
Indeed, when Thompson introduces Schoelcher’s description of an African
initiate dance society taking place in ceremony in St. Domingue, it is deliberately
positioned as an instance of religious and ritual transformation. If pakèt kongo created
during the late 19th century were, in fact, modeled after the fashions of Kongo royal
dancers in Haiti, these dancers surely would have experienced a Haitianizing effect
following the nation’s independence almost 100 years prior in 1804. In this way, I
contend that pakèt kongo‘s possible reflection of African ritual dancers’ attire and royal
court dress suggest more of an allusion to ritual decadence than a mirror reflection of
historical African sartorial reality.

Earths and Powders: Cool Heat & Activation
As for the ingredients of sacred vessels—what Charles Long refers to as the
“stuff” of religion—healers and priests generally agree that a safe answer for the
484
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uninitiated is “medicines,” which we know of course to encompass a wide variety of
ritual goods. In southwestern Congo, we may recall that ritual pots may include: palm
wine; bound raffia plants; shells used as ancestral currency; animal bones to capture
negative spirits; pins to guard against lightning; and glass bottles with a patient’s
ancestral lineage. In Haiti, the layers of pakèt protectively enclose earth at the center,
usually from a cemetery or temple, ancestral home, or riverbed, sites that ritually
“charge” their environment. Like those of an nzungu, ingredients may include: powders,
crumbled leaves, hot spices485, and household objects that fasten and bind, presenting an
interesting spin on the notion of “knots”. In the remaining sections, I will discuss three
shared material traits (cooling/heating agents, knots/tying motifs, and feathers) and two
shared conceptual traits (medicine repositories and embodied altars). Here, I draw
attention to the balance of earths, powders, leaves, and spices included in sacred vessels
for the purposes of establishing an equilibrium of goods that work to “cool things down”
or alternatively “heat things up,” depending on a client’s needs.486
Historically in minkisi bundles, they included a variety of earths, notably
graveyard earth. Thompson referred to these organic materials as “spirit-embedding
earths,” also mentioning the inclusion of “white clay (mpemba), taken from riverbeds, or
powdered camwood, the reddish color of which traditionally signals transition and
meditation”.487 The color red typically functions as an activating element in many
indigenous earth-based traditions, and thus the presence of camwood provides an
485
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energizing force in the nkisi. Kaolin presents a fascinating mineral substance, described
as earthy because of its softer quality, and sometimes referred to as “white dirt,” “chalk”
or “white clay.”488 Because white serves as the color of the ancestors and the invisible
realm in many West African and African Diasporic communities, this malleable, lightcolored clay has long been associated with the spirit world.489 Kaolin’s riverbed source
also served as the ancestral home for the BaSimbi, Kongo spirits who inhabit fresh water
sources in Congo and Haiti.490 The presence of kaolin clay presents an important
genealogical link to the ancestral realm, as well as a cooling force. Similarly, as
mentioned in the previous chapter, resin and fossilized incense invoke the ancestors,
offering a calming, familial presence. Providing a different vibratory force, Papa Gode
notes that enkrombonong491 tree bark serves as one of the bases of his ritual medicines,492
as the ancestors invoked the tree bark’s spirit to intervene in major affairs of
disruption.493 Much like the bark’s energizing properties, he uses musangu-sangu, a tan,
spiky plant dried for ritual, to trap and imprison negative spirits that may trouble patients
during the course of treatment.494
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The impermeable layers of a pakèt also protectively enclose one of their core
components: earth. Beauvoir-Dominique notes that pakèt kongo include a variety of
earths, and “can contain soil from specific places, [as well as] leaves and spices.” 495
Similarly to the graveyard earth of an influential individual, a sanctified space—whether
a temple, ancestral home, or riverbed—may also ritually “charge” its surrounding
environment. Manbo Maude asserts that perhaps the most common ingredient of pakèt is
poud, powders. Holbraad similarly notes that divine powders play a key role in Ifá
traditions as practiced in Cuba, and we might note this same presence of powders in other
rites regarding Africana sacred pots.496 Manbo Maude explains that various powders
made of earths and crumbled leaves may be inserted in pakèt kongo depending on
whether a client asks for prosperity and luck or seeks to mend relationship.497 I point out
these varied ingredients of minkisi, banzungu, and pakèt kongo to note the parallels of a
trope of balance: the crumbled leaves, kaolin clay, and sticky resin used in healing
treatments effectively work to bring a cooling, medicinal energy to the vessels, while
spices, crushed peppers, and justice-seeking bark yield a charged energy, filled with both
the intensity and urgency of swift healing power. The dual presence of cooling agents
and activating agents remind us of the continued need for equilibrium within sacred
vessels; even as an nzungu or pakèt kongo requires more of a certain vibratory frequency
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for its ritual treatment of a client, it requires stability, created by a balance of cool heat, to
perform its work successfully.

Winding, Problems & Mystic Contracts
In the previous chapter, we remarked upon the importance of binding and
knotting themes in bankisi, and in key ingredients of banzungu, including the wound
kumbondi fibers. What of pakèt kongo’s wrapped ways? Naturally, all pakèt kongo are
tightly bound with ribbons. We might take special notice of this motif especially in
examples of Bosou twa kòn pakèt (Bosou of the three horns, alluding to the Petwò bull
spirit498). Arms that have been wrapped in ribbon extend upwards like branches, often
encircled by another thinner cord-like fabric. As such, the concealing ribbon becomes
enveloped and reinforced by yet another layer. Beauvoir-Dominique also notes that in
Bizango pakèt kongo (the pakèt kongo of another initiatory society), ropes and other
binding mechanisms signal that it is a work of intricate detail, and one to be engaged with
caution.499 Relatedly, Blier contends that Vodun knots and cords serve as sites of tension,
alluding to the heavy history of enslavement, with the act of wrapping as a concealing
act, smothering the difficulty into submission.500
Particularly with the crucifix pakèt kongo, the maze of strings crisscrossing the
wooden cross at center forms a labyrinth-like vision. A most iconic vestige of the shared
visual culture between Catholicism and Vodou sacred arts, this pakèt kongo centralizes
498
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Jesus on the cross, shrouded in a veil of tightly wound, colorful strings. Similarly to the
renowned crucifixes and ivory tusks from the ancient Kongo Kingdom501, Jesus as eldest
ancestor becomes a recognizable and elevated member of Black Atlantic pantheons, even
while Africana religious devotees continue to worship other indigenous spirits.
Historically and well through the twentieth century, Catholic ritual arts continue to play a
key role in Vodou and Congolese religious arts. In this way, we might interpret the
pakèt’s tightly knotted strings as allegory to Vodou’s tangled religious roots. As Pauketat
further elaborates, the act of bundling (and by implication, tying) highlights “a larger
field or web of relationships where material and metaphorical relations and associations
articulate with one another.”502
This theme of ritual knotting emerges as a global phenomenon, and we might
draw our attention to one likely etymology of religion, religere—to bind, to create by
binding individuals together.503 Comparative religion scholar David Mozina reveals that
during the Daoist Banner Rite of the Chinese Thunder Ritual, the spirit Yin Shao
responds to priests by fastening knots in the banner’s cord that is flown. In this act of
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theurgy, priests enter into a material pledge and contract with the spirits.504 Such acts of
knotting reveal the ways in which ritual arts offer methods of concretizing one’s
relationships with spirits through material means.
A knot may also refer to the subduing of a problem brought to the attention of
healer and client. Speaking of Benin’s bo, Blier highlights, “Another important source of
sculptural empowerment is the action of tieing [sic], knotting, twisting, or binding…
wherein key emotional concerns are subdued through the binding motion.”505 Here, the
act of wrapping sacred bundles works dually to redress misfortune: firstly, it functions as
an act of concealment, smothering the difficulty into submission. Secondly, any knot
presents a challenge to those who would dare to unravel it, suggesting that the figures’
ritual power must be complied with.506 The winding process effectively “dizzies” the
trouble, indicating the knot’s resolve to address the concern in the unlikelihood of its
undoing. In this way, the winding in healing bundles effectively comes to represent a
sense of timelessness as unsolvable, unopened riddles of the universe.
While the process of fastening, winding, and binding offers great ritual potential,
the act can also be feared for this very capacity. Knots and ropes have often been
associated with the more precarious spirit energies of Black Atlantic religions. Brown
elaborates further on this notion of entanglement in Vodou ritual arts, stating, “Chains
and knots are pervasive images in Petwò altar rooms . . . a little tying is sometimes a
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good thing and can be put to good and productive use in, for example, routine love
magic.”507 Thompson also notes the prevalence of knots specifically employed in
Brazilian and African American love charms.508 This ritual theme may in fact, serve as
the basis for the common Black American vernacular expression “I’m goin’ to fix
someone” when referring to conjure work (at times referred to as “Hoodoo”) to cause
harm to another, or to win or reclaim someone’s love. It is no coincidence that Brown
points out the presence of knots in Petwò altar rooms. Known for their fiery natures,
Petwò spirits can be quick to act when called upon (for better or for worse).509 As a knot
expresses a persistent trouble, challenge or un-doable problem, we can understand how it
functions as the adornment of more unpredictable spirits. Furthermore, these twisted
strings and knotted cords come to signify the very intensity of the matter to be addressed
as well as the pakèt kongo’s commitment to remedy the situation at hand.

Divine Feathers, Sacred Stones
Undoubtedly one of the most energetic components of sacred bundles is the
vibrancy of their plumage. Seated proudly atop many pakèt kongo are a spray of feathers,
which serve a divine purpose in both invocation and retention of the spirits. Intriguingly,
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Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz suggests that the feathers of cloth bundles—whether pakèt kongo
or minkisi—mimic the initiate’s blessed head and its intimate connection to spirit. This
concept of feathers as a spiritual “head” holds particularly true in understanding the
properties of dance and performance, as the fòs, spiritual energy or asè/aché of paraded
pots and bundles enliven Haitian rites of worship. Similarly to the ways that banzungu
concretize the core essence of patients and their ancestors (the bankaka), pakèt kongo
embody the principle essence of new initiates and a particular Lwa (spirit). In many ways,
feathers draw attention to these enlivened spirit energies. Specifically in the context of
initiation ceremonies when pakèt kongo are spun in panyen around the sacred
centerpiece, their feathers may effectively serve as embodiment of the spiritually
mounted. In their versatility of movement, feathers echo our own dynamic motions of
worship.510 Serving as antennae in invocation, pakèt kongo feathers provide conduit and
crossroads of earth and the divine. These celestial-terrestrial axes serve as an illustrative
narrative of spirit present in ribboned altar-bodies.
Several other Black Atlantic traditions also center the work of feathers in
ceremony, such as Brazil where feathers signal that ritual has been enacted.511 Feathers in
Central Africa traditionally may also have served as allegories to the cosmos.
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Considering the ritual use of feathers in ancient Kongo, Thompson describes, “Feathers
in Kongo connote ceaseless growth as well as plenitudem.”512 In parallel fashion to the
way that minkisi’s sacred earths from the graveyard invoke the presence of ancestral
spirits, we can understand how feathers invoke the spiritual energies of sky-dwelling
creatures—of birds that fly, of insects that appear nearly invisible and yet travel
incredible distances. Cosmologically speaking, this serves as a key tenet of Africana
traditions: that spirits reside below as they do above. Feathers then recall the powerful
energy of skyward spirits, offering cosmic balance to the grounding spirits of earth in
their material form of sacred bundles. Understandably, feathers also invoke other entities
that flutter in the wind. In studying flag installations over burial grounds, Thompson
remarks, “Visually assertive flags embellished and guarded the ends of the tomb; the
Ki’Kongo word for ‘flag,’ mpeeve, also stands for ‘wind, breeze, spirit,’ so that the being
honored beneath the altar becomes a spirit in the wind, a cloth set in motion by forces that
could not be seen.”513 As receptors of spiritual energy from above (na nzulu), the
playfulness of feathers suggest spontaneity, and perhaps unpredictability in which spirits
they may conjure.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, feathers do not typically constitute an important
ingredient for banzungu, as their lightweight plumes would get lost in the ritual sauce, so
to speak. However, a rooster may be used in ceremonies to cleanse patients of any
impurities, with the feathers absorbing any negative unwanted energy. At least in Kikwit,
feathers seem to more frequently adorn the ritual rattle known as mufukambumbulu (see
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Chapter 3). Here, it is precisely their function as receptors of spirits and the natural
world—talkative parrots and calm doves—that in part allow the rattle to reach the
bankaka, the ancestors. And yet, the notion of invoking multiple elements (air, earth,
water, fire) remains an important concept within banzungu, as shells (njimbu) from the
river, bark and dried plants (enkrombonong and musangu-sangu), and l’encens (incense)
represent the realms of water, earth, and fire respectively.
We might also briefly note the ritual importance of stones, which scholars have
pointed out play a central role in religions more broadly514, and Black Atlantic religions
in particular. Among BaKongo nations, MacGaffey notes the connection between river
pebbles and the BaSimbi, intermediary spirits in Kongo cosmology. Bunseki FuKiau
remarked that the BaSimbi (or BiSîmbi) remain deeply embedded in the environment, and
work on behalf of many generations of ancestors.515 Regarding the ontological parallels
of spirits and stones, MacGaffey remarks, “As the dead become more remote, they
become more like stones, resistant to subsequent transformation by the organic processes
that change the living, animal, and plants. Minor local spirits (bisimbi and bankita) are
said to be smooth round stones from the bottom of a river. The spirits of political
domains are represented by appropriately larger boulders.” 516 This poignant assertion—
an allegory to entropy, the second law of thermodynamics—expresses the impossibility
514
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of energy destruction, and implies a transformation of material form to other physical
states and transfer to other corners of the cosmos.517 (Of equal significance, this brings
new depth of meaning to the expression “stone cold dead”.)
Riverbeds and ocean floors are often covered with sediments such as shells
(former homes and exoskeletons of crustaceans), stones (ostensibly formed from debris
that has been compacted and calcified), and sand (derived from the erosion of other
rocks). In this way, stones and shells may very well represent the fossilization of spirits,
while sand indicates their states of fracturing and dispersal. Describing the integration
and ornamentation of stones in ritual arts and ceremony, MacGaffey cites, “Such stones,
as shrines (nkisi nsi), were modified by applications of paint and by ‘medication’ with
objects buried near them.”518 This decorative and medicinal “dressing” of stones indicates
an activation of their natural properties, further signifying their work as repositories of
divine energy.
Sacred stones similarly can play an important role on Haitian altars. Manbo Mary
Ange is a priestess with a quick smile and a specialty in matters of chans, bringing
fortune and luck to people’s lives (see Figure 5.6). When invited to visit her altar space, I
took note of two large stones amidst the bottles of sacred liquor and ritual pots, krich.
When asked about their significance, she beamed, and shared with us that, “These rocks
here, one is Bosou, one is Simbi… it’s me who found them, spirits who allowed me to
find them. While I was journeying to [the pilgrimage of] Saint Anne, when I was
returning, I found them like this… Saint Anne told me that Bosou was in that area, you
517
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must go find him. Simbi came to find me.” 519 In testimonial fashion, Manbo Mary Ange
describes that while undertaking pilgrimage to the waterfall of St. Anne (associated with
Grann Ezili, an elder of the Ezili family520), St. Anne marked the presence of Bosou, the
Petwò bull spirit (see Figure 5.7). In another visit, a stone revealed itself to her as Simbi,
who can manifest as both a Rada spirit (such as Simbi nan Dlò) and a Petwò spirit (such
as Simbi Andezò). Manbo Mary Ange does not suggest that either spirit spoke to her or
carried a specific message—rather, in quiet states of being, the stones revealed
themselves as spirit incarnate, and entities whom she ought to bring home to nourish and
properly care for on her altar. Anthropologist Martin Holbraad has similarly noted that
among Cuban santeros and santeras521, the stones (otá) placed in sacred vessels known
as soperas (or prendas among Paleros) must be fed with blood, because they do not
simply represent the spirits, but embody the spirits in physical and material form.522
These stones do not simply represent the spirits, but embody their immaterial essence
indefinitely.523
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When I inquired further as to whether spirits frequently inhabit stones, or even
live continuously inside of them, Manbo Mary Ange answered movingly that Lwa “is
always in rock, even if you see it manifest in a person, [you] know that it is still there
because it [spirit] can be in multiple places at once.” 524 Phenomenologially speaking
then, the Lwa, may simultaneously manifest and inhabit stone, may exist as stone itself,
and may also emerge in a chwal (a ritually mounted person) in healing ceremony to
provide blessing and assist a priestess with treatment. Even as they remain immaterial in
essence, the spirits may choose multiple forms in which to manifest.

Vessels as (Bearers of) Medicine
If rattles provide an important calling to attention in Africana healing
treatments—a signal to the spirits that their counsel and expertise is needed—what then is
the role of sacred vessels? In the context of healing ceremonies, their function centers on
their role as bearer and carrier of medicines. Indeed, a pakèt kongo without its core
ingredients of earth, powders, fasteners and prayers proves ineffectual in all manners of
healing and rites of protection. This is not to suggest that ritual art entities do not perform
any meaningful roles outside of the healing context. On the contrary, arranged on the
shelves of tall altars and tucked away in precious, locked cabinets, pakèt kongo conduct
fundamental work to honor an initiate’s crowning spirits. Perhaps their most valued
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contribution however, remains their work as carriers of medicines, and as the activated
spirits of new initiates that work ceaselessly until they must be recharged.
Similarly in Congo, banzungu ya ntoto (one of many forms of bankisi, as we have
learned) perform their most active role as bearers of ritual medicine, though in their
unconsecrated form, they also participate in daily secular life, as vessels for cooked foods
and as containers of everyday household goods. Indeed, following their consecration by
banganga nkisi (traditional healers) or banganga ngombo (indigenous priestesses), these
ceramic pots most likely will experience an elevated life of ritual activity until their
purpose has been served, their client has been healed, and their ceramic form has been
smashed into pieces to signal the work is complete. MacGaffey has even gone as far to
suggest of minkisi/bankisi that, “Without the medicines the container is nothing; if they
fall off, the nkisi [sic] has been neutralized, polluted or desecrated (sumuka).”525
It is certainly true that both Haitian and Congolese ritual art entities maybe
polluted by negative energy or tainted by troubled intentions. We may recall the same
concern with the ason—should it fall and crack seemingly without reason, the priest may
have been impure in his heart. If a Congolese healer disobeys nsiku or bikila (ritual
orders, see Chapter 1), a Haitian healer does not respect reglèman (ritual orders), or a
client fails to follow these ritual instructions, the healing rite cannot succeed.526 However,
I argue that unlike Western ritual arts traditions, many Africana sacred art entities
undergo either a re-consecration, or if broken past the point of repair, will be refashioned
525
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to perform the ritual role. Most importantly, the sacred medicines inside must be
replaced, restored, and recalibrated for spiritual work.
As we have seen, organic materials also serve a key role in sacred bundles and
vessels, a fact that raises interesting questions about a religious community’s sense of
indigeneity and connection to the land. It is widely understood that indigenous
communities of Africa, Asia and the Americas place great emphasis on animals and
plants in earth-based or indigenous traditions, though there appears to be greater
uncertainty about the transmission of this importance to the African Diaspora as a
dislocated, displaced, and no longer “indigenous” population. Here, we might turn to the
work of Indigenous religion scholar, Erich Fox Tree, who introduces the term diasporic
indigeneity (see Chapter 1).527 I argue that this term may be most helpful in
conceptualizing the complicated matter of African Diasporic populations’ experience of
indigenizing, whereby they participate in a (diasporic) “indigeneity,” alongside
indigenous brothers and sisters of the Americas. Along similar lines, historian Michael
Ras Brown critically intervenes in the discussion of African descended populations’ reindigenizing process, as he explains that the natural environment provided African
Americans with a sacred space for ceremony as well as a rich resource of leaves, herbs,
seeds, roots, sticks, stones and the remains of bones. Brown further maintains that in this
way, the natural landscape came to comprise a foundational aspect of religious structure
in the African Atlantic world.528
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Antennae, Anchors, & Embodied Altars
I began these two chapters by proclaiming that sacred vessels keep good secrets.
Undoubtedly, this is connected to the fact that their very core remains a mystery to most
participants. What lies at the center of a sacred vessel? It is true that a patient in Kikwit
may contribute certain goods for her nzungu ya ntoto, though it is unlikely that she will
be present for the filling of her own ritual pot. In Haiti, initiates make their own pakèt and
are sworn not to reveal anything beyond the djèvo’s walls, though patients for whom a
pakèt kongo is made may never see the work being prepared. Very typically, an initiated
priest or priestess fashions a pakèt kongo or fills the nzungu ya ntoto and consecrates the
vessel, and a patient understands either her responsibility, or that of the priest, to keep the
healing vessel active. This illuminates a great deal about the source of the sacred vessel’s
power, allowing us to consider how they heal patients and protect new initiates, even as
the two perform ritual healing so differently.
Arguably their most important task, ritual pots and sacred bundles encase and
protect sacred medicines. The ornate wrapping style of pakèt kongo suggests a swift
sense of motion, whose “visual speed” is enhanced by the vibrancy of its colour.
Undetectable straight pins are used to secure the tightly wound fabric, and a great deal of
power is ascribed to these entities that appear invulnerable, as their potency can neither
be unwrapped nor undone. Similarly, banzungu ya ntoto also host a collection of ritual
objects effectively “buried” deep within its concave curves. While the ritual objects of a
pakèt may find themselves burrowed in a mountain of earths and powders, those in an
nzungu will most likely spend their days floating or sinking in a pool of the ancestral
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beverage, malafu ya ngasi, palm wine. Palm wine prepares the way for other sacred
ingredients to follow, offering a ritual baptism into the cave-like vessel that will become
home for the duration of a patient’s treatment. Whether wrapped in the powders of a cloth
bundle or immersed in the liquids of a ceramic pot, these ritual entities inside vessels
become submerged prayers, orders, and directives. Unable to be extracted from their
ritual state unchanged, these ritual objects remain bound to their roles until the
completion of their task, or their eventual deterioration in divine encasement. In a cloth
bundle’s bound form or a ceramic pot’s securely veiled visage, the sacred art entities
embody their role as ritual guardians of privileged knowledge and sacred “stuffs.”
In addition to honoring a devotee’s lineage of spirits, during key ceremonies,
pakèt kongo may be paraded through the space to chofe (heat up) and recharge the
temple. As both receptors and transmitters of divine messages, pakèt kongo further
amplify their spiritual potency as initiates’ divine antennae of the spirit realm. These
sacred bundles offer material manifestations of the intimate relationships established (and
re-established) between new initiates and spirit. In this way, the spirits of pakèt kongo
dispel any negative energy and unwellness that may affect vulnerable new initiates and
patients. In their own role as healers, banzungu on the other hand serve as ritual anchors,
rooting patients to their material world for treatment. As one scholar notes, “Shrines
could also become material disease ‘anchors,’” whereby the pots or shrines effectively
“trap” disease and negative energies.529 Furthermore, banzungu operate as spiritual
529
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anchors for the ancestors and spirits that must be “grounded” in the material world to
perform healing work for their patients and descendants. Filled with medicines, blessings,
intentions, and commands to smooth one’s path forward, these sacred vessels store and
manage ritual remedies and serve as new initiates’ activated, guardian spirits.
Armed with ritual medicines to embody and enact, I argue that pakèt kongo and
minkisi serve as a sanctified space for individual ingredients that work collectively to
address conditions on behalf of devotees. Furthermore, I classify these sacred vessels as
altars unto themselves. Here, I define altars not simply as a fixed ritual stage with blessed
artifacts, but rather, as a dynamic presence in material form. Indeed, art historian Donald
Cosentino cites the work of another artist in describing Diaspora altars, remarking,
“David Byrne, musician and impresario, has described the improvisational aesthetic of
Afro-Caribbean altars as ‘visual jazz, constantly reworked and reactivated.’”530 These
altars of smaller, blessed objects are portable, traveling with their owners as divine
medicine cabinets and ritual guardians communicating messages to the divine realm.
Accompanied by these vessels of watchful ancestors, protective spirits, and ritual selfsignifiers, patients and initiates do not make their spiritual journeys alone.
Lastly, certain scholars suggest that every nkisi includes moyo, a spirit or soul
(mpeve in Kikwit’s KiKongo).531 Though not much has been written about this particular
quality of the nkisi, many Congolese and Haitian devotees describe sacred vessels as
possessing a force, a power all their own that relegates them sentient beings. With the
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understanding that each material good included in an nzungu or a pakèt possesses mystic
properties itself, how can a vessel not become divine when all of its integrated “selves”
contain spirit? Armed with a repertoire of curative faculties and ritual prescriptions that
they embody and enact, pakèt kongo and banzungu (as well as bankisi more broadly)
serve as a home, even an embodied altar for individual ingredients that work collectively
to address conditions on behalf of their clients.

The Ritual Bouquet: Kumbika a bundu & Rasanblaj
What links these two distinct sacred vessels across an entire ocean of space?
Which artistic styles, ritual actions, and healing principles serve as the foundational base
for the creation and use of ritual vessels more generally, and pakèt kongo and banzungu
ya ntoto in particular? I assert that it is the very act of assembling various elements to
form a composite whole that unites these two healing art entities, what I identify as the
ritualized process of gathering implements. With an eye towards indigenous and
diasporic epistemologies, it appears that such a principle of “collecting” and “combining”
boasts deep roots in Black Atlantic ritual arts traditions.
In addition to the Congolese kumbika a bundu that I have discussed earlier, I
invoke anthropologist Gina Athena Ulysse’s Haitian diaspora theory of rasanblaj, which
emphasizes the principle of “assembling” in Caribbean religious traditions. In particular,
she defines rasanblaj as “assembly, compilation… or regrouping, (of ideas, things,
people, spirits).”532 This concept illuminates how the process of combining yields greater
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ritual power than the sum of a bundle or a pot’s individual parts, as the popular Vodou
adage states, “one plus one equals three” (referring especially to twins),533 and the
Yorùbá proverb echoes, “what follows six is more than seven”534. Such frameworks of
kumbika a bundu and rasanblaj also illustrate the fruitfulness of spending considerable
time with the material ingredients of ritual pots and sacred bundles, perhaps a somewhat
unconventional approach to art history. Indeed, while art historical analysis tends to focus
on form and surface, in the case of sacred vessels, it is typically the contents of their
interior that indicates their “genre.” Further, it is the presence of their combined inner
objects that allow priests, priestesses, and healers to classify and name them as ritual
entities with clear purpose in healing treatments and protective measures.
Other indigenous religion scholars similarly highlight how sacred arts achieve full
ritual capacity together. In archaeologist María Nieves Zedeño’s work on ritual arts of
North American Plains nations, she explores how objects must be “bound together” into
sacred bundles so that seemingly unrelated artifacts become linked and interrelated.535
This brings to mind a visual mosaic of ritual work—small multi-colored parts comprising
a larger religious whole. Relatedly, it serves to note that none of these ritual “agents,” 536
as we might refer to them, work independently of the other. Instead, each sacred object is
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enhanced by the ritual and aesthetic work of its surrounding actors.537 That is to say, a
pakèt kongo’s intricately tied ribbons play off of the arrangement of feathers and plumes
atop the healing bundle. The precious njimbu shells of an nzungu ya ntoto may jingle and
rattle alongside a glass bottle of ancestral names, further galvanizing the elders into ritual
action for their descendant in need. Specifically examining sacred bundles among
Algonquin and Blackfoot peoples, she categorizes three different classifications of
bundles: personal, medicinal and ceremonial. We might note that in most instances, pakèt
kongo and banzungu ya ntoto function triply as all of these, as healers commission or
consecrate them for individual clients, their core ingredients require specific ritual
medicines, and they play a key role performing in healing ceremonies.

Commanding Bundles
Pakèt kongo will eternally retain special status as my first entrée into studies of
Black Atlantic sacred arts.538 Attending several weeks of ceremony in Jacmel at Manmi
Maude’s lakou, I was welcome to watch their vibrant ritual parade, taking note of their
command of sacred space. And yet, details of their mystique would remain protected
knowledge, as I had not undergone sufficient ritual training. While I witnessed the
emptying of an nzungu in Congo—likely due in part to my rarity as a religion and sacred
arts researcher in Kikwit—in Haiti, there would be no orchestrated unraveling of pakèt,
whose mysteries I would only encounter through entrance into the djèvo’s inner temple.
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Undoubtedly the shyer of the two sacred vessels, banzungu ya ntoto often remain
tucked away in various corners of the home until called forth for ritual work, which is
most often completed during the quiet of night. This stands in marked contrast to pakèt
kongo, who vibrantly welcome the active entrance of spirits during rites of initiation. The
sacred bundles offer permanent residence for particular spirits for whom they were
fashioned. As such, devotees may reach their spirits whenever needed. Banzungu on the
other hand, noiselessly host a patient’s ancestral spirits, who have been invoked to attend
to their descendant’s illness. These ritual pots provide a haven for the temporary visitors
(the ancestors), but when their work is finished, the pot will be ritually disposed and the
spirits returned to their immaterial world. And while banzungu work in solitude, each
ritual pot designated for a particular patient, pakèt kongo form a lively chorus of
performers, each of the seven bundles eager to be ceremonially presented to the world in
accompaniment of their new initiate. The very presence of pakèt kongo—similarly to
ason—may reveal a great deal about the lineage of a particular lakou. In brief, temples of
more modest, rural backgrounds may not concentrate their energies on the fanfare of
pakèt, as humble ritual pots such as govi and pò tèt perform parallel work (though not the
same) to host spirits and the ancestors.539 On the other hand, in temples where pakèt
kongo feature prominently, much excitement buzzes around the lakou on the day of mare
pakèt. On this day, the sacred bundles emerge—they will crown the heads of new
initiates (see Figure 5.8), present themselves to the spirits whose legacies they will honor,
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and entrust themselves to the devotees who will tend to them piously, as neither hushed
pots nor commanding bundles should be expected to tend to their self-care.

Conclusion: Ritual Concert & Selfhood
In a meditation on Africana notions of selfhood, these two chapters have
investigated the “plural selfhood” of sacred vessels. I contend that the consecrated objects
within vessels act as independent ritual agents while simultaneously “harmonizing” with
one another in ritual unison. As such, I argue that Haitian bundles and Congolese vessels
impressively learn to manage multiple “selves,” and harmonize with both spirit world and
patient, ever primed to call upon their inner components for rites of healing and
protection.
Armed with the concepts of kumbika a bundu and rasanblaj, I further maintain
that sacred vessels yield insight into broader Black Atlantic notions of the self and the
collective. An nzungu assumes its sense of “self” when consecrated and later personalized
for patients with their ancestral names; pakèt kongo acquire their sense of self when
assembled for an initiate and particular spirit of that initiate. Our case studies reveal that
Haitian and Congolese sacred vessels perform dual roles as their contents each present an
individual ritual self while the inner objects’ collective work generates a collaborative
religious self. This presents a richer understanding of the notion of “selfhood” as it
pertains to “community” in Africana religions, as we note that traditionally, many
citizens of the Black Atlantic have viewed notions of personhood as “‘composite,
multiple sourced, and constituted through reciprocal engagement in a recursively
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meaningful world.’ ”540 As such, I encourage us to regard these sacred art entities as a
mirror reflection (or refraction) of Africana devotees, who similarly become enlivened
when collectively honoring spirits of the invisible worlds.
Nieves Zedeño provides further insight into bundles (and vessels more generally)
as “composed of two or more items intentionally held together by wrapping so that they
may influence one another and act in concert as needed in ritual activities.”541 Playing on
Zedeño notion of “concert” as a noun rather than a verb, it makes sense to consider the
sacred vessel a musical ensemble. With such vivid imagery, we can visualize a
cacophony of voices and ritual objects murmuring to each other in a bundled sack or
vessel, determining whose role it is to activate what element. As each sacred object bids
to perform its own respective work, we come to recognize that only in “harmonizing”
will the independent agents be able to function as a ritual unit.
Finally, it is no coincidence, I argue, that both sacred vessels engender
possibilities of rebirth. In essence, it is their purpose to cultivate ancestral harmony for
devotees and strengthen spiritual ties with the Divine. In southwestern Congo, an
nzungu’s work is accomplished when a patient has arrived at the final stage of treatment,
achieving a healthier and more balanced state of being. For Papa Gode’s clients battling
mental health conditions, this means a calming of anxious dispositions and unchecked
anger, resulting in an eagerness to, slowly, reintegrate into the social fabric once again.
At this time, the nzungu ya ntoto is destroyed—specifically burned, with its glowing
embers of clay allowing a patient to be reborn and reenergized by a clearing of the path.
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Following this, a patient has the opportunity to become a whole person again, fortified by
the strength of one’s community. In Haiti, pakèt kongo are not gifted to devotees, they are
earned. One must be cleansed physically and spiritually to enter the djèvo, residence of
initiation mysteries and sanctuary for a house’s ritual arts. Inside, one strives to
understand her role as an inheritor of ancestral legacies, as a child of the Divine, as a
recognized member of society and as a soon-to-be-family-member of the spiritual
community. It is here, among the blessed leaf-medicines and divine pots, the sacred
bundles and ritual flags, that one’s spiritual gestation takes place. These pots and these
bundles, through their acts of material anchoring and antenna signaling, allow us to
restore balance and order to our mental states of being and offer us ritual protection by
manifesting and embodying the spirits who have always walked with us.
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Chapter 6

Worlds in Reverse:
Mirrors & Vision from the Invisible Realm
“[Humans]… construct sacred space by effecting certain rituals… communication is
possible between this world and the other world, from the heights or from the depths, the
world of the gods or the world of the dead.”
—Mircea Eliade542
“In mystical experience, the mirror is the juncture point where the visible face sees its
invisible face.”
—Sabine Melchior-Bonnet543
~~~~~
When the spirit is ill, you must establish clear lines of communication to seek diagnosis
and remedy from the spirits, and learn of their movements between worlds.
~~~~~

Glass Portal
I

Maman Marie Malobo is a diviner with a grand presence and a shy smile. When

she speaks, you hear the slightest of lisps and a higher-pitched voice than one might
expect from a woman of such large stature. Her naturally mauve-colored lips match the
hue of her kitambala (headwrap) today, the first time that I’ve seen her wrap it so
deliberately and so formally. I wonder whether she knew she would be receiving us and
dressed in honor of her guests. She wears a well-fitting blouse in a liputa, single fabric
piece of red, yellow, and dark blue planets on top, and (somehow, amazingly) possesses a
skirt with the very same colors despite a different pattern. The combination is dizzying,
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but beautifully orchestrated, as is often the case with women’s fabrics in Kikwit. While
we are seated, Maman Malobo steps just outside the door and makes a phone call to
Maman Sumbu (see Figure 6.1). “Oh! Moi, je pensais qu’elles étaient les ennemies!”
Oh ! I thought they were enemies! I exclaim. Papa Stèv smiles coyly in that mischievous
way of his, “Nonnn, peut-être elles se sont séparés après un temps… peut-être une a
travaillé avec l’autre, même initiée avec l’autre, et maintenant elles travaillent dans leurs
propres coins, bien qu’elles pourraient travailler ensemble.” No, perhaps they separated
after a certain time… maybe one of them worked with the other, was even initiated with
the other, and now they each work in their own corners, though at times they might work
together. This healer alliance between women makes me smile without realizing it, and
though mildly disoriented, I am delighted to see Maman Sumbu walk in the door, shake
our hands and greet us nonchalantly, seating herself next to her collaborator
Maman Sumbu is a petite woman, sturdily built with a husky voice and a slight
rasp, which makes her seem more gruff than she may actually be. She wears a red top
with a low-cut back and the same liputa that she wore on the first day we met her—a
shimmery woven fabric with a soft rose and pastel green checkered pattern. In
complementary fashion to Maman Malobo’s mauve lips and mauve dress, I notice, as I
did the first day that we met her, that the pink of Maman Sumbu’s gown matches the hue
of her lips, almost peach-colored against the warm cocoa of her skin. In this time spent
situating ourselves, Maman Malobo pulls out several instruments to begin the ceremony,
starting with a blue pitcher of malafu ya ngasi (palm wine) and an unopened packet of
cigarettes along with a box of matches. In another trip, she brings out a pocket-sized
mirror (ditensi in KiKongo, kitala tala in Lingala), and two noisemakers: a small metal
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bell (ngunga) which Maman Sumbu takes charge of, and a plastic talcum container that
rattles (kisangu), and which Maman Malobo uses herself as the rhythm-keeper during the
ceremony. Each noisemaker is hoisted in the air by its respective priestess, and the mirror
sits next to the small hole in the center of the floor. The orifice had been pointed out to us
in earlier visits as the home of the bankaka (KiKongo), the ancestors and spirits. Several
visits later, Maman Malobo would explain that this opening in the center of her concrete
floor, no larger than the size of a golf ball, is her own nzungu ya ntoto, her own sacred
vessel used to feed the ancestors in ritual.
The patient is a man with long fingers and expressive hands. He wears a striped,
long-sleeved shirt and his foot impatiently taps the concrete floor while he awaits the
ceremony. He does not conceal anxiousness very well, as he gives off an air of nervous
excitability. He arrives with his much calmer, composed friend in a green shirt and a
relaxed, round face. Somewhere in the middle of the ceremony, I realize that the
participants (eleven of us in total) have formed a spiral-seating arrangement in the room.
One of the apprentices, a young man, sits behind Maman Malobo and Maman Sumbu,
and to his left are two of the patient’s friends, the first one in white and the eventempered friend in green. To their left, on a very low chair sits the generally agitated
patient, and against the wall, there are three of us: first Papa Gode, who is unusually quiet
during today’s ceremony, then myself couched between him and Papa Stèv, who provides
translation from KiKongo and Lingala into French, and finally Papa Baptista on a shorter
chair to the left of him. The centerpieces of the room—our potomitan,544 if you will—
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include Maman Sumbu and Maman Malobo, whose chair is slightly elevated above that
of Maman Sumbu. At Maman Malobo’s feet sits her youngest apprentice, a young girl of
about twelve with bright, curious eyes and a perpetual expression of slight surprise,
positioned squarely in the center of our spiral.
The ceremony doesn’t commence with much talking, but rather with pouring of
palm wine into the nzungu ya ntoto to awaken and nourish the ancestors. Before
proceeding further, Maman Malobo asks the patient for his diwuka, his payment for
participating in the divination. He hands her 3,000 francs congolais (about $3 U.S., a
rather small sum, even by Congolese standards) and she places the money underneath the
mirror, now positioned on the floor between the two healers. Maman Malobo then begins
pouring palm wine over the mirror and the money, and adds a bit more wine to the
ancestral orifice. She makes a witty remark at one point that I don’t understand until the
translation that follows—the ancestors are greedy today, as the palm wine in the nzungu
ya ntoto is fast diminishing and the spirits have not yet had their fill! Soon, the two older
women begin singing together in harmony in KiMbala (an ancestral language of Kikwit),
and the young girl chimes in softly along with them. The way their voices intertwine, it
sounds as if three additional women have joined their chorus—the resonance is powerful,
and so moving, I think that I could keep this moment, quietly tuck it away and revisit the
experience for the rest of my life.
After two or three songs, Maman Malobo stops and asks the patient whether any
of this sounds familiar. The ancestors have spoken through the mirror, explaining that
there is trouble in his lineage, involving a rift between two sides of the family. On his
see Mark Schuller and Renée Bergan’s film, Poto Mitan: Haitian Women, Pillars of the Global Economy
(2009).
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side, three of his uncles had each assumed leadership as nfumu (chief of clan), and within
a few short weeks or months, each one had mysteriously died, one after the other.
Following the deaths of these uncles, the patient’s brother who was next in line for
chieftainship fell gravely ill. The brother had to be taken to another village to be cared
for, and the patient now remains the only able-bodied man left in his family. The diviners
offer the insight that he must step up and take responsibility for his family’s livelihood.
The patient sighs heavily, knowingly, with this response. He hurriedly confirms
everything that Maman Malobo has reported, and adds that he was well aware of the
family rift, as it happened quite publicly. The deterioration of family ties was occurring
because of kindoki, negative energy sent by someone who intended to cause great harm.
The patient further explains that he is here to determine who in particular was trying to
destroy his side of the family, and what could be done about the chieftainship. Maman
Malobo nods, pours more palm wine into the nzungu ya ntoto and onto the mirror, and
with metal bell and plastic rattle still poised in their hands, she and Maman Sumbu begin
singing the responses of the ancestors again. In between songs, Maman Malobo
occasionally lifts the mirror’s edge, tilts it, and watches the palm wine form puddles on
its surface and spill over its sides. The mirror winks in the sunlight streaming in from the
door, and with new knowledge, Maman Malobo looks up and continues her counsel.

Rites of Reflection
In her work Create Dangerously: The Immigrant Artist at Work, novelist Edwidge
Danticat notes the importance of Haitian ceremonial rites for the dead and considers the
role of artists whose work specifically honors the ancestors. With reference to the
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devastating earthquake of 2010, she writes, “Like ancient Egyptians, we Haitians, when a
catastrophic disaster does not prevent it, recite spells to launch our dead into the next
world, all while keeping them close, building elaborate mausoleums for them in our
backyards.”545 These “spells” or rituals for the dead may take alternate forms—poems or
songs, cries of lamentation, dress for ritual mourning, or, at times in the case of visual
artists, the inclusion of broken, jagged pieces of glass, metal and other shiny bits of debris.
The frequent use of mirror and glass in Haitian ritual figures and public art forms
includes everything from their incorporation in the healing bundles of pakèt kongo546
crafted by priests and priestesses to their adornment of the ritual arts of Bizango, an
initiatory society; it includes the reflective metal and ironwork of the Port-au-Prince artist
collective Atis Rezistans547 as well as public memorials dedicated to those who perished
during the 2010 earthquake, known as Goudougoudou. Such reflective surfaces reach out
to the spirits (known as the Lwa in Haitian Vodou) through a language of “reversals” that
words alone do not convey.
Southwestern Congo similarly shares a notable tradition of paying homage to the
spirits through works that include mirrors and reflective surfaces. Particularly in the
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minkisi/bankisi statues that take the shape of humans or anthropomorphic spirits, it is not
unusual to see small glass shards polished and placed in the center of the stomach. Often
these reflective bits of glass protect and conceal sacred medicines used to activate the
ritual art form, as the mirror works to directly invoke spirits from the other world.548
When positioned as the eyes of the nkisi, mirrors serve as an extra sensory agent for the
figurine to see into the opaque world of the spirits and to perform work in this world with
greater insight and clarity.549 The persistent presence of mirrors, glass, and reflective
surfaces embedded within these various media provides a glimpse into an invisible world
of unseen entities, invoking what art historian Robert Farris Thompson so aptly called a
“flash of the spirit.”550
There also remains an impressive legacy of the omens that mirrors relay in
Central Africa and the Caribbean. Traditionally within Haitian society and in Vodou
communities551 in particular, it is said that when a mirror cracks or splinters, a loved one
is departing from the world of the living, or alternatively, returning from the land of
ancestors and spirits underneath the ocean, known as Afrik Ginen552. For this reason, it is
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important to note the prominence of broken bits of mirror and glass used in so many
Haitian art forms that salute the spirits and commemorate the dead. Among banganga
ngombo in southwestern Congo, mirrors transmit messages between the visible world of
humans and the invisible world of spirits.553 When anointed by palm wine, the chosen
beverage of the ancestors, the mirror serves as a pair of otherworldly eyes and ears; with
a heightened sense of intuition activated by the surface of the reflective glass, healers and
diviners obtain the power to convey information that otherwise would be imperceptible to
the human senses of this world. Within numerous religious communities, much
importance has also been attributed to mirrors in their respective capacities as tools for
divination, reflectors of positive light or refractors of negative energy and also as
embodiments of spirit presences.
In both instances of mirror traditions, an exchange takes place between the world
of mortals on earth and the spirit realm world.554 For many devotees then, the reflective
surface of mirrors represents a point of access into the realm that cannot be seen without
heightened spiritual sight, the home of the afterlife where all elders will eventually return,
and from where all infants ultimately emerge. As evidenced in so many reflective ritual
objects—the looking glass as the sacred implement of certain spirits555, divination mirrors
used to announce spirit travel between realms, and ornate art mosaics which glint and
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shimmer in the light—mirrors produce dynamic accounts of Vodou and Congolese
religious expression. Ultimately, these multi-faceted functions of mirrors in central Haiti
and southwestern Congo offer great insight into different ways of seeing, perceiving, and
intuiting knowledge from the invisible world.
Many Western journalists and even certain researchers interpret rites of divination
as illusory acts and at times describe these rituals as superstitious.556 In fact, the act of
divination is rarely as simple as “fortune telling.” In such a session, clients have the
opportunity to voice concerns or apprehensions about particular difficulties in their life,
and can freely express dreams and longings that otherwise may not be spoken aloud.
With ancestors providing insight, diviners advise their clients to pursue courses of action
that allow them to gain a greater command over their lives.
Moreover, rites of divination express a universal human yearning to know not
simply what, but why. As sociologist Gaston Mwene Batende has asserted, healing rituals
provide another component of diagnosis often left unexplained by Western medicine (see
conclusion). In particular, he notes that certain “existential anxieties” may best be
addressed through ritual healing traditions.557 Haitians and Congolese citizens are neither
unique nor exceptional in their wish to foresee potential pitfalls or become alert to
possible fruitful encounters—in their desire to break free from unhealthy patterns and
556
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relationships and to establish modes of mindful living. Indeed, it is only by placing
certain artistic forms, mortuary arts, and divination rites in a broader, comparative
context that we might replace these notions of “superstitions” with more complex
understandings of Haitian and Congolese religious rites of counsel and guidance.558
Reflecting on the ritual inclusion of reflective surfaces in divination rites or public
art forms provides an opportunity to think critically about the ways that mirrors work to
reflect, attract, house, and channel sacred entities. In this chapter, I offer several readings
of the religious importance of Congolese and Haitian mirrors in particular, and consider
the use of mirrors in other regions of the Black Atlantic more generally. I begin by first
examining the notion of mirrors and reflective waters as a mythic geography, a realm
beneath the ocean that Haitian Vodouizan refer to as the cosmic homeland Afrik Ginen,
and a site for initiations for Congolese healers underneath the rivers, in elima ya maza
(the world under the water). Secondly, I consider the use of mirrors as portals to
otherworldly dimensions, and examine their inclusion in sacred art forms as “eyes” which
function in both visible and invisible realms. Lastly, notions of “brokenness” and a ritual
studies analysis of shattered mirrors help us to identify the way that fragmented pieces
may comprise a newly negotiated whole. Ultimately, this chapter considers how the ritual
use of mirrors accompanies rites of divination and initiates contact with the ancestors and
spirits of a world visible primary to those with a sense of spiritual sight. Though not
typically used for divination purposes in Haiti, and not necessarily indicative of a spirit
“passing through” in Congo, it is critical that we regard these divinatory practices as part
558
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of a wider cultural philosophy in Africana religions that seeks the counsel of ritual
specialists, spirits, and ancestors (at times referred to as “the living dead” 559). Through
the narrative of one particular patient in Kikwit, southwestern Congo, and the
examination of particular mirror mosaic art forms in Haiti, I assert that these reflective
surfaces present a tireless reminder about the omnipresence of ancestral spirits in
everyday life and the importance of sustaining lines of communication between worlds.

Underwater’s Mythic Geography
Where do spirits live? In considering the ritual power of mirrors, we must begin
with the reflective aspects of water— including the complications of their rippled
reflection. Kimberley Patton suggests that within the scope of human evolution—as
experienced from fishy presence, to amphibious creature and, later, land mammal—all of
us long for our primordial home in the sea.560 This can certainly be observed in the myths
and rituals of African descended populations in the Americas. As Africans were
transported over the ocean during the TransAtlantic Slave Trade, many of their spirits,
ritual traditions, and religious beliefs crossed with them. Though these philosophies and
cultural modalities would encounter significant transformation over the course of history
in the Americas561, it is important to recognize notable parallels in Black Atlantic
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cosmologies.562 This is especially true with regard to notions of a spirit realm being
located in a reflective surface, within or underneath water.
Portrayals of water and spirits of rivers and the sea constitute a recurring element
in many sacred and public art works of the Black Atlantic.563 Of particular note, these
works frequently include creative allusions to mirrors as corresponding reflective
surfaces, and often depict worlds on the other side. In Vodou, the realm of Afrik Ginen
underneath the ocean and the Congolese world within the river known as elima ya maza
might best be understood as what I call a mythic geography. Historian of religion Davíd
Carrasco describes Chicanos’ spirit home Aztlan as a ritually powerful site, which,
through the recounting of mythic epic narratives, has become as familiar to community
members as any physical sacred space.564 In both the cases of Aztlan for Chicanos and
Afrik Ginen for Vodouizan, this locus of origin is not simply one of birth, but of
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birthright, death and ritual center.565 As Danticat further explains the importance of this
birthplace, she notes that, “Ginen stands in for all of Africa… an ideological continent
which, if it cannot welcome the returning bodies of its lost children, is more than happy
to welcome back their spirits.”566 In this way, Afrik Ginen doubles not only as the
spiritual realm below the waters, but also as embodiments of Mother Africa and the
ancestral homeland itself. Just as so many Haitian diaspora communities abroad in
Canada, France, and the United States make plans to be buried in their Ayiti chérie, their
beloved Haiti, Vodouizan similarly understand that their departed souls will find their
way “home” to Ginen, the physical place and spirit realm from whence they first entered
this world.567 Religiously speaking then, it made sense that such underwater spirits would
be sure to follow the shadows of slave ships carrying their devotees to another side of the
world.
In particular, citizens from the ancient Kongo Kingdom understood that the
ancestors and the unborn lived beneath the waters in a realm known as Kalûnga.568 Today
in southwestern Congo, there are several residences of the spirits, most notably below the
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earth where the ancestors reside (known as nsi ya bafwa in KiKongo, literally world of
the dead), or, in the case of river spirits known as BaSimbi (Lingala, BiSimbi in
KiKongo) or Lasiren, they live in the water of surrounding rivers, in a realm known as
elima ya maza.569 As Martínez-Ruiz explains, “Bisîmbi spirits are manifestations of the
universal power of Kalûnga, or the materialization of the power of God.”570 People
further maintain that the river spirits, most notably Mami Wata and Tata Wata, can
capture a person and take them below the river, a site where, at times, healers’ initiations
may take place.571 In parallel fashion, Mende nations of Sierra Leone historically
understood women’s initiation rites to be held in a sacred grove they called Kpanguima,
which was situated underwater. As art historian Sylvia Ardyn Boone has explained,
“Kpanguima . . . is a world apart . . . [the women say] The kpanguima is not of this earth
but is located in the paradise of the river depths where spirits enjoy a divine existence of
beauty and peace.”572
As an island nation still largely dependent on the sea for its livelihood, it makes
great sense that Haiti’s mythic geography is located underneath the all-powerful ocean. In
contrast, the Democratic Republic of Congo possesses only a small outlet to the Atlantic
Ocean, and in many ways, it is really a nation of rivers. Situated at the mouth of the
Kwilu and Kwango Rivers, Kikwit is a city with tremendous life surrounding river
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culture. For many in Kikwit, the spirits of the river inhabit a world with different
governing principles. These spirits are particularly active during rainfall, and as such,
certain healing ceremonies cannot take place on a day that has rained (nor on a night that
was preceded by a day of rain), as the river spirits Lasiren hold fast to those who are
spiritually vulnerable, including patients (see Chapter 5).573 The spirits known as Mami
Wata and Tata Wata rarely leave their domain underneath the river, but when they do, it
is often because they have found a mortal who has agreed to devote herself or himself as
the spirit’s lover in exchange for material wealth.574 These chosen lovers (men claimed
by Mami Wata, women by Tata Wata) may exhibit strange behavior, speaking as if to a
partner when it appears that no one else is in the room—if one is not cautious, these
mortals can be taken captive by the river spirits and taken to live beneath the river for
eternity.575 Other healers explain that their own initiations took place within this river
world, and that it was here that the spirits taught them about the use of medicinal plants
and ritual ceremonies.576 This may reveal why mirrors communicate so effectively with
the ancestors and spirits in divination ceremonies: spirits may very well recognize this
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mirror as a translation of human messages into their own language of reflections and
refracted images.
Of critical importance, we must also remind ourselves that bodies of water likely
served as humans’ first concept of “mirror.” Making the connection between the spirit
world and water, humans came to associate spirits with a downward divine realm, as
bodies of water are most frequently ground-oriented, such as lakes, oceans, rivers, ponds
and even waterfalls, which cascade downwards. Archaeologists and cultural historians
Elizabeth Wayland Barber and Paul T. Barber offer key insight into this downward
association, noting that, “when you gaze into pools of water—the first reflective surfaces
known to humans—there are the doubles, staring back up from below.”577 This must have
produced a startling realization for early humans that while reflections may reveal one’s
physical presence, they ultimately cannot represent one’s essence (as a reflection may be
altered or transfigured with a splash or a ripple). In this way, mirrors and bodies of water
act as a reflection as well as an extension of the self578—the embodiment of a spiritual
self located in the “primordial home” of an ocean’s, river’s, or mirror’s reflective surface.
Such a reflection, inverted in form, quietly demands attention as a peculiarly familiar face
peering back at us from below.
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Anba Do Miwa579 / The World Behind the Mirror
What does the world of spirits look like? In several traditions of Central Africa
and the Caribbean, both mirrors and water serve as divination tools in ritual settings. One
such example is the mpaka of Cuban Palo, a Kongo derived tradition of Cuba. Described
as “a horn of mystic vision,”580 the mpaka is comprised of a bullhorn filled with sacred
medicine, and at times may be ornately decorated with beadwork.581 When the horn is
topped with a mirror (suggesting its links with Central African minkisi,582 the mpaka
becomes vititi mensu/menso, which may evocatively translate to “leaves-in-the-eyes,” 583
an appropriate title for a newly indoctrinated healer and ritual specialist.
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Traditionally, the mpaka or vititi mensu is revealed to the new initiate following
her welcome into the spiritual community. In this moment of self-actualization, the
mirror functions as both witness and reflection of her beginning life anew.584 As
anthropologist Stephan Palmié explains, “Like water gazing, possession trance, and other
forms of contemporary Bantu-Cuban divination, the mpaka or the vititi mensu reveals
intelligence unavailable to the normal sensory range of its user. It is used, e.g., to monitor
the nfumbi’s [new initiate] progress when sent out on mystical errands or to enable the
tata nganga [priest] to see with the spirit’s eyes.” 585 In this way, the mirror becomes a
pair of otherworldly, ancestral eyes and a divinatory implement as it performs the role of
a mystic body of water. Cuban photographer Marta María Pérez Bravo creates dream-like
self-portraits as a divine entity. In her work Ver y Creer, her body becomes a receptacle
of medicines and mirrors. The vititi mensu pictured is also doubled, as her hand serves as
a host of divine goods, and is also adorned with an mpaka-like addendum.
Divination is hardly as simple as “fortune telling,” and may be performed by a
priest, priestess, diviner, or the spirits themselves. In a divining session, clients may voice
concerns about life difficulties, and can express certain longings that otherwise may not
be spoken aloud. Music historian María Teresa Vélez describes the ritual divination
system of the mpaka, which is “…read by filling the mirror with smoke soot from a
candle and proceeding to interpret the various shapes that are formed.” 586 With ancestral
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insight, diviners advise clients to pursue action that allows them to exercise greater
command over their lives. Examining these divination arts in a broad, comparative
context reveals the depth of religious rites of counsel and guidance.
Interestingly, Maman Malobo explains that in her own rituals, the mirror itself
relays the messages of the ancestors who have been invoked. This presents a fascinating
meditation on the purposes of mirrors—to reflect and refract, to connect and even correct
(as we adjust ourselves accordingly when examining our reflection). It is worth
considering what happens, however, when gazing into the mirror allows a diviner to see
not simply a reflection of self, but to see and hear one’s ancestral lineage. These
members of one’s lineage that are “depicted” or “housed” in the mirror, in effect, become
the real diviners. Here, it may be helpful to turn to Kimberley Patton’s description of the
paradoxical act of the ancient Greek gods performing sacrifice, pouring libations or
burning incense—that is, gods enacting ritual—as “divine reflexivity.” As she explains,
such an act reveals the way in which gods and humans exist in relational exchanges, do ut
des “I give so that you shall give [in return].”587 This serves as yet another example of the
way that the spirits and humans (as well as their intermediaries, we might add) enter into
contractual relationships. Though there exist notable distinctions between the almighty
spirits themselves and the sacred implements that enact ritual work, we might understand
ritual objects as occupying critical points on this reciprocal divine parabola. In his work
on AfroCuban prendas or ngangas in Palo, anthropologist Todd Ramón Ochoa notes that
the sacred vessels act as “agents of association… in that they connect the living to the
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dead, and the living to one another, in complex feedback loops of becoming.”588 These
examples of reciprocal divine parabolas or feedback loops of becoming suggest that
ritual arts mediate realms of the living and the dead in a never-ending cycle of exchange.
Such sacred arts—and the divining mirror in particular—embody a “divine reflexivity” in
their enactment of ritual and their relational exchange with humans and spirits of the
invisible world.
Meditating on the mirror as a “residence” of the spirits leads us to consider yet
another critical component of Africana spirit realms: their extraordinary physical
dimensions and distinct properties of time. Barber and Barber explain a widespread
global belief that divine entities occupy domains with reflective surfaces such as water
and mirrors because these milieux are a divine inversion of the material world.589
Describing the landscape of spiritual worlds, historian of religion Mircea Eliade has
noted that, “the otherworld [serves] as an inverted image of this world. Everything takes
place as it does here, but in reverse… In the underworld, rivers flow backward to their
sources.”590 Comparably, Congolese religion scholar Simon Bockie and American
anthropologist Wyatt MacGaffey reveal that historically, BaKongo communities
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understood the spirit realm of Kalûnga to be a reversed reality of the physical world.591
Just as a mirror reveals what appears to be the inverse of the action taken (you raise your
right arm, the reflection raises its left), the realm of spirits mimics the world of mortals,
as the spirits witness one action and subsequently perform the inverse. Noting the
common theme of this spiritual “inversion theme” in popular Western culture, the
Barbers cite examples from, “the superstitions that breaking a mirror is bad luck (mirrors
‘collect’ spirits) to fortune-telling with crystal balls (which transmit images both upside
down and backwards).”592 What then, strikes us as different about Africana cultural
perceptions of mirrors as spirit domains? One distinction that becomes clear is that while
European mirrors seem to “collect” spirits in reflective surfaces (as if swept up along the
way), many Black Atlantic communities regard reflective surfaces as a familiar residence
of spirits or ancestral beings.
In this upside down world of divinities in Congo and Haiti, it is not simply the
visual landscape that is reversed, but also notions of time that are expanded and relaxed.
Indeed, spirit time runs on its own mystic clock, often incomprehensible to humans!
Barber and Barber offer key insight here, noting that the spirit world serves as “a realm
reversed in space and time (day/night) as well as function.”593 Ochoa’s594 work on Palo
mortuary rites echoes these sentiments about time reversal in the ancestral realm of
Kalûnga, a world parallel to Haiti’s Ginen. In particular, Ochoa explains that when the
591
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santera (priestess) Isidra seeks an answer to a problem of either spiritual or physical
dimensions, she typically receives messages late at night from her ancestors. This timepattern follows Kongo religious logic, as the ancestors become most active during
mortals’ nighttime; indeed, must be dark when the spirits regain alertness and interact
most often with their spiritual children and devotees.595
Similarly among Vodouizan and Congolese religious healers, nighttime is
regarded as a most vulnerable and (spi)ritually potent time. Ceremonies often take place
at night or before dawn, and certain offerings made to the spirits may occur only during
this time.596 Interestingly, much of the scholarship suggests that nighttime ceremonies
were conducted at this time for reasons of secrecy and security from the state. However,
drawing from the work of Kimberley Patton597 who encourages scholars to move beyond
religious reductionism (see introduction), I maintain that it is equally probable that
nighttime ceremonies have proven the ideal time to commune with spirits who grow most
dynamic as the energy of the mortal world fades.
We might liken this exchange of sagely advice from spirit to devotee as the
counsel of time-travel—messages in a bottle that arrive perhaps generations later, sent by
ancestors who have refused to forget their kin, despite their distance in other dimensions.
These instances of exchange we might refer to as “ritual time,” which Patton poignantly
describes as a moment during which “the mythical past and ritual present collapse.”598 In
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this instance, the past becomes more tenable and the future becomes more accessible.
Within Vodou communities, the lines of communication between Ginen and the mortal
world may be open, but translations must occur, as the dead tend to speak in proverbs and
riddles, as well as winks and gestures.599 Among diviners in Kikwit, the ancestors
typically relay their divinatory responses through rhythmic song, their lyrics pregnant
with meaning and audible only to those initiated devotees whose senses have been
awakened to perceive messages from invisible speakers.600 In this way, mirrors and water
reflect the self and extensions of the self, which have been inverted in spiritual form.
Such an experience of simultaneously regarding the self and the other in one’s reflection
ultimately grants access to multiple generations, including those unfamiliar faces who
peer back at us knowingly, and who witness our own lives and transformations across
eras of ritual time.
Remarkably, the reflective surfaces of mirrors and sacred waters represent
possibilities for contact that spans a family’s lineage and generations of time. Here,
Eliade speaks to the depth of water’s ritual powers, noting, “The Waters also express the
undifferentiated, the pre-formed, the unmanifested. The act of manifestation is signified
by the emergence from the waters.”601 In this layered interpretation, Eliade establishes the
primal importance of reflective surfaces as regions of divine energy and ritual potential.
This establishes primal waters as site of origin, residence, and time-continuum of parallel
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beings: the not-yet-birthed as well as the living-dead. This reveals a pattern in several
Africana traditions602 that regard ancestors and the unborn as parallel beings and coinhabitants of the afterlife and spirit world. However, unlike churning ocean water and
rushing rivers, the permanence of mirrors permits a remarkably consistent view into the
world of ancestors and spirits. And, as we shall see, this may at least partially explain
mirrors’ continued presence in Black Atlantic communities as modes of initiating contact
with the living dead.

The “Flash” of the Invisible World
How do spirits speak? A most important element to consider in investigating the
ritual importance of mirrors is the way in which they convey messages from spirits to
mortal devotees. I consider the “flash” of mirrors firstly, as signals of alertness and
heightened vision and secondly, as gateways to the sacred realm of ancestors and spirits.
This appears particularly true with the reflective surfaces of ritual art forms from Central
Africa and the African Americas. It is important to note that much sacred art from the
Black Atlantic portrays spirit and humans crossing the threshold of mortal and divine
realms. We might then consider how mirrors create powerful moments of transformation
and transcendence for humans as well as spirits visiting from the unseen world.
602
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Mirrors frequently adorn ritual objects that include nkisi603, sacred medicine, and
at times, they can be included in the fashioning of pakèt kongo as well. As Thompson
explains mirrors’ ritual work in Suriname, he states, “Indeed, both Paramaribo traditional
healers and Ndjuká Kumanti healers embed mirrors in sculpture as instruments of mystic
surveillance.”604 These eyes see with hyper-clarity not only that which transpires in the
material world, but also provide glimpses of vision into the spirit realm. MacGaffey
corroborates these assertions and further discusses how a figure maybe animated with a
mirror “flash” to represent eyesight: “The ‘eyes’ of many minkisi take the form of mirrors
fixed on their bodies, which enable a diviner to ‘see’ the direction from which danger
comes. In a mirror one is both observed and observer, but to look in a mirror is to see
something that is not there but elsewhere.”605 This presents an interesting problem of
subjecthood: certainly we know who is “real” in this material world of ours, but the
mirror’s refracted light may also play furtive games, hiding and seeking with particular
spirit energies that it seeks to attract or deflect.
If mirrors function as instruments to initiate contact between the living and the
dead, their “flash” might equally be understood as a heightened sensorial experience.
When Congolese healers interpret images in the mirror, they exhibit a type of
supernatural vision that surpasses the physical boundaries of sight and extends into the
“sixth sense” of intuition (see Figure 6.2). Suzanne Blier considers West African
sculptures adorned with mirrors as having the power to both attract positive energy and
603
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dispel negative energy.606 Discussing the importance of boci
rites, Blier remarks that, “Boci

607

vessels in divination

sculptures which function in these or related divination

contexts are said to be distinguished frequently by their inclusion of mirrors. These are
intended to aid the work both in ‘seeing’ danger and in ‘turning it back.’”608 As a
reservoir of spiritual power, these mirrors act as watchful eyes that counter the forces of
negative energies and absorb positive energy for the client who has sought out ritual
protection or alternatively, divine retaliation.
Thompson echoes these thoughts about mirrors as envoys between realms, stating,
“Flash and light are equally effective weapons in the war against spiritual loss or
misadventure.”609 Positioned squarely on the surface of minkisi, mirrors act as both
watchful eyes as well as countering forces to malevolent energies. In their examination of
Black Atlantic yard work, anthropologists Grey Gundaker and Judith McWillie note the
crinkling of silver foil often left on African American gravesites. They explain that this
metallic effect produces a “flash” of brilliant light and suggests dynamic movement,
which “also brings it into the orbit of references to water… the Jordan River over which
the Christian soul crosses to Heaven [for Black Americans], and in earlier times the
passage over, under, and across the water of the Atlantic ocean, the Niger River, the
Bantu Kalunga water, and a host of local sacred springs, streams and lakes.”610 In this
way, a mirror’s “flash” implies motion and movement between worlds, and announces
606
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the arrival of spirit.611 These reflective surfaces function as an extra sense—one that
operates on a combination of mortal senses and intuition—and further serves as a sacred
link for those who work to maintain their connection with the interred (though equally
present) ancestors.
Furthermore, the “flash” of a mirror that one witnesses in walking past a reflective
surface might also be understood as an encounter between worlds. Maya Deren has
remarked that the mirror serves as meeting point for the living and the “living dead.” She
muses thoughtfully that mirrors embody the most intangible aspects of the invisible
world, noting, “The metaphor for the mirror’s depth is the cross-roads … a figure for the
intersection of the horizontal plane, which is this mortal world, by the vertical plane, the
metaphysical axis, which plunges into the mirror.” 612 This plunging of the metaphysical
axis into the horizontal plane provides insight into the way that mirrors factored into
religious initiations across the Black Atlantic.
Material culture historian Benjamin Goldberg explains that in “ancient” Kongo613,
initiates in training for indigenous priesthood were presented with a mirror and a set of
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bones. Students were expected to use the mirror to develop one’s sense of perception and
describe the features of the bones’ original owner. These remains would have belonged to
the spirits of people whom initiates could in no way have known (as they had long since
journeyed to the spirit realm), and as Goldberg contends, “[otherwise] he was not allowed
to proceed with the remaining tests awaiting him before initiation.”614 This is not unlike
the Mbiri-Bwiti tradition of Fang nations in Equatorial Guinea where new initiates
participate in vision quests after ingesting the hallucinogenic plant eboga615 and later, are
presented with a mirror in which they must perceive the visage of an ancestral figure.616
Today, mirrors continue to play the role of “witness” to new initiations. In the early
stages of initiation for a number of Africana traditions—especially within Yorùbá
traditions such as Nigerian Ifá Orisa, Brazilian Candomblé, and Cuban Lukumí or
Santería—mirrors will typically be covered in one’s home as initiates become vulnerable
to spirit contact.617

reflective objects quickly became integrated into various sectors of life, as mirrors served as one of many
popular trade goods purchased by Africans during the TransAtlantic Slave Trade between the 16th and 18th
centuries. For more on other such luxury goods such as guns, knives, beads and textiles exchanged during
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Deren further notes that in Haiti, even primary modes of interaction with the spirits
model those of reflective surfaces.618 She notes, “The mirror is the metaphor for the
cosmography of Haitian myth. The loas [spirits] are addressed as mirror images and
summoned by references to a mirrored surface… ”.619 The Lwa are served, saluted and act
themselves in mirror terms, so that when a spirit ritually mounts an houngan or manbo,
devotees directly face the spirit in order to “repeat” the hand gestures and foot patterns of
the visiting god.620 Haitians respectfully approach the Lwa as if advancing towards elders:
with much reverence and a wry sense of humor. Most importantly, every ritual step taken
is performed in mirror fashion. In this way, mirrors provide personal access to Ginen, the
world of the dead and the ancestors, thereby offering a source of communication through
mystic translation.

Tell Me the Name
II

The patient wants Maman Malobo to reveal the name of the offender. She is

reluctant to do so, and they verbally spar for the next several minutes, as the patient
grows increasingly frustrated. Someone in his family wants him killed, has sent negative
energy his way, and he knows this. He received corroborative information from another
nganga ngombo (indigenous priestess and diviner) in his own village, and he’s come all
this way to seek the advice of another ritual specialist. Through the divination of the first
nganga ngombo, he had even been able to determine the name of the wrongdoer. As
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such, the patient wants Maman Malobo to confirm the culprit’s identity so that he might
properly deal with the situation. Maman Malobo refuses again. He offers, perhaps she
can’t name the offender? Perhaps she is unable to do so, and, as such, is not as powerful
as her recommenders had suggested? Unfazed, Maman Malobo replies again simply, No.
The patient changes tactics—the court system will not try matters of kindoki621,
they will not stand for accusations of evil doing, and so he must take matters into his own
hands. This time, Maman Sumbu joins in the chorus, and notes that there is no point
trying to identify the name of the culprit if the reason he came is to seek a remedy for the
problem. This should be his main objective. Maman Malobo also mentions that if they
were to begin calling the name of the culprit, the young girl apprentice, still young
enough to be vulnerable to spirits, would likely pass out~ such an act would be too
dangerous for her. Finally, Papa Stèv steps in and offers that it’s true that the tribunal
would not hear a case accusing someone of kindoki, so the patient might as well follow
the counsel of Maman Malobo, and focus on the healing that the banganga ngombo (pl.)
are offering.
Muttering something under his breath, the patient storms out of the divination
room, exiting the house with his friend. I think this means that he has angrily gotten up
and left, and I’m quite surprised by the turn the ceremony has taken. I hadn’t expected to
see someone leave a divination session, but perhaps, I thought, he had found the results
that upsetting. Noting the lull in the ceremony, I ask how the patient had learned about
Maman Malobo in the first place, and the priestesses reply that someone had told him
621

Kindoki may be defined as negative energy, and any spiritual force that that causes harm to others. It
may be either intentional (someone deliberately intending to cause harm) or unintentional (through acts of
repressed anger or jealousy), though in the patient’s case here, it was likely a deliberate act of negativity.
See glossary for more insight.
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about a powerful nganga ngombo in Kikwit—her name was Maman Marie Malobo. I
take a few pictures of the sacred objects at the women’s feet, and ask some clarifying
questions about his reasons for coming at this particular time, and their guesses as to what
he had hoped to find here in the way of answers in Kikwit.
After several moments, Maman Malobo looks out of the window furtively and
lowers her voice, leaning in to explain the real reason that she will not reveal the name of
the perpetrator: the patient is too aggressive, too volatile. She can’t be certain that he
won’t try to exact revenge on his own terms, which would be dangerous for everyone
involved. The healers don’t trust him to take the name of the culprit and pursue his own
healing independently, leaving behind ideas of pursuing his own justice. We nod
knowingly, and agree—of all the patients that we had seen at Maman Malobo’s house, he
seemed the least predictable, and the most headstrong. Later I wondered whether this was
in part as he was the first patient we had encountered who had sought out the diviner’s
counsel specifically for kutempa, a ritual ceremony to determine the cause of a
mysterious death. The patient had not come weakened with his own physical ailment, but
rather had come impassioned with a spiritual condition—and he was determined to find
the reason for his three uncles’ deaths, and his brother’s grave condition. It was easy to
imagine the precariousness of a quick-tempered, stubborn man angered by one too many
mysterious deaths in his family.
Following this exchange, unexpectedly (at least to me), the patient and his friend
return and take their seats in the divination room. Apparently, they had gone to cool
down. With the patient notably calmer now, Maman Malobo quietly mentions that
revealing the name of the culprit and following through with what the patient had
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intimated he had come here for—to initiate the culprit’s death—would create an added
risk to his own life. In the event that the offending family member was an ndoki (one who
causes harm) himself, the perpetrator would have very likely identified the patient’s face
in his own nzungu ya ntoto, or in his own ancestral mirror, and used this image of the
patient to cause him harm. In such an instance, if Maman Malobo and Maman Sumbu
were to go ahead and end the offender’s life through the ditensi, the mirror, the patient’s
own life would be in danger as well. Destroying the life of the offender would result in
the imminent destruction of all of the ndoki’s ritual objects, and the patient might find
himself following the fate of his lost uncles. This, the patient seems to understand. After
several exchanges and more teasing about what he needs to do versus what he would like
to do, he finally agrees that most importantly, he must find out the next steps he needs to
take. He motions for Maman Malobo to continue, and she takes a swig of palm wine,
pouring the remains of the now-almost empty pitcher over the still-wet mirror and now
soaked diwuka.

Fashioning Brokenness
What happens in the event of rupture? It should be noted that in southwestern
Congo, the mirror can be used both to determine the cause of someone’s death in a
divination ceremony known as kutempa in KiKongo. The divination rite can only be
performed by an especially skilled nganga ngombo, one with especially clear sight into
the invisible world of the bankaka, the ancestors. During this ceremony, which also
involves a kitchaka tchaka or kisangu (ritual rattle), the culprit and/or cause of death
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appears in the mirror to the diviner.622 Such an nganga ngombo also has the power to end
this person’s life. Using what is called un point in French (meaning a point, an arrow,
which may be a pen or pencil, or anything with a sharp end), the diviner strikes the mirror,
resulting in the termination of the identified person’s life.623 Though Maman Malobo
remained firm in her refusal to reveal the offender’s name to the patient, later, I could not
help but wonder what might have transpired with a different healer. In our very first
interview with Maman Sumbu, for instance, she had identified herself as a specialist of
kutempa. Had the patient gone to see Maman Sumbu at her own compound, and had
Maman Malobo instead been the invited priestess, might she have been more willing to
conduct such a rite to end the criminal’s life?
Similarly across the Atlantic, many ritual priests in Haiti quietly note the use of
mirrors to seek justice and end a perpetrator’s life, though most healers insist that they
refuse to pursue such action unless positively certain of the accused’s culpability.624 In
this way, a shattered mirror, or one that has been “targeted” as a pwen, alludes to the
notion that brokenness can serve its own retributive justice, depending on the agent in
power. Interestingly, perhaps the second most frequent use of mirrors (particularly
broken ones) is the ritual art tradition of the Bizango, an initiatory society long
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considered to be linked with the “dark forces” of Vodou. Rachel Beauvoir-Dominique
expels this mythology, noting that part of the historical uneasiness with Bizango emerges
from true accounts of their importance as tenacious revolutionary soldiers, many of
whom developed skills in the art of poison used against colonial masters during the war
for independence.625 Many Bizango initiates credit the depth of their ritual knowledge to
dreams and exchanges they experience with the spirits; appropriately then, BeauvoirDominique points to the key role of mirrors for transmitting messages to society
members, as she explains, “The mirrors integrated into numerous Bizango pake are
associated with the spirit world. Protective channels, they connect that world with the
world of humans.” 626 This use of mirrors becomes especially noteworthy in the work of
Port-au-Prince artist Ronald Edmond (see Figure 6.3), who specializes in drapo (sacred,
sequined flags), boutèy (ritually beaded bottles), and large Bizango statues627 (at times
referred to as gàd).
In his commissioned ritual arts and statues for the society, Edmond notes the
persistent color themes of red and black, and acknowledges the common ritual inclusion
of mirrors on gàd. Resembling artistic representations of the Lwa Bosou (the bull spirit
especially sacred to the society628), Bizango statues typically include a crown of fabric-
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dreams. Interview by author with Ronald Edmond, October 5, 2015. Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
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With colors of red and black, Bosou has become a foundational spirit for Bizango society members, and
often their gàd resemble his appearance in color scheme, ferocity, and intensity of gaze.
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wrapped horns—usually two, three or five. Embedded mirrors may adorn the core of gàd
bodies, or be placed on the sleeves of Bizango statues, worn proudly as badges for
previous work accomplished (see Figures 6.4 and 6.5). Other times, mirrors take the
place of eyes, not unlike the hunter figurines minkisi nkondi that have become so widely
recognized as typical of BaKongo ritual arts in museums. These mirrors allow for the
transmission of messages (via dreams), providing a flash of visual “noise” from the
spirits, who may at times insist on avenging justice against wrongdoers in Bizango
societies.629
Such a task of memorializing the dead en masse in respectful, creative fashion
became increasingly urgent following the Haitian earthquake of 2010. One of the most
moving “mausoleums” is the Martissant Park’s mirror-tree memorial near Carrefour in
southern Port-au-Prince (see Figures 6.6 and 6.7).630 The tree is a mapou, a silk
cottonwood tree of great mystic significance for Vodouizan. Suspended from the
branches of the mapou are ten to fifteen sculpted heads made of plaster, cast iron, and
broken pieces of mirror, which gaze hauntingly at visitors reflected in the mirror shards.
Tour guides explain that the Haitian artist, Pascale Monnin, designed the heads to honor
children who perished during the earthquake. As handcrafted mausoleum, the tree
effectively serves as otherworldly graveyard for all of those children who remained
unnamed, unclaimed, at the time of their transition to the spirit realm.
Hundreds of thousands of surviving family members were unable to provide final
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rites for loved ones whose lives had been extinguished during the rupture of the earth and
the splitting open of the cosmos.631 As poet and playwright A-lan Holt poignantly mused,
“I have never seen Haiti, but I have felt more than ever what it feels like to break/ To be
broken, then to break open the universe…”632. Simply the logistics of clearing the rubble
to locate and remove people’s bodies proved impossible for such an under-equipped task
force in Port-au-Prince.633 This act of properly blessing, baptizing, beseeching, dressing,
kissing, caressing, mourning, burying and naming the dead must be understood
religiously and socially speaking as anything but luxury. Rather, these ritual actions
performed for the dead must be regarded as a necessity for all religious communities, if
not a basic human right in particular for devotees of Africana religions such as Vodou.
These burial rites and memorials allow devotees—whom I refer to as religious
citizens634—to stabilize the universe following the ricochets of natural disaster; such
rituals enable a community to assure ancestors that they will be taken care of as tenderly
as possible by the family members who could not protect them from (super)natural
disasters, negligence of the state, or inadequacies of foreign interventions.635
The notion of broken mirrors possessing prophetic, regenerative, or destructive
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properties suggests far more than an irrational or naïve belief. Indeed, what happens
when glass shatters, when a human soul departs from the mortal world to enter the spirit
realm, or when a spirit returns here to earth from the world of ancestors? Goldberg offers
several explanations in his study of world traditions and “superstitions” surrounding the
fracturing of mirrors. In much of 18th and 19th century Europe for instance, the reason for
seven years’ bad luck after breaking a mirror stemmed from the idea that the reflection
one sees in the glass is actually one’s soul. Goldberg elaborates on the implications of
such an infraction, describing, “This [brokenness] angers the indwelling spirit so much,
because it has been hurt, that it takes vengeance on the offender by punishing him…”636
In this way, the spirit of the mirror itself curses the culprit, and there are only a few ways,
ritually speaking, to make amends with the looking glass, and ultimately, with one’s self.
Appropriately, Goldberg asserts that one ritual practice to end the curse of a
broken mirror involved a ritual conducted by the river. African Americans in certain parts
of the U.S. South would bury shattered mirror fragments in the earth, or alternatively
throw the shards of glass into a river637—as such, one dynamic, reflective surface begets
another. This highlights the Black Atlantic notion that new growth might sprout from the
earth where brokenness has been buried.638 Further, this example calls attention to the
Africana religious concept that a body of water might welcome a kindred spirit in the
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form of a shattered, reflective surface. Indeed, a fracturing process does not prevent
pieces from becoming a whole. On the other hand, a shattered mirror, or a mirror that has
been “targeted” as a point, alludes to the notion that brokenness can serve its own
retributive justice, depending on the agent in power. In this way, a mirror often reveals
more than its reflection, and a shattered mirror indicates far more than impaired vision.
In losing a loved one to the other world, one’s reality and worldview shatters in
this life. The patient’s loss of three uncles, and his near loss of his only remaining brother,
had affected him profoundly, and had clearly ignited a fire in him to restore justice to his
side of the divided family. Seeking Maman Malobo’s assistance and guidance, he hoped
the divination would yield some concrete answers to this spiritual imbalance caused by
kindoki and provide an effectual solution for the unresolved conflict between family
members. In this sense, ritual mirror work serves a critical role in restoring order, balance,
and rhythm to the world by determining the why of a particular illness, death, or
catastrophe. Through the act of mirror divination, banganga ngombo help to mediate an
individual’s experience of pain, their agitated states of grief, mourning, and even, desire
for revenge.

Nkunga ya Bankaka / Song of the Ancestors
III

In their last song, the women’s stirring harmony returns. Maman Sumbu keeps a

steady rhythm with the metal bell, and Maman Malobo maintains a faster paced tempo
with the kitchaka tchaka, likely filled with beans, seeds, or stones to make a percussive
sound. Maman Sumbu has a rich tone in her song, an alto perhaps, while Maman Malobo
sings a higher soprano pitch. During this last session, the women begin and stop singing
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three times, seeking more insight and more clarity from the patient as well as from the
responding ancestors. All the while during their harmonizing, Maman Malobo continues
to adjust the mirror on top of the money, tipping the reflective glass from side to side, and
pouring more palm wine into the nzungu ya ntoto.
Now that he has asked specifics about the ritual remedy, and also paid a bit more
diwuka as payment, Maman Malobo details a few things that the patient must do. She
explains that the angered family member and offender has sent a foudre (nzasi) to his
house—an extremely powerful negative energy force that is stationed in his house. Such
a negative force comes in the form of lightning when it rains, and manifests itself in some
type of beast, perhaps a frog, rooster, goat, pigeon, dog, or at times a hen’s egg, but never
in a material object, always some living entity. There are three things that will need to be
done in order to disrupt the spell. The first two involve the divining healers’ direct
action—the third will be his own responsibility. In order for them to call forth this foudre
and stop it from harming him and the rest of his family, Maman Malobo and Maman
Sumbu must first begin by making a visit to his home in the village. The ceremony
cannot be performed here in Kikwit. There, they will conduct a cleansing rite for his
home and destroy the destructive force lodged there. Secondly, the priestesses will need
to erect a protective spiritual barrier around him, so that he cannot be harmed by future
attacks on his life.
The third task will require family buy-in. Part of the reason for the family feud
was disagreement as to who would become the next nfumu, the next clan chieftain.
Certain family members wanted this person, others wanted that one. When the family
finally decided to split, the first side of the family chose their own chieftain, and
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officially introduced him to the community as per ritual custom. The second side of the
family—that of the patient—had never officially presented any of the three chosen uncles
as the new chieftain, and their misfortune was partially due to this neglect of community
rites. The patient’s task then, was to officially announce to the community their newly
chosen leader, and along with the other ritual steps, all would be resolved. For this
counsel and the subsequent ritual work to be done, Maman Malobo informs the patient
that their cost will be 15,000 FC (about $16 U.S. dollars, a more substantial fee) This
does not include the required transport fare for three people (perhaps another 5,00010,000 FC), as they will bring the young girl apprentice, who accompanies Maman
Malobo on almost all of her missions. The patient protests loudly that he has already paid
his own transport fare and that of his friend’s—15,000 FC is simply too much. The two
enter into an amiable squabble, and finally they agree on 12,000 FC. Exasperated, the
patient loudly exclaims, “Jezu [Jesus]!” as if defeated and storms out again. This time, I
anticipate his return, and sure enough, he has gone somewhere to collect more money,
and returns with the required sum.
Later, I ask about the subject of the healers’ song. I inquire as to whether it is one
often used to open the barrier between the visible and invisible worlds. The banganga
ngombo shake their head, no. They explain that the song directly channels the voice of
the patient’s own bankaka as well as Maman Malobo’s ancestors, and that the lyrics in
the ancestral language of KiMbala contain the results of the divination. Early verses
describe a patient’s condition and provide the diagnosis, identifying whether the problem
is one that began in her individual lifetime, or in previous generations. Later verses and
second, third, or fourth songs provide the ritual remedy. The women had known neither
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the rhythm of the song before the ceremony, nor the lyrics of the refrain. The mirror
glinted quietly at their feet, and it occurs to me that I could have never anticipated this
answer.
The patient’s payment signals the close of the ceremony. Maman Malobo has
taken only one to two small sips of palm wine, and hasn’t smoked a single cigarette,
because, as she explains, she doesn’t smoke. The patient had been asked to bring them for
the ancestors, and had someone in the room smoked, they might have lit one in honor of
the spirits, but no one does. The palm wine has been finished, and Maman Sumbu begins
to collect the sacred implements as Maman Malobo stands up to escort the patient out.
Now the only nganga ngombo (in training) left in the circle, the young girl apprentice
turns the mirror over so that its reflective surface touches the cool concrete floor and its
matte black finish stares up at the ceiling. Her motion is simply made, without flourish
but with fixed attention, adjusting the mirror as if carefully hanging up a long distance
phone call.

When Cracks Are Made Whole
Mirrors serve as host to both the familiar and the strange. The brilliance of
bronze and copper reflective disks in India, the polished shine of warriors’ obsidian
blades in ancient Mexico, and the glittering glass shards on African American tombstones
have long played ritual roles of importance in the everyday acts of beautification, the
extraordinary feats of war, and commemorative acts to honor the dead. Indeed, there is
nothing exceptional about Vodouizan and Congolese notions of mirrors as portals to the
invisible world, as mediators between realms, and as prophetic sacred objects that foretell
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news of death and return. Religious communities all over the world perform similar rites
of divination to prepare themselves for such transitions and passage, and to navigate the
earthly world that they inhabit with insight from other realms. In this way, the reflections
of divinatory mirrors and mirror mosaics serve as respectful, ritual salutes to the spirits
and the dead. As sociologist Robert Hertz has remarked, in many indigenous—and
African derived religions especially—death may be more appropriately considered an
initiation rather than a termination of life.639 However, in nations such as Haiti where the
infant mortality rate is 52 per 1,000 births; where one’s probability of dying between 15
and 60 years old is 263/1,000 for men or 221/1,000 for women; and where one’s average
life expectancy may be as low as 64 years;640 in nations such as the Democratic Republic
of Congo where the infant mortality rate is 75 per 1,000 births; where one’s probability of
dying between 15 and 60 years old is 379/1,000 for men or 320/1,000 for women; and
where one’s average life expectancy may be as low as 60 years641, it is understandable—
religiously logical even—that for Vodouizan and Congolese indigenous devotees, the
ancestors, those known and unknown, are so often spotted right around the corner.
Within Black Atlantic religious thought more generally, and Vodou and
Congolese religious beliefs more specifically, these reflective surfaces maintain
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important lines of communication between worlds.642 In southwestern Congo, divination
mirrors allow people to seek guidance and counsel from the invisible world about their
most earthly problems pertaining to the individual body, spirit, and mind, and community
matters that affect wellness in the social sphere. In Haiti, these mirrors are rarely (if at all)
used for divination purposes, as playing cards are more frequently relied upon for this
service. However, Haiti’s mirrors quite often appear in the healing arts of pakèt kongo,
metal ritual arts of Atis Rezistans and Bizango statues, and mortuary arts that pay tribute
to the ancestors as the “living dead”. Within both traditions, mirrors frequently adorn
ritual art forms, catching the light and recording “flash” messages from the spirits, not
unlike the “flash” calls made by loved ones in the newer generations of cell phone users.
By fashioning mosaics of mirrors and broken glass, by including mirrors for eyes in
sculptures or incorporating the reflective sequins of pakèt kongo, we come to recognize
how religious devotees create various paths to the unseen world. These realizations
encourage us to more deeply understand the use of mirror rites in African-derived
communities as methods to orient themselves in a physical world of inevitable mortal
death and to further prepare themselves for an invisible afterlife that offers the possibility
of regeneration. These insights then reveal the respectful, creative approaches Vodouizan
and Congolese devotees take to communicate with the divine, which remains eternally
present, and to pay ritual tribute to the ancestors, whom they eventually will become.

*******
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To Reflect is to Remember
In the first few months of 2011, my Haitian grandmother643 made her passage
from the material world into the realm of Energies. My uncle was shot in a mugging in
Port-au-Prince and had been recovering his ability to walk. A dear friend had decided to
drop out of the first year of his PhD program. I also managed to shatter two, tall
standing mirrors in my room. One broke into bits of jagged pieces on the floor, while the
other remained in its frame, cracked and splayed at its center. To this day, I do not
consider these incidents unrelated.
That spring, I completed a creative piece with my own two broken mirrors,
entitled “Mirrors are Memory-Laden” (see Figure 6.8). In part, I embarked on this artistic
journey with aims to better understand the ritual importance of mirrors and other
reflective surfaces in Africana traditions. This ultimately led to the development of a
larger research project grounded in comparative religion, as I went on to explore Black
Atlantic reflective ritual objects as part of the long historical tradition of sacred healing
arts used in mortuary rites of Haiti and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
In my own creative project with mirrors and through this study, I have come to
regard the inclusion of mirrors in Haitian and Congolese sacred objects and public art as
mode of communion with les invisibles (another name for the spirits), as therapeutic
action, and as a negotiation of new realities. Fundamentally, I recognize that my own
creative process in fashioning a visual art piece out of two broken mirrors has helped me
to reorient myself after the loss of my grandmother. Though I had not realized it at the
time, my mother pointed out that my mirrors had broken shortly before the passing of her
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mother. And yet somehow, in the way that the unconscious knows things that the
conscious self comes to recognize much later, I had saved the broken shards and
intuitively understood that my cracked mirrors were somehow connected to her.644
With my grandmother’s passing, I’ve lost my oldest remaining link to my
mother’s Haiti. Perhaps for this reason, I turned to the broken pieces of my mirror
fragments to create a representation of where she has gone, bits of broken glass building
upon one another in assemblage fashion. As historian Vincent Brown has stated about
rites to invoke the dead, “Especially in the midst of crisis, flux, and chaos, people
‘anxiously conjure up the spirits of the past to their service,’ in order to navigate through
a turbulent present.”645 This creative act, in which I created a representation of the
mythic realm of Afrik Ginen with pieces of my broken mirror, has reminded me of the
permeable layers of reflective surfaces and other worlds; I have been reminded even as
my grandmother now resides among a family of ancestral spirits, that she remains present
in both realms.
Almost always, one can re-arrange fragmented pieces—thereby challenging
notions of linear and singular histories—into a semblance of order. This is true too, of our
Ayiti chérie. As Haitian American anthropologist Gina Athena Ulysse (self-identified as
an artist-academic-activist), thoughtfully reflects: “The V-O-D-O-U that I know and
struggle to love… is about families, spirits, healing, protection, heritage. Most important,
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it is about self-making.” 646 Ultimately, this work’s written form and artistic expression
aim to demonstrate the possibility of making oneself, and perhaps even generations of
ancestors, whole once again. As Edwidge Danticat has so eloquently stated, it is in
creating such “elaborate mausoleums” in the form of ritual works, mortuary arts, and
sacred objects that the spirits may be assured of their relevance in mortal dimensions.
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Conclusion

On Being, Activation, & Medicine:
The Rasanblaj of Africana Healing Arts
“Humans, then, are not only thinking through things. They also come to be through
them.”
—Morten Axel Pedersen647
“Papa Gede sits at the center of the thick weave of relationships that make up a family—
an ideal place for a healer to be, because all Vodou healing is the healing of
relationships.”
—Karen McCarthy Brown648
Ritual rattles, consecrated pots, sacred bundles, divine mirrors—these entities
serve as just several examples of religious arts that orchestrate order in the physical and
invisible worlds. Many ritual agents similarly mediate relationships between humans and
the divine realm in order to restore people to previous states of being or catalyze
transformation into new states of becoming.649 While a number of archaeologists and art
historians have offered insightful studies about the use of Black Atlantic ritual pots650,
similar examinations of the ritual prominence of bundles, rattles, and mirrors in Africana
religions would yield exciting developments in deepening studies of material culture.
Further research would also greatly benefit from explorations of these same ritual art
entities in other religious traditions. Indeed, while the statue, effigy, painting, and
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tapestry prove fascinating forms of religious arts, there exists an incredible variety of
other ritual art objects worth exploring in the Black Atlantic.
Relying upon the frameworks of comparative religion and phenomenology, I have
pointed out notable parallels and distinctions between Central African and Caribbean
sacred arts, with particular attention to three ritual art forms employed in healing
ceremonies. Drawing from art history and material culture, I have analyzed the aesthetic
traits, characteristics of form, and ritual properties of these works. Employing the
ethnography of ritual objects, I have chronicled the “social life” of these art entities,
considering the roles they perform as ritual participants and religious actors in ceremony.
Ethnography of ritual healing has provided a lens through which to interrogate how
sacred arts act as healing agents, as tools of diagnosis, as prescriptions, and as remedies.
Lastly, with insights from sensory ethnography, it has also become clear that a full
integration of the senses, what might be termed a synaesthetic methodology, would
greatly enhance our understanding of ritual works. Many of the intricacies of sacred
arts—how they are touched and held, the music and noise/sound that they produce, the
smell of herbs and leaves placed inside them, the sight they yield into visible and
invisible dimensions—require a full engagement of the senses.
In Chapter 2, “Rhythm & Balance,” I considered the various categories of illness
and wellness in Black Atlantic cultural contexts, with a particular emphasis on spiritual
illnesses, or those caused by spiritual imbalance. Through various anecdotes of religious
devotees from Haiti and Congo, we determined that these “invisible ailments” might be
caused by the ill intention of others, the neglect of family ancestors, the disavowal of
religious lineage, the transgression of ritual prohibitions or obligations, the refusal to
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dedicate one’s life to the spirits and the ancestors, or a general sense of imbalance in
one’s life. I then highlighted the use of healing arts in the form of sacred implements used
to cure the physical, social, or psycho-social impacts of spiritual illnesses. In Chapter 3,
“Divine Noise,” I examined Haitian ritual rattles, metal bells, and other noisemakers in
their capacities as conductors of sacred space. In particular, I considered how they
produce a sacred rhythmic “white noise” that effectively enables shifts of consciousness
in healers, patients, and religious devotees. In Chapters 4 and 5, “Vessels and Embodied
Altars, Parts I and II” I discussed the power of Congolese ritual pots and Haitian sacred
bundles as an assortment of sacred objects [kumbika a bundu, rasanblaj], a ritual bouquet
that functions simultaneously on the level of individual sacred parts as well as a
collective whole. In Chapter 6, I investigated the use of Congolese divination mirrors as a
direct conduit for ancestral spirits and Haitian mirror mortuary arts as channels for spirits
departing from the material world or returning from the ancestral realm. The ritual use of
mirrors and reflective surfaces remind us of the proximity of the spirit realm, the
importance of consulting the spirits in time of need, and the ways that spirits manifest
themselves in unexpected, fractured fashion.
Broadly speaking, my work illuminates the intimate connections between
religious experiences and the sacred arts, particularly in the context of healing.
Historically, researchers of the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries have relied on oral traditions,
folklore, music, and myths to document cultural traditions of Africa and the Caribbean.
However, as the field of Africana archaeology and material culture continues to expand
in the 21st century, more scholars are turning to community artisans and ritual
craftspeople to document how ritual arts embody the religious experiences of cultural
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communities, and how ritual healing artifacts restore balance to people’s lives.
Additionally, studies of these healing arts illuminate more holistic frameworks that regard
health as an intentional balancing act of energies and a continual re-negotiation of
relationships. It becomes apparent that spirits and humans exist in relational exchanges.
Sacred arts may enact the principle of a “divine reflexivity” in their enactment of ritual,
their invocations of spirits, their work as consecrators of space, and their relational
exchange with humans. These devotees will respect and revere them, also feeding them
to reenergize their properties. Indeed, these meditations yield greater insight into notions
of selfhood and agency, sentience and being in Africana religions.

On Being, Part I: “Things,” Objects, & Arts
“It is surely irrational, or at least strange, to speak to, offer food to, dress and bathe a mere
piece of sculpture, rather than a living breathing human being… It is not that the priests
cannot distinguish between stocks and stones and persons, rather, they hold that in certain
contexts stocks and stones possess unusual, occult, properties; of which the religiously
uninstructed would remain ignorant, and the instructed but skeptical, wrong-headedly
incredulous.”
-Alfred Gell651

In our study of religious arts more generally, we have grappled with numerous
instances in which a ritual object comes to harness intangible spiritual powers and
presence, even as it retains its physical, material state of being. As such, these ritual arts
become a site of ritual work for manifested spirits. In recognizing their role as divine
healers and ceremonial actors, we can better comprehend the roles that ason, banzungu
ya ntoto, bankisi, pakèt kongo, ditensi, and miwa serve as negotiators of divine
dimensions in both public and private healing spaces. I would like to conclude then, by
651
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examining these sacred entities’652 experience of “being,” their activation, and their role
in medicine and healing treatments of Black Atlantic religious spaces.
Nieves Zedeño further considers the conditions of indigenous notions selfhood
among First Nations. She refers to both the importance of the bundles’ agency (their
ability to bring about and alter human action) and animacy, or the object’s possession of
certain sentient properties (a trait present in all things/ objects of life). Nieves Zedeño
thus proposes an alternate model of understanding objects as entities with dormant (or I
might suggest, inactivated) life, stating that, “There is a radical ontological difference
between approaching objects as passive and temporary repositories of animacy and
understanding them as intrinsically or latently animate…”653 In the latter approach, we
recognize the cultural relevance of regarding these “things” as subject-actors, as ritual
entities with responsibility to care for their human clients. Such a framework can further
assist us in identifying the dynamic negotiation of “selves” by people, spirits and
objects654.
Regarding notions of being, I have found the term hierophany, introduced by
Mircea Eliade, one helpful alternative to the “fetish”. Indeed, a hierophany offers an
instance of encounter between the divine realm and the material world during which,
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“something sacred shows itself to us.”655 In this way, any object-entity (a stone or feather)
can become a vessel for a divine message as readily as a sentient, living being (a serpent
or tree). In whatever form the spirit chooses to manifest itself in a hierophany, the object
maintains its basic quality of “thing-ness,” (a rock retains its rock-like nature, a bundle
retains its “bundle-ness,”) but also takes on the selfhood or the ontology of the visiting
spirit. In short, the object is not the spirit; the object takes on or embodies the spirit.
Similarly, Todd Ramón Ochoa urges a reassessment of the terms used to refer to
sacred entities. He offers a subtle yet important critique of Stephan Palmié656, who works
to avoid the term fetish in his discussion of Palo sacred instruments. However, as Ochoa
points out, Palmié’s argument still exists largely within the Hegelian dichotomy of
subject versus object. Palmié identifies ritual works as “sacred objectivation” or
“objectified sacred knowledge” 657 and regards prendas and other ritual objects largely as
inanimate matter existing “in a dialectical universe of subjects who act and control, and
objects that receive action and only submit to control.” 658 In contrast to this more
reductionist framework, Ochoa intervenes, stating, “I propose an analysis that values
prendas-ngangas-enquisos not as ‘objects,’ ‘objectivations,’ or any other derivation of
object status but, rather, revalues them as ‘agents’ or ‘influences’…”659 Respectfully in
655
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response to Ochoa however, I pose the phenomenological question: why can bankisi and
pakèt kongo not be both sacred “objects” and ritual entities? I contend that it is in their
capacities as ritual pots and sacred bundles—mystic things660 —that they serve as ritual
anchors and spiritual antenna; it is in this “object” form that they may become embodied
altars, at times, even divine entities.
It is true that scholars fall on either side of this spectrum, often identifying sacred
entities as either primarily objects (pots) or principles (influences). Returning to Mende
women’s masquerades, Sylvia Ardyn Boone asserted that while they contained divine
elements, sacred objects did not serve as gods themselves, as “These objects allude to the
power, but are not the power themselves.”661 Martin Holbraad takes another perspective
in his work on Cuban Ifá notions of aché (loosely translated to mean [spiritual] power or
potential). In discussing the relationship between diviners’ spiritual power and their
divining instrument of powder, he states, “So the answer to the question as to why aché
powder is power is that, in Ifá, powder provides the condition under which deities can
manifest themselves immanently.”662 As demonstrated earlier, if any object (such as
powder), organic material, or human can manifest the presence of spirit in African and
African derived traditions—and if babalawos (priests) cannot perform divination acts
without the consecrated powders used as tools of mediumship—then we can begin to
understand how the “power is powder” and “powder is power”. However it is true, as
evidenced in part from the title of Holbraad’s article—“(Or, Mana Again)”—that certain
660
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Western concepts such as power and magic may prove rather limiting in our models of
(diasporic) indigenous hermeneutics.
Within Black Atlantic religions, several scholars have introduced “new terms,”
grounded in indigenous languages and local epistemologies to add greater nuance to
notions of the subject and object. These terms reveal that “subject” and “object” exist as
various points along a spectrum rather than diametric opposites. In his work on minkisi,
Martínez-Ruiz suggests that a more accurate category for Central African ritual art may
be the term mpungu (kimpungu or bampungu, pl.). Mpungu designates any entity with the
ability to interact directly with the divine, whether material or immaterial—“this might be
a sacred object, a sound, a gesture, a forest or even a person.”663 We are reminded here
that in many Africana worldsenses, nearly any living being or “non-being” (objects
without sentience) may encounter the spirit world through spiritual activation by human
hands or visitation/manifestation from the spirits themselves. In my attempts to render
these works as ritual entities, the term mpungu seems most appropriate to discuss “the
being” of sacred arts. In this way, no entity is bound by its intrinsic form, as the category
of bampungu reveal the ways in which masks may become spirits in ceremony, and trees
may take on the properties of people in their healing capacities. As such, we can
understand the ontological shifts that take place in ritual spaces and in ritual time—how a
forest becomes a celestial realm in its role as a sacred grove, how a human gesture
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embodies the power of ancestral energy, or how a sacred bundle may become the home
of a spirit called into the work.

On Being, Part II: Multiple Ritual Selves
As forms of (vibrant) matter, ritual arts objects possess a selfhood all their own.
In her work among Batammaliba nations of Togo and Benin, Suzanne Blier explains that
houses and homes function as universes unto themselves, and describes how people refer
to various parts of a house using human analogue parts. Ultimately, she suggests that
houses come to embody distinct selfhoods and ontologies. Similarly, other studies of
matter have encouraged the integration of various disciplines to understand the properties
of things. Offering a religious studies engagement with political theorist Jane Bennett’s
influential work Vibrant Matter, Hughes explains that, “Bennett’s insistence that matter
is not inert but rather agentic and her argument for the ontological continuity between
human persons and matter challenge scholars of religion to revise our interpretive
paradigms for understanding the relationship between religious practitioners and sacred
object entities.” 664 Like ritual agents, the term sacred object entities succeeds in
conveying the animacy or social life of an “object” that simultaneously experiences a
more complex form of being: that of a ritual entity. Further, we might focus on this theme
of “ontological continuity,” or the continuum of object-, people- and spirit-selves to more
clearly grasp the notion of multiple selfhoods in all of these beings (see Figure 7.1).
The notions of being and multiple selves might help us to better understand how a
healing bundle not only serves as a direct conduit for divine forces, but may also
664
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experience self-transformation in blessings, consecration, and visits from the spirits.
Anthropologist Edith Turner pointed to what she identified as “the profound mystery of
human permeability. Humans are permeated by each other and by spirits.” 665 We might
also add that ritual objects may equally be permeated by humans, each other, and spirits.
Such an interpretation highlights the more porous aspects of the self, whereby each entity
(whether animate human, spiritual force, or material object) has the ability to experience
multiple selves through its close interaction and relationship with a quiet object, a lively
person, or a visiting spirit. As we become familiar with the relationality of religious
communities and their ritual objects, frameworks such as these better position us to
recognize sacred objects as religious actors with perhaps a more subdued, latent, or
inactivated animacy, even as they mediate relationships of the human, material, and
divine order.
In her work on pre-colonial Equatorial Africa, historian Florence Bernault has
explained that concepts of the body centered on notions of “a ‘multiple and fragmentable
entity’ . . . and, critically, these multiple fragments ‘retained power beyond death and
dismemberment’.”666 Indeed, these notions of the multiple self appears widely understood
in a number of cultural contexts, as even psychologist William James667 emphasized the
notion of multiple selves. Similarly, Alfred Gell referred to the “distributed person” and
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“fractal personhood”668 to consider the dynamics between human agents and art objectagents, as he maintained that an individual person exists as an entity of multiplicity in the
sense of genealogy, and thus, as an “aggregate of persons”669. Even further, he asserted,
“artworks are never just singular entities; they are members of categories of artworks . . .
Artworks, in other words, come in families, lineages, tribes, whole populations, just like
people.”670 I assert that these human and art lineages do not simply bear genealogical
traits, but include the inheritance of spiritual powers and ritual obligations as well.

Being & Becoming: Ritual Arts & the Senses
Returning to our discussion of the senses and embodied knowledge, Morten Axel
Pedersen offers particularly helpful insight into the extra-sensory potential activated by
ritual objects. Focusing on the use of Mongolian healers’ robes as ontological social
agents, he asserts that the otherwise common act of “seeing” is actually an “ontological
state,” as the healer who dons the robe develops the ability to perceive realities otherwise
not visible to mortals. The shamanic robe signals the community’s acceptance of the role
as healer671 and divine arbiter.672 The robe further enables healers to conduct the actions
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and arrival of spirits. Additionally, the gown permits the healer to travel to the realm of
the spirits and allows them to visit her. Ultimately then, the healer’s robe serves as a
transporter and a transformer, a heightening of physical senses and an awakening of
spiritual senses, which, as Pedersen explains, “constitutes an entire cosmos in its own
right”.673
Similarly in Haitian Vodou, the training that accompanies the ason provides
manbo and houngan with spiritually heightened sight and awareness to sense when spirit
may be arriving in the heads of certain devotees. In Congolese ancestral traditions, the
use of the mirror, rattle, and bell permit an nganga ngombo to hear the voices of the
ancestors who offer diagnosis and prescription for a patient; even more, the priestess’
mirror, covered with malafu ya ngasi (palm wine), allows her to access a visual register
of spiritual sight in order to see an afflicted patient or a perpetrator not present in the
room. In this way, I argue that sacred entities may even come to “sense” their own
surroundings, “knowing” in embodied fashion the role that they are meant to play in
ceremony in particular, and in society more broadly speaking. Nieves Zedeño further
states that when transferred between peoples, bundles instruct their new owners about
their care. She explains their maintenance thusly, “The presence of a bundle in a
household is quite literally like the presence of a delightful but rather demanding house
guest.“ 674 With ritual needs and desires, these art objects as divine “house guests” require
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feedings and activation, and ask rhetorically whether they will be well taken care of by
their devotees in their ritual work.
Interestingly, the “senses” and ritual properties of ritual arts may be further
transformed by their apparel and “dress.” Martínez-Ruiz notes that in the 17th century
records of Italian Capuchin missionary Giovanni Antonio Cavazzi and Dutch writer
Olfert Dapper675, both refer to “The idea of dressing and re-dressing the mpungu [ritual
entity] as a means for recharging its power…”676 In this way, the attire of ritual art has
the power to refresh and reenergize its spiritual capacities. A sacred art’s new form may
also allow it to undertake new spiritual endeavors, as Martínez-Ruiz adds, “The visual
elements of changing the mpungu’s dressing…allow[s] clients to understand that a new
phase of the mpungu’s conceptual realm has begun. The mpungu’s resulting fresh
surface, new look, and clean smell help practitioners internalize its evolving
empowerment and renewed, heightened potency.” 677 Without such processes of renewal,
the mirror, the rattle, the pot, the bundle may become ineffective, as Eliade has
poignantly noted of the cosmos, “Simply because it has been going on, the world has
wilted, it has lost its freshness, its purity and its original creative power.”678
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On Togetherness
It becomes clear then how a ritual entity’s discrete “self” may evolve in the course
of ceremonial use679, particularly in its interactions with other sacred arts. This allows us
to understand ceremony as both a transformative site and an experience to locate and
distribute multiple ritual selves in the space. Importantly then, we are reminded that
sacred art objects work cohesively as a collection of ritual entities. I argue that such an
approach can illuminate how sacred arts and spirits, lay community and initiates, healers
and patients all interact collaboratively in ceremony, creating what Nieves Zedeño refers
to as “cumulative sentience”680. Indeed, for such diverse “beings” to commune this way
composes part of their reglèman, their nsiku, the ritual orders of their spiritual and
material relationship(s). In this way, mirrors cannot invoke the bankaka (ancestors)
without the lively presence of the rattle; pakèt kongo should not be presented to the
temple and the community without its woven basket; banzungu must be bathed in and
filled with palm wine to appease the ancestors. One ritual art form achieves its work
through the efforts of the collective—material arts, humans, and spirits all included. As
discussed in the sacred vessels dual-chapter, none of these ritual “agents” work
independently of the other. Instead, each sacred object is enhanced by the ritual and
aesthetic work of its surrounding actors. That is to say, the shy ceramics of banzungu ya
ntoto in Kikwit become alert when awakened by the mufukambumbulu, the ritual rattle,
679
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that invokes the presence of ancestors for a patient in need. A mirror mosaic crafted and
displayed in the Ghetto Biennale of Port-au-Prince garners a pulsating, urban energy in
its reflection of the surrounding city streets.
Returning to the BaKongo organizing principle of kumbika a bundu as described
by Martínez-Ruiz, the notion offers a tremendously helpful indigenous theory to ground
concepts of gathering. However, it is true that this particular notion does not translate as
readily into the Kikwitois dialect of KiKongo (also known as Kituba or KiKongo ya
Leta681). Perhaps a more fitting translation of the concept in Kikwit would be kuvukisa
kisika mosi, to put things together, organize and bring things together in a particular
fashion in the same place.682 In our own study, this place is the context of the healing
ceremony. Conceptually speaking, it does not appear that English carries a corollary
term, though the French rassembler comes quite close to the sentiment of compiling,
gathering, collecting. I assert that this notion of bringing distinct sacred arts and ritual
objects together provides a most helpful local framework to understand how these entities
work collaboratively in ceremonial and healing spaces.

A Rasanblaj Theory of Sacred Arts
Yet another term that has garnered great attention, and arguably one of the more
influential concepts in studies of West African art, is the notion of assemblage.683 Art
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historical use of the term has somewhat paralleled Claude Lévi-Strauss’ bricolage684
(1966), Jacques Derrida’s assemblage (1982), James Clifford’s collage (1988), and
Frederic Jameson’s pastiche (1998).685 While assemblage has been defined many
different ways686, at its core, the notion refers to a compilation of distinct artistic parts to
create a whole. Blier’s work on the arts of Benin has proven particularly influential here,
as she explains that, “Danhomè (Dahomey, Fon) works [like Asante, Bamana, and Kongo
arts traditions687]… are characterized more by the dissimilarity of form than by those
features that they have in common.”688 This has yielded a remarkable variety of Danhomè
artistic forms—from royal sandals to zoomorphic life-sized statues, woven textiles to
bundled entities. Perhaps even more intriguingly however, is the variety of their
composition, as royal sandals may be made with the skins of several forest animals and
the bundled entities of boci

[bocio] may include beads, locks, gourds, and leaves at

their base.
Such an aesthetic technique once again highlights a plurality of being, with many
seemingly disjointed parts, all of which in fact comprise a larger, holistic truth. At one
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point, Blier proposes that this multiplicity of form suggests a Danhomèan primacy of
“fragmentation, disjuncture, and reconfiguration”.689 Respectfully, I would offer another
interpretation for Black Atlantic communities, many of which regard plural sensibilities
as a key philosophical tenet and integral part of worldsense. I further contend that such
notions of multiplicity and mélange—as evidenced in the ever-enlarging Africana spirit
pantheons and assemblage art traditions—offer cosmologically grounded and enriching
insights culturally speaking. Indeed, Blier has identified this Danhomèan approach as a
“potent articulation of the normalcy of incongruity in life”690.
Returning to local conceptualizations of gathering, it appears that there are (at
least) four words in Fongbe language of Danhomè to express the concept of assemblage.
The three terms ha, fo, and kple alternately mean “to assemble,” “amass,” “group,”
“gather together,” or “unite” while the fourth term, agblo, refers to “agglomeration”. 691
Blier further notes that, “Interestingly, kple… also features in the term designating
crossroads (ali kpleten: the meeting of roads),”692 offering an appropriate meditation on
the “gathering” of people, plants, objects (and spirits) at the crossroads. We have already
encountered the Congolese terms of kumbika a bundu (the art of organizing or bringing
together) and kuvukisa kisika mosi (to gather things in the same place), and I might add
kuyidika (to arrange, get things ready). In Haiti, this term would be conceptualized as
rasanble, to bring multiple things/beings together. In addition, we have been introduced
to local expressions that allow us to move away from terms like “power object,”
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including the Congolese concept of kimpungu (or bampungu), referring to entities that
exist in either material or immaterial form that interact with the divine, and the Cuban
notion of fundamentos, which serve as material objects that connect humans to the spirit
world.
To further enrich these discussions of Congolese (KiKongo) and Beninois
(specifically Danhomèan) indigenous hermeneutics, I would also offer the Haitian
epistemology of rasanblaj. As previously noted, the English language does not
accommodate for the complexity of these terms in a single word (the way that French
does in rassembler), and neither English nor French seems to refer to these experiences
of gathering in a ritualized context. On the other hand, rasanblaj as defined by Gina
Athena Ulysse’ signals the “assembly, compilation, enlisting, regrouping (of ideas,
things, people, spirits.” 693 Most tellingly, several examples of the term reveal its
emphasis on collective and catalyzing activities: “fè yon ransanblaj, do a gathering, a
ceremony, a protest.”694 Ulysse further identifies rasanblaj as method, practice, and
catalyst. Indeed, ceremonies, assemblies, and protests serve a clear function: to gather
and galvanize the community, to motivate, energize, inspire, offer direction, and surely,
to heal the people, and possibly the surrounding environment as well. Building upon our
discussion from Chapter 5, this notion of rasanblaj illuminates how sacred arts act as
independent ritual agents as they simultaneously “synchronize” with other healing arts
simultaneously being used in ceremony.
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I maintain that in thinking about the ceremonial space, the center of religious
healing, we must understand all of the moving parts as a rasanblaj of energies and ritual
specialists; consecrated liquors and ancestral offerings; curative plants and ritual
instruments for divination, diagnosis, and remedy; visiting spirits and clients, patients,
and accompanying friends/family members. In the words of Manbo Jacqueline Epingle,
“Ou pa chwazi sa ou vle le w’ap fè yon rasanblaj ou ranmase tout bagay. You don’t pick
and choose [what you want] when you make a rasanblaj, you gather everything.” 695 This
highlights the additive and incorporative approach of so many Black Atlantic religions.
These religions may welcome new spirits to the pantheon each generation, phase out and
further develop existing ritual arts traditions, and work tirelessly to keep divination and
healing rites current with global health care influences in order to achieve wellness and
balance in life. As such, I offer rasanblaj as the final framework through which to
understand the phenomenological emphasis on gathering, collecting, and integration of
people, spirits, and ritual arts in African and African Diaspora religious spheres.

On Activation: Arts Awakened
Perhaps the most critical final step of crafting sacred arts is their activation.
Indeed, the potency of ritual arts stems from the well-guarded knowledge of how to wield
its ritual power once awakened. Again turning our attention to ethnography of the senses,
we note the frequency of terms such as “feeding” the spirits or “awakening” the entity in
order to signal the energizing and enlivening of a ritual art form.
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Though not entirely invincible (as years of decay certainly will have their effect),
rattles, bells, pots, bundles, and mirrors often comprise formidable ritual mediators with
tough exteriors. These entities are made for longevity. As Grey Gundaker astutely notes,
“Perhaps because it seems too obvious, folklore accounts rarely mention that these
materials do not protect automatically; rice in a jar is unusually a staple and nothing more
unless it is activated in use. Someone must assume responsibility for selecting the proper
material and placing it appropriately.”696 As embodied prayers and manifested ritual
action, sacred arts undergo activation as directed by healers, priests, and priestesses and
ultimately become charged with the responsibility to address the physical, psychological,
social, and/or spiritual ills of the afflicted individual or affected community.
A most intuitive form of activation involves motion and movement.697 While this
may appear blatantly clear, it is quite easy to underestimate the enlivening power of
transport and transfer to bring sacred arts to life. As art historian Henry Drewal has
pointed out, “Motion has to do with our relation to gravitational forces and our sense of
balance. As it turns out, a sense of balance (agbagbadodo), when a child first learns to
rise up on two feet and not fall over, is for Anlo-Ewe speaking people ‘an essential part
of what it means to be human’ (Geurts 2002:49-50).”698 In this sense, the quest for
balance and stability serve as some of our most primal instincts. Similarly, we can
understand how important it is to learn the physics of sacred arts: the way that they carry
sound, are spun into durable vessels, balance atop basins, catch and reflect light.
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Karen McCarthy Brown and Manbo Mama Lola worked closely together for
nearly three decades before Brown’s untimely passing. During the course of their
relationship, one persistent question centered on the manner in which Vodouizan seek the
healing and protective blessings of the spirits.699 Relating the story of a client requesting
spiritual guidance, McCarthy Brown recounted how Mama Lola, “produced a mare djòl,
a charm called ‘shut the mouth,’ . . . Having produced a wide loop with the last few feet
of string, she suspended the mare djòl from a heating pipe that crossed the ceiling of her
small basement altar room. Whenever she thought of it in the course of a day’s work, she
would reach up and set the charm swinging.”700 When asked why such constant physical
contact and connection was needed, Mama Lola explained that it was precisely this
consistent interaction—this setting into motion—that ensured the potency and efficacy of
the charm.701 Be it through the acts of consumption or libation, ignition or cooling,
shaking or breathing upon, inscription or arousal in ritual performance, it is critical that
these entities be charged for full activation of their ritual capacities and divine healing
properties.
Indeed, a key principle of Haitian Vodou is the notion of balans, the
understanding that one must strive toward a sense of equilibrium in one’s life to achieve
vitality, contentment, and tranquility. Brown further notes that, “The Creole [sic] verb
balanse (to balance) has a special significance in Vodou and in healing within Vodou.
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When devotees take ritual objects off the altar they are instructed to balance, to swing the
objects from side to side. This is thought to awaken or enliven the objects and the spirits
associated with them.”702 In the context of Africana religions, balance is typically and
most impressively attained in dance and motion, as they imitate life: a choreography of
never-ending movements. A rattle cannot exhibit its spiritual powers of invocation or
healing in a ceremonial space unless it is shaken and stirred. During its crafting, the
bright flames of candles illuminate the work of initiates to charge the room for the
preparation of the next generation of ason. We have also discussed how the “feeding” of
Haitian ason may take place when manbo or houngan foula sou li, ritually spray the rattle
with consecrated liquor to maintain its liveliness during the long hours of ceremony. A
ceramic pot may be left quietly in certain parts of the house for its protection, but
eventually must be brought out for its refreshing, and to add its ingredients of sacred
objects. And naturally before its first use, the pot must be sanctified with palm wine and
prayers. Mirrors simply cannot transmit messages without their tipping and bowing to
capture the light. And similarly to our other ritual instruments, the mirror must be blessed
by ancestral spirits in a small ceremonial rite before its regular use to ensure that it will
properly channel voices of the invisible realm.
Bankisi may be activated through a number of steps and actions, including prayer,
tying or knotting, and calling down various types of spirits703. In the case of nkisi nkondi,
the surface of the nkisi is overlaid with nails set into the structure. Hammered into the
figure with community and divine resolve, the precision of the nail inlay reflects at once
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careful consideration and the spontaneity of blunt force. As each nail represents a
troubling difficulty, both the location of the nail’s insertion as well as the angle at which
it enters the structure are telling of the powers challenged and channeled for its
operation.704 This also signifies an oath taken by the nkisi to accomplish the feat it has
been contracted to perform. 705
Pakèt kongo, as we have learned, become alive during a period of charging and
chofe, heating up their spiritual energies in whirling dances that take place within the
peristil (see Figure 7.2). As Robert Farris Thompson points out, “… like nkisi in Kongo,
Kongo packets are persons to be ‘awakened’ by bells and special singing.”706 Calling the
spirits into the pakèt occurs at the height of the ceremony known as bat gè (war or
combat), when any negative spirits present in initiates’ lineages or in the lakou can
effectively be chased away. In another ceremony known as bulè-zin (burning of the pots,
recalling Benin’s ritual pots, zεn), pakèt kongo’s ritual capacity may be increased in their
exposure to the warmth of flames, which rise from the sacred pots.707 Certain houngan
have explained that pakèt effectively serve as guards for the spirits and have the power of
“exciting and “heating” the Lwa. Again, the spirits enter into dynamic relationships with
the sacred bundles that they may one day come to inhabit. In parallel fashion to the way
that spirits activate a pakèt kongo’s healing properties upon entering, bundles provide an
energizing force for the spirits themselves. Devotees even suggest that without the ritual
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performance and activation of sacred arts, “[the] loa would be weak and unable to ‘work’
for patients.”708 While I would be wary of claiming that the healing arts serve the same
role of importance as the spirits themselves, I would confidently assert that each helps to
ignite the other’s sacred state of being and spiritual potential.
Kimberley Patton709 further suggests that these ritual implements are not simply
acted upon by religious participants, but may possess their own reflexivity, as Tibetan
Buddhists understand that when activated, prayer wheels in fact spin themselves. 710 Nor
is it always humans who determine that the ritual has concluded. Traditionally among
Zuni nations and other Pueblo peoples, Kachina dolls were often placed outdoors to reorchestrate balance in the universe, and their natural degradation was considered part of
the ritual work itself.711 It was not until the dolls began to decompose in the heat of the
desert landscape that the ritual work was considered complete. This understanding of
ritual agents’ work raises the question of divine reflexivity: what happens when the ason
drinks the consecrated liquor, or when the spirits perform divination on the other side of
the ditensi, when the pakèt begin to vibrate and pulsate with an energy meant to affect
their new initiates? This seems to suggest a multi-layered activation of ritual, one in
which devotees construct a sacred artifact, spirit breathes life into the work, and the ritual
entity begins to act on behalf of its mortal clients and spirit guides.
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On Medicine
This work has been, in part, an opportunity to reconceptualize what we think of as
“sacred art” and “being.” Allow me now to shift to the final component of our discussion:
medicine and treatment, particularly with regards to religion. Indeed, what might we
learn from these healing arts? As we may remind ourselves, “medicine” encompasses
such a wide variety of concepts globally speaking, and in Black Atlantic contexts
especially. Recalling our earlier discussion, the word for nkisi in the Kikwit dialect of
KiKongo means both sacred art and sacred medicine, while in other regions of the
continent, “medicine” may additionally refer to shrine or altar.712 Timothy Insoll has
pointed out in his archaeological work,
bebobe, ‘medicines’ was used by the Pagibeti (Congo) as a
‘favourite one-word explanation’ for ‘the unusual power of
a chief, a witch, or a highly successful curer or hunter’
([A.] Almquist 1991: 103). Similarly, among the Hausa, the
concept of medicine, ‘magani’… referred to anything that
‘corrects or prevents an undesirable condition’ (Lewis Wall
1988: 211). Further complication is added by the fact that
medicines could change form and become gods, as amongst
the Gã (Ghana) (Field 1937: 113).713
In this way, “medicine” may refer to mpeve (spiritual strength in KiKongo, nguya or
ngolo in Lingala) or fòs (spiritual power in Haitian Kreyòl) as well as a curative remedy
(trètman in Haiti and mpeve ya kusansa, the power to heal or raise children, in KiKongo)
or even obstructer of an impending condition. And of course, in the context of both
Haitian and Congolese healing ceremonies, we are familiar with medicines and sacred
healing arts manifesting as spirits and ancestor entities. Medicines then, may take any
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number of forms, including earth and mineral, plant and animal, powder and liquid, solid
and vapor, human agent, and object entity. Furthermore, inasmuch as devotees regard
health and wellness as a blessing from the spirits, the conditions of illness, disorder, and
affliction remain foundational, harrowing experiences of life.714
In a world without disease or unwellness, there is no need for medicine, for
treatment, for healing. And yet, undoubtedly, healing presents some of the most
transformative and regenerative experiences that life has to offer, allowing us to achieve
at times incomparable states of being to which we may otherwise not have access. In the
context of healing ceremonies, patients may be offered explanation for the cause of their
condition715, the opportunity to voice aloud concerns they have been fearful to admit to
themselves or share with others, as well as “the effects of transference and catharsis, and
anxiety management”716. In the process of divination, a healer / priest may assess the
source of the condition and gravity of the situation, as well as offer possible strategies to
move forward.717 With diagnosis, the condition’s haunting, mysterious nature is named
and finally given a face, as “the inchoate is given form, the invisible is perceived, the
inaudible has voice, the vaguely heard is clarified.”718
Importantly, patients of Africana healing ceremonies are typically reminded of the
role of the community in their condition, and are often encouraged to include family
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members in the healing process. Even in the isolation of their condition then, clients are
made to recognize the threads of their own existence as part of the social fabric. This
differs quite significantly from Western approaches to medicine, treatment, and
healthcare, in which the individual is the only “patient” affected, recalling Kleinman’s
differentiation between the individualized “disease” and the communal “illness”719.
Indeed, one of the most important aspects of healing is the ability to “situate” and
contextualize the condition, seeking answers to seemingly unanswerable questions of
“Why this illness or awful condition? Why me? Why now?” Sociologist Gaston Mwene
Batende introduces the term spiritothérapie to discuss the religious healing approaches
taken by Congolese priests of new Christian religious movements in Kinshasa. I further
assert that spiritothérapie is, in fact, a time-honored method of indigenous priests,
priestesses, and healers of many parts of the Black Atlantic, as healing techniques so
frequently involved prayer and ritual in addition to the use of medicinal plants. Mwene
Batende further suggests that in employing a tactic of spiritothérapie, Congolese
traditional healers and religious priests are readily able to answer the why of a condition,
stating, “These new forms of religiosity are supposed to be capable of bringing solutions
to certain questions which seem not to find satisfying answers elsewhere. Among other
problems, they try to contribute to the existential fears relating to the disease and to the
cure.” 720 Again, I maintain that it is not simply new Congolese denominations that
attempt such work, but that indigenous diviners, healers, and priests/priestesses have long
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aimed to allay the concerns of their patients and clients by providing a cultural, familial,
and spiritual context for why this condition may have befallen them.
A healer-priestess is regarded as knowledgeable when she is able to determine the
cause of a client’s condition as stemming from neglected ritual obligations of the family,
cultural prohibitions or taboos, or the discontent of the ancestors and spirits. This same
healer is regarded as skillful, and even gifted when such explanations have been
corroborated by a patient’s lived experience and recognition of these imbalances. As
Winkelman and Peek have expressed, “Locating these issues in time and space in family
history, or example, begins healing by placing the individual’s suffering within a shared
system of beliefs… Diagnosis provides relief from uncertainty and the unknown, making
circumstances intelligible within one’s worldview and eliciting beliefs and conviction
that provide motivations toward healing.”721 It is true that the power of naming an illness
carries profound effects, as does the ability to contextualize a condition in one’s “time
and space in family history”. It is why doctors conduct medical histories in the West. In
such an endeavor, Black Atlantic healing traditions touch upon some of the most intimate
aspects of treatment: restoring individual humanity to patients and clients—at times
ostracized for conditions of infertility, infectious disease, or mental health—as readily as
they socialize them for re-entry into the community.
I began this project with two questions, the first of which was, how do people
orient themselves in the world religiously when unwell? In the course of my study, the
resounding answer has been that many members of Black Atlantic communities tend to
embody what I identify as a religious orientation of the unwell. That is to say, even as
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they maintain their identity as Catholics or Protestants, they may readily turn to
traditional healers, priests and priestesses who guard the ancestral ways, and the spirits
who seem all-knowing in manners of healing and wholeness. Clients of various cultural
backgrounds come seeking guidance, insight, diagnosis, counsel, treatment, and
protection, often demonstrating tremendous religious flexibility in pursuing a course of
action that falls outside of the parameters of their “official” religion. Mwene Batende
offers further insight into such choices of spiritothérapie, explaining “Western medicine
turns out, at times, to be incapable of effectively treating certain pathologies, particularly
those considered to be of the mental, spiritual, psychic, moral, social order, etc. (for
instance, mental disorders, madness, sterility, difficult pregnancies, etc.)… The patient
needs not only to be cured of his or her affliction, but of equal importance, to be
protected afterwards against all maleficent forces.“722 As such, patients may not simply
be seeking medical treatment for the condition they currently suffer—they also solicit
insight into why such a condition may have befallen them, counsel to mediate their
challenging relationships, and protection so that such a condition can be prevented from
recurring to them or a beloved family member.
Indeed, in regions such as Haiti and the Democratic Republic of Congo, medical
facilities in hospitals may not always be affordable, and these institutions frequently run
out of stock of medicine with no guaranteed date of new shipments. With such poor
prospects at the outset, journeys to the hospital can often seem frivolous when means are
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tight in the household. In her work on mental health and religion in Salvador da Bahía,
Kathleen O’Connor draws from the work of medical anthropologist Paul Farmer to
emphasize the devastating impacts of structural violence, poverty and inequality on Black
Brazilian communities.723 Indeed, it is only recently that medical anthropologists and
cultural historians have begun to consider indigenous medicine and local understandings
of health a critical site of study to improve conditions of healthcare.
As is the case in Central Africa and the Caribbean in general—and Haiti and DRC
in particular—many patients and their families struggle to determine which health model
might be most appropriate for them considering their finances, their familiarity with
certain healing approaches, and their affiliation to particular religious orientations and
knowledge bases. In her work, O’Connor offers a collaborative health model that she
refers to as heteroglossic healing (influenced by cultural theorist Mikhail Bakhtin’s
heteroglossia). In this approach, a pluralized health care system would include local
religious healing strategies from African derived and Indigenous American derived
traditions as well as Western psychology and counseling provided for all citizens.
O’Connor argues that such a diverse health care system might prove most beneficial in
the cultural context of Brazil, as she asserts that psychiatric care should be seen as but
one component or option in the discourse of healing and wellness.724
Similarly in the contexts of DR Congo and Haiti, a pluralized system of
healthcare would greatly suit the nations’ diverse populations, allowing for more dialogue
about the integration of a diversity of healing systems in homes as well as hospitals.
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Interestingly, and perhaps unsurprisingly to many travelers, such a pluralistic perspective
is already informally taking place in medium-sized towns in Haiti and Congo, as well as
in other parts of the Black Atlantic. I specify medium-sized towns in particular, as
residents of major metropolitan areas such as Port-au-Prince and Kinshasa tend to
downplay the importance of traditional healing systems. While sizeable communities in
the capital cities still seek out local religious healing, especially among the swiftly
growing Evangelical and Protestant communities, there remains a major stigma in
pursuing such “unsophisticated” indigenous approaches to healthcare. Many illnesses of
the city can be effectively treated by Western medicine, though it is also true that
particular conditions are notoriously resistant to foreign medication, and must be
addressed with traditional medicine and ritual care.
Alternatively, in Haiti and Congo’s rural countryside, people may rely heavily, if
not exclusively, on the use of medicinal plants in brews and teas to be ingested, ritual
baths, prayers, and application of herbs to the body. Such components comprise
traditional treatments that have long worked successfully to address physical illnesses,
mental health conditions, and social concerns for generations. However, many people
often lack access to nearby hospital facilities and Western medicine, creating an
imbalance in the healthcare afforded to them. On the other hand, medium-sized towns
and small cities like Kikwit, Jacmel, and Mirebalais offer fascinating sites in-betwixt and
in-between—sites where traditional healers may readily encourage their patients to take
the doctor’s prescribed medicine for late-onset diabetes even as they offer their own
effective prayer and medicinal remedies for the condition.725 In large towns, there may be
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as many as two or three small-scale hospitals that offer modest treatment for patients (I
recall the new establishment of a Muslim hospital by Papa Ischaka, a Muslim lawyer
friend in Kikwit), or even one well-funded facility such as the major hospital created by
Paul Farmer in Mirebalais. Ideally, these hospitals would include locally trained health
care practitioners, and many do, though it is also true that many of the best and brightest
local doctors and nurses seek opportunities for their career in the capital cities or abroad.
Even with the amenities of hospitals in medium-sized towns, however, there is not quite
the same stigma about seeking help from traditional healers, priests, and priestesses.
Perhaps this is in part as so many people in small cities remain intimately connected to
indigenous knowledge bases and the natural environment, with a mother who may offer
her skills as a midwife, an uncle who specializes in treating asthma and arthritic pain, a
cousin who has been called to serve the spirits and trained with local herbalists to pursue
her practice.
To be clear, such a reliance on indigenous knowledge systems does not indicate a
deficiency in healthcare. However, no patient with modest means—whether in the city or
in the countryside—should feel despair that the spirits or ancestors have abandoned them
because the only types of (traditional) treatments with which they are familiar have not
been effective. Similarly, no urban dweller should feel that they do not know where to
turn to heal a broken heart, to garner success in work, and to mend ruptured relationships
between people (and spirits) in the family legacy. In the 21st century, we must continue to
help of Maman Peyila Mulele, a very powerful local healer known to invoke the powers of the Virgin Mary
and God. Maman Peyila advised him to pick up the medicine from the doctors, who had relegated him to a
lifetime of medication. When Papa Stèv returned, Maman Peyila blessed the medicine he had been given,
and also began her own treatment of him, which included fervent prayer, application of sacred clays to his
body, and holy water that she had blessed herself. Over the course of 6 months, Papa Stèv became fully
recovered. Needless to say, the doctors were astonished. Without a doubt, such a story reveals the power of
pluralistic approaches to healthcare in Congo and the Black Atlantic more broadly speaking.
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facilitate dialogues between Western health care practitioners and indigenous/traditional
health care specialists, such that each community becomes more knowledgeable about the
benefits and specialties of the other. These relationships have already successfully been
developed between Western health care practitioners and specialists of Chinese
acupuncture as well as Hindu Ayurvedic systems. Why not also find ways of exchanging
bodies of knowledge between Western health care practitioners and indigenous
specialists of Vodou and Congolese religious healing traditions? To be sure, these
dialogues and exchanges should be locally orchestrated and respectfully approached, as
we recognize the ways that that colonial and neo-colonial histories of exploitation have
resulted in mistrust of the efficacy of medicine and treatment on both sides.
With the incorporation of medical systems such as Chinese acupuncture and ritual
technologies such as Indian yoga and meditation into Western medicine approaches, it is
clear that “alternate healing systems” are quickly becoming more respected in medical
circles around the world. Perhaps even more excitingly, these indigenous bodies of
knowledge are no longer being regarded only as “alternative,” but as complementary
approaches to healing, known as CAM. Perhaps some of the next steps may include
permitting religious healers and religious specialists, accompanied by their sacred arts of
course, into patients’ rooms. As traditional healing systems continue to serve such an
important role in treatments of Central Africa and the Caribbean today, perhaps
collaborative measures ought to be explored by local herbalists, healers, priests, nurses,
and doctors. In the West, perhaps it is time that we also begin interrogating our own
categories of illness, and spend more time cultivating intimate relationships with patients.
This may include the incorporation of a patient’s family members into the consultation
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room, thereby adding detail to the patient’s individual narrative of illness and adding
greater dimension to the family’s own medical history. Many health care studies726 have
indicated that such integrative approaches to healing, medicine, and treatment can offer
critical restorations of health, and I would also add, profound transformations of being.
As Insoll has poignantly stated, “Illness, disability, and disease-related mortality are
negatives, but relate also to positives, for their absence permits processes of creativity
and complexity and allows human life to flourish.” 727 It is to these creative healing art
objects that we now return.

Conclusion: Blurred Genres
It is my hope that this work and other such studies of sacred arts will assist us in
understanding how we as religious participants and cultural actors orient ourselves in the
universe, particularly when we become unwell as patients; how we define ontology and
notions of being in the world through the integration of multiple senses; and finally, how
we relate to the ritual object-subjects which mediate relationships between ourselves and
the divine realms. Perhaps one day, studies such as this one might lead to the
incorporation of more sacred arts participation and the inclusion of ritual agents in
healing spaces within sacred temples as well as in hospital settings. As Mwene Batende
has thoughtfully mused, “Sacred arts and ritual objects reveal a mode of healing based on
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spirituality and a quest for meaning.” 728 It is this quest for meaning—accompanied by the
quests for curing and restoration, transformation and renewal—that has drawn me to the
study of sacred healing arts here.
Healing rites ultimately serve as a process of orchestration—an ordering of time
and space and a balancing of physical, social, and psychological energies to achieve (or
restore) a state of wellness. Arguably the most central components within ceremony are
the animators of ritual and the religious actors involved. These include the mortals who
activate the space with song, dance and invocation; the spirits who arrive for ceremony
with blessings, scoldings, counsel, and prophecies to distribute; and the sacred arts and
material objects that perform ritual for clients and provide treatment for patients.
Regarding ritual art objects as religious subjects provides insight into how Haitian and
Congolese religious communities relate to sacred arts neither as “fetish” objects nor as
inanimate “things,” but rather, as sacred entities and integral elements of ritual treatment
designed to heal patients holistically. Sacred art forms not only invoke and embody
spiritual entities, but also serve as active ingredients of religious medicine with the
capacity to transform the negative energy of toxic relationships and redress neglected
ritual obligations.
The second question that has propelled my research forward is: how do sacred art
forms mediate relationships between humans and spirits, particularly in the context of
physical illness, social unease, and psychological imbalance? As they actively restore
energetic balance, health, and wellness, ason, banzungu ya ntoto, bankisi, pakèt kongo,
and matensi all work to heal individuals and communities firstly in the mortal plane,
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which then results in a ritualized ripple effect in the divine realm. Physical pains are
treated, social anxieties are allayed, communal relationships are restored, psychological
disorder is stabilized, ancestors and spirits are appeased. In the moments of crisis and
during ceremonies of religious treatment, it is the ritual rattles and noisemakers who call
the spirits to attention, the pots and bundles that embody and manifest their energies, the
mirrors that transmit ancestral messages, diagnoses, and remedies. It is through the
assistance and participation of these understated, divine object-beings that wellness and
wholeness return. In this way, sacred art objects amplify and make more efficacious the
healing of initiates and patients, strengthening relationships to the Lwa and the bankaka.
This “amplification” results in a ritual that is larger and louder-than-life, a ceremony that
the spirits of one’s lineage cannot help but join.
In concluding, allow me to offer some meditations on Black Atlantic questions of
ontology and ritual arts. I have underscored how various categories of being are
conceptualized and I further suggest that Haitian and Congolese communities perhaps
focus less on discrete categories of being, since the manifestation of spirit can render
people, animals, objects, and plants otherworldly and divine. Key questions of Africana
ontology then ask, how will this entity act in the world—will it benefit or harm the
collective? Congolese religions and Haitian Vodou further inquire, How do we honor this
entity, activate it, use it to our benefit?
I urge us to broaden our definitions of object, art, and medicine to grasp what I
identify as the “blurred genre”729 of ritual art. As we conceptualize sacred arts as ritual
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implements as well as healing agents, we arrive at more complex understandings of
object and subjecthood, of selfhood and agency. More simply, I refer to these entities’
abilities not as a “magical” power, but rather as the anima of ritual healing. A devotee’s
ability to tap into anima of ritual healing demonstrates great konesans, wisdom and
knowledge. I assert that these sacred arts serve neither as spirits nor as natural
phenomena—neither lifeless objects nor fetish works—but as handcrafted ritual entities
that exist somewhere on the spectrum of “selfhood,” sentience, and being. In this way, we
come to understand ritual arts traditions as valuable, indigenous bodies of knowledge that
illuminate studies of religious ceremony, initiation, and certainly, ritual healing in the
Black Atlantic.
As a blurred genre, sacred arts act in ways that resemble inanimate objects,
humans, plants, inorganic matter, and spirits, and at times, all of the above. And a
knowledgeable healer, priest or priestess is masterfully able to call forth each of these
energies when appropriate. In her work on Haitian arts, art historian LeGrace Benson has
noted, “The woodworker makes visible the spirit present in the wood, while the
ironworker calls the spirit down into the construction—two ways of working, both
attending to spirit presence, both habits of attention brought to the Americas.”730 Wellseasoned fashioners of pakèt kongo are able to accomplish both of these spiritual feats.
As with woodworks, the manifestation of a spiritual body is clear in the particular dress,
but even further, pakèt kongo invoke and house spirits of the ancestral realm for future
service and attendance. Ason effectively conduct spirits (in addition to humans and
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objects), banzungu learn to host spirits, while mirrors in their natural state of being serve
as metaphor and medium of the spirit world.
Also alluding to the properties of this blurred genre, MacGaffey argues that ritual
masks uniquely serve as objects that humans disappear into (as they become a spirit or
ancestor), while kings become objectified entities through ritual action (when seated on
thrones and led ceremonially through public festivals).731 The sacred arts of bankisi,
banzungu ya ntoto, and pakèt kongo present an intriguing difference then, in that they
serve as host (at times, even long-lasting homes) for ancestors and healing spirits that
have been called into them. The vessels’ transformation into kimpungu (entities that can
interact with the Divine) following activation suggests that they come to embody the
spirit, either until the healing work has been completed (in the case of banzungu and
certain bankisi), or for a lifetime of devotion and service to an initiate’s spirits (as with
pakèt kongo). As conductors of ceremony, rattles and noisemakers salute and direct
spirits, people, and other ritual arts (particularly drums), and ultimately transport people
to other states of consciousness. Finally, mirrors serve as metaphor and medium of the
spirit world; they transmit messages like ritual lighthouses, catching and dispersing light
to signal spirits and humans of the others’ movement between worlds.
I have offered here several indigenous hermeneutics to highlight the work of
AfroAtlantic healing arts. Armed with the concepts of gathering and collectivity—
kuvukisa kisika mosi and rasanblaj—I argue that sacred arts yield insight into Black
Atlantic notions of the self and the collective. As vibrant object-entities, sacred art forms
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initiate us, enact ritual, provide divination, offer diagnosis and treatment, and connect us
to the spirits. As extensions of ourselves, they deliver our prayers, and as embodiments of
spirit, they may also answer. Sacred arts may be the property of individuals who have
acquired ritual knowledge to work with them, or instead belong to the entire community,
which benefits from their public or private use. Their life spans may be short and focused
for a particular purpose, or they may change hands several times, continually
transforming over generations. These sacred art forms exist because they perform ritual
work successfully—they pray, bless, smite, instruct, conjure, ask, answer, heal. But it is
true that at times, like humans, they may also fail in their endeavors. Unlike us, ritual arts
do not fall into existential crises732 about their purpose in life. Instead, they indicate their
need for refreshing, redressing, reenergizing, so that they may continue their work. In
their multiplicity of form then, these sacred art entities permit us to be our most human
selves. Bearing witness to these ritual arts, we are indeed reminded that it is human,
spirit, and material beings who have birthed and re-birthed us in our journeys to achieve
wellness, wholeness, and balance in a continually spinning cosmos that we call our own.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF FIGURES
All figures photographed by author unless otherwise specified

Figure 1.1 – Congolese ditensi (divine mirror) and ngunga (ritual bell) used in healing
ceremony in Kikwit, Democratic Republic of Congo, October 2014

Figure 1.2 – Atlantic Africa & African Diaspora map created by Akinwumi Ogundiran &
Toyin Falola, in Materialities of Ritual in the Black Atlantic
(eds. Ogundiran and Falola, 2014)
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Figure 1.3 – Re-created Haitian altar with bottles, rattles, bundles, and vessels
Musée d’Ethnologie, Port-au-Prince, Haiti, September 2015

Figure 1.4 – Twin initiates (with spiritual names of Taiwo and Kehinde)
dance as new houngan in Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016
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Figure 1.5 – vèvè (sacred symbol) for the spirit Ezili Freda
Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016

Figure 2.1 – Manbo Marie Maude Evans conducts ceremony to ritually marry an initiate
to the spirit Kafou, spirit of the crossroads in Jacmel, Haiti, July 2015
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Figure 2.2 – Papa Abraham (Papa Loncha Nsadongo) treats patient’s leg
with ancestral staff – Kikwit, DRC, January 2015

Figure 2.3 – Maman Peyila Mulele, prophetess and healer with congregation,
Kikwit, DRC, July 2012
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Figure 2.4 – Haitian altar with ritual healing implements, including pakèt kongo
Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016

Figure 2.5 – Congolese ritual healing implements (including ancestral staff)
belonging to Papa Abraham – Kikwit, DRC, January 2015
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Figures 3.1, 3.2, & 3.3 – Manbo Benita and Houngan Fritz engaged in an ason duel
following kanzo, the rites of initiation in Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016
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Figure 3.4 – Haitian ason at rest in Jacmel, Haiti; note the distinct
types of beads used (glass versus plastic), July 2016

Figure 3.5 – Manbo Maude saluting Loko with the ason
Mattapan, Boston, March 2017
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Figure 3.6 – Houngan Macillon Pacombe seated
at his altar in Mirebalais, Haiti, October 2015

Figure 3.7 – Haitian kwa kwa or tcha tcha, made of calabash gourd and wood
and used to call Petwò spirits, author’s personal collection
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Figure 3.8 (above left) – Congolese nkalu (calabash gourd) traditionally
used for kisangu (ritual rattles) in Kikwit, DRC, October 2014
Figure 3.9 (above right) – Congolese kitchaka tchaka (rattle, left) in the form of a green
plastic container and ngunga (bell, right), Kikwit, DRC, October 2014

Figure 3.10 – the construction of a Haitian ason in Jacmel, Haiti, July 2015
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Figure 4.1 – Papa Gode Kidionga of Kikwit, DRC, January 2015

Figure 4.2 – nzungu ya ntoto, ceramic ritual pot used for healing rites; Papa Gode uses his
banzungu to treat patients with mental health conditions, Kikwit, December 2014
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Figure 4.3 – Haitian govi (ritual pots) placed upon vèvè in ceremony
Peristil Mariani, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Figure 4.4– Haitian govi in the funerary rite for former Ati and Houngan Max Beauvoir
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, September 2015
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Figure 4.5 – Congolese nzungu ya ntoto, personal collection

Figure 4.6 – kumbondi, bound and knotted raffia used in nzungu
Kikwit, DRC, December 2014
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Figure 5.1 – Manbo Marie Maude Evans leads ti fèy, new initiates, out of the djevo,
inner temple in Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016

Figure 5.2 (above left) – pakèt kongo being swept over a ritual fire in the lakou
Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016
Figure 5.3 (above right) – Ezili Dantò’s fire blessings
Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016
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Figure 5.4 – Haitian pakèt kongo in Musée d’Ethnologie
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, September 2015

Figure 5.5 – Haitian pakèt kongo for Ezili Dantò, made by Ronald Edmond
personal collection
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Figure 5.6 (above left) – Manbo Claudice Mary Ange Mimovsky invokes the spirits
at her altar in Mirebalais, Haiti, August 2015
Figure 5.7 (above right) – spirits Simbi and Bosou in the form of sacred stones on the
altar of Manbo Mary Ange in Mirebalais, Haiti, August 2015

Figure 5.8 – pakèt kongo paraded through the outer temple by new initiates
Jacmel, Haiti, July 2015
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Figure 6.1 – (left to right) Maman Sumbu, apprentice,
and Maman Malobo – Kikwit, DRC, October 2014

Figure 6.2 – Congolese ditensi or kitala tala, used by nganga ngombo
for divination rites – Kikwit, DRC, October 2014
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Figure 6.3 – Artist Ronald Edmond, founder of studio Atelye Deliverans,
Port-au-Prince, September 2015
(photo shared with permission of Ronald Edmond)

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 – Bizango statues with inlaid mirrors (fabric, horns,
cotton, mirrors) by artist Ronald Edmond, September 2015
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Figures 6.6 and 6.7 (above left and right) – full tree and detail of the floating heads of
Martissant Trees Earthquake Memorial (circa 2011) by artist Pascale Monnin (plaster,
metal, glass, found objects), Port-au-Prince, Haiti, June 2015

Figure 6.8 – Mirrors are Memory Laden art installation by Kyrah Malika Daniels,
May 2011, Cambridge, MA
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Figure 7.1 – kitchaka tchaka (rattle), ditensi (mirror), and ngunga (bell)
Kikwit, DRC, October 2014

Figure 7.2 – pakèt kongo in procession to salute Kafou, the crossroads
Jacmel, Haiti, July 2016
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY
Afrik Ginen (Haitian Kreyòl) – spirit realm beneath the sea for Haitian Vodouizan
BaKongo (KiKongo, Lingala) – referring to communities of the ancient Kongo ethnic
group. BaKongo communities today continue to live in the southern Republic of
Congo (Congo-Brazzaville), southwestern Democratic Republic of Congo
(Congo-Kinshasa) and northwestern Angola. See Kongo
bankaka (Kikongo, bankoko in Lingala) – ancestors and spirits. The term incorporates
members of immediate family members who have passed on, family members
whom one may not have known personally but who remain powerful figures in
the family legacy, and collective ancestors
banzungu ya ntoto (KiKongo, Lingala) (sg. nzungu ya ntoto) – sacred vessel of
southwestern Congo. Typically made of fired red or brown clay, these pots can
typically be found in any local market place, particularly in the ritual goods
section; pots are not inherently religious; rather, they must be consecrated and
activated by a priest/priestess or healer to render them sacred for ceremonial
work. May also take the form of a small hole made in the earth where palm wine
is poured as an offering to the ancestors. See mabondo
BaSimbi [Congo] (Lingala, BiSimbi KiKongo) (sg. simbi) – river spirits, connected to the
ancestors and, at times, to rites of initiation; still recognized as sacred entities
and spirits connected to the Lasirenn spirits in Congo today. See Simbi [Haiti]
Bizango (Haitian Kreyòl) – an initiatory society long considered to be linked with the
“dark forces” of Vodou. Rachel Beauvoir-Dominique notes that part of the
historical uneasiness with Bizango emerges from true accounts of their
importance as revolutionary soldiers, many of whom developed skills in the art
of poison used against colonial masters during the war for independence
bo [Benin] (Fon) – ritual bundles often used as ritual healing arts in Danhomè and Fon
regions of Benin. Like bankisi, bo include a wide variety of ingredients.
Considered one possible antecedent for pakèt kongo. See boci
boci

[bocio] [Benin] (Fon) – sacred figurines (sometimes bundles) often used as ritual
healing arts in Danhomè and Fon regions of Benin. Like bankisi, boci include
metaphorically or chemically opposing forces, thereby further enlivening the
work. Considered one possible antecedent for pakèt kongo. See bo

BonDye (Haitian Kreyòl) – God in Haitian Vodou; the Eternal One; rules over Lwa, who
serve as mediators between God and humans. See Lwa
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chalè (Haitian Kreyòl) – literally meaning heat; often used to describe various
ailments, including inflammation, aches, pains, discomfort, and general
disorder or malaise
corne (French) – horn, usually bull horn, used in ritual arts and healing rites,
particularly in Congo and Cuba (where it is known as the mpaka)
Danbala (Haitian Kreyòl) – Lwa known as a wise, elder spirit, and connected with
serpents. He wears white and is associated with purity and cleansing, and his
wife is Ayida Wedo, the rainbow. These two Lwa are of the Rada family of spirits,
and demonstrate clear origins (at least in part) from Danhomè
ditensi (KiKongo, kitala tala Lingala) – mirror, traditionally used in divination rites by
banganga ngombo (indigenous priestesses) See miwa
diwuka (KiKongo, symbol pona bankoko Lingala)— ritual participation fee; this usually
refers to the small sum of money used for payment for a divination rite or a
healing ceremony at the beginning of the séance. Also referred to as droit de
participation (French)
djèvo (Haitian Kreyòl) – the sacred inner temple of Vodou where initiation takes place,
in contrast to the peristil (outer temple); see lakou
djok (Haitian Kreyòl) – condition caused by negative energy (similar to the “evil eye”);
may be sent by anyone consciously or unconsciously due to harbored
resentment, anger, or jealousy. Can cause conditions of physical illness or social
disruption. Babies and young children are especially susceptible to djok. See
ekspedisyon and maladi ya kindoki
ekspedisyon (Haitian Kreyòl) – condition caused by negative energy; often sent by a
ritual specialist intending to cause harm on behalf of someone else. Can cause
conditions of physical illness, social disruption, or mental health conditions. May
also be referred to as malediksyon or djok. See djok and maladi ya kindoki
elima ya maza (KiKongo, elima ya mayi, Lingala) – spirit world beneath the rivers, at
times where healers’ and indigenous priests’ initiations may take place (in Haiti,
referred to as initiation anba dlò)
Ezili Dantò (Haitian Kreyòl) – Lwa (spirit) of motherhood, single motherhood and
fierce, protective love, a warrior known to have fought alongside Ogou during
the Haitian Revolution; belongs to the Petwò nation, and of the Ezili family of
spirits, sister of Ezili Freda (possibly from Erzulie D’en Tort, Ezili of the
Wrongs)
fèt (Haitian Kreyòl) – ritual ceremony in honor of the spirits; its purpose may include
healing, cleansing work for the house as well festive celebration of the Lwa
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foudre (French, nzasi KiKongo, kake Lingala) – negative energy sent to someone;
literally means lighting that has been sent to strike someone down~ may
manifest itself in the form of an egg, a turtle, a dog, a rooster, something material
in the house that one must remove in order to heal holistically
fundamento [Cuba] (Spanish) – consecrated objects or entities (such as drums, rattles,
pots) made by ritual specialists and elders to connect with the Oricha (spirits)
and possibly also los muertos (the ancestors). Ivor Miller explains that following
initiation, devotees learn the language, ritual rules, and sacred arts associated
with the fundamentos to which they have been entrusted
govi (Haitian Kreyòl) - sacred pot inherited through family lineage, used to store
ancestral spirits and divine energies
houngan (Haitian Kreyòl) – Vodou priest. Their work may include ritual healing (with a
specialty in spiritual illnesses), divination, initiation, family mediation and
counseling, conducting ceremonies for ancestors and the spirits and mortuary
rites, among many others See manbo
hounsi (Haitian Kreyòl) – devotee of Haitian Vodou; one who is initiated and has
undergone kanzo inside the djèvo, but who has not received instruction in the
ason; also lovingly referred to as ti fèy, “little leaves” of a manbo or houngan;
devotees of Haitian Vodou often identify themselves as sèvite, and increasingly
today as Vodouizan
kanzo (Haitian Kreyòl) – initiation that one undergoes inside the djèvo; there are various
stages of initiation, including the lave tèt (literally washing of the head,
resembling a baptism), kanzo senp (simple kanzo, one is initiated and becomes an
hounsi, but is not given instruction in the ason), houngan / manbo sou pwen (one
is initiated to the priesthood and given instruction in the ason), and houngan /
manbo asogwe (the highest stage where one is initiated, given instruction in the
ason, and may also open her own temple and begin to initiate others)
kibo nganga (KiKongo, Lingala) – literally, ways of the healer; referring primarily to
indigenous ritual healing systems in Kikwit. See kibunkaka
kibunkaka (KiKongo, kibokoko in Lingala) – literally, ways of the ancestors; referring to
Congolese indigenous religions, sacred arts traditions, and ritual healing systems
in Kikwit. See kibo nganga
kindoki (KiKongo, Lingala) – negative energy, often incorrectly translated into English
as “witchcraft,” which does not convey its complexity. Kindoki is any force that
that causes harm to others, and it may be either intentional (as in the case of an
ndoki who deliberately enlists the help of spirits to send negative energy to
someone) or unintentional (in the case of jealousy, for instance). Kindoki is one
of the most frequent causes of spiritual illness. See ndoki and maladi ya kindoki
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kisangu (KiKongo, kitchaka tchaka Lingala) (pl. bisangu) – traditional calabash gourd
rattle, which may be consecrated and used in healing ceremonies. See kitchaka
tchaka
kitchaka tchaka (Lingala, kisangu KiKongo) (pl. bitchaka tchaka) – rattle that may
take many forms (calabash, metal, plastic); often used in southwestern Congo as
a musical instrument and sacred object, if consecrated. See kisangu
konesans (Haitian Kreyòl) – spiritual knowledge acquired later in life, especially after
initiation to Vodou. The distinction ought to be made between erudition, or
formal education, and what Claudine Michel calls “knowledge + wisdom,”
garnered through life experience and spiritual intelligence
Kongo (KiKongo, Lingala) – referring to the people or culture of the Ancient Kingdom
of Kongo, which reached its height between the late 14th century and mid 18th
century, as well their descendants in the African Diaspora. The Kongo
Kingdom spanned the current day nations of Republic of Congo (CongoBrazzaville), Angola and Democratic Republic of Congo (Congo-Kinshasa)
kumbika a bundu (KiKongo) – BaKongo philosophy of northern Angola; the art of
organizing, assembling, or bringing together. See kuvukisa kisika mosi
kutempa (KiKongo, kotempa Lingala) – ritual ceremony of divination used to
determine the cause of someone’s death, particularly in the event that the death
occurred mysteriously, unexpectedly, or seemingly without reason
kuvukisa kisika mosi (KiKongo) – in Kikwit, to put things together, organize and bring
things together in a particular fashion in the same place. See kumbik a bundu
lakou (Haitian Kreyòl) – a community sharing physical land, ancestral lineage, and/or
spiritual kinship; often refers to both the physical temple compound as well as
the initiates of the house. Vodou sacred spaces can be understood in a series of
concentric circles, with the lakou as the largest encompassing circle, the ounfò
(temple compound) within it, the peristil (inside of the temple) inside of that,
finally leading to the djèvo (the innermost temple, and site of initiation, kanzo)
langaj (Haitian Kreyòl) – ritual language connected to the spirits; may be a mixture of
unrecognized West African words, expressions, and Haitian Kreyòl adaptations;
may also be coded language used between elders and initiates in the form of
riddles and proverbs
Lasiren [Congo] (KiKongo, Lingala,) – spirits of the water, often of the river. Known to
capture people and take them under the river for weeks, months, or years at a
time, often for purposes of initiation. (from French la sirène, meaning mermaid)
See Mami Wata and Lasirenn [Haiti]
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Lasirenn [Haiti] (Haitian Kreyòl, from French la sirène, meaning mermaid) – Lwa of
Haitian Vodou, spirit of the sea attributed with fortune and chance, connected to
the Ezili family of spirits, married to the Lwa Agwe. See Lasiren [Congo]
liputa (Lingala, lele KiKongo) (pl. maputa) – single piece of fabric and printed cloth
lusaku (KiKongo, maloba ya bankoko Lingala) – sacred words with great power;
whatever is uttered will come to pass (perhaps resembling asè)
Lwa (Haitian Kreyòl, Loa French) – term designating spirits of the Haitian Vodou
pantheon; mediators between BonDye, God, and humans. See BonDye
ma kisi nsi (KiKongo) – the term used to designate Kongo religion historically and today
in certain BaKongo regions of northern Angola (Bârbaro Martínez-Ruiz, 2013)
mabondo (KiKongo) (sg. dibondo) – funerary terracotta sculptures in ancient Kongo;
may also be referred to as bambungu ya ntoto (sg. mbungu ya ntoto). See
banzungu ya ntoto
malafu ya ngasi (KiKongo, masanga mbila Lingala) – palm wine, sacred beverage of
the ancestors
maladi BonDye (Haitian Kreyòl) – literally, illness of God; refers to “God-given” or
natural illnesses that may include both physical illnesses or mental health
conditions. These conditions must be addresses as a naturally-occurring illness
with medicinal plants and/or Western medicine. See ekspedisyon and maladi ya
Nzambe (Congo)
maladi ya Nzambe (KiKongo, Lingala; maladie naturelle French) literally, illness of
God; refers to “God-given” or natural illnesses such as diabetes or rheumatism.
This may include both physical illnesses caused by evident visible factors (such
as an infected wound, rheumatism, prostate) or mental health conditions that
are hereditary. These conditions must be addressed as a naturally-occurring
illness. See maladi ya kindoki and maladi BonDye (Haiti)
maladi ya ndoki (KiKongo, Lingala) – literally meaning illness caused by one who sends
negative energy. One of the most common spiritual illness, sent either by
intentional negative energy (by an ndoki who intends to cause harm) or
unintentional negative energy (by another person in the case of jealousy for
instance). Conditions may include physical illnesses, social disruption, and
mental health conditions. Also known as as maladi ya kindoki, literally illness
caused by negative energy. See maladi ya Nzambe and djok
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maladi ya mpeve (KiKongo, Lingala maladi ya koloka) – literally, illness of the spirit in
KiKongo, or illness of possession in Lingala. This is a general term that can refer
to any number of conditions all caused by spiritual origin. See maladi ya
Nzambe and maladi ya kindoki
maladi spirityèl (Haitian Kreyòl, French maladie spirituelle) – spiritual illness that may
result in physical illness, social disruption, or mental health conditions. See djok
and ekspedisyon
manbo (Haitian Kreyòl) – Vodou priestess. Their work may include ritual healing (with
a specialty in spiritual illnesses), divination, initiation, family mediation and
counseling, conducting ceremonies for ancestors and the spirits and mortuary
rites, among many others
marabou (KiKongo, Lingala) – a priest or priestess who possesses the power of sight
into the invisible world. They can perform rites of divination for clients seeking
clarity or insight about a particular problem and healing ceremonies for patients
suffering from physical, mental, or spiritual illnesses. They often inherit their
power from someone in the family, or can also be initiated by a marabou.
Typically what distinguishes marabou from nganga ngombo is that they invoke
the ancestors, lesser known divinities from local pantheons, as well as spirits
from outside the Congolese pantheon. These spirits may be Biblical saints or
spirits from other world traditions. Marabou often tend to be men
mbasu (KiKongo, Lingala) – a spiritual illness caused by kindoki (negative energy) that
exhibits physical manifestations. The symptoms include swollen parts of the
body (typically the legs and ankles) and general irritation of the skin. See maladi
ya kindoki
mèt tèt (Haitian Kreyòl) – one’s guiding personal, protective Lwa and spirit; each person
is said to have a mèt tèt, and this identity is usually revealed in the djèvo during
rites of initiation, kanzo. This term is akin to one’s personal Orisa/Oricha/Orixa
in the Ifá, Santería, Lukumí, and Candomblé systems; unlike in these systems
however, it is customary in Vodou to keep one’s mèt tèt private and protected
knowledge
miwa (Haitian Kreyòl, miroir French) – mirror, often used in ritual objects such as
pakèt kongo and Bizango statues, public works such as those of Atis Rezistans,
and mortuary arts to honor the dead, particularly those who died in
Goudougoudou, the 2010 earthquake in Port-au-Prince and its surroundings
mpungu (KiKongo) (pl. kimpungu or bampungu) – any entity with the ability to interact
directly with the divine, whether material or immaterial
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mufukambumbulu (KiSakata) – a type of ritual rattle; assemblage of ritual objects,
typically collected in a small calabash; ingredients may include bird feathers,
animal teeth, animal dung, reptile bones, and beads on a string
ndoki (sg., pl. bandoki, KiKongo, Lingala) – an indigenous priest who possesses sight
into the invisible world and primarily causes harm to others (such negative energy
is called kindoki). Most people seek out an ndoki to “fix” someone or send them
negative energy, and this client may eventually become initiated, voluntarily or
involuntarily, without their knowledge. This is considered one of the risks in
seeking ritual assistance from an ndoki. Bandoki usually invoke the ancestors and
lesser-known local divinities. They typically do not possess knowledge of
herbalism, and many people say that bandoki cannot, in fact, actually heal people.
Bandoki often tend to be men. See kindoki
nfumu (KiKongo, Lingala) (pl. banfumu) – king or chieftain of a village
nganga – (KiKongo, Lingala) - priest or healer; nganga nzambi refers to a Catholic priest
or Christian pastor, whereas nganga nkisi signifies an indigenous healer,
sometimes shorthand for nganga ngombo. See nganga ngombo
nganga ngombo (KiKongo, Lingala) (pl. banganga ngombo) – an indigenous priest or
priestess with sight into the invisible world through rites of divination.
Banganga ngombo have been well versed in traditions of herbalism, and possess
spiritual healing powers that they have acquired through rites of initiation. They
typically invoke the ancestors in ritual ceremonies and have the power to treat
physical, mental, or spiritual illnesses. An nganga ngombo often inherits their
powers from someone in their family, or may be apprenticed in the tradition,
and all banganga ngombo must undergo initiation. Banganga ngombo often tend
to be women.
nganga nkisi (KiKongo, Lingala) (pl. banganga nkisi) – a healer often apprenticed as
an herbalist who treats physical illnesses and neurological conditions. They do
not have the spiritual power to perform rites of divination. An nganga nkisi often
inherits their knowledge from a healer in their family, but may also apprentice
himself to an nganga nkisi. Banganga nkisi often tend to be men.
nkisi (KiKongo, Lingala) (pl. minkisi or bankisi, depending on regional dialects) – in the
KiKongo of Kikwit, this means sacred medicine or ritual objects containing
sacred medicines. (Other scholars have indicated that in certain regions of BasCongo, the term for medicine is bilongo. See MacGaffey [1991 and 1986] and
Thompson [1983]). Bankisi may take a variety of forms including: gourds, bags,
cauldrons, bottles, wooden statues, shells, horns, pots, and bundles, among other
things. In effect, any object may become an nkisi if it is imbued with sacred
medicine. Central African healers may use bankisi to address physical, mental, or
spiritual afflictions. In some instances, can also mean Western medicine.
Considered to be one possible antecedent of Haitian pakèt kongo
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nsi ya bafwa (KiKongo, Lingala) – world of the dead
nsiku (KiKongo, bikila Lingala) – ritual rules and obligations to be followed regarding
initiation, family lineage, ethnic origin, etc. See reglèman
ounfò (Haitian Kreyòl) – outer temple compound that holds the peristil (physical
temple) and the djèvo (inner temple of initiation); see Lakou
pakèt kongo (Haitian Kreyòl) (pl. pakèt kongo) – decorative, protective healing packets
crafted by houngan and manbo; used especially in initiation rites (kanzo); origins
may include minkisi/bankisi of Kongo/Central Africa and bo/bocio of ancient
Danhomè (Benin). The cloth bundles are wrapped with silk, and may be adorned
with ribbons, feathers, crosses, sequins, & mirrors. Used to connect new initiates
to the spirits who walk most closely with them, and also to address clients’
problems of spiritual imbalance
palwu (KiKongo, sanga Lingala) – spiritual and/or psycho-social condition that results
from infidelity in a committed relationship, typically caused by a man or woman
who strays from the partnership and brings back negative spiritual energy from an
outside sexual encounter. Though both men and women may be susceptible,
mothers and pregnant mothers are especially vulnerable to palwu, as are babies
and young children. See maladi ya kindoki
peristil (Haitian Kreyòl) – the physical structure of a Vodou temple, placed inside the
ounfò (outer temple compound). The peristil holds the djèvo, the inner temple of
initiation, kanzo. See lakou
Petwò (Haitian Kreyòl) – family of spirits considered to be largely Central African in
origin. Tend to be “hot,” “fiery” and more unpredictable in their interactions
with mortals and each other. See Rada
prophète (KiKongo, Lingala, adopted from French) (pl. baprophète)— a self-identified
prophet whose divination and healing powers come sourced directly from God.
They often receive their power in a dream or through a revelation from God, and
typically identify as Catholic. They have the power to treat physical, mental, or
spiritual illnesses and may possess a knowledge of herbalism. Additionally, they
can perform rites of divination for clients seeking clarity or insight about a
particular problem. In ritual ceremonies, baprophètes primarily invoke only God,
and may at times invoke Jesus or the Virgin Mary as well. It is said that a true
prophet never asks for ritual payment, except to purchase the necessary
implements (such as plants, ointments, bandages, etc.) used for healing.
pò tèt (Haitian Kreyòl, also pot tèt) - sacred pot and receptacle of certain aspects of
one’s spirit/soul following rites of initiation (kanzo)
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potomitan (Haitian Kreyòl) – sacred center post around which a peristil, temple, is
constructed
poud (Haitian Kreyòl) – sacred powders at the core of pakèt kongo, usually comprised of
crushed leaves and soil from the earth. Also used as koud poud, a powder “sent”
to someone to cause harm
Rada (Haitian Kreyòl) – family of spirits believed to be largely of Danhomèan origin
(Benin). Considered the “cool,” “sweeter” spirits of the pantheon. See Petwò
rasanblaj (Haitian Kreyòl) - assembly, compilation or regrouping of ideas, things,
people, spirits
reglèman (Haitian Kreyòl) – ritual rules, order, and obligations that accompany
initiation. See nsiku
Rènn Kongo (Haitian Kreyòl) – Haitian Lwa known to be Queen of Kongo; a very rare
spirit to come during ceremony, except during the rites of initiation (kanzo)
Simbi [Haiti] (Haitian Kreyòl)– a Lwa of healing, serpents, and rivers in Haitian Vodou;
closely connected to pakèt kongo. Can either be of the Rada or Petwò families.
See Basimbi [Congo]
Tata Wata (KiKongo, Lingala, anglicized) – male spirit who lives in the river, the female
version known as Mami Wata. Known to take women mortals to his realm, and
in exchange for their love, loyalty and devotion, rewards them with riches in the
material world. See Lasiren [Congo]
tradi-practicien (KiKongo, Lingala, adopted from French practicien traditionnel) – term
referring to healer who may incorporate any number of traditions, but usually
works with God and with the ancestors, bankaka
vèvè (Haitian Kreyòl) – sacred graphic writing system of Haitian Vodou, cosmogram of
the spirits. Flour, cornmeal, chalk, salt or gunpowder may be used as the most
recognized spiritual instrument. Recognized in Brazil as ponto-riscado and
firmas or anaforuana in Cuba
Vodou (Haitian Kreyòl) – Haitian religious system practiced by a sizeable percentage of
the nation’s populace. Originates from religions of Kongo, Danhomè and Yorùbá
Indigenous African religions, as well as Catholicism, European Mysticism, and
Indigenous Taino and Arawak religions of the Caribbean. Vodou is founded on
tenets of healing, balance and sustaining cosmic rhythm in the universe through
ceremony and ritual
Note: Alternately spelled in Francophone and Hispanophone countries “Vaudou,”
“Vodun,” “Vodún,” “Vodoun” or “Vodú.” EuroAmerican spellings “Voodoo” or
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“voodoo” serve as misrepresentations of the nation and are often quite denigrating
[e.g. Reagan’s “Voodoo economics”]. However, there does exist today the
tradition of Voodoo or Hoodoo in New Orleans as well as the original Vodún of
Benin, related to Vodou and other African-derived religions.)
Vodouizan (Haitian Kreyòl) – practitioner and believer of Vodou. Note: people in Haiti
more typically refer to themselves as sèvite, one who serves the spirits, while
certain members of the Haitian Diaspora might use the term Vodouizan
zansèt (Haitian Kreyòl) — the ancestors, at times referred to as the spirits. Spirits may
include nom konu (named, family ancestors) and nom inkonnu (ancestors who
have become “generalized,” and whose names may be forgotten). Zansèt thus
incorporates members of immediate family members who have transitioned,
collective figures such as Jean-Jacques Dessalines or Toussaint L’Ouverture, as
well as those ancestral figures whose names have been forgotten, but who live
on in memory. See bankaka
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